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Abstract 
The basic objective of this thesis is to explore the aspects of human 
behaviour at work in relation to teamwork effectiveness by 
investigating the impact of human behaviour at work, utilizing the 
concept of organisational citizenship behaviour (OCB) and impression 
management behaviour (IMB) on teamwork effectiveness. The 
literature review revealed that the central way of thinking about teams 
and teamwork effectiveness is the input-process-output model (Barrick, 
Stewart, Neubert & Mount, 1998; Gladstein, 1984; Guzzo & Shea, 
1992; McGrath, 1964). The model posits that a variety of inputs 
combine to influence intragroup processes, which in turn affect team 
outputs. Thus this study focuses on the individual inputs (OCB and 
IMB) as a key component of the research model. 
The research study was conducted drawing upon responses of 
employees from two media companies in Bangkok, Thailand. The 
research combined qualitative and quantitative data collection 
methodology including semi-structured interviews, unstructured 
interviews, and a structured questionnaire survey, and was divided into 
three different studies. Study 1 aimed to develop a reliable measure of 
OCB and IMB that could be applied to the Thai culture. Study 2 
targeted the development of team processes and teamwork 
effectiveness measurement. Subsequently, the results from both studies 
were combined by methodological triangulation. Such results form the 
input-process-output framework model of teamwork effectiveness. The 
purpose of Study 3 was to investigate and explore this developed 
model. The results from Study 3 were statistically analysed by the 
independent-samples t-test, paired-samples t-test, multiple regressions 
analyses, exploratory factor analysis, and correlation analysis. 
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The findings suggested that OCB and IMB have direct and indirect 
impact on teamwork effectiveness. Additionally, the results from this 
study also suggested behavioural prediction can be measured which 
will be beneficial to organisations. The findings also provided the 
association of the behaviour which will be useful in identifying and 
encouraging various behaviours in order to increase the effectiveness 
of the team. 
Finally, it must be noted that this study was only exploratory research 
and, therefore, has some limitations. However, the study has developed 
a measurement of OCB and IMB that can be applied to the Thai 
culture, and the findings from this study will be beneficial to Thai 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Thesis 
This chapter seeks to explain the initiating point for this research and 
the catalysts which lead this author to undertake an investigation of 
human behaviour at work and teamwork effectiveness. Beginning with ZZ7 
the author's initial interest, the review of the literature guides the 
direction of this study to form the main research objective - to 
investigate the impact of human behaviour at work, utilising the 
concept of organisational citizenship behaviour and impression 
management behaviour as individual inputs within the input-process- 
output framework for teamwork effectiveness in Thailand. The journey 
of this research provides fundamental underpinning for the 
practitioners of management such as the imperative of teamwork 
effectiveness and the impact elements of human behaviour. Lastly, 
under the heading of `structure of the thesis' a brief outline of each 
chapter of this study is provided. 
1.1 The Background to the Research 
The initial interest of this study started from the author's experience 
while undertaking Dale Carnegie Training®, the "so-called" world 
leader in professional and business skills development, and while 
participating with the Toastmasters international, an organisation 
dedicated to helping individuals accomplish effective public 
presentations. 
The phenomena of Dale Carnegie's success is of interest to many 
companies of all sizes from various industries, and many countries 
throughout Southeast Asia such as, Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand. These countries are recognised 
as customers to either Dale Carnegie Training" or Toastmasters 
international. The belief is that to improve the performance of business 
is best achieved by means of developing the innate abilities of 
employees. However, from the author's perspective, Dale Carnegie 
Training" or Toastmasters international are known to recommend and 
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portray to the employees the useful tactics and strategies that are, on 
the surface, identical to organisational citizenship behaviour and 
impression management theory. Thus the questions began to arise from 
the author's perceptions of reality concerning the similarity between 
citizenship behaviours and impression management behaviours, and the 
importance of their factual consequences. Subsequently, the author 
began with a review of existing literatures on human behaviour at 
work. 
Human resources and how these resources are managed have long been 
recognised as the factor that represents a potential competitive 
advantage. As organisations attempt to meet the challenge of global 
competition and organisational innovation, much work has been done 
in the attempt to understand human behaviour at work. Identifying 
incumbents and applicants who can adequately perform the task 
requirements of a job are the goals of every organisation. 
Organisations expect that employees complete a minimum level of task 
completion, but this is only the first step in developing an effective 
workforce. In addition, employers need to identify those employees 
and applicants who will go above and beyond the call of duty. Such 
work behaviour has been describe in many terms in the last decade, 
including organisational citizenship behaviour (OCB) or "good soldier 
syndrome" (Organ, 1988), prosocial organisational behaviour (POB) 
(Brief & Motowidlo, 1986), and extra-role behaviour (ERB) (Van 
Dyne, Cummings & Parks, 1995). Van Dyne, Cummings and Parks 
(1995) added that extra-role behaviour is just utilizing the notion of 
Organisational Citizenship Behaviour (OCB). Hence, a common idea is 
an attempt to identify work behaviour that is in some way beyond the 
reach of traditional measures of job performance, but still contributes, 
in the long run, to organisational effectiveness. 
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However, there was a vast amount of literature expressing the potential 
and important affect of OCB on organisational effectiveness, directing 
readers to understand the importance of human behaviour to the 
organisations, but only at the macro-level. Nevertheless, an immense 
amount of literature existed stressing the importance of team. 
teamwork, and teamwork effectiveness, but diminutive emphasis on the 
linkage of OCB and teamwork. 
The frequently researched domain of organisational citizenship 
behaviours (OCB) in some ways approaches the topic of teamwork 
effectiveness (Bateman & Organ, 1983; Brief & Motowidlo, 1986; 
MacKenzie, Podsakoff & Fetter, 1991; Moorman, 1991; Organ & 
Konovsky, 1989; Smith, Organ & Near, 1983), but a primary difference 
does exist. OCB is often indicative of a generalised compliance toward 
the organisation and its goals as a whole, whereas teamwork is 
exhibited in and directed toward the work team itself. Despite this 
difference, it is important to note that this line of research has 
revealed that managers' subjective evaluations of worker performance 
can be determined as much by OCBs (such as altruism and civic 
virtues) as by objective productivity levels (MacKenzie, Podsakoff & 
Fetter, 1991). Thus, it can be said that there existed insignificant 
amount of research, relating OCB to the effectiveness of organisations 
at the micro-level, hence teams. Consequently, the author initiated an 
interest in investigating the impact of human behaviour on teamwork 
effectiveness, since many literatures stressed the importance and 
values of teams in organisations. 
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1.2 Research Direction 
Teams and teamwork are popular terms in management circles these 
days. The increased use of work teams in today's organisations has 
received attention in both the academic and the popular press, and the 
theoretical analysis of teams and team-based issue has re-emerged 
(Goodman, Ravlin, & Schminke, 1987; Guzzo & Shea, 1992). The team 
approach to managing organisations is having diverse and substantial 
impacts on organisations and individuals. According to Drucker 
(1988), tomorrow's organisations will be flatter, information based, 
and organised around teams. 
Examples of trend towards teams and teamwork abound. Consider this 
global sampling from business articles: 
" Motorola's walkie-talkie plants in Penang, Malaysia, and Plantation, Florida. 
"The goal, pursued by Motorola worldwide, is to get employees at all levels to 
forget narrow job titles and work together in teams to identify and act on 
problems that hinder quality and productivity.... New applicants are screened 
on the basis of their attitude toward `teamwork'. " (Engardio & DeGeorge, 
1994) 
" Fiat's new auto plant in Melfi, Italy. "Fiat slashed the layers between plant 
managers and workers and spent euros 64 million training its' 7000 workers and 
engineers to work in small teams. Now, the 31 independent teams - with 15 to 
100 workers apiece - oversee car-assembly tasks from start to finish. " (Rossant, 
1995) 
The management and academic press increasingly emphasizes the 
importance of teams for organisational success in the modern economy. 
Books and articles have been written about how to design empowered 
or self-directed work teams (Wellins, Byham & Wilson, 1991; Orsbum. 
Moran, Musselwhite & Zenger, 1990), parallel learning teams (Bushe 
& Shani, 1991), cross-functional project teams (Parker, 1994), and 
team-based organizations (Mohrman, Cohen & Mohrman, 1995). The 
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use of teams has expanded dramatically in response to competitive 
challenges. 
For example, 82% of companies with 100 or more employees reported 
that they use teams, with 45% reporting the use of permanent work 
teams, 35% reporting the use of one or more self-managed teams, 30(/- 
reporting the use of temporary project teams, and 18% using cross- 
functional teams (Gordon, 1992). In those organisations that used 
teams, on average, 53% of employees were reported to be involved in 
some kind of team, and 32% were said to be in a self-managed team. In 
1995, the number of organisations that reported using teams in general 
declined slightly to 78%, as did the number reporting the use of one or 
more self-managed teams (31%). On the other hand, a substantial 
number of respondents (40%) said their organizations were 
transitioning to a team-based structure, suggesting that teams are 
becoming more central to the production process in many 
organisations. 
Another example, 68% percent of Fortune 1000 companies reported 
that they used self-managing work teams and 91% reported that they 
used employee participation groups in 1993 compared to 28% and 70% 
respectively in 1987 (Lawler, Mohrman & Ledford, 1995). On the other 
hand, the response rate to their survey declined from 51% (n = 476) in 
1987, to 32% (n = 313) in 1990, to 28% (n = 279) in 1993. 
Additionally, in examining data on 56,000 U. S. production workers, 
Capelli and Rogovsky (1994) found that one of the most common skills 
required by new work practices is the ability to work as a team. 
Despite the increased use of teams in organisational settings, no 
widely accepted typology exists to categorise teams although a number 
have been proposed. Some efforts have focused on classifying teams 
based on key dimensions innate in the task (i. e., Hackman, 1968: 
Laughlin, 1980; McGrath, 1984; Steiner, 1972). Organisational 
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researchers have, as an alternative, concentrated on identif\ ing 
clusters of related teams found in actual organisations and applying 
appropriate labels (e. g., Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Hackman, 1990; 
Sundstrom, 1999; Sundstrom et al., 1990). 
Many literatures also emphasized the critical importance of teamwork 
effectiveness to the organisational success. The literatures highlighted 
some of the major theoretical models of work team effectiveness such 
as McGrath's (1964) Input-Process-Output Model, Gladstein's (1984) 
Model of Subjectively rated Effectiveness, Hackman's (1988) Model of 
SMWT Performance, Sundstrom-De Meuse-Futrell (1990) Model of 
Team Effectiveness, Salas and Colleagues' (1992) Model of Team 
Performance, and Campion and Colleagues' (1993) Characteristics and 
Themes Related to Work Group Effectiveness. These theoretical 
models of work team effectiveness are discussed in a later Chapter. 
Thus, the author clearly established that the dominant way of thinking 
about teams is the input-process-output model (Gladstein, 1984; Guzzo 
& Shea, 1992; Hackman, 1990; McGrath, 1964; Salas, Dickinson, 
Converse & Tannenbaum, 1992), and human behaviour at work, 
specifically OCB and IMB can appropriately be served as the input 
factors within the teamwork effectiveness framework. 
During the exploration of human behaviour and teamwork literatures, 
the author came across a vital issue of culture. Human behaviour must 
be viewed in the sociocultural context in which it occurs if one is truly 
to understand it (Segall, Dasen, Berry & Poortinga, 1990). Many 
cultural writers emphasize that culture has a strong effect on people's 
behaviour. Additionally, Hofstede (1994) stated that understanding 
people means understanding their background, from which present and 
future behaviour can be predicted. Therefore, the research on human 
behaviour relating to the effectiveness of the teams must be undertaken 
within one particular culture. It would have been possible to undertake 
a comparative study between different types of teams, however. the 
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author decided to focus particularly on the human behaviour element 
of teamwork. There would be undoubted value in a comparative 
approach, however, one major concern was that such a way forward 
might lead the author to be misdirected and concentrate in particular 
on specific types of team issues at the expense of a clear research 
direction which then might risk a loss of ultimate usefulness to human 
behaviour in general. 
This study examines organisational citizenship behaviour and 
impression management behaviour of people within work settings, and 
their impact on the effectiveness of teamwork inside Southeast Asia 
culture, Thailand. The overview of research direction is presented in 
Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2: Research Direction Overview 
Initial interest of Human Behaviour at Work: 
Organisational Citizenship Behaviour, 
Impression Management Behaviour 
Literature Review H Team/Teamwork H Teamwork Effectiveness 
Frameworks 
Vast amount of 
literature on Team/ 
Teamwork 
Human Behaviour at Work 
OCB, IMB Little amount of 
literature relating 




To investigate the impact of organisational citizenship behaviour and impression management 
behaviour as individual inputs within the input-process-output framework for teamwork 
effectiveness in Thailand 
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1.3 Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 draws attention to human behaviour at work. Theoretical 
frameworks to human behaviours provide the distinction between the 
cognitive and behaviourist approaches to human behaviour. 
Subsequently, this chapter explores the concepts of organisational 
citizenship behaviour (OCB) and impression management behaviour 
(IMB) as the two domains in this study. The examination of the 
dimensionality and measurement of, both, OCB and IMB raise the 
justification to the need of developing new measurements of OCB and 
IMB that are suitable for this study. 
Chapter 3 underlines team and teamwork effectiveness. This chapter 
examines various theoretical models of teamwork effectiveness in 
order to design the most suitable teamwork effectiveness framework 
model for this study, with the intention of assisting with the 
underlining principle of this study: to investigate the impact of human 
behaviour at work on teamwork effectiveness. The objective in this 
chapter is not to develop a further model of team effectiveness. This 
chapter begins with an historical perspective of group studies and 
human relation approach in order to provide greater understanding and 
evidences of the impact of human behaviour on the team effectiveness. 
The terminology and distinction between groups and teams are 
discussed in an attempt to define a `team' utilised in this study. Then 
various theoretical models of teamwork effectiveness are examined and 
the idea is discussed that the input-process-output model of teamwork 
effectiveness is most suitable for this study. 
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Chapter 4 discusses the issue of culture. It begins with the explanation 
of positions and roles, norms and social control, and social structure 
and follows on to the definitions of culture. The nature of 
organisational culture provides a theoretical background to human 
behaviour and culture. Cultural studies relevant to Thailand such as 
Hofstede's Cultural Dimensions and Trompenaars's Cultural 
Dimensions are examined. Subsequently, the relevant context of Thai 
culture is considered. 
Chapter 5 begins with the objectives and theoretical concepts 
underlying this study. This chapter presents the methodological 
considerations to be taken into account when studying the impact of 
human behaviour at work to their teamwork effectiveness. 
Methodology for a study specifies what information is to be gathered, 
from where, and what methods of data collection and analysis are to be 
employed. 
Chapter 6 presents the details of empirical research methodology and 
results customised for this study, which are divided into three distinct 
studies. Study 1 initiated the scale development, aiming to develop a 
reliable measure of organisational citizenship behaviour and 
impression management behaviour that could be applied to the Thai 
culture. Study 2 emphasized the identification and classification of 
team processes and teamwork effectiveness in order to develop the 
framework model of the study with the addition of scale development 
measurement team processes and teamwork effectiveness. Study 3 is 
the focal point of the study of this thesis, which was to examine the 
framework model derived from Study 2. Each study provided details of 
samples, procedures, measurement tools, and results of the study. 
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Chapter 7 provides the discussion of the empirical findings including 
the measurement of OCB and IMB, the impact of OCB and IMB as the 
input variables of the framework, the examination of the input-process- 
output framework model of teamwork effectiveness, and discussion of 
the associating behaviours. 
Chapter 8 presents the overview of the research journey. It begins with 
the introduction of the initial research interest and follows on to 
reflecting on the methodology, and finally reflecting on the limitations 
and future potential of the study. 
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Chapter 2: Human Behaviour at Work 
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The previous chapter provides the initial purpose towards the direction 
of this thesis and explains, in brief, the increase in attention and 
interest of organisational citizenship behaviour as the impact on the 
organisations. This chapter begins with the discussion of theoretical 
frameworks to human behaviour which highlights the contrast between 
the cognitive and behaviourist approach. Subsequently, this chapter 
draws attention to human behaviour at work, organisational citizenship 
and impression management behaviour as the two domains in this 
study, and highlights the discussion of conceptual overlapping between 
them. Additionally, this chapter should provide a rational explanation 
for the need of developing new measurements suitable for this study. 
2.1 Theoretical Frameworks to Human Actions 
Human behaviours are extremely complex as the topic involves many 
inputs and dimensions. Thus researchers have attempted to explore the 
concepts of human behaviour by employing various approaches, such 
as the cognitive, behaviouristic, and social learning theoretical 
frameworks. 
The cognitive approach to human behaviour has a great deal of sources 
of input. This approach emphasizes the positive and freewill aspects of 
human behaviour and uses concepts such as expectancy, demand, and 
incentive. Within this framework, cognitions precede behaviour and 
constitute input into the person's thinking, perception, problem 
solving, and information processing. The classic work of Edward 
Tolman can be examined to represent the cognitive theoretical 
approach. Although Tolman believed behaviour to be the appropriate 
unit of analysis, he felt that behaviour is purposive, and that it is 
directed toward a goal/objective. In his laboratory experiments, he 
found that animals learned to expect that certain events would follow 
one another. Thus. Tolman believed that learning consists of the 
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expectancy that a particular event will lead to a particular- 
consequence. 
Contemporary psychologists indicate that a cognitive concept such as 
expectancy does not reflect a guess about what is going on in the mind; 
it is a term that describes behaviour. Hence, the cognitive and 
behaviouristic theories are not as opposite as they appear apparently 
and as sometimes are made out to be - for example, Tolman considered 
himself as a behaviourist. Yet despite some conceptual similarities, 
there has been a controversy throughout the years in the behavioural 
sciences on the relative contributions of the cognitive versus the 
behaviouristic framework. 
Because of the recent advances from both theory development and 
research findings, there has been what McGill, Johnson and Bantel 
(1993) have termed a "cognitive explosion" in the field of psychology. 
A cognitive approach has traditionally dominated through units of 
analysis such as perception, personality and attitudes, motivation, and 
goal setting. There has been renewed interest recently in the role that 
cognitions can play in organisational behaviour in terms of research 
progression on how managers make decisions as well as in the area of 
social cognition. Social cognition involves the process of 
understanding and rationalizing people's behaviours. 
The behaviouristic approach to human behaviour; its roots can be 
traced to the work of Ivan Pavlov and John B. Watson. These founders 
of behaviourism stressed the importance of dealing with explicit 
behaviours instead of the elusive mind that had preoccupied earlier 
psychologists. They used classical conditioning experiments to devise 
the stimulus-response (S-R) explanation of human behaviour. Both 
Pavlov and Watson felt that behaviour could be best understood in 
terms of S-R, a stimulus induces a response. 
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The work of B. F. Skinner indicated the beginning of modern 
behaviourism. Skinner felt that the early behaviourists helped explain 
only the respondent behaviours (those behaviours drawn out by 
stimuli) but not the more complex operant behaviours. In other words, 
the S-R approach helped explain physical reflexes, while Skinner 
found through his operant conditioning experiments that the results of 
a response could better explain most behaviours than eliciting stimuli 
could. He emphasized the importance of the response-stimulus (R-S) 
relationship. The organism has to operate on the environment (thus the 
term "operant conditioning") in order to receive the desirable 
consequence. The preceding stimulus does not cause the behaviour in 
operant conditioning; it serves as a signal to emit the behaviour. For 
Skinner, behaviour is a function of its consequences. 
However, it is important to understand that the behaviouristic approach 
is environmentally based. It puts forward that cognitive processes such 
as thinking, expectancies, and perception may exist but are not needed 
to predict and control or manage behaviour. However, as in the case of 
the cognitive approach, which also includes behaviouristic concepts, 
some behavioural scientists sense that there is to some extent cognitive 
variables in the behaviouristic approach. In particular, a social 
learning approach has emerged that incorporates both cognitive and 
behaviouristic concepts and principles. 
The cognitive approach has been accused of being mentalistic, and the 
behaviouristic approach has been accused of being deterministic 
(Luthans, 1998). Cognitive theorists argue that the S-R model, and to a 
lesser degree the R-S model, is much too mechanistic an explanation of 
human behaviour. A strict S-R interpretation of behaviour seems 
justifiably open to the criticism of being too mechanistic, but because 
of the scientific approach that has been carefully employed by 
behaviourists, the operant model in particular has made a great 
contribution to the study of human behaviour. The same can be said of 
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the cognitive approach. Much research has been done to verify its 
importance as an explanation of human behaviour. The differences in 
perspectives between the two approaches can be tabulated as follows: 
Table 2.1: Behaviourist and Cognitivist Perspectives 
Behaviourist Cognitivist 
Observed behaviour is all important What goes on in a person's mind is the 
key to comprehension 
Behaviour is predictable Behaviour is not predictable 
People are information transmitters People are information generators 
People are all alike Each person is unique 
Behaviour is rational Behaviour is irrational 
Human characteristics can be studied People must be studied as a whole 
independently 
Emphasis is on what a person is and does Emphasis is on what a person can be 
Behaviour can be understood Behaviour can never be completely 
understood 
Source: Gilbert (1992) 
Regarding the theory versus practice perspective, reality probably 
occurs somewhere between the two extremes, as Gilbert (1992) 
mentioned that behaviour is predictable to a certain extent, yet it can 
never be completely understood. Instead of polarization and 
unconstructive criticism between the two approaches, one can 
recognise that each can importantly contribute to the understanding, 
prediction, and control of human behaviour. The social learning 
approach tries to integrate the contributions of both approaches. 
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It must be emphasized that the social learning approach is a 
behavioural approach. It recognises behaviour as the appropriate unit 
of analysis. However, unlike a strict or radical behaviouristic 
approach, the social learning approach suggests that people are self- 
aware and engage in purposeful behaviour. Within a social learning 
approach, people are thought to learn about their environment, alter 
and construct their environment to make reinforcers available, and note 
the importance of rules and symbolic processes in learning (Rathus, 
1990). 
The work of Albert Bandura (1977,1978,1986) can represent the 
social learning approach. He posits that behaviour can best be 
explained in terms of a continuous reciprocal interaction among 
cognitive, behavioural, and environmental determinants. The person 
and the environmental situation do not function as independent units, 
but in conjunction with the behaviour itself, reciprocally interact to 
determine behaviour. Bandura (1977) explains that "it is largely 
through their actions that people produce the environmental conditions 
that affect their behaviour in a reciprocal fashion. The experiences 
generated by behaviour also partly determine what a person becomes 
and can do, which, in turn, affects subsequent behaviour. " 
Different approaches direct to different factors associated with human 
behaviour research. In the field of management, major researches on 
human behaviour focused on linking the behaviour with concepts such 
as job performance, or satisfaction, etc., which included different 
factors relating to both, the cognitive and the behaviouristic 
approaches to human behaviour, such as personality, attitude, etc. In 




2.2 The Emergence of Organisational Citizenship Behaviour 
The roots of OCB research and theory lie in an intuitive conviction 
that, contrary to the 70s in-vogue party line of 
industrial/organisational psychology, job satisfaction did indeed bear a 
functional relation to performance of a sort (Organ, 1977). Although 
granting that job attitudes might have little to do with objective 
measures of individual job output, the argument was that satisfaction 
would affect people's willingness to help colleagues and work 
associates and their disposition to cooperate in varied and mundane 
forms to maintain organised structures that govern work (Organ, 1997). 
Putting the argument in these terms meant that there was slight interest 
in searching into such things as principled organisational dissent. 
The failure of the "job satisfaction-job performance" research to 
provide consistent, strong correlations and clear causal directionality 
is well known (Brayfield & Crockett, 1955; Fisher, 1980; Greene, 
1972; Iaffaldano & Muchinsky, 1985; Lawler & Porter, 1967; Locke, 
1970; Petty, McGee & Cavender, 1984; Schwab & Cummings, 1970; 
Slocum, 1970). Consequently, researchers appear to have mostly 
forgotten about this stream of research, apparently subscribing to the 
view that the satisfaction-performance relationship is caused by other 
variables. Even current reviews of the literature are contradictory. One 
meta-analytic examination of previous research concluded that the 
relationship between individual overall job satisfaction and individual 
job performance may be stronger than reported in earlier reviews 
(Petty, McGee & Cavender, 1984), and suggest that there is still 
something to the relationship between job satisfaction and job 
performance. However, another recent meta-analysis concluded that, 
while several practitioners and researchers tend to logically expect 
these two variables to be correlated, in fact, they are not (Iaffaldano & 
Muchinsky, 1985). As Organ (1977) has suggested, an incomplete 
explanation of the failure of previous research to provide strong 
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correlations may be due to the way in which performance has been 
operational] zed. Job satisfaction does not appear to cause job 
performance when performance is defined narrowly as quantity and/or 
quality of output. However, other forms of job performance, such as 
citizenship behaviours, may exhibit a stronger relationship with 
satisfaction and may in fact be produced by it (Schnake, 1991). The 
need to identify more precisely those helpful and cooperative 
behaviours borne of job satisfaction led Smith et al. (1983) to visit 
several lower-level managers at their places of work. Using an audio 
recording method, Smith simply asked these people: 
What kinds of things do you like to have people in your group do, but 
you know that you can't actually force them to do it, can't promise any 
tangible rewards for doing it, and can't punish them for not doing it? 
Smith got the richly textured material that she sought and followed on 
to develop the instrument that has been the most widely used in 
research on OCB. However, deriving the instrument this way ensured a 
"managerial" or "status quo", bias to the measure and thus, in effect, 
to any honest interpretation of the research using that measure (Organ, 
1997). In other words, OCB became, as expressed by Organ (1997), 
operationally, "things that supervisors like for you to do, even though 
they cannot make you do it and cannot guarantee any reward for it 
beyond their appreciation and perhaps an occasional extra kindness or 
two". 
Since organisational citizenship behaviour (OCB) is the domain of this 
study, the next section provides an analysis of the concept of OCB. 
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2.3 The Concepts of Organisational Citizenship Behaviour (OCB) 
Recently, extra-role, the helping behaviours have grasped the attention 
of organisational researchers. Over the past two decades, interest in 
behaviour that generally fits the definition of OCB has increased 
dramatically (Podsakoff et al., 2000). As mentioned earlier in Chapter 
1, researchers have employed diverse operational definitions of the 
new concept (e. g., Bateman & Organ, 1983; Bolino, 1999; George, 
1991; George & Brief, 1992; George & Jones, 1997; Graham & Verma, 
1991; Motowidlo, 1984; Neuman & Kickul, 1998; O'Reilly & Chatman, 
1986; Organ & Konovsky, 1989; Pierce, Gardner, Cummings & 
Dunham, 1989; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman & Fetter, 1990; 
Puffer, 1987; Rioux & Penner, 2001; Schnake, 1991; Scholl, Cooper & 
McKenna, 1987; Smith, Organ & Near, 1983; Van Dyne, Cummings & 
Parks, 1995; Van Dyne, Graham & Dienesch, 1994; Williams & 
Anderson, 1991), however, they have not been completely consistent 
with the terminology used to label it. Thus, labels for domains of 
behaviour such as prosocial organisational behaviour (POB), extra-role 
behaviour (ERB), and organisational spontaneity have extensively 
overlapped with OCB as described by Organ (1988). In order to derive 
to a working definition of OCB that is suitable for this study, the 
discussion of the similarity and differences between these overlapping 
labels is a necessity. 
Brief and Motowidlo (1986) define prosocial organisational behaviour 
as: 
`behaviour which is (1) performed by a member of an 
organisation, (2) directed toward an individual, group, or 
organisation iti'ith whom he or she interacts while carrying out his or 
her organisation role, and (3) performed with the intention of 
promoting the welfare of the individual, group or organisation toward 
which it is directed. ' 
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Brief and Motowidlo (1986) raise the distinctions between two types of 
prosocial organisational behaviour. First, prosocial organisational 
behaviour may be organisationally functional or dysfunctional. 
Examples of organisationally functional prosocial organisational 
behaviour include speaking favourably of an organisation to outsiders 
and being cooperative. Examples of dysfunctional prosocial 
organisational behaviour include helping co-workers achieve personal 
goals at the expense of an organisation and helping co-workers hide 
mistakes or inadequate performance. 
Schnake (1991) suggests that prosocial organisational behaviour may 
also be extra-role (not prescribed by an organisation) or intra-role 
(prescribed by an organisation). Intra-role prosocial organizational 
behaviours are, in operation, assigned to individuals as part of their 
performance responsibilities. An example of intra-role prosocial 
behaviour is requiring an experienced person to act as a mentor to a 
new employee. Extra-role prosocial organisational behaviours are most 
similar to organisational citizenship. These behaviours are not 
assigned to individuals by an organisation, and they are voluntary acts, 
undertaken by individuals, aimed at helping individuals, groups, or an 
organisation. 
The label that is most relevant to human resource management scholars 
and industrial and organisational psychologists is `Contextual 
Performance' (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993,1997; Borman, White & 
Dorsey, 1995; Motowidlo & Van Scotter, 1994; Van Scotter & 
Motowidlo, 1996). There is a clear overlapping between contextual 
performance and such notion as OCB and ERB, since Borman and 
Motowidlo (1993) defined contextual performance as: 
`behaviors [that] do not support the technical core itself so 
much as they support the broader organizational, social, and 
psychological environment in which the technical core must function'. 
I-) 
Borman and Motowidlo (1993) enumerated five categories of 
contextual performance, including volunteering for activities beyond a 
person's formal job expectations, persistence of enthusiasm and 
application when needed to complete important task requirements, 
assistance to others, following rules and prescribed procedures even 
when it is inconvenient, and openly espousing and defending 
organisation objectives. Certainly, the enumerated categories seem 
much in similar to OCB in the form of altruism, compliance, 
sportsmanship, courtesy, and civic virtue (as operationalized in studies 
of OCB dimensions). 
Motowidlo (2000) pointed out that although the behavioural domains 
of OCB and contextual performance overlap a great deal, there initially 
were some important definitional differences. Bateman and Organ 
(1983), extracting upon concepts of suprarole behaviour advanced by 
Katz and Kahn (1966), introduced the construct of organisational 
citizenship behaviour (OCB). According to Katz and Kahn, individuals 
must be induced to enter and remain with an organisation and carry out 
specific role and extra-role behaviours. 
Organ (1988) originally described organisational citizenship behaviour 
as: 
`... individual behaviour that is discretionary, not directly or 
explicitly recognised by the formal reward system, and in the 
aggregate promotes the efficient and effective functioning of the 
organisation'. 
What is different from OCB is that contextual performance as defined 
does not require that the behaviour be extra-role nor that it be non- 
rewarded. Organ's definition of OCB attempts to describe those 
behaviours which are not formally prescribed, but yet are desired by an 
organisation. Examples include punctuality, helping other employees, 
volunteering for things that are not required, making innovative 
suggestions to improve a department, and not wasting time. Organ 
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(1990) provided further examples that organisational citizenship 
behaviour also includes: 
`... behaviours that a person refrains frone doing, even though 
he/she has every right to do so, such as frequently finding fault with 
other employees, expressing resentment, complaining about 
insignificant matters, and starting arguments with others'. 
Additionally, Organ's definition also stressed that these "supra-role 
behaviours" appear to be largely unaffected by organisational 
reward/punishment systems, and this can be explain for several 
reasons. First, citizenship behaviours are often subtle, difficult to 
measure, and therefore difficult to include in formal performance 
appraisal systems. While managers may notice these behaviours and 
consider them in subjective ratings of employee performance, the 
linkage between rewards and citizenship behaviours is likely to be very 
weak. Second, engaging in citizenship behaviours may actually damage 
individual job performance. For example, helping a co-worker who has 
fallen behind may cause the "good citizen" employee to produce less 
than would otherwise be the case. Finally, since citizenship behaviours 
are not formally prescribed, punishment for failing to engage in these 
behaviours seems unlikely. 
Organ (1997) stated that some readers might object to defining OCB as 
Borman and Motowidlo define contextual performance, regarding it as 
too vague or diffuse. Therefore, almost a decade after the originally 
defined OCB, Organ (1997) recognised the conceptual difficulties 
associated with these requirements (e. g., what is discretionary varies a 
great deal from person to person and from situation to situation). He 
redefined OCB as: 
`contributions to the maintenance and enhancement of the social 
and psychological context that supports task performance'. (Organ, 
1997) 
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This modified definition of OCB is very similar to Borman and 
Motowidlo's (1993,1997) definition of contextual performance. 
Regardless of the specifics of the definition, however, scholars ha\ e 
always conceived of OCB as consisting of several behavioural 
dimensions (dimensions of OCB are discussed in the latter section). 
Puffer (1987) includes the idea of negative organisational citizenship, 
that is, discretionary behaviours which are dysfunctional to the 
organisation. Puffer points out: 
`whether non-tasks [extra-role behaviour] are formalized in job 
descriptions and performance appraisals is not as significant as the 
fact that non-task behaviours are more difficult to control, reward, 
and motivate than are focal task behaviours. ' 
She ignores the organisationally prescribed or not-prescribed issue and 
instead differentiates between prosocial behaviour, defined as non-task 
behaviours which have positive implications for organisations, and 
noncompliant behaviours, defined as non-task behaviours which have 
negative organisational implications. Thus, according to Puffer, 
employees could be good organisational citizens to the extent that they 
avoid engaging in these noncompliant behaviours. 
For the purposes of this study, stressing from various definitions (e. g., 
Borman & Motowidlo, 1993; Brief & Motowidlo, 1986; Organ, 1997; 
Schnake, 1991), organisational citizenship behaviour will be defined as 
"functional, extra-role, prosocial organisational behaviours, 
noncompliant behaviours, directed at individuals, groups, and/or an 
organisation to the maintenance and enhancement of the social and 
psychological context that supports task performance". These are 
helping behaviours not formally prescribed by the organisation and for 
which there are no direct rewards or punishments. Excluded from this 
definition are those prosocial behaviours which are prescribed by the 
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organisation as performance requirements and dysfunctional 
behaviours. 
2.31 Construct Development and Measurement of OCB 
The previous section mentioned that researchers have employed 
diverse conceptualizations of OCB. A common theme of these diverse 
conceptualizations is an attempt to identify work behaviour that 
contributes, at least in the long run, to organisational effectiveness, 
but which is sometimes overlooked by the traditional definitions and 
measures researchers use to assess job performance (Van Dyne, 
Graham & Dienesch, 1994). Graham (1991) identified the 
fundamentally different approach to conceptualizing these sometimes 
overlooked behaviours. He proposes that organisational citizenship 
behaviour (OCB) and traditional conceptualizations of job performance 
are separate constructs. Early OCB researchers defined citizenship 
behaviour as separate from in-role job performance and emphasized 
that OCB should be viewed as both extra-role and organisationally 
functional (Bateman & Organ, 1983; Smith, Organ & Near, 1983). 
Graham argued that these criteria put researchers in the problematic 
position of determining what is `in-role' and what is `extra-role', 
because of an inconstant distinction that varies across persons, jobs, 
and organisations and over time and with circumstances for individual 
job incumbents. 
Moreover, it is improbable that the 16 behaviours suggested by 
Bateman and Organ (1983) represent a comprehensive list of 
citizenship behaviours. At present, there exist few measurement of 
OCB such as the pre-test conducted by Smith, Organ and Near (1983) 
which consisted of interviews with managers from a variety of 
organisations, various simple measures of citizenship customized to a 
specific organisation (e. g., Puffer, 1987; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, 
Moorman & Fetter, 1990), a short ten-item `extra-role behaviour' scale 
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based on Katz and Kahn (1978), and a 34-item scale based on the 
grounding of political philosophy (Van Dyne, Graham & Dienesch, 
1994), etc. Thus, the paucity of suitable measures indicates that 
additional research is needed in a variety of organisations and 
occupations in order to identify all types of organisational citizenship 
behaviour. Schnake (1991) suggested that such research would enable 
future researchers to identify which types of citizenship behaviours are 
important to which types of organisations and/or occupations. 
Similarly, researchers must reach a decision on whether organisational 
citizenship is synonymous with prosocial organisational behaviour 
(Brief & Motowidlo, 1986), or whether it should be defined more 
narrowly, as in this study, to include only functional, extra-role 
prosocial behaviour. For example, punctuality has been included in 
measures of citizenship (Bateman & Organ, 1983; Smith, Organ & 
Near, 1983). However, punctuality would tend to be organisationally 
prescribed (intra-role) behaviour rather than an extra-role, prosocial, 
or discretionary behaviour. Van Dyne, Graham and Dienesch (1994) 
have suggested that researchers should abandon the construct prosocial 
organisational behaviour and concentrate on three or more distinct 
forms of extra-role behaviour: organisational citizenship behaviour, 
principled organisational dissent, and whistle-blowing. They argue that 
prosocial organisational behaviour is a more general construct and 
cannot consistently be differentiated from other forms of extra-role 
behaviour. This is consistent with the definition of organisational 
citizenship behaviour presented in this study. 
Law, Wong and Mobley (1998) suggested that researchers have not 
adequately defined OCB with respect to its dimensions (the dimensions 
of OCB are discussed in the next section). Additionally, they described 
several ways by which the dimensions could relate to the overall 
construct of OCB. If OCB conformed to a "latent" model, each 
dimension would be a manifestation of OCB, and measures of the 
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dimensions would include some variance reflecting OCB, other 
systematic variance not related to OCB, and error variance. The causal 
arrow in this model would be from OCB to the dimensions, and 
therefore, OCB would be a latent variable that partially causes these 
dimensions. That is, OCB would be like a trait that causes the 
behaviours that are reflected in the dimensions. LePine, Erez and 
Johnson (2002), in their critical review and meta-analysis study, they 
stated that researchers have not explicitly taken this approach in 
defining OCB with respect to its dimensions. However, Organ (1997) 
seemed to imply this perspective when he suggested that satisfaction 
would affect "people's willingness to help colleagues and work 
associates and their disposition to cooperate in varied and mundane 
forms to maintain organised structures that govern work". 
If OCB conformed to an "aggregate" model, each of the dimensions 
would be part of the OCB construct. OCB would exist to the extent 
that systematic variance from each dimension would be captured and 
added (or multiplied) together. From this perspective, the causal 
arrows can be thought of as originating from the dimension and 
pointing toward the OCB construct. Many OCB researchers have 
combined scores on the behavioural dimensions into a composite score 
(e. g., Allen & Rush, 1998; Chen, Hui & Sego, 1998; Deckop, Mangel 
& Cirka, 1999; Hui, Law & Chen, 1999). However, the creation of 
OCB composites have not been guided by theory or construct 
definition. Instead, researchers created these composites because they 
recognised that the behavioural dimensions of OCB covary rather 
strongly and that combining the scores makes sense with respect to 
promoting parsimony. However, there is the possibility that OCB is not 
really a construct at all but instead a useful label for sets of behaviours 
that conceptually belong together (Motowidlo, 2000). 
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LePine, Erez and Johnson (2002) found some evidence to support the 
latent definition of OCB, but they also suggested that there are reasons 
to consider the aggregate model as a viable alternative. They stated 
that the definition of OCB has evolved over time and has become more 
similar to the definition of contextual performance, in which 
Motowidlo and colleagues (e. g., Motowidlo, 2000; Motowidlo et al., 
1997) pointed out that contextual performance is a clear example of an 
aggregate multidimensional construct. LePine, Erez and Johnson 
(2002) recommended that if this is the future direction of the OCB 
construct, then OCB researchers need to ensure that measurement is 
consistent with an aggregate performance definition. This means that 
OCB researchers should identify activities that contribute positively to 
the organisation (according to the definition of OCB, the 
organisation's social and psychological context) and then obtain 
ratings of how likely it is that an employee would engage in those 
behaviours. Thus, this author also considers OCB as an aggregate 
construct into the design of this study. 
Another issue to address, is that there is a potential problem in 
identifying organisational citizenship behaviours, and developing an 
accurate measure of them, is because of the motive for engaging in 
such behaviours. While Organ (1988) argues that employees' motives 
are irrelevant, others disagree. Schnake (1991) stresses that if motive 
is not considered, some behaviours might be perceived as helpful when 
the actor had no positive intent and, in fact, may have been motivated 
by self-interest. Political behaviours such as ingratiation and 
reciprocity are examples of such behaviours. While such behaviour 
may appear to be perceived as helpful citizenship behaviours, and may 
have short-run positive effects, however, they may be dysfunctional 
over the long-run. 
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Simple scales which enquire employees to report "How often do you 
help other employees? " or manager ratings of "How often does this 
employee help other employees? " may not fully capture organisational 
citizenship. Employees may be engaging in some of these activities 
solely for the purposes of career advancement or for political reasons. 
There is an important difference between an employee helping another 
employee solely in order to "maintain the well-being" of that person, 
or helping another employee to create a positive impression with 
superiors. The former is an example of prosocial citizenship, while the 
latter is an example of organisational political behaviour. Berkowitz 
(1972) and Krebs (1970) limit the definition of prosocial behaviour to 
those behaviours performed voluntarily without the expectation of 
material or social rewards in return (Walster & Piliavin, 1972). This 
seems to be what is implied in most descriptions between extra-role 
citizenship and intra-role citizenship. However, this author agrees with 
Organ (1988) that employees' motives are irrelevant, but to a certain 
extent, the issue of motive is taken into the account in this study, 
which involves the concept of impression management behaviour 
(discussed in a later section). 
In general, researchers of OCB (e. g., Bateman & Organ, 1983; Organ, 
1988; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman & Fetter, 1990; Smith, Organ 
& Near, 1983) have operated the OCB measures that assess the 
performance of behaviours that are presumed to be extra-role. All of 
these OCB measures resemble one another in content and format. 
Supervisors normally rate their subordinates' job performance using a 
Likert-type response scale. Only a few published studies have explored 
the application of self-report measures of OCB (e. g., Moorman & 
Blakely, 1995). 
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The methodological and conceptual advantages and disadvantages of 
supervisor ratings and self-ratings of OCB have been described well in 
Organ (1988) and Schnake (1991). Both of the rating methods have 
been validly criticised. Self-report measures of citizenship may be 
subject to social desirability. However, supervisor ratings may be 
biased as a result of halo, or deficient because citizenship is difficult 
to observe. They may also suffer as a result of memory distortion and 
selective memory. Research which asks for self-report measures of 
organisational citizenship, such as O'Reilly and Chatman (1986), 
should include a measure of social desirability and control for its 
effects in the data analyses (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960). Social 
desirability is a tendency for individuals to present themselves in a 
way that makes them appear positive, given the norms, standards, and 
expectations of a situation. Social desirability may influence 
measurements in three ways: 1) it may produce spurious correlations 
between variables, 2) it may suppress a true correlation between 
variables, or 3) it may serve as a moderator variable between 
dependent and independent variables (Ganster, Hennessey & Luthans, 
1983). In an examination of these three potential types of 
contamination, Ganster, Hennessey and Luthans (1983) found that 
while social desirability contamination effects did not appear to be 
widespread, they should be examined in "those studies whose central 
hypotheses involve self-report inventories". They mentioned 
specifically self-reports of effort, motivation, performance, and 
attributions of performance. Organisational citizenship behaviours can 
be regarded as a type of performance that tend to be particularly 
susceptible to social desirability responses. However, Zerbe and 
Paulhus (1987) stress that controlling for the effects of social 
desirability should not take place when social desirability is 
conceptually related to the constructs of the area of interest under 
study. They also suggested that measures of impression management 
and/or self-deception may also be practical. 
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This author argues that the purpose of the research and the nature of 
the construct being measured should determine whether supervisor or 
self-ratings should be employed. Additionally, Pond, Nacoste. Mohr 
and Rodriguez (1997) question the perception of always limiting the 
assessment of OCB to supervisor ratings alone. Since this study also 
emphasizes the employee's perception of OCB, this author proposes 
that OCB should be measured by self-report ratings so that the measure 
reflects the perceptions, dispositions, and cognitions of the employee 
rather than those of his/her supervisor. 
There is logical reasoning to be focusing on the employee's self- 
perception of OCB. A review of the current literature shows that 
researchers have expanded the boundaries of the exploration of OCB. 
What was conceived of as primarily an alternative view of performance 
is currently being developed as a concept that encompasses a broader 
range of psychological issues. Especially, recent OCB theory and 
research is addressing how OCB is associated with employee affective 
dispositions and cognitive processes (Organ, 1990,1993). For 
example, researchers are studying citizenship behaviour in relation to 
organizational commitment (Moorman, Niehoff & Organ, 1993; Shore 
& Wayne, 1993), employee mood (Organ & Konovsky, 1989), an 
employee's perception of fairness in the organisation (Bies, Martin & 
Brockner, 1993; Folger, 1993; Moorman & Blakely, 1995; Organ & 
Moorman, 1993), issues of social exchange (Konovsky & Pugh, 1994; 
Organ & Konovsky, 1989), and issues of employee trust (Deluga, 1995; 
Greenberg, 1993; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman & Fetter, 1990). 
Clearly, this research is being conducted in large part to more fully 
capture and understand the employees' motives behind their 
performance of extra-role behaviours. But current measures of OCB 
that depend only upon supervisory ratings limit the extent to which 
this kind of understanding can be obtained. Thus, the process of self- 
ratings is taken into the design of this study. 
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2.32 Dimensionality of OCB 
Both empirical and conceptual researches have recognised important 
dimensions of OCB. Smith, Organ and Near (1983) found that 
organisational citizenship may be multi-dimensional. Initially, they 
identified two OCB dimensions: 
" "Altruism -Discretionary behaviours that have the effect of 
helping a specific other person with an organisationally relevant 
task or problem. " 
" "Generalized Compliance (or Conscientiousness) - 
Discretionary behaviours on the part of the employee that go 
attendance, obeying rules and regulations, taking breaks, and so 
forth. " 
Later, Organ (1988) proposed an expanded taxonomy and introduced 
three additional OCB dimensions: 
" "Sportsmanship -Willingness of the employee to tolerate less 
than ideal circumstances without complaining-to `avoid 
complaining, petty grievances, railing against real or imagined 
slights, and making mountains out of mole hills'. " 
" "Courtesy -Discretionary behaviour on the part of an 
individual aimed at preventing work-related problems with 
others from occurring. " 
" "Civic Virtue -Behaviour on the part of an individual that 
indicates that employee responsibly participates in, is involved 
in, or is concerned about the life of the company. " 
Initially, a factor analysis of the 16-item questionnaire used to 
measure citizenship behaviour resulted in two interpretable factors: 
altruism and conscientiousness (as mentioned above). Williams, 
Podsakoff, and Huber (1986) found that his same 16-item scale 
produced three factors: altruism, impersonal conscientiousness, and 
attendance. Organ and Konovsky (1989) found the same altruistic 
dimension as previous researcher; however, the generalized compliance 
factor broke down into two dimensions. Hence, researchers begun to 
propose and operationalise several other taxonomies of OCB-like 
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behaviours (e. g., Borman & Motowidlo, 1993; Morrison, 1994: Van 
Dyne et al., 1994), however, the behavioural domains of these 
taxonomies overlap with each other and with Organ's (1988) OCB 
domain in varying degrees (Coleman & Borman. 2000). LePine, Erez 
and Johnson (2002) provided further examples, Van Dyne et al. 's 
(1994) OCB framework includes social participation, which overlaps 
with altruism and courtesy; loyalty, which overlaps with sportsmanship 
and a bit of civic virtue; and obedience, which overlaps with civic 
virtue and conscientiousness. The last dimension, functional 
participation, does not overlap with any of Organ's (1988) dimensions, 
however it is very similar to Coleman and Borman's (2000) notion of 
job-task citizenship performance. 
Morrison (1994) presented another OCB framework. According to 
LePine, Erez and Johnson (2002), Morrison's altruism dimension 
overlaps with Organ's (1988) altruism and courtesy dimensions. Her 
conceptualisation of conscientiousness is narrower than Organ's. 
Additionally, she presented sportsmanship and involvement 
dimensions, the latter of which include components of Organ's 
sportsmanship and civic virtue dimensions. The final dimension, 
"keeping up with changes", overlaps with Organ's civic virtue and 
conscientiousness dimensions. 
Another example, Van Scotter and Motowidlo (1996) measured two 
dimensions of contextual performance. The first dimension, 
interpersonal facilitation, overlaps with Organ's (1988) altruism and 
courtesy dimensions, Morrison's (1994) altruism dimension, and Van 
Dyne et al. 's (1994) social participation dimension. The second 
dimension, job dedication, includes elements of Organ's 
sportsmanship, civic virtue, and conscientiousness dimensions. 
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Moreover, using a scale specifically designed for her stud\ , 
Karambaya (1990) found four dimensions of organisational citizenship 
(personal industry, independent initiative, enabling others, and loyal 
boosterism) to be associated with different contextual variables such as 
culture, work unit size, work unit homogeneity, work unit stability. 
interpersonal interaction, complexity of technology, task 
interdependence, and rewards. This led her to suggest that future 
research should move in the direction of establishing separate models 
for each dimension of organisational citizenship. Interviews and 
qualitative research is needed to identify a comprehensive list of 
citizenship behaviours. Each occupation and organisational type may 
require a unique list reflecting those citizenship behaviours most 
important to that occupation or organisational type. 
In recognition that the behavioural elements of OCB overlap with each 
other (Coleman & Borman, 2000; Motowidlo, 2000; Organ, 1997), 
researchers have begun to combine these elements into conceptually 
distinct subgroups. Williams and Anderson (1991) and Coleman and 
Borman (2000) divided OCB into two distinct subgroups: behaviour 
that is directed mainly at individuals in the organisation (OCBI), and 
behaviour that is concerned more with helping the organisation as a 
whole (OCBO). Courtesy and altruism are viewed as mainly benefiting 
co-workers, whereas conscientiousness, sportsmanship and civic virtue 
are directed at the organisation (Van Dyne, Cummings & Parks, 1995; 
Williams & Anderson, 1991). These dimensions should be considered 
as important components of job performance because citizenship 
behaviours are part of the spontaneous and innovative behaviours 
noted by Katz and Kahn (1966) as being instrumental for effective 
organisations (Moorman, 1991). Hence, organisational citizenship 
behaviours are critical to organisational functioning (Organ, 1988). 
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All of these examples of diverse dimensions of OCB suggest that the 
literature on OCB and related concepts is quite diverse, with respect to 
both the nature of the behavioural dimensions studied and more so the 
jargon used by researchers to label the dimensions. However, Organ's 
(1988) five-dimension framework has been the subject of the greatest 
amount of empirical research. LePine, Erez and Johnson (2002) 
provided three reasons to support this view. First, Organ's framework 
has the longest history, and he and his colleagues have been very 
prolific with respect to publishing OCB articles and book chapters. 
Second, Podsakoff and his colleagues provided the field with a sound 
measure of Organ's five dimensions (Podsakoff et al., 1990), and they 
conducted several excellent empirical studies that included this 
measure (e. g., MacKenzie, Podsakoff & Fetter, 1991; Podsakoff & 
MacKenzie, 1994; Podsakoff, MacKenzie & Bommer, 1996; Podsakoff, 
MacKenzie & Fetter, 1993). Lastly, OCB researchers generally assume 
that over the long run, the behavioural dimensions are beneficial 
across situations and organisations (Organ, 1997). As a result, OCB 
researchers typically measure all or most of the dimensions in the same 
way across studies, and thus, this is also the case in this study. 
2.33 Theoretical Framework for OCB 
As mentioned earlier in section 2.3, Organ's (1997) redefinition of 
OCB is very similar to Borman and Motowidlo's (1993,1997) 
definition of contextual performance. Thus, it can be conferred that the 
conceptual framework that has inspired work on OCB has much in 
common with the work of Borman and Motowidlo (1993) and 
Motowidlo and Van Scotter (1994) on "contextual performance", a 
construct that is moderately close to OCB. Borman and Motowidlo 
(1993) note that individuals contribute to organisational effectiveness 
by performing behaviour that are not within the main task functions 
but are important because such behaviour shape the organisational and 
social "context" that supports task activities. Thus, contextual 
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performance (like OCB) includes such contributions as volunteering 
for extra-job activities, helping others, and upholding workplace rules 
and procedures regardless of personal inconvenience. Borman and 
Motowidlo suggest that such contributions have a generalised value 
and significance that cuts across different jobs and work organisations, 
whereas task performance varies from job to job. Moreover, Borman 
and Motowidlo (1993) contend that such contributions are perceived as 
important and valuable by organisation leaders, a position supported 
by evidence from Orr, Sackett, and Mercer (1989), MacKenzie, 
Podsakoff and Fetter (1991), Werner (1994), Motowidlo and Van 
Scotter (1994) and Borman, White and Dorsey (1995). 
For Borman and Motowidlo, the difference between contextual and 
task (i. e., in-role) performance is both theoretically and practically 
vital because they are probably determined by different antecedents. 
Task-related knowledge, skills, and abilities are expected to determine 
task performance, whereas dispositional factors would better forecast 
contextual performance. These issues were demonstrated by Pulakos, 
Borman, and Hough (1988), that measures of cognitive ability predict 
technical skill and job effort, whereas certain personality measures 
better predict other criteria, such as personal discipline. 
Therefore, the majority of researches concerning organisational 
citizenship behaviour adopted the cognitive approach to investigate 
various assumed antecedent factors of OCB. Researchers tend to 
believe that people engage in different behaviour across various 
situations extended from the fact that people are unique and different 
on many dimensions, such as self-concept, personality, attitudes, 
abilities, emotions and motives. People who perceive things differently 
behave differently. People with different attitudes respond differently 
to directives. People with different personalities interact differently 
toward bosses, co-workers, subordinates, and customers. In a multitude 
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of different ways these different dimensions shape organisational 
behaviour, and consequently, individual and organisational success. 
Many researchers have emphasised the need to examine the antecedents 
of OCB; having included job attitudes (Bateman & Organ, 1983), job 
cognitions (Organ & Konovsky, 1989), dispositional factors - 
agreeableness, conscientiousness, and equity sensitivity (Konovsky & 
Organ, 1996), positive affect (George, 1991), concern for others 
(McNeely & Meglino, 1994), organisational justice (Moorman, 1991), 
and collectivism (Moorman & Blakely, 1995). The common belief from 
these studies is that citizenship stems from an individual's desire to 
assist others or the organisation because of disposition or a sense of 
obligation. 
Global job satisfaction and affective commitment are among the 
affective work reactions that have been offered most often as 
antecedents to affiliative/promotive extra-role behaviour (Van Dyne, 
Cummings & Parks, 1995). Studies have found individuals' job 
satisfaction and organisational commitment to be associated with 
several OCB facets (Bateman & Organ 1983; O'Reilly & Chatman, 
1986; Organ, 1990; Puffer, 1987; Smith, Organ & Near, 1983). For 
example, Smith, Organ & Near (1983) found a causal linkage between 
job satisfaction and the OCB dimension of altruism. Other studies have 
found evidence of significant correlations between satisfaction and 
OCB components (e. g., Puffer, 1987). Connections between 
satisfaction, commitment and OCB at the individual level may result 
because positive attitudes about the job or the organisation tend to 
predispose people toward extra-role behaviour (Bateman & Organ, 
1983; Van Dyne, Graham & Dienesch, 1994). 
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Organ and Ryan (1995) presented a meta-analytic review on 
organisational citizenship behaviour (OCB) and indicated that 
researchers frequently maintain that OCBs stem from two motivational 
bases: 1) job attitudes and/or 2) disposition/personality. However, 
Organ and Ryan's (1995) meta-analytic review of attitudinal and 
dispositional predictors of organisational citizenship behaviour, fails 
to support the view fairness, or any other attitudinal measure, is a 
"superior" predictor of OCB. Organ and Ryan (1995) were struck by 
the generally comparable effect sizes found with satisfaction, fairness, 
organisational commitment, and leader supportiveness. The 
relationships do not encourage any assumption that any one of them 
mediates the effect of the others, or that any one of them "accounts 
for" the relationships between the others and OCB. However, these 
predictors tend to be highly correlated with each other. Organ and 
Ryan do not suggest that these measures be deficient in discriminant 
validity and therefore "measure the same thing". But it is conceivable 
that such measures overlap to the extent of all capturing something 
analogous to the general factor in measures of mental ability. And 
perhaps this general factor represents something akin to "morale" 
factor. In other words, if morale is taken to be a basic psychological 
state in comparison with the workplace, then possibly any work- 
relevant attitudinal measure - whatever its specific focus or semantic 
content - will reflect to some degree that psychological state. 
Organ and Ryan (1995) conclude that although various measures of 
contextual work attitudes demonstrate moderately robust connections 
to OCB measures, the same cannot be said of dispositional measures. 
Not only do such measures fail to "explain" the connection between 
attitudes and OCB, it appears more probable that the reverse is true 
(for example, that attitudes account for any connection between 
disposition and OCB). Such a view by Organ and Ryan commands 
some plausibility. Traits such as agreeableness, positive affectivity, 
negative affectivity, and conscientiousness probably predispose people 
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to certain orientations in respect of co-workers and managers. And 
those orientations might well increase the likelihood of receiving 
treatment that they would recognise as satisfying, supportive, fair, and 
worthy of commitment. Furthermore, to the extent that attitudinal 
measures inherently tap recurrent affective states, personality factors 
that augment the affect of the work situation could be seen as indirect 
contributors to OCB, rather than "direct" causes of OCB. This view 
has been articulated by George (1991) and George and Brief (1992). 
The findings in their meta-analytic review direct Organ and Ryan 
(1995) to propose the following: If ability is the single best predictor 
of task or in-role performance, and if - as Herrnstein and Murray 
(1994) report - ability measures predict performance to the degree that 
they load on the general factor in cognitive ability, then perhaps 
morale is the analogous best predictor of extra-role contributions. And 
conceivably, an attitudinal measure predicts OCB to the extent that it 
loads on this general morale factor. Disposition enters into this scheme 
to the extent that differences in innate temperament or stable 
personality factors, directly or indirectly, contribute to differences in 
this morale factor. 
Another assumption was composed by Organ and Ryan (1995). They 
stated that the correlates of OCB analysed can be thought of as 
predictors in a causal sense. However, it remains plausible to think of 
some of these predictors - for example, satisfaction - as also following 
from OCB. Rendering OCB might lead to non-contractual but much- 
appreciated responses from supervisors and co-workers. Very little 
work to date has permitted a confident inference about direction of 
causation. However, a study conducted by Bateman and Organ (1983) 
looked at cross-lagged correlations, that earlier OCB predicted later 
satisfaction virtually as well as the converse. 
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One could argue, as have George and Brief (1992) that OCB is more 
interesting as a group-level phenomenon and that analytically this is 
the preferred level at which to theorise about causes of OCB. To date, 
the study of OCB has been virtually entirely at the individual level of 
analysis. This paradigm uses supervisor (or, in a few instances. peer) 
ratings of OCB by various individuals in the group. Such a 
measurement procedure essentially limits us to looking at covariates of 
the differences in ratings among individuals in one group. Interpreting 
differences in groups, when those differences might be due to different 
rating styles or reference points, is difficult. One would have to devise 
strategies that provide a common metric for gauging levels of OCB by 
different work units. This would permit comparisons in OCB between 
groups that differ importantly along such interesting dimensions as 
homogeneity (or, conversely, diversity), socio-technical arrangements, 
methods of governance, and reward systems. 
The dominant characteristic in work on OCB to date is the 
concentration on what are assumed to be predictors or antecedents of 
OCB. At the margin, perhaps more is now to be gained from looking at 
variables more logically construed as consequences of OCB - at both 
the individual and group level. For example, MacKenzie, Podsakoff 
and Fetter (1991), Motowidlo and Van Scotter (1994), Borman, White 
and Dorsey (1995), and Werner (1994) report findings suggesting that 
OCB has a significant effect on how the individual is rated in overall 
performance. What other consequences accrue to persons who render 
much OCB - informal status or leadership, overload, different basis of 
exchange with the leader? (Dansereau, Graen & Haga, 1975) And one 
should note that a key assumption in the rationale for studying OCB is 
the notion (Organ, 1988) that ultimately, aggregated across time and 
individuals, it contributes to organisational effectiveness. With the 
notable exceptions of such work as that by Karambaya (1990) and 
George and Bettenhausen (1990), little effort has been given even to 
heuristic indicators that this assumption is viable. 
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Perhaps the most significant theoretical basis for possible group-level 
OCB effects stems from research on social exchange and helping. With 
regard to social exchange, one could expect that cohesive groups 
would show more positive and frequent social exchanges than non- 
cohesive groups. Some researchers (e. g., Organ, 1990) have suggested 
that OCB may reflect members' efforts to maintain exchange 
relationships within the group that are more social than economic. 
Work groups characterised by liking and cooperation may encourage 
trust in the long run that social exchanges will be reciprocated. OCB 
may act as one medium of exchange in such contexts and may be 
expected of group members. 
There is substantial empirical evidence supporting the notion that 
various individual-level variables (e. g., job satisfaction, organisational 
commitment) correlate with individuals' OCB. Konovsky and Pugh 
(1994) have noted that a comprehensive theory of OCB should include 
group-level situational variables. As argued above and by George and 
Bettenhausen (1990) and Van Dyne, Cummings and Parks (1995), it 
also appears that there are sufficient theoretical reasons to expect that 
work group cohesiveness, a group-level variable, influences 
individuals' OCB within work groups. Such an investigation that test 
the effect of both individual- and group-level variables on OCB is the 
fundamental purpose of multilevel analysis. 
A primary assumption in previous work on OCB is that citizenship 
plays an important role in organisation/work group functioning (Organ, 
1988). However, Organ and Ryan (1995) and Podsakoff et al. (2000) 
noted that in contrast to the numerous studies exploring the 
antecedents of OCB, only in a few studies have researchers empirically 
examined the relationship between OCBs and organisational 
performance (e. g., Koys, 2001; Podsakoff, Ahearne & MacKenzie, 
1997: Podsakoff & MacKenzie, 1994; Walz & Niehoff, 2000). 
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Podsakoff and MacKenzie (1994) found that, in insurance agency 
units, employees' willingness to tolerate inconveniences in their jobs 
and their active involvement in the life of the organisation were 
significantly and positively related to the performance of the units. 
Podsakoff et al. (1997) examined the relationship between OCBs and 
the performance of workgroups in a paper mill, and found that when 
employees were willing to help one another and endure impositions on 
the job, such behaviours contributed significantly to workgroup 
performance. In addition, Walz and Niehoff (2000), in their study of 
fast-food restaurants, found that various aspects of citizenship 
behaviours were related to at least some indicators of organisational 
performance. Koys (2001) used an aggregate measure of OCB and 
found that citizenship behaviours were significantly related to 
organisational effectiveness in a sample of twenty-eight restaurants. 
Podsakoff and MacKenzie (1997) have discussed specific ways in 
which OCBs might positively influence organisational performance. 
They identified eight positive outcomes OCB may enhance, as seen in 
Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Summary of Reasons OCBs Might 
Influence Organisational Effectiveness 
Potential Reasons OCBs Examples 
Influence Work Group andlor 
Organisational Performance 
OCBs may enhance coworker " Employees who help another coworker "learn the ropes" 
productivity may help them to become more productive employees 
faster. 
" Over time, helping behaviour can help to spread "best 
practices" throughout the work unit or group. 
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OCBs may enhance managerial " If employees engage in civic virtue, the manager may 
productivity receive valuable suggestions and/or feedback on his her 
ideas for improving unit effectiveness. 
" Courteous employees, who avoid creating problems for 
coworkers, allow the manager to avoid falling into a 
pattern of "crisis" management. 
OCBs may free resources up for If employees help each other with work-related 
more productive purposes problems, then the manager doesn't have too; 
consequently, the manager can spend more time on 
productive tasks, such as planning. 
" Employees that exhibit conscientiousness require less 
managerial supervision and permit the manager to 
delegate more responsibility to them. 
" To the extent that experienced employees help in the 
training and orienting of new employees, it reduces the 
need to devote organizational resources to these 
activities. 
" If employees exhibit sportsmanship, it frees the manager 
from having to spend too much of his or her time 
dealing with petty complaints. 
OCBs may reduce the need to "A natural by-product of helping behaviour is that it 
devote scarce resources to purely enhances team spirit, morale, and cohesiveness, thus 
maintenance functions reducing the need for group members (or managers) to 
spend energy and time on group maintenance functions. 
" Employees that exhibit courtesy toward others reduce 
intergroup conflict; thereby diminishing the time spent 
on conflict management activities. 
OCBs may serve as an effective " Exhibit civic virtue by voluntarily attending and actively 
means of coordinating activities participating in work unit meetings would help the 
between team members and across coordination of effort among team members, this 
work groups potentially increasing the group's effectiveness and 
efficiency. 
" Exhibiting courtesy by "touching base" with other team 
members or members of other functional groups in the 
organization reduces the likelihood of the occurrence of 
problems that would otherwise take time and effort to 
resolve. 
OCBs may enhance the " Helping behaviours may enhance morale, group 
organisation's ability to attract and cohesiveness, and the sense of belonging to a team, all 
retain the best people by making it of which may enhance performance and help the 
a more attractive place to work organization to attract and retain 
better employees. 
" Demonstrating sportsmanship by being willing to "roll 
with the punches" and not complaining about trivial 
matters sets an example for others, and thereby develops 
a sense of loyalty and commitment to the organization 
that may enhance employee retention. 
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OCBs may enhance the stability " Picking up the slack for others that are absent, or who 
of organisational performance have heavy workloads, can help to enhance the stability 
(reduce the variability) of the work unit's performance. 
" Conscientious employees are more likely to maintain a 
consistently high level of output, this reducing 
variability in a work unit's performance. 
OCBs may enhance an " Employees who are in close contact with the 
organisation's ability to adapt to marketplace volunteer information about changes in the 
environmental changes environment and make suggestions about how to 
respond to them; it helps an organization to adapt. 
" Employees who attend and actively participate in 
meetings may aid the dissemination of information in an 
organization, this enhancing its responsiveness. 
" Employees who exhibit sportsmanship, by 
demonstrating a willingness to take on new 
responsibilities or learn new skills, enhance the 
organization's ability to adapt to changes in its 
environment. 
Source: Podsakoff & MacKenzie (1997) 
Although researchers have little examined these specific processes, the 
extant studies, in general, appear to support the idea that citizenship 
and organisation/work group effectiveness are positively related 
(Podsakoff, Ahearne & MacKenzie, 1997). As Borman and Motowidlo 
(1993) noted that "the link between organizational effectiveness and 
performance ... 
[is] typically logical and conceptual rather than 
empirical". However, it is unclear how the motivation underlying 
citizenship behaviours is likely to impact organisational functioning. 
For example, Fandt and Ferris (1990) believe that acts of citizenship, 
regardless of their motive, are likely to facilitate organisational 
functioning. 
As mentioned in the previous section (2.31), a potential problem in 
identifying organisational citizenship behaviours, and developing an 
accurate measure of them, is in the motive for engaging in such 
behaviours. However, this author agrees with Organ (1988) that 
employees' motives are irrelevant, but to a certain extent, and the 
issue of motive is taken into the account in this study, which involves 
the concept of impression management behaviour. The extent to which 
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motive is relevant in this regard may depend upon the type of 
citizenship behaviour involved. For instance, for the more mundane 
forms of citizenship, motive may be less critical. However, given more 
complex acts of citizenship (i. e., those characterized by subtle quality 
contributions and extended efforts), motive may play an important 
role. Political behaviours such as ingratiation and reciprocity are 
examples of such behaviours that may mistakenly be coded as 
citizenship behaviour. Likewise, OCB may sometimes be categorised 
as impression management. OCB can also be interpreted as 
ingratiation, which is defined as a political tactic employees use to 
further their personal interests, often at the expense of their employing 
organisations (Wortman & Linsenmeier, 1977). On the other hand, 
ingratiation can be explained by supervisors as OCB. Whether 
supervisors label subordinates' behaviour as ingratiation or as OCB 
depends on the attributions supervisors are making for their 
observations (Eastman, 1994). 
The review of literature reveal that most researches concerning OCB 
employed the cognitive approach to identify the antecedents and/or 
outcome factors, but the evidences from a meta-analytic review from 
Organ and Ryan (1995) fails to support the view that attitudinal 
measure, is a "superior" predictor of OCB. Regarding the theory versus 
practice perspective, reality probably occurs somewhere between the 
two extremes of cognitive and behaviourist approaches and that 
behaviour is predictable to a certain extent, but can never be 
completely understood. This study employs the behaviourist approach 
to OCB, but still takes the issue of motive into the account. As 
Schnake (1991) points out that if motive is not considered, some 
behaviours may be perceived as helpful when the actor had no positive 
intent and, in fact, may have been motivated by self-interest. Bolino 
(1999), Eastman (1994) and Fandt and Ferris (1990) have noted that 
engaging in citizenship behaviours might be quite impression 
enhancing and self-serving, as Bolino (1999) clearly stated: 
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`the relationship between OCB and job attitudes is rooted in 
social exchange theory - that is, employees engage in OCB in order to 
reciprocate the actions of their organisations. The second rationale 
holds that OCB reflects an individual's predisposition to be helpful, 
cooperative, or conscientious'. 
Given that citizenship behaviour is likely to create the image 
enhancement, in addition to reciprocity or personality/disposition, 
impression management concerns may motivate individuals' decisions 
to engage in citizenship behaviours. By taking the motive issue into 
account in this study, but employing the behaviourist approach to 
human action, this study also attempts to distinguish with the 
comprehensive lists of citizenship and impression management 
behaviour. Thus, the next section explores the concepts of impression 
management as it is another domain of this study. 
2.4 The Concepts of Impression Management Behaviour (IMB) 
Impression management has been defined as: 
`Any behaviour by a person that has the purpose of controlling 
or manipulating the attributions and impressions formed of that person 
by others. ' (Tedeschi & Riess, 1981) 
`The conscious or unconscious attempt to control images that 
are projected in real or imagined social interactions. ' (Schlenker, 
1980) 
`An attempt by one person (actor) to affect the perceptions of 
her or him by another person (target). ' (Schneider, 1981) 
These definitions refer to the process by which people attempt to 
influence the image others have of them. Sociologists and social 
psychologists have studied such behaviour for more than 30 years, but 
only more recently has the topic received the attention of 
organisational researchers. During this time, impression management 
has been recognized as a common phenomenon in the workplace, and 
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impression management behaviours have been discussed in a variety of 
contexts. These include interviewing (Kacmar, Delery & Ferris, 1992; 
Stevens & Kristoff, 1995), performance appraisal (Ferris, Judge, 
Rowland & Fitzgibbons, 1994; Wayne & Ferris, 1990; Wayne & Liden, 
1995), leadership (Wayne & Green, 1993), careers (Feldman & Klich, 
1991; Judge & Bretz, 1994), feedback seeking (Ashford & Northcraft, 
1992), and information seeking (Morrison & Bies, 1991). 
In spite of the growing interest in impression management in 
organisations, Rao, Schmidt and Murray (1995) reveal three weakness 
of the research conducted on this topic. First, the existing empirical 
research focuses primarily on just a few impression management 
strategies (particularly ingratiation). Second, there is an excess of lab 
experiments using student samples. Third, there is a lack of empirical 
assessments of previously developed impression management 
frameworks. A likely contributor to the limitations noted by these 
authors is the paucity of widely accepted measure of IMBs based on 
existing theory. 
2.41 Measurement and Dimensionality of Impression Management 
Existing empirical research has typically measured impression 
management using one of two approaches. The first approach involves 
observing and recording participants' IMBs in an experimental context 
or under naturally occurring conditions. For example, Fandt and Ferris 
(1990) examined the extent to which accountability, ambiguity, and 
self-monitoring influenced individual's tendencies to manipulate the 
information they gave to their supervisors. Stevens and Kristoff (1995) 
observed the extent of self-promotion and opinion conformity used by 
job applicants during actual interviews and examined the impact such 
tactics had on interview outcomes. The strength of this approach is its 
focus and objectivity. In this type of research, specific impression 
management tactics can be observed and their unique effects explored; 
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additionally, because IMBs are not self-reported in such studies, social 
desirability bias is not problematic. However, because most studies 
employing this approach are conducted in laboratory environments, 
their generalizability to organisational settings is often questionable. 
The second approach taken by most researchers attempting to measure 
impression management has generally involved the use of one of the 
impression management scales developed by Wayne and Ferris (1990) 
or Kumar and Beyerlein (1991). The 24-item impression management 
measure developed by Wayne and Ferris taps the frequency with which 
individuals engage in supervisor-focused, self-focused, and job- 
focused impression management behaviours. One benefit of this 
approach is that it measures respondents' self-reported IMBs (rather 
than relying on observers' perceptions of such behaviours). 
Furthermore, the instrument is easy to administer, making it amenable 
for use in organisational settings. However, there are some notable 
concerns with this scale. 
First, there appear to be psychometric problems with one of the 
impression management subscales. Specifically, Ferris, Judge, 
Rowland and Fitzgibbons (1994) found that the self-focused tactics 
subscale demonstrated poor reliability and that many of the items did 
not show acceptable discriminant validity. 
Second, the primary focus of the Wayne and Ferris (1990) study was 
not the development of an impression measure. They derived the 
dimensions of their scale based on the results of an exploratory factor 
analysis and, consequently, the exact meaning of the dimensions is 
somewhat unclear. For example, the item "Disagree with your 
supervisor on major issues" is classified as a job-focused impression 
management strategy, whereas the item "Agree with your supervisor's 
major ideas" is classified as a supervisor-focused strategy. It is not 
apparent why such similar pairs of items should measure different 
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impression management strategies. Such ambiguity makes deriving 
theoretically-based predictions regarding the causes or consequences 
of these different strategies to some extent difficult. 
A third concern with this scale is that items representing other forms 
of impression management, such as intimidation and supplication, are 
notably absent. In other words, the scale does not include items 
tapping the full range of impression management strategies identified 
in previous work. Thus, although Wayne and Ferris's scale has proved 
useful in the development of impression management research, the 
scale has some notable limitations. 
The other measure that has commonly been used in previous work on 
impression management is Kumar and Beyerlein's (1991) Measure of 
Ingratiatory Behaviours in Organisational Settings (MIBOS). The 
MIBOS consists of 24 items tapping the extent to which individuals 
use various forms of ingratiation (e. g., favour rendering, opinion 
conformity) in the workplace. Although great care was taken in 
developing the MIBOS, its most obvious shortcoming is its focus on 
one specific form of impression management (i. e., ingratiation). 
Carnegie's (1981) expressed the formula for winning friends and 
influencing people with a simple message as: 
`smile sincerely, paying honest compliments, and avoiding the 
use of the personal pronoun. ' 
Carnegie's (1981) simple formula for success shares much with the 
ingratiation strategies of impression management - "aimed at making 
others like you". Impression management researchers have identified 
approaches that people utilized to enhance their images in work 
settings (Jones & Pittman, 1982; Tedeschi & Melburg, 1984), and 
seemingly, some impression management strategies were very similar 
to citizenship behaviours. Furthermore, many measures of impression 
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management include specific behaviours that OCB researchers label as 
citizenship behaviours. For example, an employee helping his/her 
supervisor/co-worker may be an act of citizenship or an act of 
impression management. The definitions of ingratiation and 
exemplification of impression management strategies, can be 
represented as comprehensive meanings of OCBs. 
For example, exemplification strategies of impression management 
involve such behaviours as arriving to work early and leaving late. 
Rosenfeld, Giacalone and Riordan (1995) describe exemplifiers as 
employees who volunteer for tough assignments, suffer to help others 
in the organisation, and "go beyond the call of duty". Likewise, Jones' 
(1964) typology of ingratiation tactics suggests that ingratiators 
engage in behaviours such as making others feel positive about 
themselves, rendering favours, and conformity. Wayne and Ferris's 
(1990) impression-management scale includes supervisor-focused 
ingratiation behaviours, such as agreeing with your supervisor, doing 
personal favours for your supervisor, and volunteering to help your 
supervisor on a task. Similarly, Kumar and Beyerlein's (1991) Measure 
of Ingratiatory Behaviours in Organisational Settings (MIBOS) 
measures the frequency of such behaviours as listening to others' 
problems, going out of one's way to run errands, volunteering one's 
help, and showing one's selflessness. On the surface, exemplification 
and ingratiation strategies of impression management appear to have 
much in common with citizenship behaviours. 
Volunteering for special assignments and helping out others may 
provide workers with opportunities to show off their talents and 
knowledge. As such, these behaviours may be motivated by self- 
promotion strategies. Likewise, individuals may help out others in 
order to convey the message that they, too, need help at times. Such a 
strategy is consistent with research on supplication, which suggests 
that individuals use such tactics to evoke feelings of social 
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responsibility in others (Rosenfeld, Giacalone & Riordan, 1995). 
Furthermore, it is conceivable that individuals might use OCBs as part 
of an intimidation strategy (Bolino, 1999). For example, if employees 
are aware that their co-workers cannot stay at work late, they might 
stay late or threaten to do so. That is, because they can make their 
colleagues appear less dedicated in contrast, employees might use such 
tactics to intimidate or threaten their colleagues. Again, there is not 
only an overlap between impression management behaviours 
themselves and several dimensions of citizenship, but OCBs may also 
prove instrumental in the achievement of an individual's impression 
management goals (Bolino, 1999). 
Additionally, Wayne and Green (1993) not only noted the similarity 
between altruistic citizenship behaviours and impression management 
behaviours, but also found them to be positively correlated. Thus, 
there is an empirical basis for relating their constructs. Therefore, a 
final limitation of existing measures of impression management is that 
they fail to address the issue of motivational intent and, consequently, 
they are often unable to distinguish the use of impression management 
strategies from the performance of organisational citizenship 
behaviours. 
In an effort to "facilitate the organisation" of impression management 
research, Jones and Pittman (1982) developed a broad taxonomy 
intended to capture the wide variety of impression management 
behaviours identified by earlier researchers. They identified five 
theoretical groupings of impression management strategies that 
included: ingratiation, self-promotion, intimidation, exemplification, 
and supplication. 
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`Ingratiation refers to a set of related acquisitive impression 
management tactics that have as their collective aini making the 
person more liked and attractive to others. ' (Jones, 1990) 
`Self-Promotion refers to the self-promoter trying to make others 
think he or she is competent on either general ability dimensions (e. g., 
intelligence) or specific skills (e. g., ability to play a musical 
instrument. ' (Rosenfeld, Giacalone & Riordan, 1995) 
`Intimidation refers to the intimidator trying to gain social 
power and influence by creating an identity of being dangerous - one 
whose threats and warnings are to be obeyed, or negative 
consequences will occur. ' (Arkin & Shepperd, 1990) 
`Exemplification, whereby people self-sacrifice or go above and 
beyond the call of duty in order to gain the attribution of dedication 
from observers. ' (Bolino & Turnley, 1999) 
`Supplication, where individuals advertise their weaknesses or 
shortcomings in order to elicit an attribution of being needy from 
observers. ' (Bolino & Turnley, 1999) 
Jones and Pittman's (1982) taxonomy is particularly well suited for 
scale development because of its breadth. Moreover, it provides a more 
suitable basis for developing an impression management scale than 
other impression management taxonomies (such as Tedeschi & 
Melburg's (1984) taxonomy) because it focuses on specific behaviours. 
With few exceptions such as Bolino & Turnley (1999), researchers 
have only systematically examined two of the impression management 
strategies identified by Jones and Pittman: ingratiation and self- 
promotion, and have not explored the strategies of exemplification, 
intimidation, and supplication. Thus, by using the descriptions of the 
impression management tactics proposed by Jones and Pittman, this 
study also seeks to develop a scale appropriate for measuring 
impression management in organisational settings. 
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Impression management theorists suggest that a primary human motive, 
both inside and outside of organisations, is to be viewed by others in a 
favourable light and to avoid being viewed negatively (Rosenfeld, 
Giacalone & Riordan, 1995). As indicated above, engaging in 
citizenship behaviours in organisational settings is a viable means of 
achieving favourable attributions. Although there is some disagreement 
among impression management researchers regarding the authenticity 
of the impressions that people convey, Leary and Kowalski (1990) 
emphasize that impression management theory does not imply that the 
impressions created by individuals are necessarily false. In other 
words, individuals who seek to be viewed as dedicated to their 
companies may, indeed, truly be committed to their organisations. 
Although many individuals associate negative connotations with 
impression management, recent writings have also recognised the value 
and positive outcomes related to these behaviours (Liden & Mitchell, 
1988). Consequently, if OCB is to be included as a factor that has 
impact on team effectiveness, likewise, impression management 
behaviour should also be considered. 
In summary, although the approaches that have been used in previous 
studies examining impression management do have considerable 
strengths, there are limitations associated with each of them. Mindful 
of existing limitations, Bolino and Turnley (1999) recommend that a 
new measure of impression management should have the following 
four characteristics: 1) it should be amenable for use in organisational 
settings, 2) it should be based on existing impression management 
theory, 3) it should be constructed such that it captures the full domain 
of impression management behaviours, and 4) it should be worded such 
that impression management behaviours are distinct from 
organisational citizenship behaviours. 
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2.5 Summary 
This chapter explores the two domains of human behaviour at work in 
this study: organisational citizenship and impression management 
behaviour. In the discussion of OCB and IMB, various points are taken 
into account in this study. 
The review of literature reveal that most researches concerning OCB 
employed the cognitive approach to identify the antecedents and/or 
outcome factors, such as job attitudes (Bateman & Organ, 1983), job 
cognitions (Organ & Konovsky, 1989), concern for others (McNeely & 
Meglino, 1994), organisational justice (Moorman, 1991), and 
collectivism (Moorman & Blakely, 1995), organisational commitment 
(Moorman, Niehoff & Organ, 1993; Shore & Wayne, 1993), and 
fairness in the organisation (Bies, Martin & Brockner, 1993; Folger, 
1993; Moorman & Blakely, 1995; Organ & Moorman, 1993). However, 
the evidences from a meta-analytic review from Organ and Ryan 
(1995) fails to support the view that attitudinal measure, is a 
"superior" predictor of OCB. Furthermore, regarding the theory versus 
practice perspective, reality probably occurs somewhere between the 
two extremes of cognitive and behaviourist approaches and that 
behaviour is predictable to a certain extent, but can never be 
completely understood. These issues provide support to the objective 
of this study, to investigate the effect that OCBs have on the outcome 
factor in the field of management such as teamwork effectiveness 
(teamwork effectiveness is discussed in the next Chapter), instead of 
investigation of the further predictor of OCB. 
A primary assumption in previous work on OCB is that citizenship 
plays an important role in organisation/work group functioning (Organ, 
1988). Although researchers have little examined these specific 
processes, the extant studies, in general, appear to support the idea 
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that citizenship and organisation/work group effectiveness are 
positively related (Podsakoff, Ahearne & MacKenzie, 1997). 
Thus, the paucity of suitable measures indicates that additional 
research is needed in a variety of organisations, occupations or 
cultures in order to identify all types of organisational citizenship 
behaviour. Schnake (1991) suggested that such research would enable 
future researchers to identify which types of citizenship behaviours are 
important to which types of organisations and/or occupations. Thus, 
this study conducts the investigation in one specific industry and in 
one specific culture, South-East Asia (the issue of culture is discussed 
in Chapter 4). 
The issue of motive direct this author to include impression 
management behaviour as another domain in this study. By employing 
the behaviourist approach to human behaviour, this study disregards 
the measurement of motive, but instead, this author concentrates on 
developing comprehensive lists measuring OCB that is distinct from 
the IMB by using Jones and Pittman's (1982) taxonomy of impression 
management strategies as theoretical grounding. 
Lastly, by examining the concepts of OCB and IMB, this chapter 
provides various important points that are taken into the design of this 
study such as the rational and the suitability of employing self-report 
ratings instead of supervisory ratings, interviews and qualitative 
research is needed to identify a comprehensive list of OCB and IMB, 
and that the investigation of OCB and IMB should be conducted at the 
individual-level and group-level of analysis. 
Since the objective of this study is to investigate the impact of OCB 
and IMB on teamwork effectiveness, the next chapter explores the 
concepts of team and teamwork effectiveness. 
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Chapter 3: Teams and Teamwork Effectiveness 
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The underlining objective of this chapter is to examine various 
theoretical models of teamwork effectiveness in order to design the 
most suitable teamwork effectiveness framework model for this study 
and to assist with the underlining principle of this study, which is to 
investigate the impact of human behaviour at work on teamwork 
effectiveness. The objective in this chapter is not to develop a further 
model of team effectiveness. 
In order to provide greater understanding and evidences of the impact 
of human behaviour on the team effectiveness, this chapter begins with 
historical perspective of group studies and human relation approach. 
The terminology and distinction between groups and teams are 
discussed in an attempt to define a `team' utilised in this study. Then 
various theoretical models of teamwork effectiveness are examined and 
the idea is discussed that the input-process-output model of teamwork 
effectiveness is most suitable for this study. 
Lastly, the concepts of group characteristics are examined to provide 
further insights of the important variables that should be included in 
the design of this study. 
3.1 Historical Perspective of Group Studies and Human Relation 
Approach 
There has been a great quantity of significant research on groups that 
has implications for organisational behaviour and management; 
starting with the Hawthorne studies in the early 1920s, conducted by 
Elton Mayo and his colleagues. Although various different studies 
were conducted in the Hawthorne studies, there were four that were 
distinctively imperative: the illumination experiments, the relay 
assembly test room experiment, the interviewing programme, and the 
bank wiring observation room experiment. 
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The results from these studies suggested that workers were more 
responsive to the social forces of their peer group than to the controls 
and incentives of management. Huczynski and Buchanan (2001) 
interpret the conclusions of the study as, "employees' receptivity to 
management's goals depended on the extent to which the boss could 
meet employees' social needs, such as that for acceptance". In this 
perspective, the human relations approach to management was 
initiated, which emphasizes the significance of social processes at 
work. Thus, the Hawthorne studies conclusions were that (Huczynski & 
Buchanan, 2001): 
1. People at work are motivated by more than just pay and 
conditions. 
2. Work is a group activity, and individuals should be seen as group 
members and not in isolation. 
3. The need of recognition, security and a sense of belonging is more 
important in determining workers' morale and productivity than 
the physical conditions under which they work. 
4. Through their unofficial norms and sanctions, the informal group 
exercise strong controls over the work habits and attitudes of 
individual group members. Hence, the ability of the informal 
group or clique to motivate an individual at work should not be 
underestimated. 
5. Supervisors need to be aware of both the individuals' social needs 
and the power of the informal group in order to align these to 
achieve the formal (official) objectives. 
Mayo continued to propose a social philosophy which establishes 
groups to be the focus point of understanding human behaviour in 
organisations. He lay emphasis on the importance of informal groups 
and utilised the term `natural group' to refer to groups of three to six 
individuals, which through regular interaction of its members, 
developed high levels of intimacy and cohesiveness. Mayo's work lays 
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some essential ground factors for this study, such as the importance of 
members' interaction and cohesiveness, and the link with having a 
limited number of individuals within a group. 
Although Mayo originally noted the existence of group norms, a 
classic social psychology experiment conducted by Sherif (1936) 
showed how group norms emerged. His work showed that in situations 
where doubt and uncertainty exist and where first-hand information is 
lacking, a person's viewpoint will alter into line with those of other 
group members. In essence this situation leads to the creation of a 
group norm (see section 3.72). 
Bales (1950) developed the interaction process analysis to obtain work 
group behaviour data by observing directly what is occurring within a 
group, and identified 12 categories of interactions within the groups. 
Although this author considers Bales' findings of work group 
behaviour to be irrelevant to this study, however, Bales' methodology 
of dividing the work group behaviour into two bi-polar Human 
Relation and Task Oriented provided an insight to the emergence of 
team, and that the interaction within the team should run along the 
continuum of Human Relation and Task Oriented. 
The sociometric analysis, the study of interpersonal feelings and 
relationships within groups, was devised by Moreno (1953). For the 
purpose of understanding the complex communication patterns and 
interactions of groups, Moreno exploited the data from his studies and 
was able to construct a sociogram, a diagram which illustrates the 
interpersonal relationships existing within a group. This also provides 
the idea for this study that communication and interpersonal 
relationships should be included within the interactions of groups. 
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Homans (1950) developed a comprehensive elucidation of 'work group 
behaviour model' and proposed that many essential characteristics of a 
group arise from interplay between the group and its environment. 
Here, Homans's work group behaviour model have raised a concern on 
environment that other researchers adopted in their teamwork 
effectiveness model, however, the focal point in this study is the 
impact of human behaviour. Thus, this author is determined to exclude 
the complexity of working environment as a factor concerned in the 
design of this study because its complexity may misdirect the author 
away from the focal point of study. Additionally, this author sees the 
importance of the working environment as having an effect on group 
characteristic and may, if any, have only a diminutive indirect effect 
on teamwork effectiveness. 
McGregor (1960) wrote a book entitled The Human Side of Enterprise, 
which has become an important philosophical base for the modern view 
of people at work. Drawing upon his experience as a management 
consultant, McGregor formulated two contrasting sets of assumptions 
about human nature. His Theory X assumptions were pessimistic and 
negative and, according to McGregor's interpretation, typical of how 
managers traditionally perceived employees. To help managers break 
with this negative tradition, McGregor formulated his Theory Y, a 
modern and positive set of assumptions about people. McGregor 
believed managers could accomplish more through others by viewing 
them as self-energised, committed, responsible, and creative beings. 
Homans (1961) also adopted a social exchange theory perspective as an 
attempt to explain group influences on individual behaviour. Likert 
(1961) echoed Mayo's proposed social philosophy, the idea that 
organisations should be viewed and managed as a collection of groups 
rather than as individual entities. He attempted to derive a theory of 
organisational design with the group as the basic building block. Likert 
(1961) argued that: 
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1. Work groups are important sources of individuals' needs 
satisfaction. 
2. Groups in organisations that fulfill this psychological function are 
also more productive. 
3. Management's task is, therefore, to create effective work groups 
by developing `supportive relationships'. 
4. An effective organisational structure consists of democratic- 
participative work groups, each linked to the organisation as a 
whole through overlapping memberships. 
5. Co-ordination is achieved by individuals who carry out `linking 
functions'. 
`Group forces are important not only in influencing the 
behaviour of individual work groups with regard to productivity, 
waste, absence and the like, they also affect the behaviour of entire 
organisations'. (Likert, 1961) 
The quotation above, somewhat, justifies the objective in this study. It 
stresses the important of the impact of group processes on individual 
behaviour, and more importantly, vice visa. Additionally, it underlines 
the linkage of individual behaviour to group processes to the behaviour 
of the organisation as a whole, hence considering the linkage of 
individual behaviour to the macro level, and as mention earlier in 
Chapter 1, there exist a gap in the literature at the micro level. 
However, while Likert stressed the overlapping works vertically by 
having leaders of related subordinate groups as members of the next 
higher group, with their common superior as leader, and continue on 
up the hierarchy; today the emphasis is placed upon horizontal 
interaction in the form of cross-functional teams. In the 1970s, 
following Likert, Leavitt (1975) recommended management to employ 
small groups as the basic building blocks for an organisation. Ouchi 
and Johnson (1978) echoed Mayo's thesis that people in society lacked 
social support which made life tolerable, and suggested that large 
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organisations should be organized around `clans' (similar to Mayo's 
natural groups), which could provide the associational ties and 
cohesion for their employees. 
In the 1980s, thoughout this era, other researchers also started to 
investigate this "human relations" perspective (Parker, 1984). This 
included exploring the relationship between morale/satisfaction and 
productivity and between leadership and productivity. Supporters of 
this approach believed that in addition to finding the best 
technological methods to improve output, it was beneficial to establish 
positive human relations within the organisation. 
Peters (1987) stated that "The modest-sized, task-oriented, semi- 
autonomous, mainly self-managing team should be the basic 
organization building block". Joseph (1989) concluded that human 
relations approach, particularly the work of Elton Mayo, showed that 
people prefer to work in groups and that inter-group rivalry can create 
higher output. In the 1990s, Katzenbach and Smith (1993) proposed 
their own team-based organisational model, in addition to other 
researchers which attempted to develop their own model of team 
effectiveness (discussed in section 3.3). Management's practical 
interest grew, and they became interested not just in observing groups 
but in designing and developing effective teams. 
Mayo's `human relations approach' and Katzenbach and Smith's 
`wisdom of teams' prescriptions are separated by over half a century, 
but have remarkable similarities. Both: 
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" are directed at managers who design jobs and structure 
organizations; 
" promote the virtues of teams and groups over individuals; 
" assume that teams and the individuals share common goals and 
interests; 
" ignore or explain away areas of conflict or dissent; 
" seek to use the power of the team to the management's interest. 
(Huczynski & Buchanan, 2001) 
The Human Relations approach to management developed from the 
Hawthorne studies and was based on the grounds of the social 
individual. It contrasted with the earlier, scientific approach to 
management of Frederick Winslow Taylor, which was based on the 
logic of economic man and efficiency. While Taylor sought to break 
the power that work groups exercised, the human relations approach 
sought to bind it to management's goals. Sheldrake (1995) critically 
assesses Mayo's work thus: 
`Central to Mayo's work was his antipathy to social conflict and 
possible social dislocation. His belief that industrial unrest sprang 
from personal problems, both physiological and psychological, 
strongly coloured his analysis of industrial society. It prompted him, 
for example, to construe industrial unrest as arising from the 
pessimistic reveries of individual workers rather than legitimate 
economic or sectional interests. Challenges to management were 
therefore depicted by Mayo as evidence of psychic disturbance rather 
than part of the normal rough and tumble of industrial life. Further, in 
his interpretation of the RATR [relay assembly test room] experiments, 
Mayo chose to wilfully disregard the significance of financial 
incentives on the behaviour of the participants, and to emphasize 
instead, the impact of group cohesiveness and benign supervision. 
Although Mayo's association with the Hawthorne experiments was, of 
necessity, pitched at the micro-level, his preferred focus was the 
macro-level of society and what he saw as the dire consequences of 
anomie. He was thus tempted to extrapolate from the apparent 
'success' of the RATR experiments to the titwider society, thereby 
allocating to industrial managers a significant role in the restoration 
and maintenance of social equilibrium. ' 
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This author agrees that Mayo's work did not take into account the 
legitimate economic or sectional interests and disregard the 
significance of financial incentives on the behaviour of the 
participants. It is true that there exists the potential significance of 
financial impacts; however, this author believes that the inclusion of a 
complex financial motivational factor would misdirect the focus away 
from the aim of Mayo's work. Mayo, himself, did not suggest that this 
issue did not have the impact on the behaviour of the participants but 
by disregarding it, he lays more emphasis on the behaviour rather than 
the motivational aspect, and thus provided evidence of the significance 
of Human Relation Approach, i. e. controlled and uncontrolled 
behaviour do have an impact on the performance. 
In conclusion, the historical perspective of group studies shows a trend 
towards the human relation approach in order to enhance the 
effectiveness of the group. Points of various researchers, mentioned 
above, indicate the importance of human behaviour and their 
interaction and were taken into account in the design of this study. The 
individual behaviour within a group/team must proceed on to group 
interaction before the outcome of group/team effectiveness can be 
clarified. Some points stressed further the importance of cohesiveness 
and communication within group/team interaction processes that 
should also be reflected in this study. 
However, since team is a domain of this study, as a starting point, it is 
necessary to ground and contrast the terminology of groups and teams 
in an understanding of what this study define and label as team. 
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3.2 Contrasts in the Terminology between Groups and Teams 
There are numerous arrays of group definitions that can be presented. 
and from these, a comprehensive definition can be derived. The 
originators of the various definitions worked in different disciplines or 
held diverse perspectives. It should be noted that there are common 
characteristics among the clarifications offered because these common 
characteristics facilitate with the utilisation of the comprehensive 
definition in this study. 
Ivancevich and Matteson (1993) extracted Bales (1950)'s definition of 
a small group in the terminology of `Perception' 
`A small group is defined as any number of persons engaged in 
interaction with one another in a single face-to-face meeting or series 
of such meetings, in which each member receives some impression or 
perception of each other member distinct enough so that he can, either 
at the time or in late questioning, give some reaction to each of the 
others as an individual person, even though it may be only to recall 
that the other was present'. 
This definition of group stresses that to be considered a group; 
members of a group must perceive their relationship to others. The 
central theme of this definition is that the members of a group must 
perceive the existence of each other member as well as the existence of 
the group, but more importantly to this study, this definition 
underlines the process of interaction of group members within a group. 
McDavid and Harari (1968) provided a sociological definition of a 
group in the terminology of `Organisation' as: 
`A group is an organized system of two or more individuals who 
are interrelated so that the system performs some function, has a 
standard set of role relationships among its members, and has a set of 
norms that regulate the function of the group and each of its 
members '. 
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Sociologists reflect on the group primarily in terms of organisational 
characteristics. This definition underlines some of the significant 
characteristics of group such as individuals' roles and norms. 
According to Huczynski and Buchanan (2001), norms and roles guide 
human behaviour and facilitate interaction. Hence. these 
characteristics of group are considered to be closely relevant to the 
concepts of human behaviour utilised in this study - organisational 
citizenship behaviour and impression management behaviour. Norms 
and roles are discussed in a later section. 
Bass (1960) defined a group in the terminology of `Motivation' as: 
`a collection of individuals whose existence as a collection is 
rewarding to the individuals'. 
This definition of group follow-on from the awareness that a group 
which is unsuccessful in assisting and supporting its members to 
satisfy their needs, will have problems staying viable, and 
consequently, unsatisfied members in a particular group will search for 
other groups to aid in important need satisfactions. Group members 
will reach agreement and have disagreements through various forms of 
interaction that will affect the viability of the group. As will be seen in 
a later section, team viability is taken into account in the design of this 
study as part of the output for team effectiveness. 
Homans (1950) defined a group in the terminology of `Interaction' 
This aspect that stresses interpersonal interactions is the following: 
`We mean by a group a number of persons who communicate 
tiiwith one another often over a span of time, and who are few enough so 
that each person is able to communicate with all the others, not 
secondhand, through other people, but face-to-face'. 
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Homans assumed that interaction in the form of interdependence is the 
core of "groupness", and in his definition of a group stressed 
communication as a part of interaction which is taken into account in 
the design of this study as part of the factor within the intragroup 
processes. 
All of these four definitions of group are important since they each 
stress some key characteristics of groups which are utilised, mainly in 
the intra-group process of this study. However, a comprehensive 
definition would say that if a group exists in an organisation, its 
members: 1) are motivated to become a member, 2) perceive the group 
as a unified unit of interacting people, 3) contribute in various 
amounts to the group processes (for instance, some individuals 
contribute more time and energy to the group than others), and 4) 
reach agreement and have disagreements through various forms of 
interaction (Ivancevich & Matteson, 1993). 
Schein (1980) provided additional insight on this concept by drawing 
instructive distinction between a group, a crowd, and an organisation: 
`The size of a group is thus limited by the possibilities of mutual 
interaction and mutual awareness. Mere aggregates of people do not 
fit this definition because they do not interact and do not perceive 
themselves to be a group even if they are aware of each other as, for 
instance, a crowd on a street corner watching some event. A total 
department, a union, or a whole organization would not be a group in 
spite of thinking of themselves as "we", because they generally do not 
all interact and are not all aware of each other. However, work teams, 
committees, subparts of department, cliques, and various other 
informal associations among organizational members would fit this 
definition of a group. ' 
A supplementary definition of a group that this author considers it to 
stress a direct underline towards the objective of this study is defined 
by Shaw (1981) as: 
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`two or more employees who interact with each other in such 
manner that the behaviour and/or performance of a member is 
influenced by the behaviour and/or performance of other members'. 
Whilst most definition of a group emphasize the various forms of 
interaction within a group, this definition focuses on the viewpoint 
that behaviour affects performance, which in turn, reflects how 
behaviour affects the effectiveness of a group, which also is the heart 
of this study. These arrays of definition have provided some insights, 
mainly in some form of interaction processes which will be utilize in 
the design of this study; however, the domain of the study is team, 
therefore there is a need to examine the terminology of team and 
distinguish group and team. 
The following are the arrays of a broad definition of work team which 
have been defined by team theorists and developed by psychologists 
both in work and laboratory contexts. Thus, a work team is defined as: 
`an interdependent collection of individuals who share 
responsibilities for organizational outcomes'. (Sundstrom, DeMeuse & 
Futrell, 1990) 
`more than a sum of the individual members. In other words, a 
team demands collaborative, non-competitive, effort where each 
member takes responsibility for the performance of the team rather 
than just their own performance'. 
(Torrington & Hall, 1995) 
`a small number of people with complementary skills who are 
committed to a common purpose, performance goals, and approach for 
which they hold themselves mutually accountable'. (Katzenbach & 
Smith, 1993) 
The principal strength of the three definitions of a work team above 
was its inclusion of the common denominator motivation. This idea 
stresses that the team members should have a common purpose, agreed 
norms and values, which regulate behaviour, members with 
interdependent functions that strive towards achieving the goals of a 
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team. Additionally, a broad definition by Sundstrom, DeMeuse and 
Futrell (1990) and the definition defined by Katzenbach and Smith 
(1993) allow to accommodate the uses of many labels for teams, such 
as empowered teams, autonomous work teams, semi-autonomous work 
teams, self-managing teams, cross-functional teams, quality circles, 
project teams, etc. 
However, this author argues that there exists a principal weakness of 
the three definitions of a work team above which was its exclusion of 
the various forms of interaction between team members. To this point 
one can clearly identify interaction processes as the emphasis in the 
definitions of a group and the drive towards the team goals as the 
emphasis in the definitions of a team. This author believes that the 
definition of a team should integrate both emphases, as with only 
motivation and excluding forms of interaction, a team cannot drive 
towards its goal to the fullest of its potential, and hence would 
strongly affect the effectiveness of a team. Bennett (1994) supported 
that: 
`A team is a special sort of group' 
Although `team' is frequently used for any group, especially to get 
individuals to work together and to motivate them, some team experts 
make a distinction between teams and others groups in organisations. 
Bennett (1994) contended that all team are groups, but groups do not 
necessarily behave as teams, who unite towards mutually held 
objectives. Barlett (1974) highlighted the importance of joint 
achievement of a task and pointed out that a group could only be 
considered as a well-knit team if it was achieving its objectives. Honey 
(1988) emphasized the cohesive nature of teamwork set against the 
work of a group: 
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`A group is a collection of individual people who come together 
to achieve some purpose. A group is a lesser thing than a team which 
performs at a higher level of cohesion than a mere group needs. ' 
This idea gives the meaning that team members must highly interact 
and must come together in the sense of "we-ness" to be considered a 
team, and thus cohesiveness will account as an important variable for 
measuring team member interaction in this study. Hayes (1997) noted 
that: 
`The idea of team must be one of the most widely used metaphors 
in organizational life. A group of workers or managers is generally 
described as a "team", in much the same way that a company or 
department is so often described as "one big family". But often, the 
new employee receiving these assertions quickly discovers that what 
was described as a "team" is actually anything but. The mental image 
of cohesion, co-ordination and common goals which was conjured up 
by the metaphor of the team, was entirely different from the everyday 
reality of working life. ' 
He suggests that a team is fundamentally different from a working 
group. Teams are task-oriented and composed of people with different, 
but complementary, knowledge and skills, such as the development of 
group norms, which help to define the team and keep it functioning 
smoothly and appropriately. Team norms tend to be more task-focused 
than the norms of ordinary working groups. Group cohesion is an 
important factor in teamworking and it can be seen as deriving from 
human tendency for social identification, with both formal and 
informal communication playing an important part in establishing 
cohesion (group norms are discussed in section 3.72, and group 
cohesiveness, in section 3.73). 
Huczynski and Buchanan (2001), Katzenbach and Smith (1993), and 
Kreitner, Kinicki and Buelens (1999) noted that in the literature, the 
terms `group' and `team' are used interchangeably, with the personal 
preference of writers and tradition guiding the choice of word, rather 
conceptual distinction. Benders and Van Hootegem (1999) felt that 
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after decades of experimentation, teams had finally achieved the status 
of "good management practice" in Western organisations. In addition, 
writers such as Belbin (2000), in his book Beyond the Team, and 
Katzenbach and Smith (1993), in their book The Wisdom of Teams, 
attempted to distinguish between groups and teams. 
Belbin (2000) reported the results of an exercise that he ran asking 
participants to distinguish between groups and teams, as shown in 
Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2: Six differences between a team and a group 
Team Group 
1. Size Limited Medium or large 
2. Selection Crucial Immaterial 
3. Leadership Shared or rotating Solo 
4. Perception Mutual knowledge understand Focus on leader 
5. Style Role spread co-ordination Convergence conformism 
6. Spirit Dynamic interaction Togetherness, persecution of opponents 
Source: From Belbin (2000) 
Belbin's attempt to distinguish between groups and teams has received 
supports as well as many criticisms. Many would argue that his 
distinction is invalid as his list is quite vague and debatable. There is 
little empirical evidence to support his theory. Katzenbach and Smith 
(1993) examined 47 teams in 37 different organisations and spoke to 
"hundreds of people in dozens of organisations, focusing on groups 
who were or might be teams", and also attempted to note the difference 
between a work group and a team relates to performance results: 
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`A working group's performance is a function of what its 
members do as individuals. A team's performance includes both 
individual results and what we call "collective %i'ork-products ". A 
collective work-product is what two or more members must work on 
together... [it] reflects the joint, real contribution of team members'. 
They go on to note these specific differences between work groups and 
teams: 
1. The work group has a strong, clearly focused leader; the team 
has shared leadership roles. 
2. The work group has individual accountability; the team has 
individual and mutual accountability. 
3. The work group's purpose is the same as the organisation's; the 
team has a specific purpose. 
4. The work group has individual work-products; the team has 
collective work-products. 
5. The work group runs efficient meetings; the team encourages 
open-ended, active problem-solving meetings. 
6. The work group measures effectiveness indirectly (for example, 
financial performance of the overall business); the team 
measures performance directly by assessing collective work- 
products. 
7. The work group discusses, decides, and delegates; the team 
discusses, decides, and does real work. 
In addition, Katzenbach and Smith (1993) clarified the distinction as: 
`The essence of a team is common commitment. Without it, 
groups perform as individuals; with it, they become a powerful unit of 
collective performance'. 
It was therefore clear from the literature that teamwork was as much 
concerned with the collaborative processes as with task achievement. 
However, it was not clear whether a group of people achieving a task, 
despite the fact that they might not be working collaboratively, 
constituted a workgroup or an ineffective team. This author argues that 
the specific differences between work groups and teams is difficult to 
isolate given the difficulties one face in trying to establish the 
concepts from an issue of theory versus practice. Many teams are not 
doing all of what Katzenbach and Smith clarified as the specific 
characteristics of a team. For instance, if a team has shared leadership 
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roles, has individual and mutual accountability, has a specific purpose, 
has collective work-products, but runs efficient meetings instead of 
encouraging open-ended, active problem-solving meetings, and 
discusses, decides, and delegates, does that mean that this team does 
not qualify as a team? 
From the perspective of theory versus practice, it is difficult to define 
a team since there are many complex, interrelated factors which 
together characterise the domain of a team. Different definitions exist 
which provides for different uses and it is acceptable to incorporate 
different definitions as long as a clear statement is given relating to 
the utilisation and application of that definition. Thus, for the purpose 
of this study, the definition proposed for the understanding of team is: 
`A team is a special sort of group which: 
1) has a small number of people with complementary skills; 
2) team members interact face-to-face with each other in the ways that 
the behaviour of a member is influenced by the behaviour of other 
members to achieve a high level of cohesion; 
3) team members have co-ordination, common commitment and 
purpose, and unit of collective performance to achieve the common 
goal of a team. ' 
This definition of a team emphasizes not only the enthusiastic drive 
towards achieving its goal, but also the human behaviour interaction 
aspect of team members. Therefore, the underlying principle for this 
study is to provide a greater understanding of human behaviour 
processes that have impact on the effectiveness of the teams. The next 
section attempts to explore a number of models that have been 
developed by various team experts to explain the `team effectiveness'. 
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3.3 Contemporary Theoretical Models of Teamwork Effectiveness 
A number of models have been developed to explain the `team 
effectiveness'. The majority of theoretical models have been presented 
in this literature review to explain the effectiveness or performance of 
work teams. Although, the theories are presented in chronological 
order, as they have been introduced in the literature (Yeatts & Hyten, 
1998), this author believed that each theoretical model offered unique 
insights and variety in their approach in the attempt the explain 
teamwork effectiveness, and that, not one model is more superior than 
the other, but simply just the difference in the perspective from each 
theorist. It should be noted that the objective in this section is not to 
develop a further model of team effectiveness, but to design a most 
suitable framework model in order to assist with the underlining 
principle of this study, which is to investigate the impact of human 
behaviour at work on teamwork effectiveness. The first theoretical 
model to be examined is McGrath's Input-Process-Output Model. 
3.31 McGrath's Input-Process-Output Model 
McGrath provided an impressive, thorough review of the existing 
research and then make an impressive attempt to organise information 
known at that time regarding work teams into a theoretical model (see 
Figure 3.31). 
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Figure 3.31: McGrath's Input-Process-Output Framework for Analyzing Group 
Behaviour and Performance 
INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT 
INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL 
FACTORS 
" Patten of members skills PERFORMANCE 
" Member attitudes OUTCOMES 
" Member personality 
characteristics Performance quality 
Speed to solution 
Number of errors 
GROUP-LEVEL FACTORS 
GROUP 
" Group structure INTERACTION 
" Level of 'cohesiveness' PROCESS 
" Group size 
OTHER OUTCOMES 
ENVIRONMENTAL- Member satisfaction 
LEVEL FACTORS " Group 'cohesiveness' 
" Attitude change 
" Group task characteristics Sociometric structure 
" Reward structure 
" Level of environmental stress 
Source: Hackman (1988) 
McGrath (1964) used an input-process-output model to organise the 
salient factors he identified from his extensive review of previous 
studies of work teams. The input factors include individual-level 
factors, group-level factors, and environmental-level factors. The 
output factors are divided into two groups: "performance outcomes", 
such as quality and number of errors, and " other outcomes", such as 
satisfaction and group cohesion. Researchers found McGrath's (1964) 
theoretical model to be particularly valuable because it provided a 
framework for organising and systematizing the research findings on 
work team performance existing at that time (Yeatts & Hyten, 1998). 
The introduction of McGrath's Input-Process-Output Model is 
considered as one of the first and most influential models of work team 
performance, which lay fundamental grounding for latter researchers to 
further the development. 
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3.32 Gladstein's Model of Subjectively rated Effectiveness 
Gladstein (1984) followed the same idea of utilising input-process- 
output model to develop this theoretical model. Her model of 
subjectively rated effectiveness (Figure 3.32) derived as a result from 
a study with a sample of about 100 sales teams, and a variety of 
sophisticated multivariate procedures. Her most significant findings 
were that factors in the model were good predictors of self-reported 
performance but poor predictors of actual performance, as measured by 
sales revenue. She states, 
"It appears that individuals have implicit models of how certain 
modes of group process `should' benefit performance and attribute 
good outcomes to the group when the appropriate process has been 
instituted". 
That is, team members have a preconceived notion of the input and 
process factors that are most important to high performance. If their 
team has these characteristics, subsequently the employees rate team 
performance as high, regardless of actual performance, such as sales 
revenue. 
In her theoretical model, Gladstein identified two input factors 
important to subjectively rated performance-leadership activities and 
structuring of activities. Leadership activities were measured in terms 
of how rewards were distributed and high performance encouraged. 
Structuring activities were measured in terms of role and goal clarity, 
norms for doing the work, weighing of each team member's input 
during decision making, and team control over the team's tasks. 
Gladstein found two process factors to be important to subjectively 
rated performance-boundary management and intragroup process. 
Boundary management was defined as the degree of misunderstanding 
with individuals and groups outside the team. Intragroup process 
included factors such as open communication, supportiveness, and 
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discussion of appropriate work strategies. Gladstein found that team 
members who perceived their team as working well with those outside 
the team and working well together perceived their team to be 
performing at a high level. She explained that the teams under study 
needed effective boundary management and intragroup process to 
procure resources and information, manage interdependencies, and 
transfer team output to others. 
The input and process criteria identified by Gladstein (1984) have 
received increasing attention among work team theorists and 
researchers since Gladstein first reported her findings. 




" Task leadership PROCESS 
" Maintenance 
" Leadership Influence 
STRUCTURING OF 
ACTIVITIES BOUNDARY 
" Role and goal clarity MANAGEMENT 
" Work norms 
" Task control 
Source: Gladstein (1984) 
SUBJECTIVELY RATED 
EFFECTIVENESS 
" Team satisfaction 
" General satisfaction 
" Customer satisfaction 
" Self-rated effectiveness 
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3.33 Hackman's Model of SMWT Performance 
Hackman (1988,1990) and his colleagues (Hackman & Oldham, 1980) 
have presented perhaps the most thorough theoretical model explaining 
self-managed work teams (SMWT) performance. Hackman (1990) has 
focused upon organisational context and suggested that factors such as 
organisational context, group design, group process/interventions, 
knowledge/skill/effort, and process assistance are important in 
determining team effectiveness. 




A context that supports and 
reinforces competent task 
work via: 
" Reward system 
" Education system 
" Information system 
GROUP DESIGN 
A design that prompts and 
facilitates competent work on 
the task via: 
" Structure of the task 
" Composition of the group 
" Group norms about perfoi 
processes 
" Demands of the task 
PROCESS CRITERIA OF 
EFFECTIVENESS 
" Level of effort brought to bear on 
the group task 
" Amount of knowledge and skill 
applied to task work 
" Appropriateness of task 
performance strategies used by the 
group 
GROUP SYNERGY 
Assistance to the group interacting in 
ways that: 
" Reduce process losses 
" Create synergistic process gains 
Source: Hackman & Oldham (1980) 
GROUP EFFECTIVENESS 
" Task output acceptable to those who 
receive or review it 
" Capability of members to work 
together in the future is maintained 
or strengthened 
" Members' needs are more satisfied 
than frustrated by the group 
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Hackman's (1988,1990) theoretical model (Figure 3.33), like most 
others uses an input-process-output approach to explain SMWT 
performance. Unlike most other theoretical models, however 
Hackman's is found to differ substantially with regard to the factors 
treated as process criteria. Most other theoretical models focus 
primarily on interpersonal factors such as communication and 
coordination. Hackman's model, on the other hand, treats these 
interpersonal factors as characteristics of the team's composition and, 
subsequently, as input factors. Hackman includes as process factors 
level of effort placed directly on doing work, amount of knowledge 
and skill applied to the work, and appropriateness of the work 
strategies used. In support of his view, Hackman explains that the 
process criteria in his model focus on those aspects of interaction that 
relate directly to doing the work. The interpersonal process factors 
used in most other models are important to SMWT performance 
because they enhance these work process criteria. 
Hackman's (1988,1990) theoretical model includes two sets of input 
factors, those at the organisational level and those at the team level. 
For each process criterion, Hackman has identified crucial 
organisational and team factors. 
When considering the effects of team inputs on the process criteria, 
Hackman (1988,1990) proposed that the level of effort is affected by 
the team's job characteristics, including skill variety, task 
significance, and task identity (i. e., ability to see how one's work 
relates to a "bigger picture"). These job characteristics are believed to 
have positive effects on the team members' motivation and 
subsequently the level of effort applied directly to the work. The work 
process factors knowledge and skill are believed to be affected by the 
team's composition, including task-relevant skills among the team 
members, interpersonal skills, team size, and heterogeneity among the 
team members. 
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Group synergy is viewed by Hackman (1988,1990) as moderating the 
effects of the input factors on the process factors. Hackman (1988) has 
explained: 
"When individuals value their membership in the group and find 
it rewarding to work collaboratively with their team-mates, they may 
work considerably harder than they would otherwise". 
This explains that a highly coordinated and cooperative team can 
produce synergy, or results that are more effective than the sum of the 
individual team member contributions. Group synergy can result in 
team members finding innovative ways to avoid process losses and 
subsequently minimize waste and misuse of members' time, energy and 
talent. Hackman viewed group synergy as the result of a team culture 
that finds everyone committed to the team, proud of it, and willing to 
work hard to make it one of the best. 
3.34 Sundstrom-De Meuse-Futrell Model of Team Effectiveness 
Another model of team effectiveness that is to be examined is 
Sundstrom, De Meuse, and Futrell (1990) model of work team 
performance (Figure 3.34). However, they chose not to use the input- 
process-output format for displaying the factors believed to be most 
crucial to work team performance because they felt such a format 
implies that performance is an end state rather than a continual 
process. Instead, they present their model in such a way as to avoid 
temporal dynamics and highlight the interrelationships between the 
major sets of work team factors, including the organisational context, 
team boundaries, and team development. 
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Figure 3.34: An Ecological Framework for Work Team Effectiveness 
ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT 
" Organizational culture 
" Task design / technology 
" Mission Clarity 
" Autonomy 
" Performance feedback 
" Rewards / recognition 
" Training & consultation 
" Physical environment 
lqýýk 
BOUNDARIES 
" Work team differentiation 
" External integration 
TEAM DEVELOPMENT 








Source: Sundstrom, De Meuse & Futrell (1990) 
Sundstrom, De Meuse, and Futrell (1990) used two factors to represent 
team effectiveness. One, referred to as performance, mirrors what 
Hackman (1988) used: the customer's assessment of the team's output. 
Sundstrom, De Meuse, and Futrell (1990) have explained that work 
team performance can be measured as the "acceptability of output to 
customers within or outside the organisation who receive team 
products, services, information, decisions, or performance events (such 
as presentations or competitions)". The second measure of work team 
effectiveness is team viability. Generally, the authors have referred to 
viability as the team's ability to avoid burnout and stay together over 
the long term. They include here team members' satisfaction and 
willingness to continue working together. 
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The Sundstrom-DeMeuse-Futrell (1990) model includes three major 
sets of factors that affect performance. There are focused on external 
conditions and internal processes of the work team. The organisational 
context includes organisational culture, characteristics of the task, 
mission clarity, autonomy, feedback, rewards, training, and the 
physical environment. The authors have explained that these factors 
can augment team performance by providing resources needed for 
performance and providing continued viability as a work unit. The 
organisational context is viewed as having ties to the team via team 
boundaries and having direct ties to the team's performance. 
The second set of factors is labelled team boundaries and has been 
defined as those conditions that both separate and link work teams 
within their organisation. Sundstrom, De Meuse, and Futrell (1990) 
have described the team's boundaries as mediating between the 
organisational context and the team's development and as having direct 
ties to the team's performance. In their discussions, they have noted 
that if the boundary becomes too open or indistinct, the team risks 
becoming overwhelmed and losing its identity. At the same time, if it 
is too exclusive, the team might become isolated and lose touch with 
suppliers, managers, peers, or customers. 
The third set of factors included in the Sundstrom, De Meuse, and 
Futrell (1990) model of work team effectiveness is team development. 
Their main idea here was to emphasize the fact that, over time, teams 
change and develop new ways of operating as they adapt to their 
contexts. Factors included here are interpersonal processes, norms, 
cohesion, and roles. The authors have viewed these as factors to be 
addressed in efforts to aid team development and process 
interventions. 
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3.35 Salas and Colleagues' Model of Team Performance 
Salas and colleagues' (Salas, Dickinson, Converse & Tannenbaum, 
1992) model of team performance (Figure 3.35) is similar to most 
previous models by using an input-throughput-output format, and 
explicitly show the impacts of feedback resulting from team 
performance. Feedback is viewed as ultimately influencing two sets of 
inputs: task characteristics and individual characteristics. 
Salas and colleagues' model (Salas et al., 1992) treat interpersonal or 
team processes as the throughputs that have direct effects on the 
team's performance. However, the Salas and colleagues' model largely 
differ from previous models in their identification of the salient inputs. 
Their model suggest that two sets of inputs, task and individual 
characteristics, influence two additional sets of inputs, work structure 
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3.36 Campion and Colleagues' Themes Related to Work Group 
Effectiveness 
Campion, Medsker and Higgs (1993) conducted an extensive review of 
the literature focused on the relationship between work team design 
and performance (referred to by them as effectiveness). They 
subsequently identified five majors themes that included 19 design 
characteristics believed to affect work team performance. An empirical 
assessment of these led them to conclude that each of these 19 factors 
did indeed contribute to a work team's performance. 
Campion and colleagues' model (Figure 3.36) does not attempt to show 
interrelationships between the identified themes and design 
characteristics. Instead, their focus was to identify the most important 
design characteristics, with the idea that many of these could be 
manipulated by human resource managers to improve team 
performance. Their effectiveness criteria included productivity, 
satisfaction, and manager judgments of team performance. The five 
major themes are job design, interdependence, composition, context, 
and process. 
Job design included five characteristics originally identified by 
theorists emphasizing the importance of job enrichment and 
sociotechnical systems. Those found to be the most important in their 
analysis were self-management and participation. A second theme, 
interdependence, was found to be important to employee satisfaction. 
The third theme, team composition characteristics, had the greatest 
impact on manager perceptions of performance. An examination of the 
fourth theme, context characteristics, showed that managers generally 
perceived training as highly important to team performance, whereas 
employees felt that manager support was highly important (Campion, 
Medsker & Higgs 1993). No effect was found in the case of intergroup 
communication and cooperation. 
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Finally, the process characteristics were found to be most highly 
associated with the performance criteria: productivity, satisfaction. 
and manager judgments. The characteristic, potency, or the belief of a 
team that it can be effective was highly related to all measures of work 
team performance. Workload sharing and communication and 
cooperation were important to productivity and manager judgment but 
not to employee satisfaction, whereas social support was found to be 
only important to productivity with no effect on employee satisfaction 
or manager judgments. 
3.37 Alternative Models to Team Effectiveness 
Other researchers have moved away from a behavioural focus to try to 
understand teamwork at a cognitive level (e. g., Millward & Purvis, 
1998; Varney 1989). Varney considered the underlying causes of team 
behaviour, such as role awareness and consideration of other's 
perspectives and skills which are independent of context. He suggests 
that if these `causes' are managed appropriately the team can rectify 
its behaviour, exhibiting the appropriate teamwork behaviour for a 
given situation. Failure to do so will lead to poor team performance. A 
number of researchers concluded that "good teams monitor their 
performance and self-correct; anticipate each other's actions or needs 
and co-ordinate their actions" (McIntyre, 1972; Orasanu, 1993; Salas, 
1993; Serfaty, 1994; Zsambok, 1993). This work has culminated in the 
conception of `shared mental models'. 
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Figure 3.36: Campion and Colleagues' Themes Related to Work Group 
Effectiveness 
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Source: Campion, Medsker & Higgs (1993) 
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Canon-Bower, Salas and Converse (1990) define mental models as. that 
which allows individuals to form explanations and expectations of 
events so that they can decide upon the appropriate action to adopt. 
With regarding to teamwork, practice and experience enable team 
members to make cognitive representations of teamwork. Four 
different mental models involving different knowledge content are 
proposed for teams, which are the equipment model, the task model, 
the team interaction model, and the team model. Canon-Bower. Salas 
and Converse (1990) suggested that where individual team member's 
models overlap there exist shared mental models. These are believed to 
enable teams to function more effectively as they will be better able to 
predict and anticipate the needs of their members. However, Millward 
and Purvis (1998) stated that this approach is limited in that does not 
explain how teams motivate themselves. 
Millward and Purvis (1998) proposed a model for team effectiveness 
which address the meta-cognitive and motivational aspects of team 
functioning. They suggested that team potency, a shared mental model 
and strong team identity are predictive of team effectiveness. They 
argue that there is the need to look beyond team behaviour and 
behaviour change in order to understand and develop effective teams, 
for the reason being that behaviour is situation, task, team and 
individual specific, and thus as these factors change, the behaviours 
resulting from the behavioural focus models become less appropriate. 
They proposed that it is logical that the cognitions behind team 
behaviours be considered in depth. This author argues that the 
motivational approach is not more appropriate. This is not to say that 
the approaches are contradictory, but this author sees the motivational 
approach only as a nature of further investigation into other factors 
that may have an impact on teamwork effectiveness. While the 
advocates of this approach argued that behaviour changes, this author 
argues that motivation also changes according to the situation, task, 
team and individual specifics. 
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3.4 Approaching the Basis of Framework for This Study 
The objective of each model and theory described in the previous 
section was to comprehensively explain the context of work teams in 
organisations. Thus each model is closely linked to one another in 
some perspectives. The five themes identified in Campion and his 
collegues' (1993) framework, are summaries of key components of 
previous theories. Their themes portray a hybrid conceptual framework 
based on the models of Gladstein (1984); Hackman (1987); Guzzo and 
Shea (1992); and Salas, Dickinson, Converse and Tannenbaum (1992). 
For instance, Campion and collegues' job design theme is most closely 
linked to the work of Hackman (1987), but is also reflected in the 
group structure component of Gladstein's (1984) model, and the task 
characteristics and work structure components of Salas and collegues' 
(1992) model. Further examples, Campion and collegues' composition 
theme is in all the models of teamwork effectiveness. Gladstein (1984) 
and Guzzo and Shea (1992) refer to it directly as group composition, 
while Hackman (1987) refers to it under group design, and Salas and 
collegues' (1992) refer to it under team characteristics. Additionally, 
Campion and collegues' process theme was originally proposed by 
McGrath (1964) as an input-process-output perspective. Process 
describes those things that go on in the group that influence teamwork 
effectiveness. Gladstein's and Salas and collegues' (1992) models 
refer directly to group process, while Hackman (1987) refers to 
process criteria of effectiveness, and Guzzo and Shea (1992) refer to 
the social interaction process. 
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Each model offers different structure to the approach of teamwork 
effectiveness, but most of the variables identified within each model 
are very similar if not identical to one another, but with different 
labels in accordance to the perception of each author. Gladstein and 
Salas and colleagues view some interpersonal factors such as 
communication and coordination within the interaction process, 
whereas Hackman views these as part of the characteristic of the team, 
hence as input. Cohesiveness of a team is viewed as part of the input 
by Salas and colleagues, but is viewed as a part of team development 
process by Sundstrom and colleagues. Each model above identified 
some important variables for this study. Since this study is concerned 
with the impact of human behaviour on teamwork effectiveness, the 
important variables should mainly, have emphasis within the 
interaction processes of team members. Such variables as 
communication (Salas et al., 1992), cohesiveness (Sundstrom et al., 
1990), and workload sharing (Campion et al., 1993), are consider in 
the design of this study. 
There are numerous variables that can reflect intragroup process, 
which Hackman (1987) defined as "the interaction that takes place 
among members". Potential measures of interaction include 
communication patterns, conflict levels, weighting of individual 
inputs, and distribution of team assignments (Gladstein, 1984). 
Although each of these variables is potentially distinct, research 
suggested that there is substantial overlap among such process 
measures (e. g., Gladstein, 1984). 
Kreitner, Kinicki and Buelens (1999) suggested the three components 
of teamwork that are receiving the greatest attention: cooperation, 
trust, and cohesiveness. Individuals are said to be cooperating when 
their effects are systematically integrated to achieve a collective 
objective. The greater the integration, the greater the degree of 
cooperation. After conducting a meta-analysis of 122 studies 
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encompassing a wide variety of subjects and settings, Johnson, 
Maruyama, Johnson, Nelson and Skon (1981) and Ortiz, Johnson and 
Johnson (1996) concluded that: 1) cooperation is superior to 
competition in promoting achievement and productivity, 2) cooperation 
is superior to individualistic efforts in promoting achievement and 
productivity, and 3) cooperation without intergroup competition 
promotes higher achievement and productivity than cooperation with 
intergroup competition. 
Kreitner, Kinicki and Buelens (1999) defined trust as reciprocal faith 
in others' intentions and behaviour. Lewis and Weigert (1985) explain 
the reciprocal (give-and-take) aspect of trust as follows: 
"When we see others acting in ways that imply that they trust us, 
we become more disposed to reciprocate by trusting in them more. 
Conversely, we come to distrust those whose actions appear to violate 
our trust or to distrust us. " 
A recently proposed model of organisational trust includes a 
personality trait called `propensity to trust'. Mayer, Davis and 
Schoorman (1995), the developers of the model explain: 
"Propensity might be thought of as the general willingness to 
trust others. Propensity will influence how much trust one has for a 
trustee to date on that particular party being available. People with 
different developmental experiences, personality types and cultural 
backgrounds vary in their propensity to trust. ... An example of an 
extreme case of this is what is commonly called blind trust. Some 
individuals can be observed to repeatedly trust in situations that most 
people would agree do not warrant trust. Conversely, others are 
unwilling to trust in most situations, regardless of circumstances that 
would support doing so. " 
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From the above, Lewis and Weigert (1985) expressed trust as a part of 
reciprocal interaction, which should be consider in this study. 
Furthermore, Mayer, Davis and Schoorman (1995) stressed the 
difference in cultural background to the development of trust, and 
since this study is conducted within the Southeast Asia culture, the 
issue of culture is discussed in Chapter 4. 
Korsgaard, Schweiger and Sapienza (1995) stated that a management 
professor/consultant Fernando Bartolome offers the following six 
guidelines for building and maintaining trust: 
1. Communication. Keep team members and employees informed by 
explaining policies and decisions and providing accurate feedback. 
Be candid about one's own problems and limitations. Tell the truth. 
2. Support. Be available and approachable. Provide help, advice, 
coaching, and support for team members' ideas. 
3. Respect. Delegation, in the form of real decision-making authority, 
is the most important expression of managerial respect. Actively 
listening to the ideas of others is a close second. 
4. Fairness. Be quick to give credit and recognition to those who 
deserve it. Make sure all performance appraisals and evaluations 
are objective and impartial. 
5. Predictability. Be consistent and predictable in your daily affairs. 
Keep both expressed and implied promises. 
6. Competence. Enhance your credibility by demonstrating good 
business sense, technical ability, and professionalism. 
Keyton and Springston (1990) stated that cohesiveness is a process 
whereby "a sense of `we-ness' emerges to transcend individual 
differences and motives". Members of a cohesive group stick together. 
They are reluctant to leave the group. 
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From the definition of both, cooperation and cohesiveness, and the 
guidelines for building trust by Bartolome, there is substantial overlap 
among such process measures within the intragroup processes. In fact, 
Barrick, Stewart, Neubert and Mount (1998) believe that many of the 
processes are reflected in the construct of social cohesion. They 
defined social cohesion as "the resultant of all forces acting on 
members to remain in the group". Thus, cohesion reflects synergistic 
interactions between team members, including positive communication, 
conflict resolution, and affective workload sharing. This provided 
evidence of interaction between various variables, which would further 
the consideration of variables such as team conflict into this study. 
Mullen and Copper's (1994) meta-analysis of 49 studies of the 
cohesion-performance effect reported that the average correlation 
between cohesion and performance was small but statistically 
significant (p=0.25). This provided further evidence of the 
considerable amount of cohesion existence within the literature of 
team effectiveness, and thus as mentioned earlier, cohesiveness should 
be consider as a part of the intragroup processes for this study. 
However, the current team effectiveness literatures can be criticised. 
In the team effectiveness literature, most models discussed only direct 
relationships between design, process, and contextual variables and 
team effectiveness, ignoring how such variables interact with each 
other (e. g., Campion et al., 1993; Hackman, 1987; McGrath, 1987). 
This can have critical ramifications if two variables act as substitutes 
for each other or reduce each other's positive effects. Thus, this issue 
of variables interacting with each other is considered as part of an 
investigation in this study. 
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By integrating all of the models above, this author believes that the 
complexity of team effectiveness related to an enormous amount of 
various factors, in which researchers could continuously identify the 
relevant factors that relate to team effectiveness. In the perspective of 
scientific research study, any attempts to measure team effectiveness 
should include all possible related factors. But a question should rise 
regarding the possibility of involving all relevant factors because of its 
complexity. There will always be missing factors. This author argues 
that instead of focusing on the effectiveness of the team, researchers 
should concentrate in-depth on fewer relevant factors and to explore 
the level of impact that such factors have on team effectiveness. 
Some of the models above also stressed the importance of team 
composition. The composition of the team has long been hypothesised 
to influence team processes and output (Barrick, Stewart, Neubert & 
Mount, 1998). The effect of non-demographic composition 
characteristics on team processes and performance in work settings 
have been the work by Campion and his colleagues (Campion, Medsker 
& Higgs, 1993; Campion, Papper & Medsker, 1996), who used self- 
report measures of expertise, skill, experience, collectivism, member 
flexibility, and group size as measures of composition. Their research 
provided evidence of significant associations between these 
composition variables and team process and effectiveness measures. 
Additionally, the work by Barrick, Stewart, Neubert and Mount (1998) 
expanded the boundary of team composition by including the 
composition of individual-member traits (e. g., general mental ability 
[GMA] and personality). 
However, none of the models above have included the actual human 
social behaviour factor as a part of their input. In his model, McGrath 
utilised members' skills, attitudes, and personality in the individual- 
level factors. Additionally, Salas and colleagues used motivation as a 
part of individual characteristics in their model. This author argues 
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that since some models identified such factors as motivation and 
attitude as part of inputs, and there exists empirical evident that 
motivation and attitude direct human behaviour (e. g. Maslow, 1954), 
thus human behaviour should be considered as a part of input at the 
individual level. This provides evidence of the paucity of human 
behaviour at work within the literature of teamwork effectiveness. 
Additionally, from all of the models above, it is clear that interaction 
processes of team member complete an essential function for teamwork 
effectiveness, and thus interaction involves behaviour. Thus, this study 
examines the concepts of Organisational Citizenship Behaviour and 
Impression Management Behaviour (discussed in Chapter 2) as the 
individual input factors of teamwork effectiveness model. 
Hackman (1987), and Sundstrom, DeMeuse and Futrell (1990) 
proposed that a comprehensive assessment of success in ongoing work 
teams must capture both current team effectiveness (i. e., present 
performance) and future team effectiveness (i. e., capability to continue 
working together). The first important measure of team effectiveness is 
an assessment of the team's current performance, which is typically 
based on either supervisor ratings of team productivity or objective 
indicators of team quantity and quality of productivity. The second 
critical measure of team effectiveness is an assessment of a team's 
capability to continue functioning as a unit (called team viability). 
Teams without long-term viability experience burnout because of 
unresolved conflict, as well as increased divisiveness and decreased 
willingness to work cooperatively (Hackman, 1987). Therefore, in this 
study, both the team performance and the team viability will be 
collected from supervisor ratings. 
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3.5 The Focus of This Study 
From previous sections, one can clearly establish that the dominant 
way of thinking about teams is the input-process-output model 
(Gladstein, 1984; Guzzo & Shea, 1992; Hackman, 1990; McGrath, 
1964; Salas, Dickinson, Converse & Tannenbaum, 1992). In this study 
the input-process-output framework served as the basis for examining 
actual work teams in organisational settings, within the South-east 
Asia culture. As mentioned earlier, the objective in this section is not 
to develop a further model of team effectiveness, but to design a most 
suitable framework model in order to assist with the underlining 
principle of this study, which is to investigate the impact of human 
behaviour at work on teamwork effectiveness. As briefly discussed in 
section 3.4, which posits that a variety of inputs combine to influence 
intragroup processes, which in turn affect team outputs (Barrick, 
Stewart, Neubert & Mount, 1998). Inputs have been grouped into three 
categories (Hackman, 1987): individual-level factors (e. g., team- 
member attributes), group-level factors (e. g., structure and size) and 
environmental-level factors (e. g., task characteristics and reward 
structures). This study will focus only on individual inputs (discarding 
the group-level factors and environmental-level factors), since the 
major purpose of this study is to assess members behaviour (e. g., 
organisational citizenship behaviour and impression management, 
discussed in Chapter 2) of functioning teamwork related to differences 
in teamwork effectiveness. The variables within Hackman's the group- 
level can be substituted with the intragroup process factors of this 
study. The logical reasoning for discarding environmental-level factors 
from the input is from, as mentioned earlier, this author's perception 
that the complexity of team effectiveness relating to a vast amount of 
factors, and the difficulty of inclusion of all the factors to measure 
team effectiveness will not benefit scientific research study since it is 
practically impossible to discover and measure all related factors. 
Thus, this author argues that instead of focusing on the effectiveness 
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of the team, researchers should concentrate in-depth on fewer relevant 
factors and to explore the level of impact that such factors have on 
team effectiveness. 
From the models examined in the previous section, team output refers 
to team outcomes associated with productivity, as well as to the 
capability of team members to continue working cooperatively (team 
viability). Intragroup process refers to the interactions that take place 
among team members and includes communication patterns, personal 
disclosure and conflict, and efforts toward leadership and other forms 
of influence. Although, the models of team effectiveness examined 
from above have provided this study with some suggestion and 
knowledge of what should be included within the intragroup processes 
factors such as communication, cohesiveness, and workload sharing; it 
is necessary to investigate supplement interaction factors that should 
be included in the intragroup process. This can be achieved by 
examining the group characteristic. However, in exploring the 
dynamics of group formation requires essential background to the 
understanding of group characteristics. 
3.6 The Dynamics of Group Formation 
An explanation of the reasons for group formation can be focused 
around a number of factors. However, it would be beneficial to 
examine some of the classic theories of group formation, or why 
people affiliate with one another. The most basic theory attempting to 
explained affiliation is `propinquity', which means that individuals 
affiliate with one another because of spatial or geographical proximity 
(Luthans, 1998). In an organisation, employees who work in the same 
area of the plant or office or managers with offices close to one 
another would more probably form into groups than would those who 
are not physically located together. 
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A more comprehensive theory of group formation than simple 
propinquity comes from the theory based on activities, interactions, 
and sentiments (Homans, 1950). These three elements can be seen as 
part of Homans' model of group formation (Figure 3.6). 
Homans argues that any social system existing within an environment 
consists of the background factors shown on the periphery of the 
model. These interact to produce required and given behaviours for the 
group, which are shown in the next circle inwards, and these in turn 
result in the group's emergent behaviours and the outcomes shown in 
the centre of the model. The second circle inwards, required and given 
behaviours, consists of the three elements mentioned earlier, activities, 
interactions, and sentiments, which are directly related to one another. 
The more activities people share, the more frequent will be their 
interactions and the stronger will be their sentiments (how much the 
other persons are liked or disliked); the more interactions among 
persons, the more will be their shared activities and sentiments; and 
the more sentiments persons have for one another, the more will be 
their shared activities and interactions. Thus, Homans stressed that the 
major element is interaction, which is highly relevant to this study. 
There are other theories that attempt to explain group formation. One 
of the more comprehensive is a balance theory of group formation 
(Newcomb, 1961). The theory states that persons are attracted to one 
another on the basis of similar attitudes toward commonly relevant 
objects and goals, and this author believes that a balance theory of 
group formation lay groundings to the definition of a team which 
stressed the norm of a group in addition to the drive towards common 
goals. Another theoretical approach to group formation which received 
considerable attention is the exchange theory (Thibaut & Kelly, 1959). 
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Source: From Rollinson, Broadfield and Edwards (1998) based on Homans (1950) 
Exchange theory of groups is based upon reward-cost outcomes of 
interaction. A minimum positive level (reward greater than costs) of an 
outcome must exist in order for attraction or affiliation to arise. 
Rewards from interactions gratify needs, while costs incur anxiety, 
frustration, embarrassment, or fatigue. Propinquity, interaction, and 
common attitudes all function in exchange theory. 
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Tuckman and Jensen (1977) suggested that groups pass through five 
clearly defined stages of development, which they labeled forming, 
storming, norming, performing, and adjourning. Jones (1973) described 
the personal relations issues that affect group members and the task 
functions, addressed in each of the five stages, as summarized: 
1. Forming. This initial stage is marked by confusion, uncertainty, 
assessing situation, testing ground rules, feeling out others, 
defining goals, getting acquainted, and establishing rules. Group 
members are not certain about the purpose, structure, task, or 
leadership of the group. 
2. Storming. This stage of development is characterized by conflict 
and confrontation, e. g., disagreement over priorities, struggle for 
leadership, tension, hostility, and clique formation. 
3. Norming. In this stage, the members have a "we" feeling with 
high cohesion and group identity. They begin to settle into 
cooperation and collaboration, e. g., consensus, leadership 
accepted, trust established, standards set, and new stable roles. 
4. Performing. This is the stage where the group is completely 
functioning and devoted to effectively accomplishing the tasks 
agreed upon in the norming stage, e. g., successful performance, 
flexible and task roles, openness, helpfulness, and delusion, 
disillusion and acceptance. 
5. Adjourning. This represents the end of the group, which in 
ongoing, permanent groups will never be reached. However, for 
the project teams or task forces with a specific objective, once the 
objective is accomplished, the group will divide or have a new 
composition, and the stages will start over again, e. g., 
disengagement, anxiety about separation and ending, positive 
feeling towards leader, sadness, and self-evaluation. 
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However, Tuckman and Jensen also stated that not all groups pass 
through all stages; some halt the progress in the middle and remain 
inefficient and ineffective. Relating to this theory, Katzenbach and 
Smith (1993) argued that teams are task groups that have matured to 
the `performing' stage. Bolman and Deal (1992) added that because of 
conflicts over power and authority and unstable interpersonal relations, 
many work groups never qualify as a real team. This author believes 
that in reality, many teams are not doing this, hence, again this arises 
an issue of theory versus practice. For the purpose of this study, a 
group is qualified to utilise the term `team' in accordance with the 
proposed definition of a team. 
Besides the conceptual explanations for group formation and 
development, there is some practical logic for joining and/or forming a 
group. For instance, employees in an organisation may form a group 
for economic, security, or social reasons (Donnelly, Gibson & 
Ivancevich, 1978). Economically, workers may form a group to work 
on a project that is paid for on a group-incentive plan such as gain- 
sharing (Hanlon, Meyer & Taylor, 1994), or they may form a union to 
demand higher wages. For security, joining a group provides the 
individual with a united front in combating indiscriminate, unilateral 
treatment. In situations solely affecting the individual employee, the 
member can still count on the group to support his/her actions (Lunt, 
1991). 
However, the most important practical reason individuals join/form 
groups is that groups tend to satisfy the very intense social needs of 
most people. Workers, in particular, generally have a very strong need 
for affiliation. The basis of affiliation ranges from wanting to interact 
with and enjoy other employees to more complex desires for group 
support of self-image (Hampton, Summer & Webber, 1973). Research 
going as far back as the Hawthorne studies has found the affiliation 
motive to have a major impact on human behaviour in organisations. 
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3.7 Group Characteristics 
The previous section explored the concept of group formation and 
development, which in some aspects, lay the grounding to the 
understanding of group characteristics, which in turn, provide 
important evidence of interaction process within a group. To predict 
human behaviour, one must be aware of the general characteristics of 
groups. Thus the aim of this section is to explore group characteristics 
in order to provide further insights to the design of this study, in 
addition of identify and utilise various forms of interaction within the 
groups for this study. 
As groups evolve through their various stages of development they 
begin to reveal certain identities of their own. Some writers refer to 
this as a group personality, or a group mind, but this is an 
overstatement, implying that a group has some sort of collective 
consciousness, and there is no evidence what-so-ever for this 
(Cartwright & Zander, 1968). The reviews of literature emphasized 
that many writers (e. g., Kreitner, Kinicki & Buelens, 1999; Huczynski 
& Buchanan, 2001; Hogg & Vaughan, 2002) have identified various 
important factors within group characteristics such as structure, norms, 
and cohesiveness. 
3.71 Group Structure 
`Group structure refers to the relatively stable pattern of 
relationships between different group members. There is no single 
group structure and the concept can be expressed in several 
overlapping ways. ' (Huczynski & Buchanan, 2001) 
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Group members continually interact with each other, and in 
consequence their relationships are tested and transformed. Differences 
between the group members begin to occur, and this differentiation 
occurs along several dimensions. Some studies of group structure have 
examined the concept of group as composition, such as member ability 
(Tziner & Eden, 1985; Yetton & Bottger, 1983), personality (Callaway, 
Marriott & Esser, 1985), gender (Staley, 1984; Alagna & Reddy, 1985; 
Wood & Polek, 1985), race (Shuter, 1982), and group size (Yetton & 
Bottger, 1983; Gooding & Wagner, 1985). 
Here, the focal application to this study is the group size. Researchers 
(Grofman, Feld & Owen, 1984; Yetton & Bottger, 1983) have taken 
two different approaches to pinpointing optimum group size. The first 
is the mathematical modeling approach, which involves building a 
mathematical model around certain desired outcomes of group action 
such as decision quality. Due to differing assumptions and statistical 
techniques, the results of this research are inconclusive. However, 
statistical estimates of optimum group size have ranged from 3 to 13. 
The second approach is the laboratory simulation approach, which is 
based on the assumption that group behaviour needs to be observed 
firsthand in controlled laboratory settings. Yetton and Bottger (1983) 
provided useful insights about group size and performance. In their 
study, a total of 555 subjects were assigned to task teams ranging in 
size from 2 to 6. The teams worked on the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration moon survival exercise. After analysing the 
relationships between group size and group performance, they 
concluded the following: 
'It would be difficult, at least with respect to decision quality, to 
justify groups larger than five members. ... Of course, to meet needs 
other than high decision quality, organizations may employ groups 
significantly larger than four or five. ' 
(Yetton & Bottger, 1983) 
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However, within a contingency management framework, there is no 
hard-and-fast rule regarding group size. It depends on the objective of 
the group. If a high-quality decision is the main objective, then a 
three- to five-member group would be appropriate. However, if the 
objective is to generate creative ideas, encourage participation, 
socialise new members, engage in training, or communicate policies, 
then groups much larger than five could be justified. The author held 
this opinion to be relevant to the team samples in this research study, 
and thus the team size ranges from 5 to 15 as will be seen in Chapter 6. 
Fairhurst and Snavely (1983) examined Kanter's (1977) theory 
concerning numerical imbalance as a factor that affects treatment of 
group members, and suggested that sex status differences may account 
for this finding. There are numerous structures for a group as there are 
dimensions along which a group can be differentiated. Nevertheless, 
the most important group structures arguably are: 1) power and status, 
2) communication, 3) roles, and 4) leadership. While it is possible to 
observe each structural dimension of group in turn, one needs to 
remember that all are closely related and operate simultaneously in a 
group setting. 
Bales (1950) offered a psychological explanation of why does a 
patterning of relationships between individuals in a group occur; based 
on the individual's desire for stability, `need for order' and `low 
tolerance of ambiguity'. A sociological explanation would determine 
structure as a manifestation of power, with structure `imposed' on 
groups to maintain the power of key positions in the organisation. 
Whether a group's structure results from its members' basic need for 
predictability or is imposed by powerful outsiders, the effect in either 
circumstance is to create differences between the individuals within 
the group along several dimensions at the same time (e. g., status, role, 
power). A group's structure will be affected by the patterns of 
interactions between the members of a group, or group process. This 
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study, now attempts to explore status and power-, communication-. 
roles-, and leadership-structure to establish any related interaction 
process that can be consider as inclusion to the design of this study. 
Status and Power Structure 
Status and position are so similar that the terms often are used 
interchangeably (Ivancevich & Matteson, 1993). The status assigned to 
a particular position is typically a consequence of certain 
characteristics that differentiate one position from other positions. It is 
closely related to leadership, since if an individual's higher status is 
accepted by others within a group, they can influence, control or 
command those around. Some writers (e. g., Maslow, 1954; Yukl, 1990) 
argued that status (e. g., having executive privileges) is significant 
since it motivates people and has consequences for their behaviour. 
Since many people actively seek status in order to fulfill their need for 
self-esteem, the granting of it by the group provides them with 
personal satisfaction. 
In a formal group, individual members will be accorded formal status 
within it based on hierarchical position and task ability. Huczynski and 
Buchanan (2001) defined formal status as "a collection of rights and 
obligations associated with a position, as distinct from the person who 
may occupy that position". Greenberg's (1976) research confirms that 
higher-status people in a group have more power and tend to be more 
influential than lower-status ones. Hence, status is also closely related 
to power. 
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In addition to status, individual members of a group also differ in 
terms of degree of power they each possess, and hence in their ability 
to direct the behaviour of other members. Thus, it becomes necessary 
for the group to established control relations between members. By 
having a power structure, the group avoids continued power struggles, 
which can disrupt its functioning. Weber (1947) defined power as: 
`the probability that one actor within a social relationship will 
be in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance'. 
More recently, an organisational behaviour theorist, Pfeffer (1992) 
defined power as: 
`the political ability to influence behavior, to change the course 
of events, to overcome resistance, and to get people to do things that 
they would not otherwise do'. 
Usually definitions of power are intertwined with the concepts of 
authority and influence. Power is an aspect not only in relationships 
between individuals within a group but also in leadership relations and 
political issues. Influence is usually conceived of as being broader in 
scope than power (Luthans, 1998). It involves the ability to modify 
other people in general ways, such as by adjusting their satisfaction 
and performance. Influence is more closely associated with leadership 
than power, but both are involved in the leadership process. 
There are a number of different frameworks that attempted to 
conceptualise the significance of power such as the work by Pfeffer 
(1992), and French and Raven (1959). They perceived power as an 
attribute or characteristic and distinguished three different 
perspectives: 1) power as a property of individuals, 2) power as a 
property of relationships, and 3) power as an embedded property of 
structures. This section is concerned with the first two perspectives. 
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From the `power as a property of individuals' perspective, power is 
perceived as being possessed by an individual who exercises it through 
a range of social and interpersonal skills. Table 3.71 lists the sources 
of individual power. Notice some of the sources come from the 
individual within the organisation hierarchy (structure sources), while 
others relate to their personal attributes such as personality, 
communication and motivation (individual sources). 
Table 3.71: Sources of Power as an Individual Property 
Structural sources of individual power include: 
" Formal position and authority in the organization structure 
" Ability to cultivate allies and supporters 
" Access to and control over information and other resources 
" Physical and social position in the organization's communication network 
" The centrality of your own unit or section to the business 
" Role in resolving critical problems, in reducing uncertainty 
" Degree of unity of your section, lack of internal dissent 
" Being irreplaceable 
" The pervasiveness of one's activities in the organization 
Personal sources of individual power include: 
" Energy, endurance and physical stamina 
" Ability to focus energy and avoid wasteful effort 
" Sensitivity and ability to read and understand others 
" Flexibility in selecting varied means to achieve goals 
" Personal toughness: willingness to engage in conflict and confrontation 
" Able to `play the subordinate' and `team member' to enlist the support of 
others 
Source: Based on Pfeffer (1992) 
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From the `power as a property of relationships' perspective, French 
and Raven (1959) perceive power as a property of relationship between 
a power holder and others, rather than a property of the individual 
alone. They proposed this `relational' view of power in which 
followers need to perceive that the leader has access to rewards. 
sanctions, expertise and so on (see Table 3.72). From this perspective, 
the exercise of power depends on the beliefs, perceptions and desires 
of the followers. 
Table 3.72: Bases of Power 
Reward power is the ability of a leader to exert influence based on the belief of 
followers that the leader has access to valued rewards which will 
be dispensed in return for compliance with instructions. 
Coercive power is the ability of a leader to exert influence based on the belief of 
followers that the leader can administer penalties or sanctions that 
are considered to be unwelcome. 
Referent power is the ability of a leader to exert influence based on the belief of 
followers that the leader has desirable abilities and personality 
traits that can and should be copied; referred to as charisma. 
Legitimate is the ability of a leader to exert influence based on the belief of 
power followers that the leader has authority to issue orders which they 
in turn have an obligation to accept, referred to as position power, 
as this depends on the leader's formal organizational position and 
title. 
Expert power is the ability of a leader to exert influence based on the belief of 
followers that the leader has superior knowledge relevant to the 
situation and the task in hand. 
Source: French & Raven (1959) 
French and Raven (1959) listed five bases of power, since one's power 
base depend on the available resources and the appropriateness in the 
circumstances. Hence, the list of potential power bases is potentially 
infinite (Hardy, 1995; Clegg & Hardy, 1996). Buchanan and Badham 
(1999) added that "Even being downtrodden, voiceless and 
marginalized is to possess a power source which can be exploited, if 
and when circumstances allow". Organisational sociologist, Crozier 
(1964) recognised the source of power of task interdependence (where 
two or more organisational participants must depend on one another). 
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There is research evidence that subordinates in such an interdependent 
relationship with their superior receive better pay raises (Bartol & 
Martin, 1990). French and Raven also pointed out that the sources are 
interrelated (e. g., the use of coercive power by managers may reduce 
their referent power and there is research evidence that high coercive 
and reward power may lead to reduced expert power) (Aguinis, Nesler, 
Quigley & Tedeschi, 1994). 
After examining the concepts of status and power structure within a 
group, this author believes that status and power, as its descriptive in 
senses of authority and control, do not have direct impact on the 
interaction process, and therefore, should be excluded from the 
interaction process in this study. It is true that status and power have 
affect on behaviour, however this process does not concern 
behavioural interaction, but is concern more with input towards the 
model of team effectiveness rather than the intragroup process. 
Nevertheless, this study takes into account the points raised by Pfeffer 
(1992) regarding the personal sources of individual power, for 
instance, sensitivity and ability to read and understand others, and able 
to `play the team member' to enlist the support of others. Thus, this 
author believes that people performing any organisational citizenship 
and impression management behaviour must possess a certain level of 
individual power. 
Communication Structure 
Another dimension of team structure is the communication structure, 
which this author believes might be an important factor of interaction 
within the intragroup process of teamwork effectiveness. It is 
necessary to identify the pattern of the positions, for instance, the role 
and status of every member, and the duration and direction of 
communication from position to position, in order to comprehend the 
communication structure of a group. A communication expert Fisher 
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(1974) emphasized the behavioural implications of communication by 
pointing out that: 
`the only means by which one person can influence another is by 
the behaviours he performs - that is, the communicative exchanges 
between people provide the sole method by which influence or effects 
can be achieved'. 
This dimension of group structure is the development of internal 
communication channels, for which Bavelas (1968) identified five 
prominent patterns. These were later used by Leavitt (1951) to 
investigate the effects on task and socio-emotive outcomes. Shaw 
(1978) studied the effects of five communication networks on task 
performance and member satisfaction, and these are shown in Figure 
3.71. 






Source: Adapted from Shaw (1978) 
Bavelas and Barrett (1951) compared the five communication networks 
on four criteria, to emphasize the differences between them (Bavelas, 
1968), and the results are shown in Table 3.73. 
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Table 3.73: Types of Communication Network 
Criteria Channel 
Chain `Y' Wheel Circle All- 
channel 
Speed Moderate Moderate Fast Slow Fast 
Accuracy High High High Low Moderate 
Leader emergence Moderate Moderate High None None 
Member Moderate Moderate Low High High 
satisfaction 
Source: Based on Bavelas & Barrett (1951) 
Shaw (1978) noted that in centralized network (chain, `Y', and wheel), 
group members had to go through a person located at the center of the 
network in order to communicate with others. This leads to unequal 
access to information in the group, since the persons at the center had 
more access to information than persons at the periphery. In 
decentralized networks (circle and all-channel), information could flow 
freely between members without having to go through a central person, 
thus equalizing access to information. Baron and Greenberg (1990) 
studied the differentiation in performance between centralized and 
decentralized networks. They distinguished between `simple' and 
`complex' tasks, and concluded that centralized networks are superior 
on simple tasks and decentralized networks are superior on complex 
tasks. 
This author believes that for a team to achieve its effectiveness to the 
full potential, it must have decentralized networks as the basis of 
communication structure, where information could flow freely between 
team members. Thus, communication is included as an interaction 
variable within the intragroup process of this study and is identified by 
means of semi-structured interviewing process (see Chapter 5 and 6) to 
obtain statements regarding the communication pattern between team 
members and the flow of information. 
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Role Structure 
Each person in the group structure has an associated role that consists 
of the expected behaviours of the occupant of that position (Organ. 
1988). Role theory attempts to explain how these social expectations 
influence employee behaviour. 
The allocation of group roles usually take place during the processes 
of group formation (see section 3.6), and the role a person appears to 
occupy can be influenced by various factors, generally some 
combination of: 1) functional factors - the tasks that will need to be 
performed in the group, the relative status that people bring with them 
into membership, influence or authority compared to other people and 
position in the necessary communication network of group; 2) personal 
factors - the personality, attitudes, skills and abilities of the people 
(Rollinson, Broadfield & Edwards, 1998). Huczynski and Buchanan 
(2001) noted that a person's roles are part of his/her self-concept and 
how a person perform their roles both inside and outside the 
organization affect his/her self-image and self-esteem. This is linked 
to the concept of impression management behaviour (discussed in 
Chapter 2). 
`In formal groups job descriptions usually lay down certain 
aspects of a role. However, these only specify `what' should be done, 
not `how' it should be done, and so they cannot specify all that is 
embraced by a role. ' (Rollinson, Broadfield & Edwards, 1998) 
Thus, a role is a set of expectations and obligations to act in a specific 
behaviour, and can be seen as the process of social exchange. Hence, 
this is a two-way process. Figure 3.72 shows a role episode illustrating 
the ongoing interaction between two people. 
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Figure 3.72: A Role Episode 
Role Sender Focal person 
" Perceived organisational/group 
requirements 
Perceived role expectations 
Experienced 
evaluation of Communication of 
perienced role overload, role "- 
Role expectations for focal person approval or need for 
conflict, role ambiguity 
Constructive/destructive responses 's behaviour change - Focal person 
Feedback 
Source: Kreitner, Kinicki and Buelens (1999) 
Role episodes begin with the role sender's perception of the relevant 
organisation's or group's behavioural requirements. Those 
requirements provide a standard for formulating expectations for the 
focal person's behaviour. The role sender then cognitively evaluates 
the focal person's factual behaviour against those expectations. 
Appropriate verbal and non-verbal messages are subsequently sent to 
the focal person to pressure him/her into behaving as expected (Ibarra, 
1993). The receiving end of the role episode, the focal person 
accurately or inaccurately perceives the communicated role 
expectations. Various combinations are then experienced, such as 1) 
role overload: "occurs when the sum total of what role senders expect 
of the focal person far exceeds what he/she is able to do" (Schein, 
1980), 2) role conflict: "is experienced when different members of the 
role set expect different things of the focal person" (Schein, 1980), 
and 3) role ambiguity: "occurs when members of the role set fail to 
communicate to the focal person expectations they have or information 
needed to perform the role, either because they do not have the 
information or because they deliberately withhold it" (Schein, 1980) 
The focal person subsequently responds constructively by engaging in 
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problem solving, for example, or destructively because of undue 
tension, stress, and strain (Netemeyer, Burton & Johnston, 1995). 
Because this study is being conducted within the Southeast Asia 
culture, Thailand, it should be noted that role ambiguity varies across 
cultures. In a 21-nation study, people in individualistic cultures were 
found to have higher role ambiguity than people in collectivist cultures 
(Peterson, Smith, Akende & Ayestaran, 1995). The issues of cultures 
are discussed in Chapter 4. 
Bales (1950) found that individuals played different roles (role 
differentiation) and adopted specific roles within their groups, and that 
this was a universal feature of face-to-face interaction in groups. 
Additionally, he found that as roles become more differentiated, some 
of them contribute to the progress and welfare of the group, while 
others seemed to add little or nothing to either its happiness or 
success. Bales' work was developed based on the work of Benne and 
Sheats (1948) who distinguished 27 different groups of roles that were 
played by members of a group (Table 3.74). 
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Table 3.74: 27 Roles Commonly Played by Group Members 
Group task roles 
1. Initiator-contributor Recommends new solutions to group problems. 
2. Information seeker Attempts to obtain necessary facts. 
3. Opinion seeker Asks for clarification of values related to the group 
task or to a suggestion made. 
4. Information giver Offers facts and generalizations. 
5. Opinion giver Shares own opinions with others. 
6. Elaborator Spells out suggestions in terms of examples. 
7. Co-ordinator Clarifies connections between various ideas; pulls 
them together; links activities of various members. 
8. Orienter Defines position of group with respect to their goals. 
9. Evaluator-critic Measures group achievements against standards. 
10. Energizer Stimulates group into action when interest sags. 
11. Procedural technician Does routine tasks for the group. 
12. Recorder Writes down suLmestions. 
Group building and maintenance roles 
13. Encourager Praises and encourages others. 
14. Harmonizer Mediates in group conflicts. 
15. Compromiser Within a conflict situation, offers compromise by 
yielding status, admitting error. 
16. Gatekeeper and expediter Keeps communication channel open between 
members and suggests ways to help group operate 
more smoothly. 
17. Standard setter Expresses standards for the group to strive for, 
evaluates process using these. 
18. Group observer and commentator Keeps records of group process allowing group to 
evaluate its own procedures. 
19. Follower Goes along with the movement of the group 
passively, accepting the ideas of others and serving 
as their audience. 
Individual roles 
20. Aggressor Jokes aggressively, attacks group's problem. 
21. Blocker Acts stubbornly and resists group. 
22. Recognition seeker Tries to call attention to him/herself by boasting, etc. 
23. Self-confessor Uses audience to express personal feelings, insights 
or ideology. 
24. Playboy Displays lack of involvement through cynicism, 
nonchalance. 
25. Dominator Asserts authority or superiority by manipulating 
group certain members of it. 
26. Help seeker Seeks sympathetic response by expressing 
insecurity, confusion or self-deprecation. 
27. Special interest pleader Cloaks own prejudices or biases in stereotype that 
best fits their need. 
Source: Based on Benne and Sheats (1948) 
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This distinction between behaviour that is oriented towards achieving 
the task and behaviour that is focused upon individuals was originally 
developed in 1940s and 1950s. It has become the groundwork for many 
subsequent teamwork theories, training, and theories of leadership. For 
particular interest of this study, some of the roles in Table 3.74 also 
revealed the foundation of the theory of organisational citizenship 
behaviour and impression management behaviour (discussed in Chapter 
2). 
Many writers, following Benne and Sheats' list of roles, offered their 
own lists of team roles or team player roles, which vary in number 
ranging from four to fifteen (Davis, Millburn, Murphy & Woodhouse, 
1992; Margerison & McCann, 1990; Parker, 1990; and Spencer & 
Pruss, 1992). Thus, a highly influential typology of team roles used to 
understand roles within a group or team was developed by Belbin in 
the late 1970s (Belbin, 1998). He identified nine different team roles 
(Table 3.75). 
Belbin (1998) maintained that, not only do team roles exist as 
behaviours and thinking styles, but individuals will tend to have 
distinctive preferences, or `natural' roles which will be assumed on 
most occasions. Thus, team members will contribute particular 
behavioural characteristics which can be identified with their natural 
team roles. 
Team role theory, finds its expression in the assumption that for a team 
to be high performing, there needs to be a balance, or spread, of 
naturally occurring team roles across the team (Senior, 1997). This 
idea is encapsulated in two statements made by Belbin (1998): 
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`Each team needs an optimum balance in both functional roles 
and team roles. The ideal blend will depend on the goals and tasks the 
team faces. ' 
and 
`A team can deploy its technical resources to best advantage 
only when it has the requisite range of team roles to ensure efficient 
teamwork. ' 
Table 3.75: Belbin's nine team roles 
1. Coordinator: mature, confident, and balanced. 
2. Plant: creative, imaginative, and unorthodox. 
3. Resource investigator: extravert, enthusiastic, and exploratory. 
4. Shaper: dynamic, challenging, and outgoing. 
5. Monitor-evaluator: serious, strategic, and discerning. 
6. Teamworker: mild, perceptive, and accommodating. 
7. Co-implementer: disciplined, reliable, and efficient. 
8. Completer: painstaking, careful, and conscientious. 
9. Specialist: single-minded, self-starter, and dedicated. 
Source: Belbin (1998) 
Because of its popularity, Belbin's role theory has been extensively 
researched and continues to receive a great deal of critical assessment. 
The main criticisms of the theory are summarized as follow (Furnham, 
Steele & Pendleton, 1993; Dulewicz, 1995; Broucek & Randell, 1996; 
Senior, 1997; Fisher, Hunter & Macrosson, 1998): 
" There is little empirical evidence to support his theory and that it is 
difficult to devise measures of team success that can be related 
objectively to team composition. It is difficult to say that a given team 
succeeded because it possessed all nine roles or failed because it 
lacked some of them. 
" The questions are vague and inconsistent, and potentially open creating 
misunderstandings. 
" The team role profiles derived from forced-choice personality and 
adjective checklists do not allow for a sufficiently detailed exploration 
of role-related issues. 
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" The theory takes an excessively psychological perspective on role. 
neglecting the sociological dimension of the social position they 
habitually adopt, and on what is expected of them in such positions by 
others. 
" The concepts of team role and personality have become interwined, 
being treated as interchangeable rather than as separate but 
interrelated. Team roles and individual personality differences have 
been insufficiently related. 
" The theory underplays the impact of wider environmental factors. e. g., 
team performance may be obstructed by limited company resources. 
" Focusing exclusively on team composition leads to ignoring other 
critical factors that have affected performance, such as strategy and 
leadership, structure and management style and interpersonal skills. 
This author perceives that utilising Belbin's role theory will not 
benefit the objectives of this study, given some main criticisms of the 
theory above, such as the difficulty of measuring team success relating 
to team role, and ignoring other critical factors of interpersonal skills 
which is highly relevant to this research. Reviewing the literature of 
role structure within a team leads this author to a similar conclusion to 
the status and power structure, that role structure is more concerned 
with input rather than interaction of team members. However, it has 
taken into account regarding the input domains of this study, that some 
of the roles identified by Benne and Sheats (1948) revealed the 
foundation of the theory of organisational citizenship behaviour and 
impression management behaviour. 
Leadership Structure 
Another dimension of team structure that might be an important factor 
of interaction within the intragroup process of teamwork effectiveness 
is the leadership structure. 
Research concerning leadership has moved through four distinct 
phases. Early approaches to leadership, the trait phase, from the pre- 
Christian era to the late 1940s, emphasized the examination of leader 
characteristics (e. g., age and degree of gregariousness) in an attempt to 
identify a set of universal characteristics which would allow a leader 
to be effective in all situations (Schriesheim & Kerr, 1977). However, 
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subsequent research yielded inconsistent results concerning these 
traits. The results of much of this research were brought together in a 
classic review by Stogdill (1948), who suggested that the tide of 
opinion about the importance of traits for leadership effectiveness 
began to change. Since traits appeared to have little analytical or 
predictive value, leadership researchers shifted their emphasis in the 
late 1940s and early 1950s to leader behavioural phase as the basic 
units of analysis. 
Two major research projects investigating leader behaviours were 
initiated at about the same time. One was a research effort conducted 
at Ohio State University under the direction of Stogdill, Fleishman, 
Hemphill, and associates (Stogdill, 1974). The other was a program 
undertaken at the University of Michigan by Likert and his colleagues 
(Likert, 1961). Both projects resulted in similar conclusions - that 
leadership behaviours could be classified into two content categories: 
1) contained those behaviours that pertained to interpersonal 
relationships, and 2) consisted of those behaviours that related to task 
completion. Likert (1961,1967) labeled these two categories as 
relationship-oriented and task-oriented behaviours. Much of the 
subsequent work attempting to validate the task-oriented and 
relationship-oriented categories of leadership behaviour has been 
produced, but somewhat, received several methodological (e. g., 
Mitchell, Larson & Green, 1977) and theoretical (e. g., Yukl, 1989) 
criticisms. 
However, despite the methodological and theoretical drawbacks, some 
scholars have argued that findings based on the early leader behaviour 
approaches to leadership were definitely informative and useful, such 
as House and Baetz (1979) contended that research on leader 
behaviours indicates that both task-oriented and relationship-oriented 
behaviour are necessary (perhaps at different times) for group 
effectiveness. 
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In the 1960s and 1970s, attention turned to situational aspects of 
leadership (third phase). Researchers looked for situation-type 
variables that permitted certain leader traits and behaviours to be 
effective within a given work group or organisational context. Several 
contingency approaches to leadership can be identified, such as 
Fiedler's (1964,1967) contingency model, House's (1971) path-goal 
theory, and Vroom and Yetton's (1973) normative decision model of 
leadership. 
However, these theories and models have elicited points of criticisms. 
Graen, Orris and Alvares (1971) suggested that research support for 
Fiedler's model is weak, especially if studies conducted by researchers 
not associated with Fiedler are examined. Additionally, researchers 
(Osborn, 1974; Schriesheim & Kerr, 1977; Yukl, 1994) suggested that 
House's theory contains some deficiencies. The Vroom and Yetton's 
normative decision model has several important limitations that were 
noted by Yukl (1994) such as many important decisions typically 
require multiple meetings with a variety of different groups at 
different times and with changing environmental circumstances, but 
the model treats the decision-making process as the outcome of a 
single, discrete episode. Crouch and Yetton (1987) added that the 
model erroneously assumes that all leaders are sufficiently skilled to 
use each of the decision procedures. 
The trait, behavioural, and situational frameworks and theories of 
leadership have all come in for serious criticism. However, given the 
presumed important of leadership to organisations trying to cope with 
increasingly turbulent environments, researchers have persisted in 
attempts to generate viable approaches, the emerging leadership 
theories (fourth phase). Kirkpatrick and Locke (1991) argue that traits 
and trait theories of leadership are not dead. As evidence from better 
designed studies has been amassed, traits seem to have reemerged as 
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promising explanatory variables. The investigation of leader traits has 
been more productive because researchers have constructed more 
appropriate theories (e. g., including intervening variables), used better 
measures of traits, included more relevant traits, and used longitudinal 
data (Yukl, 1994). 
Consequently a variety of personal attributes, such as energy level and 
emotional maturity, have now been linked to effective leadership (e. g., 
Bass, 1990). Further, traits associated with socialized or learned 
motivational patterns, such as the need for power and the need for 
achievement, have been empirically connected with effective managers 
(McClelland & Boyatzis, 1982; McClelland & Burnham, 1976). In 
addition, different types of skills - that is, interpersonal skills, 
technical skills, and cognitive skills - appear to be relevant to 
managerial success (Bass, 1990). 
Several such relatively recent leadership theories that appear to be 
attracting increasing attention are charismatic (House, 1977; Conger & 
Kanungo, 1987) and transformational (Bass & Avolio, 1990) leadership 
theories and leader-member exchange (LMX) (Dansereau, Graen & 
Hage, 1975) theory. Traits figure prominently in charismatic and 
transformational frameworks of leadership. The leader-member 
exchange model focuses on reciprocal influence processes within 
leader/subordinate dyads. 
All four phases of leadership theories and frameworks development 
have provided comprehensively, the insight and importance of 
leadership to work groups and organisations. In the interest of 
leadership structure within a group, there has been an increasing 
interest in group leadership as opposed to individual leadership. 
Becoming an effective group leader required vision, creativity, clear 
goals, a willingness to work horizontally and vertically, and good 
communication skills (Flores, 1992). The group leadership approach 
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considers the characteristics of small groups, seeking to understand the 
organisational context in which they exist and the objectives that they 
seek to achieve (Huczynski & Buchanan, 2001). It seems more 
practical therefore to view leadership as a set of behaviours that 
change their nature depending on circumstances, and which switch or 
rotate between group members as circumstances changes, rather than a 
static status associated with a single individual. 
Additionally, the relationship between a group's leader, at a given 
point in time, and the group members may be thought of as one of 
social exchange. Thus, viewed as a social exchange process, leaders 
have power in terms of their ability to influence the behaviour of those 
around them. Nevertheless, it is the group members who give the 
leader the power to influence them. 
The emergence of a leader within any group is a function of its 
structure. The leadership role is an extremely crucial characteristic of 
groups as the leader exerts influence over the other members of the 
group (Steckler & Fondas, 1995). Thus, this author believes that 
leadership essentially involves influencing and interacting process 
between a team leader and team members, which contribute to the 
effectiveness of the team. Even though the role of leadership should be 
considered as a part of an input towards teamwork effectiveness, it is 
excluded from the input within the framework within this study 
because its impact to the effectiveness of the team may misdirect the 
focus away from the domain of the inputs - organisational citizenship 
and impression management behaviour. 
However, the affect of leadership influencing the behaviour of team 
members is taken into the account in this study. In this study, team 
effectiveness is measured through a leader of each team leader's 
ratings of team performance. By examining the Leader-member 
exchange (LMX) theory of leadership, this author assumes that there 
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may exists evidence of biasness of team leader's ratings of team 
performance, which may lead to a point of criticism in this study. 
Leader-member exchange (LMX) theory of leadership was formerly 
called the "vertical dyad linkage theory" (Dienesch & Liden, 1986). 
was proposed by Dansereau, Graen and Hage (1975). In some respects, 
this model is similar to the other approaches - which it focuses on the 
influence of subordinates on leader behaviour and the topic of 
subordinate participation in decision-making. 
Vecchio (1995) stated that Graen and his associations declare that 
much of the past theorising on the leadership process presumes the 
existence of an average leadership style that a manager exhibits toward 
all members of a work group. But careful consideration reveals that 
leaders do not typically display a uniform style of leadership or set of 
behaviours toward all group members. Hence, according to the theory, 
supervisors or leaders do not treat all subordinates equally. Over time, 
leaders establish close interpersonal relations with some subordinates 
(called the "in-group"), but keep their distance from other subordinates 
(called the "out-group"). In-group members have relationships with 
their supervisors that are marked by trust, loyalty, and a sense of a 
common fate. These individuals come to function as the leader's 
assistant or advisors. Members of the out-group do not have such 
relationships with the leader. Consequently, they tend to be excluded 
from important decisions or activities. Further, it is hypothesised that 
in-group members will display greater job-satisfaction, superior 
performance, higher commitment, and lower turnover (Vecchio, 1985). 
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Figure 3.73: Contrasting Views of Leader-Subordinate Relations 
Traditional View Leader-Member Exchange View 
Leader 
Subordinates 




Figure 3.73 illustrates the contrast of the traditional view and LMX 
view of the leader-subordinate relations. It portrays, in the traditional 
view, of how leaders and subordinates are perceived, in that all 
subordinates are seen as being treated equally by a leader - that is, 
they have equal access to the leader, equal influence in decision 
making, equal information exchange, and equal social distance from 
the leader. However, in the LMX view perspective, the subordinates in 
the in-group subset, have better working relations with the leader than 
the subordinates in the out-group. The differing distances of the 
individual subordinates from the leader reflect differences in the 
equality of the working relations, and, therefore, differences in 
influence, authority, and information access. 
However, the model and its supporting research can be criticised on 
several counts (Katerberg & Hom, 1981; Vecchio, 1982). The LMX 
theory requires further development and testing. Regarding leadership 
effectiveness, Yukl (1994) claims that the theory is still more 
descriptive than prescriptive. That is, LMX theory specifies a typical 
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role-making process that occurs between leaders and their 
subordinates; however, the theory does not suggest what patterns of 
exchange between the leader and his or her subordinates are optimal 
for leadership effectiveness. Furthermore, the theory does not 
recognise the leaders potentially may establish special exchange 
relationships with all members of the subordinate group and that these 
relationships may all be different in nature. 
As mentioned earlier, exploring LMX theory of leadership provides 
further insight regarding the possibility of biasness in this study. Since 
teamwork effectiveness is measured from team leader's rating, the 
level of relationships between leader and team members as in the LMX 
theory of leadership, might affects leader's ratings decisions. In 
contrast with the LMX theory, this study measured effectiveness not at 
individual-level, but at the group-level. 
To this point, the exploration of the group structure - status and 
power, communication, roles, and leadership structure - have provided 
further insights into the design of this study. However, group structure 
is only one out of many aspects of group characteristic. As mentioned 
at the beginning of section 3.7, that many writers (e. g., Kreitner, 
Kinicki & Buelens, 1999; Huczynski & Buchanan, 2001; Hogg & 
Vaughan, 2002) have also identified norms and cohesiveness as other 
important factors within group characteristics. Thus the next section 
explores the concept of group norm. 
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3.72 Group Norm 
As briefly mentioned in section 3.2, Mayo originally noted the 
existence of group norms, while Sherif (1936) showed how Group 
norms emerged - in situations where doubt and uncertainty exist and 
where first-hand information is lacking, a person's viewpoint will shift 
to come into line with those of other group members; and in essence, 
this situation leads to the creation of a group norm. 
`Group norms are expected modes of behaviour and beliefs that 
are established either formally or informally by a group. Norms guide 
behaviour and facilitate interaction by specifying the kinds of reaction 
expected or acceptable in a particular situation. ' (Huczynski & 
Buchanan, 2001) 
Sherif's (1936) work suggested that in order to organise and manage 
itself, every group developed a system of norms. Norms are 
behavioural expectations and serve to define the nature of the group. 
Since norms are patterns of behaviour that have come to be accepted as 
appropriate by group members, they provide individuals with a general 
code of acceptable behaviour to direct their actions. For the most part 
they are only evolved with respect to behaviour that is important to a 
group, and the four most important functions they service are 
identified by Feldman (1984). 
First, they assemble group life more predictable. People know what 
behaviour is expected of them, both in terms of individual role 
performances and how they should interact with others. Thus time is 
not wasted in continual renegotiation of roles and the group can 
function smoothly. Second, norms are an expression of the central 
attitudes, values and beliefs of a group. To some extent this projects 
its self-image beyond its boundaries, and signals to those outside 
something about its nature. Third, norms facilitate group survival and 
continuation: for example by ensuring that the majority subscribe to 
the idea that, if a member's behaviour threatens the group's integrity, 
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he/she should be brought into line. Fourth, embarrassing problems and 
issues that can disrupt its smooth functioning can be avoided: there 
may be factions within the group who hold strongly divergent views 
and so the norm develops that certain topics are taboo. 
Feldman (1984) also noted that group norms developed in four ways: 
1. Explicit statements by a supervisor or co-tivorker: For instance, a 
group leader may tell the newcomer that the group meetings start 
promptly on the hour, when all members are expected to be 
present. 
2. Critical events in the group's history: One member of a group 
makes a suggestion for an improvement to the leader, who 
criticizes and ridicules him. Other group members ensure that in 
the future, none of them offers any more suggestions. 
3. Primacy: The first behaviour pattern that emerges in a group often 
sets group expectations. If the first group meeting is marked by 
very formal interaction between supervisors and subordinates, 
then the group often expects future meetings to be conducted in 
the same way. 
4. Carryover behaviours from past situations: Such carryover of 
individual behaviours from past situations can increase the 
predictability of group members' behaviours in new settings and 
facilitate task accomplishment. For instance, students and 
professors carry fairly constant sets of expectations from class to 
class. 
In addition, Feldman (1984) suggested that norms tend to be enforced 
by group members when they: 1) help the group or organisation 
survive, 2) clarify or simplify behavioural expectations, 3) help 
individuals avoid embarrassing situations, and 4) clarify the group's or 
organisation's central values and/or unique identity. 
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Norms can affect performance either positively or negatively 
(Bettenhausen & Murnigham, 1991; Sutton, 1991; Russell & Russell, 
1992). Thus, an issue of concern to managers is why employees 
conform to group norms (Feldman, 1984). This issue is especially 
important when a person with skill and capability is performing 
significantly below his/her capacity so that group norms are not 
violated. The earliest experimental studies into conformity to group 
norms were carried out by Asch (1956). He utilized groups of college 
students to conduct a "psychological experiment" in visual judgment, 
comparing the lengths of lines. From his results, he concluded that: 1) 
conformity increased if the group member was regarded as being of 
high status, 2) conformity decreased if subjects were not face-to-face, 
and 3) conformity increased when the group members had to continue 
working together in the future. 
Additionally, Asch (1956) indicated how difficult it can be for 
individuals to express their opinions when these are not accorded with 
those of other team members. It is interesting to consider the pressure 
that a group can exert on an individual if it can influence something as 
unambiguous and familiar as judging the length of lines. This may 
explain the ineffective function of the groups. Doms and Avermaet 
(1981) replicated Asch's studies and obtained similar results to Asch's 
original ones. 
Thus, a number of variables may influence conformity to group norms. 
The personal characteristics of the individual play a role. For example, 
research indicates that persons of high intelligence are less likely to 
conform than less intelligent individuals, and authoritarian personality 
types conform more than do non-authoritarians (Maddi, 1980). 
Situation factors, such as group size and structure, may influence 
conformity. For example, conformity may become more difficult in 
larger groups or in those whose members are geographically separated. 
Intergroup relationships, which include such factors as the kind of 
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pressure the group exerts and the degree to which the member 
identifies with the group, is another potentially important variable. 
The degree of conformity with group norms may also be influenced by 
cultural factors. Some cultures with more collective tradition may 
place greater emphasis on the group, and on conformity with norms, 
than might cultures with a more individualistic orientation. The issue 
of culture is discussed in Chapter 4. 
This author believes that the characteristic of group norm does not 
provide relevant information within intragroup processes, but as an 
input, it should be related to the effectiveness of the team, since many 
models of team effectiveness included group norm within their inputs 
(Gladstein, 1984; Hackman & Oldham, 1980; Sundstrom, De Meuse & 
Futrell, 1990; Salas, Dickinson, Converse & Tannenbaum, 1992). 
However, it is decided that group norm must be rejected from the 
inclusion as an input of this study, given that it might misdirect the 
focus away from the objective of the study, in addition to the difficulty 
of measurement. This author argues that many variables may influence 
conformity to group norms, hence, different teams consisted of various 
different pattern of group norms. By considering the sample size at the 
group-level in this study, including group norms as an input will be 
difficult to measure and more time consuming than the original design 
towards the objective of the study. 
3.73 Group Cohesiveness 
The reviews of literature reveals that many writers and researchers 
suggested cohesiveness as an important factor of group characteristic 
that have impact on team/group performance (Guzzo & Dickson, 1996; 
Ivancevich & Matteson, 1999; Keller, 1986; Littlepage, Robison & 
Reddington, 1997; Mullen & Copper, 1994). Cohesiveness is a process 
whereby "a sense of `we-ness' emerges to transcend individual 
differences and motive" (Keyton & Springston, 1990). Piper, 
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Marrache, Lacroix, Richardson and Jones (1983) defined the 
cohesiveness of a group as "the attractiveness of the group to its 
members, together with their motivation to remain as part of the group 
and resist leaving it". 
Cohesive group members stick together for one or both of the 
following reasons: 1) because they enjoy each others' company or 2) 
because they need each other to accomplish a common goal. 
Accordingly, two types of group cohesiveness are socio-emotional 
cohesiveness and instrumental cohesiveness (Tziner, 1982). 
Socio-emotional cohesiveness is a sense of togetherness that develops 
when individuals derive emotional satisfaction from group 
participation. Most general discussions of group cohesiveness are 
limited to this type. However, from the standpoint of getting things 
accomplished in task groups and teams, instrumental cohesiveness is a 
sense of togetherness that develops when group members are mutually 
dependent on one another because they believe they could not achieve 
the group's goal by acting separately. A feeling of "we-ness" is 
instrumental in achieving the common goal. Team advocates generally 
assume both types of cohesiveness are essential to productive 
teamwork. 
The socio-emotional cohesiveness is taken into account in the design 
of this study as a part of team viability - the capability of a group to 
continuous staying together as a team, and the instrumental 
cohesiveness is taken as a factor of intragroup processes. 
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Cartwright and Zander (1968) provided the more general sources of 
individuals' attraction to a group: 
1. The goals of the group and the members are compatible and 
clearly specified. 
2. The group has a charismatic leader. 
3. The reputation of the group indicates that the group successfully 
accomplishes its tasks. 
4. The group is small enough to permit members to have their 
opinions heard and evaluated by others. 
5. The members are attractive in that they support one another and 
help one another overcome obstacles and barriers to personal 
growth and development. 
Since organisational citizenship and impression management behaviour 
are the input domains in this study, it should be noted that some of the 
general sources above, also represented in the concepts of OCB and 
IMB. 
Rollinson, Broadfield and Edwards (1998) provided a comprehensive 
model of factors affecting group cohesiveness (Figure 3.74). 
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Dominance of focal figures 
Source: Adapted from Rollinson, Broadfield and Edwards (1998) 
From Figure 3.74, one can observe that the contextual factors: 
environment and organisation have some influential affect on the 
cohesiveness of a group. However, this study elicits the interest of 
group factors. In group factors, member similarity implies that the 
more people are alike in their objectives, attitudes and values, the 
more likely it is that they will derive satisfaction from being in one 
another's company. Conversely, a heterogeneous membership makes it 
more probable that people will divide into potentially competitive 
factions and sub-groups. Past success has a strong, but indirect, 
influence on cohesion, in that it gives people a sense of being part of a 
winning team. Conversely a past record of failure lowers morale and 
reduces the desire to be associated with a group. Frequency of 
interaction is vital as, the more that people interact, the greater the 
opportunity to identify common interests and shared perceptions. Thus, 
unless people meet face-to-face, they frequently fail to think of 
themselves as a group. This insight provides the importance of 
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cohesiveness as a part of interaction process that must be included in 
the intragroup processes of this study. 
Member turnover has an obvious impact on cohesiveness, and if there 
are frequent changes in membership the proportion of people who have 
been socialized into accepting the group's culture and norms is lower. 
Size is assumed to have an impact because in large groups the 
opportunity for every member to interact will decrease. In addition, 
large groups tend to need formal rules to regulate behaviour and, in 
extreme cases, these can replace the voluntary code established by 
group norms. Membership criteria are influential. Where it is difficult 
to become a member of a particular group members can feel that they 
are an element of something exclusive, which in turn prompts them to 
seek for other purposes they have in common. Where dominance by 
focal group figures occurs, it lowers the opportunity for people to 
share in group decisions, which not only reduces the sense of 
commitment and ownership of decisions but also reduces the need for 
members to interact. 
The concept of cohesiveness is important for understanding groups in 
organisations (Guzzo & Dickson, 1996). From the outcomes of group 
cohesiveness, it is apparent that a cohesive group will tend to have a 
stable structure of roles. This brings a level of predictability into its 
members' lives and hence, they will tend to be agreeable to conform to 
its norms. 
Cohesive groups are much more efficient at meeting their objectives 
(Keller, 1986), and members should have a higher degree of job 
satisfaction than those in non-cohesive groups, which can be observed 
in the energy that they dedicate to achieving group goals (Shaw, 1981). 
Morale is also likely to be higher and, because people will have 
worked through and resolved most interpersonal problems, members 
tend to have fewer work-related anxieties (Seashore, 1954). In 
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addition, there will usually be a lower degree of problem behaviour, 
such as absenteeism and turnover (Hodgetts, 1991). Therefore, all 
other things being equal, cohesive groups will achieve their goals with 
fewer resources and a lower expenditure of energy than those that are 
not cohesive, primarily because energy and resources are directed at 
the task in hand and not absorbed by ineffective internal processes. 
However, whether this benefits the organisation depends on several 
factors. Productivity, as the organisation would want it, is only likely 
to result when the goals that a group has for itself are the same as 
those that the organisation wishes it to work towards (Keller, 1986). 
The degree of cohesiveness in a group can have either positive or 
negative effects, depending on how group goals match up with those of 
the formal organisation (Littlepage, Robison & Reddington, 1997), and 
unless organisational productivity is a group norm its potential 
contribution to the organisation will be limited (Schachter, Ellertson, 
McBride & Gregory, 1951). Ivancevich and Matteson (1999) illustrated 
four distinct possibilities exist, in Table 3.76. 
Table 3.76: The Relationship between Group Cohesiveness and Organizational 
Goals 





Low Performance probably oriented Performance probably oriented 
away from organizational goals. toward organizational goals. 
High Performance oriented away from Performance oriented toward 
organizational goals. organizational goals. 
Source: Adapted from Ivancevich and Matteson (1999) 
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Table 3.76 indicates that if cohesiveness is high and the group accepts 
and agrees with formal organisational goals, then group behaviour 
probably will be positive from the formal organisations' perspective. 
However, if the group is highly cohesive but has goals that are not 
congruent with the formal organisation, then group behaviour probably 
will be negative. If a group is low in cohesiveness and the members 
have goals that are not in agreement with those of management, then 
the results probably will be negative from the point of view of the 
organisation, as the behaviours will be more on an individual basis 
than on a group basis. Alternatively, it is possible to have a group low 
in cohesiveness, where the members' goals agree with those of the 
formal organisation, the results probably will be positive from the 
organisations' perspective, although again more on an individual basis 
than on a group basis. 
According to Janis (1982), there are some potential problems in the 
cohesive groups, such as in certain circumstances, cohesiveness can 
result in strongly impaired decision making processes. Cohesive 
groups tend to make decisions very quickly and, when a decision is 
taken, members in the group support that decision. Groups whose 
members liked each other a great deal tended to make inferior quality 
decisions (Mullen, Anthony, Salas & Driskell, 1994). Thus, support 
was found for Janis's (1982) contention that groupthink tends to afflict 
cohesive in-groups with strong leadership. 
Janis defines groupthink as: 
`a diode of thinking that people engage in when they are deeply 
involved in a cohesive in-group, when members' strivings for 
unanimity override their motivation to realistically appraise 
alternative courses of action. 
' 
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Janis believes that the term implied as cohesive in-group's 
unwillingness to realistically view alternatives. Various laboratory 
studies using college students as subjects validate portions of Janis's 
groupthink concept (e. g., Callaway & Esser, 1984; Leana, 1985; 
Moorhead & Montanani, 1986). Specifically, it has been found that 1) 
groups with moderate amount of cohesiveness produce better decisions 
than low- or high-cohesive groups, and 2) highly cohesive groups 
victimised by groupthink make the poorest decisions, despite high 
confidence in those decisions. Thus, the principle cause of groupthink 
is excessive group cohesiveness, however there are other antecedents 
and symptoms that relate to basis structural faults in the group and to 
the immediate decision-making context that must be taken into 
consideration. Janis and Mann (1977) suggested some other 
antecedents and symptoms of groupthink, such as insulation of group 
from external information and influence, lack of impartial leadership 
and of norms encouraging proper procedures, ideological homogeneity 
of membership, high stress from external threat and task complexity, 
and stereotyping of outgroup members. 
Descriptive studies of groupthink (e. g., Hart, 1990; Hensley & Griffin, 
1986; Tetlock, 1979) largely support Janis's model, whereas 
experimental studies tend to find mixed or little support for the role of 
cohesiveness. Some have found no relationship between cohesiveness 
and groupthink (Flowers, 1977; Fodor & Smith, 1982), some have 
found a positive relationship only under certain conditions (Callaway 
& Esser, 1984; Courtright, 1978; Turner et al., 1992), and some a 
negative relationship (Leana, 1985). 
Based on diverse findings on the relationship between groupthink and 
cohesiveness, in addition to other antecedents and symptoms to 
groupthink, this author believes that cohesiveness, utilised as an 
interaction factor of the intragroup process of the teamwork 
effectiveness in this study, is not affected by groupthink. Callaway, 
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Marriott and Esser (1985) suggested that groupthink may not really be 
a group process at all but just an aggregation of individual coping 
responses to excessive stress. 
Littlepage, Robison and Reddington (1997) noted that cohesiveness is 
not the only factor which may influence performance. However, 
Kreitner, Kinicki and Buelens (1999) stated that a recent landmark 
meta-analysis of 49 studies involving 8,702 subjects provided the 
insights of the connection between group cohesiveness and 
performance, as follow: 
" There is a small but statistically significant cohesiveness -* performance effect. 
" The cohesiveness - performance effect was stronger for smaller and real 
groups (as opposed to contrived groups in laboratory studies). 
" The cohesiveness - performance effect becomes stronger as one moves from 
nonmilitary real groups to military groups to sports teams. 
" Commitment to the task at hand (meaning the individual sees the performance 
standards as legitimate) has the most powerful impact on the 
cohesiveness - performance linkage. 
" The performance -> cohesiveness linkage is stronger than the 
cohesiveness -> performance linkage. Thus, success tends to bind group or 
team members together rather than closely knit groups being more successful. 
" Contrary to the popular view, cohesiveness is not "a `lubricant' that minimizes 
friction due to the human `grit' in the system" (Mullen & Copper, 1994). 
All this evidence led the researchers to this practical conclusion: 
"Efforts to enhance group performance by fostering interpersonal 
attraction or `pumping up' group prides are not likely to be effective" 
(Mullen & Copper, 1994). Addtionally, Kozakai, Moscovici and 
Personnaz (1994) provided a report of research evidence supporting 
this conclusion. However, this author argues that the connection 
between group cohesiveness and performance is present and it should 
be consider as a part of the interaction process to measure team 
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effectiveness. From a recent landmark meta-analysis of 49 studies 
involving 8,702 subjects, mentioned above, there is evidence of small 
but statistically significant cohesiveness relating to performance. So it 
is debatable whether these authors can conclude that enhancing group 
performance by improving the level of cohesiveness is not likely to be 
effective? Furthermore, these authors examined only one aspect of 
output - performance, but in this study, in addition to performance, 
team viability is also utilized as the output factor of teamwork 
effectiveness. Thus this author believes that for a team to be able to 
continue staying together as a team, the significant level of 
cohesiveness of a team is vital. 
3.8 Summary 
This chapter provides an overview of the main theories driving the 
understanding of teams, and teamwork effectiveness in order to design 
the most suitable framework of investigating the impact of human 
behaviour to teamwork effectiveness. As mentioned earlier, it should 
be noted that the objective in this chapter is not to develop a further 
model of team effectiveness. First, the nature of groups was discussed 
beginning with the historical perspective of group studies and human 
relation approach - developing from the Hawthorne studies in the early 
1920s, the human relations approach to management was born, which 
emphasize the importance of social processes at work; and how 
researchers adopted the theories of groups and work teams in various 
perspective. These provide evidence, in general, to the importance of 
human behaviour to teamwork effectiveness and to the relevance of 
this study. 
This chapter also discusses the terminology distinction between groups 
and teams in an attempt to define the term `team'. Katzenbach and 
Smith (1993) and Belbin (2000) reported some specific differences 
between work groups and teams, which included size, selection, 
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leadership, perception, style, spirit, and accountability. For the 
purpose of this study, it was concluded that a team is a group with 
limited number of people with complementary skills, involves various 
form of face-to-face interaction between members, and members have 
common purpose towards achieving common goal of the team. 
The chapter then progressed to discuss some of the majority of 
theoretical models of work team effectiveness such as McGrath's 
(1964) Input-Process-Output Model, Gladstein's (1984) Model of 
Subjectively rated Effectiveness, Hackman's (1988) Model of SMWT 
Performance, Sundstrom-De Meuse-Futrell (1990) Model of Team 
Effectiveness, Salas and Colleagues' (1992) Model of Team 
Performance, and Campion and Colleagues' (1993) Characteristics and 
Themes Related to Work Group Effectiveness. It was established that 
the dominant way of thinking about teams is the input-process-output 
model. Some other researchers (Canon-Bower et al., 1990; Millward & 
Purvis, 1998) tend to prefer the cognitive approach to team 
effectiveness and turn their attention to the Cognitive-Motivational 
Model. However, since the domain of inputs in this study involves 
human behaviour (organisational citizenship behaviour and impression 
management), it was argued that the input-process-output model is the 
most suitable framework for this study. The framework focuses only on 
individual inputs (discarding the group-level factors and 
environmental-level factors). It was argued that the complexity of team 
effectiveness relating to a vast amount of factors, and the difficulty of 
inclusion of all the factors to measure team effectiveness will not 
benefit scientific research study since it is practically impossible to 
discover and measure all related factors. Thus, instead of focusing on 
the effectiveness of the team, researchers should concentrate in-depth 
on fewer relevant factors and to explore the level of impact that such 
factors have on team effectiveness. 
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The models of team effectiveness examined in this chapter provided 
insights of important variables that should be included in the 
framework of this study. Each model emphasises the importance of the 
interaction processes of team members and important variables such as 
communication (Salas et al., 1992), cohesiveness (Sundstrom et al., 
1990), and workload sharing (Campion et al., 1993), are consider in 
the design of this study, and team performance and team viability will 
serve as variables within the output factor. 
To provide further insights of the interaction processes of team 
members, this chapter discussed the three most important and 
noticeable Group Characteristics, which are structure, norms, and 
cohesiveness. Within the Group Structure, the importance of the 
following aspects were explored: status and power structure, 
communication structure, role structure, and leadership structure. This 
chapter presented that the concept of cohesiveness is important for 
understanding groups in organisations (Guzzo & Dickson, 1996). From 
the outcomes of group cohesiveness, it is clear that a cohesive group 
will tend to have a stable structure of roles. This brings a level of 
predictability into its members' lives and so they will tend to be 
willing to conform to its norms. 
Finally, this chapter provides the basis outline of the input-process- 
output framework, served to achieve the main objective of this study - 
examining human behaviour in organisational settings, within the 
South-East Asia culture. Thus the next chapter discussed the issue of 
South-East Asia culture that may have an affect on the design of this 
study. 
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Chapter 4: Human Behaviour and Thai Culture 
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4.1 Introduction 
We know that culture has a strong effect on people's behaviour. 
Authors such as Peters and Waterman (1982), and Goldsmith and 
Clutterbuck (1984) view culture as a key component in the 
performance of successful companies. Additionally, Hofstede (1994) 
stated that understanding people means understanding their 
background, from which present and future behaviour can be predicted. 
Human behaviour must be viewed in the sociocultural context in which 
it occurs if one is truly to understand it (Segall, Dasen, Berry & 
Poortinga, 1990). Distinctly human behaviour is fundamentally social, 
involving 1) relationships with other people, 2) their behaviour, and 3) 
various products of their behaviour. All of these are social stimuli, 
since they involve other people. Thus, human beings are cultural as 
well as social. 
Segall, Dasen, Berry and Poortinga (1990) employed culture to mean 
"the man-made part of the environment" and suggested that some 
behaviour is shaped by culture. They stated "this behaviour is 
influenced by certain products of the behaviour of other persons". 
These products can be material objects, ideas, or institutions. They are 
ubiquitous; it is rare (even impossible) for any human being ever to 
behave without responding to some aspect of culture. Hence, human 
behaviour takes place in a social and cultural context that varies 
widely from place to place. This variation occurs along certain 
dimensions of which Segall, Dasen, Berry and Poortinga (1990) 
provide a concise review as follows. 
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Positions and Roles 
The term position indicates where a person is in social space. One can 
occupy the position of son, father, brother (in kin space); of employee, 
supervisor, and manager (in occupational space); member, treasurer, 
and president-elect (in club space); citizen, party member and 
candidate (in political space), and so on. One person can occupy all of 
these positions in a lifetime, often simultaneously. Role is the 
behaviour that is prescribed, or expected, because one occupies a 
particular position. As relatives, workers, club members, and so on, the 
behaviour in each case is guided by the role expectations held by 
others. 
Norms and Social Control 
Role expectations can take on a compelling, even obligatory, character, 
virtually controlling the behaviour. Norms are the widely shared 
standards of conduct that control (within limits) the behaviour of 
group members. Norms vary in the degree to which they influence 
behaviour; thus, folkways (e. g., stir your tea with a spoon, not your 
thumb) are merely conventional practices, while mores (avoid making 
sexual advances to a sibling) are considered to be obligatory for the 
maintenance of social order and formal laws not only forbid or make 
certain behaviours obligatory but have sanctions attached to them. 
Social control is the enforcement of all norms, including folkways, 
mores and laws. Socially acceptable behaviour can be inculcated 
through socialisation and enculturation, whereby requisite behaviour is 
acquired through social learning, resulting in most persons' wanting to 
behave in ways they are expected to behave. 
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Social Structure 
Societies vary in how they are structured or organised. The structure of 
a society is relevant to forms of social control employed in it. One 
dimension of structure concerns the degree of stratification of a 
society, which refers to possible forms of vertical hierarchies, wherein 
some persons are considered to be "higher" than others (and thus have 
power to control the behaviour of others who are "lower"). Some 
societies are more stratified than others. 
Some aspects of social structure, such as societal divisions of an 
economic kind, have important consequences for the behaviour of 
individuals, since who we are, how we are related to people, and what 
stratum we find ourselves in (in other words, the status we have 
ascribed to us or which we achieve), contributes to the amount of 
social influence we can exert on others or find applied by others. 
Finally, social structures vary in cultural complexity; in some 
societies, few status distinctions are made, whereas in others there are 
many. Segall, Dasen, Berry and Poortinga (1990) stated that Murdock 
(1967) distinguishes such variation in a two-variable system: (1) the 
number of political levels above the local community (e. g., regional, 
provincial, national) and (2) presence/absence of class distinctions. 
Thus, for the purpose of this study, it is essential to fully comprehend 
the culture of the Thai people and how culture can lead to certain 
behaviours (some behaviours are consider as the norm for the Thais, 
but are not for the non-Thais). Therefore, this chapter explains culture 
through the definitions, theoretical background and past researches. 
Nevertheless, the main focus is to provide insight into Thai culture in 
order to predict and comprehend their attitudes and behaviours. 
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4.2 Definitions of Culture 
Studies in many of the Social Sciences from anthropology to cross- 
cultural psychology, each discipline adopts a different viewpoint and 
often different definitions of cultural factors. Davis and Rasool (1988) 
stated that one of the earliest definition of culture was presented by 
Tylor (1871), who defined culture as: 
`the complete whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, 
morals, laws, customs, and any other capabilities or habits acquired 
by man as a member of society'. 
It is important to note that Tylor himself, while developing this 
definition, acknowledged that the concept of culture has even greater 
dimensions than the definition would suggest. 
In a classic survey of definitions of culture in the anthropological 
literature, Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) stated that there are 
numerous definitions of culture. They listed over 150 definitions of 
culture and then proposed their definition as: 
`Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for 
behaviour acquired and transmitted by symbols, constituting the 
distinctive achievement of human groups, including their embodiments 
in artefacts, the essential core of culture consists of traditional (i. e., 
historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached 
values; culture systems may on the one hand, be considered as 
products of action, on the other as conditioning elements of further 
action '. 
Triandis (1994) summarises the definition above neatly into three 
certain characteristics; "First, culture emerges in adaptive interactions. 
Second, culture consists of shared elements. Third, culture is 
transmitted across time periods and generations". 
Other abstract definitions, such as "culture is a set of schedules of 
reinforcement" (Skinner, 1981), or Hofstede (1994) defined the word 
`culture' in the sense of 
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`the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the 
members of one category of people from another'. 
The `category of people' can be a nation, region, or ethnic group 
(national etc. culture), women versus men (gender culture), old versus 
young (age group and generation culture), a social class, a profession 
or occupation (occupational culture), a type of business, a work 
organisation or part of it (organisational culture), or even a family. 
Currently, the most widely accepted definition is given by Schein 
(1990), who defined organisational culture as: 
`a pattern of basic assumptions - invented, discovered or 
developed by a given group as it learns to cope with its problems of 
external adaption and internal integration - that has worked well 
enough to be considered valuable and, therefore, to be taught to new 
members as the correct way to perceive, think and feel in relation to 
those problems'. 
More recently, Martin (1992) emphasises the differing perspectives of 
cultures in organisations. She noted: 
`As individuals come into contact with organisations, they come 
into contact with dress norms, stories people tell about what goes on, 
the organisation's formal rules and procedures, its formal codes of 
behaviour, rituals, tasks, pay systems, jargon, and jokes only 
understood by insiders, and so on. These elements are some of the 
manifestations of organisational culture. ' 
However, she adds that there is another perspective of culture as well: 
`When cultural members interpret the meanings of these 
manifestations, their perceptions, memories, beliefs, experiences, and 
values will vary, so interpretations will differ-even of the same 
phenomenon. The patterns or configurations of these interpretations, 
and the ways they are enacted, constitute culture. ' 
In other words, organisational culture is quite complex. Although there 
are a number of problems and disagreements associated with the 
conceptualisation of organisational culture, most definitions, including 
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the above, recognise the importance of shared norms and values that 
guide organisational participants' behaviour. Even though the 
definition of culture given by Martin (1992) defined culture in 
organisation, it is, nevertheless, considered by the author to be suitable 
to use and adopt for this chapter since this study involves investigation 
of Thai people in work settings. 
However, Lundberg (1990) provided an analysis which neatly 
synthesises the definitions of culture into an emerging consensus about 
what the word can be taken to mean. Culture: 
1. refers to a common frame of reference, largely taken for granted 
and widely shared by a high proportion of the members of a group 
or organisation 
2. is something acquired by these people that governs their 
behaviours; is taught to newcomers and, when learned, consists of 
a code or set of rules that regulate certain aspects of behaviour 
3. gives people something in common and serves to emphasise what 
is unique about a particular group or organisation 
4. has an enduring quality, is not easily changed and in some form or 
another will be found in any stable social grouping, whatever its 
size, providing it has been in existence for a reasonable amount of 
time 
5. has symbolic significance and surfaces in observable ways such as 
language, behaviour and things that people find significant and 
meaningful 
6. has an invisible motive force which consists of deeply ingrained 
ideologies, values and assumptions, that are so deeply buried that 
people may not even be consciously aware that they hold them 
7. is modifiable, but only with some difficulty. 
In the terminology of Hofstede (1984), different cultures imply 
different mental programming , which governs activities, motivation 
and values. This logic is also advocated by Adler (1991) in her cycle 
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of culture on behaviour (see Figure 4.2 below). Adler suggests that 
cultural orientation of a society reflects the complex interaction of the 
values, attitudes and behaviours displayed by its members; individuals 
express culture through the values they hold about life and the world 
around them. The values then influence their attitudes about the form 
of behaviour considered most appropriate under given situations. The 
attitudes in turn provide the basis for daily behaviour by generating 
the norms of behaviour to be applied to a specific culture. Finally, the 
continually changing pattern of behaviour affects the society's culture 
and a new cycle begins again (Adler, 1991). 
Figure 4.2: Influence of Culture on Behaviour 
Source: Adler (1991) 
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4.3 The Nature of Organisational Culture 
Lundberg (1990) seven points make it clear that culture is a soft aspect 
of an organisation, the details of which are carried in people's minds, 
and even though they may not be aware of doing so they use this 
information to interpret what surrounds them, for example to judge 
whether something is right or wrong, appropriate or inappropriate. 
Nevertheless, the details from which the meanings are constructed can 
exist at different levels of visibility - some are directly observable 
while others are nearly invisible. In this respect Schein (1990) 
conceptualises culture as a `layered' phenomenon, which has three 
interrelated levels of meanings: basic assumptions, values and beliefs, 
and artefacts and creations. Figure 4.3 below, shows Schein's layered 
conceptualisation of culture. 
4.31 Basic Assumptions 
These lie at the innermost core of a culture. In Schein's (1990) view 
they are `fundamental beliefs that are so taken for granted that most 
people in a cultural unit subscribe to them but not in a conscious way'. 
Business organisations tend to differ in the basic assumptions 
contained in their cultures; for example about whether people deserve 
respect because of the position they hold or because of their skills and 
abilities; what lies at the root of the firm's ability to compete; or 
whether competition between individuals is a good thing or should be 
suppressed. 
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4.32 Values and Beliefs 
Values and beliefs exist at the next level of visibility. They consist of 
reasons or justifications for people behaving as they do (Sathe, 1985); 
unlike basic assumptions values are consciously held. They flow 
directly from underlying assumptions and are moral or ethical codes 
that guide behaviour to put the assumptions into practice. 
4.33 Artefacts and Creations 
These are the most visible manifestations of a culture. They include 
everything from the physical layout of a building to the way people 
dress, the way they talk to each other and, often, the things they talk 
about. Although some of these features are very subtle and it can be 
dangerous to view them in isolation, they often give vital clues about 
the underlying values and beliefs. 
Norms are a code of behaviour brought into being by the underlying 
assumptions and values, which are perpetuated when people observe 
the norms. For example, if people only reach high positions by 
working a 60-hour week, this sets up an expectation that these hours 
are a criterion for promotion; this permeates downwards and becomes 
accepted as the normal behaviour for ambitious people. 
The language people use can be a valuable indication of culture. For 
example, how managers talk to subordinates and vice versa can reveal 
much about the status values at work, and jargon and current 
`buzzwords' are often used to signal who is accepted and who is not. 
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Figure 4.3: Schein's layered conceptualisation of culture 
ARTEFACTS 
AND CREATIONS 







the basis on which 
individuals are respected 
Language the basis of the firm's 
ability to compete 
Symbols 
whether competition or collaboration 
between individuals is the most 
desirable mode of behaviour 
Effort how, and by whom decisions 
Basis of 
should be made reward 
Myths and Taboos 
stories 
Source: Schein (1990). 
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Symbols are another way of communicating the underlying values and 
assumptions. Status symbols communicate social position and pecking 
order in the hierarchy, and their grandness gives a good indication 
about how much importance is attached to hierarchy as an organising 
principle. 
Although it has been convenient to describe some of these signs 
separately it is important to recognise that they complement each other 
and are often used in combination as reminders of what the culture is 
and what is expected (Harrison, Trice & Beyer, 1984). Moreover, there 
is a strong relationship between the different levels of culture. Basic 
assumptions are often expressed in values, and in turn artefacts, 
creations and visible behaviour are practical ways of expressing the 
values. 
4.4 Cultural Study Relevant to Thailand 
"Characterizing a national culture does not, of course, mean 
that every person in the nation has all the characteristics assigned to 
that culture. Therefore, in describing national cultures we refer to the 
common elements within each nation - the national norm - but we are 
not describing individuals ". (Hofstede, 1980) 
It is difficult in describing a nation or a people's culture in easy-to- 
understand terms without minimising the complexity and diversity of 
its individuals and is probably impossible to present all the aspects and 
details of such a cultural mosaic. But regardless of the difficulties, 
investigation for `national characteristics' provides the benefit by 
estimating the norms of how people are likely to behave in certain 
common circumstances of particular interest. A classic study of work- 
related values conducted by Hofstede (1980) present a valuable 
contribution in identifying the national characteristics of the Thais. 
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4.41 Hofstede's Cultural Dimensions 
Across fifty-three national business cultures and over 100,000 
participants, Hofstede (1980) identified national cultures differing 
along four dimensions in attitudes and preferences, which are: 
" Power distance: The degree to which a society and its individual 
members tolerate an unequal distribution of power in 
organisations and in society as a whole. Cultures with high power 
distance have power and influence concentrated in the hands of a 
few rather than distributed throughout the population. These 
countries tend to be more authoritarian and may communicate in a 
way to limit interaction and reinforce the differences between 
people. 
" Individualism/Collectivism: This dimension refers to how people 
define themselves and their relationships with others. 
Individualism implies a loosely knit social framework in which 
people are supposed to take care of themselves and of their 
immediate families only, while its opposite, collectivism, is 
characterised by a tight social framework in which people are 
interested in the well-being of a wider group with a more extended 
network of support and loyalty. 
" Uncertainty avoidance: The extent to which people in a culture 
are made nervous by situations they perceive as being 
unstructured, unclear, or unpredictable. In these cultures, such 
situations are avoided by maintaining strict codes of behaviour 
and a belief in absolute truths. 
" Masculinity/Femininity: The degree to which a society is 
characterised by assertiveness (masculinity) versus nurturance 
(femininity). More masculine societies place greater value on 
achievement, tasks, money, performance, and purposefulness, 
whereas more feminine ones emphasise quality of life, 
interpersonal relationships, and concern for the weak. 
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In these surveys, the Thai people were found to rank high in the 
`Power Distance Dimension': the extent to which a society accepts the 
fact that power in institutions and organisations is distributed 
unequally. In addition, Thais also ranked very high in the 
`Collectivism Dimension', which is characterised by a tight social 
framework in which people distinguish between in-groups and out- 
groups. These two dimensions of direct relevance to the Thais are what 
Hofstede (1980) terms the Collectivist-Individualist Dimension and the 
Power Distance Dimension. It is on these two important dimensions 
where Thais, in general, differ quite markedly from those of many 
western countries, and even from those of some other Asian countries. 
The Power Distance Index refers to the extent to which the less 
powerful members of an organisation (i. e., juniors) accept and expect 
that power is distributed unequally. In Hofstede (1980) survey, the 
Thais ranked above the middle among the countries surveyed - 21S` 
among 53 cultures. This means that Thais of both junior and senior 
rank (compared to those of 32 other cultures) expect and even prefer 
there to be greater hierarchical gaps among levels of management. 
Great Britain ranked 44th in the survey; Sweden 48th; and Austria 53ra 
These cultures prefer and expect a much smaller, flatter gap between 
ranks. Additionally, their common national communication patterns 
reflect the smaller gaps between ranks. 
The Individualism-Collectivism Index measures the degree to which 
individuals are integrated into groups on the one hand, or - on the 
other hand - the degree to which individuals are more expected to look 
after themselves, and where their ties to each other are quite loose. 
Societies on the `collectivist' side stress strong, integrated in-groups. 
Plotting the countries comparatively between these two poles, Thailand 
ranks 41S`, out of 53 cultures surveyed, indicating a strongly 
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collectivist society. Strongly individualist cultures are, for example, 
France (10`h) and USA (I"). 
The Individualism-Collectivism dimension can be utilized to 
characterize the psychological similarities within and across culture. 
Since Triandis (1994) recalled, the Individualism-Collectivism 
dimension has been considered in values related (Hofstede, 1980, 
Schwartz, 1990), cognitive differentiation (Witkin & Berry, 1975), 
religion (Bakan, 1966), and cultural patterns (Hsu, 1981). The incident 
of `social loafing', for instance, was found to be different within 
culture, as Earley (1989) verified that `loafing' was performed by the 
collectivist when they were alone or when the others member of the 
group were not present. 
Additionally, Reis and Bond (1989) studied the affect of the dimension 
on patterns of social interaction between Hong Kong (collectivist) and 
American (individualist) students, and found that Hong Kong students 
engaged with fewer people but had close friends or interacted in 
groups and carried out more self-disclosure to the in-group, whereas 
the American students engaged with more people but with non-intimate 
processes and were less group orientated. Reis and Bond (1989) 
concluded that collectivists have a relatively high need for intimacy 
whereas individualists are in need of affiliation. Moreover, the 
proposition of individualism and collectivism has been considered in 
conflict management. A great deal of studies have showed, as 
expected, that individuals from the collectivistic culture prefer to 
maintain harmony, equality within groups while the individuals from 
the individualistic culture prefer equity, and adjudicatory procedures 
(Gire & Carment, 1992). 
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Consequently, in Thailand there are two norms which can confidently 
be said to exist: 
" that Thais work hard to build and maintain relationships among a 
wide and complex network of people, and; 
" that Thais' interactions are more or less controlled within the 
context of a strong hierarchical system. (Holmes & 
Tangtongtavy, 1997) 
Hofstede (1980) developed a set of eight `cultural clusters', each 
consisting of countries that have cultures that are very similar, but at 
the same time differ strongly from those in other clusters. The cluster 
containing Thailand can be seen in Figure 4.41 below. 





CLUSTER: LESS DEVELOPED ASIAN 
Pakistan, Taiwan, Thailand, Hong Kong, India, Philippines, Singapore 
There has been some reanalysis and criticism of Hofstede's 
dimensions. Yeh and Lawrence (1995) found that some of the 
dimensions are highly interrelated, and, because all his data were 
collected from one company, the study has been criticised for not 
being representative of the various countries. However, Hofstede 
(1991) has countered such criticism by arguing that: 
`... sample for cross-national comparison need not be 
representative, as long as they are functionally equivalent. IBM 
employees are a narrow sample, but very well matched ... 
The only 
thing that can account for systematic and consistent differences 
between national groups within such a homogenous multinational 
population is nationality itself - the national environment in which 
people were brought up before they joined this employer. Comparing 
IBM subsidiaries therefore shows national cultural differences with 
unusual clarity. ' 
More recently, Luthans, Stajkovic and Reed (1996) provided a critical 
analysis concerning some the ways in which Hofstede made 
calculations of the indexes used in the cultural dimensions. 
Additionally, Pugh and Hickson (1989) noted that "the position of a 
culture along a dimension is based on the averages for all the 
respondents in that particular country. Characterising a national work 
culture does not mean that every person in the nation has all the 
characteristics ascribed to that culture - there are bound to be many 
individual variations. " In other words, care must be taken not to 
stereotype an entire country on the basis of this study. There are 
numerous subcultures and individual differences. 
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4.42 Trompenaars's Cultural Dimensions 
The Hofstede cultural dimensions have long been the standard 
classification scheme for cross-cultural analysis. However, 
Trompenaars cultural dimensions (1994) provided a more up-to-date 
classification scheme for international organisational behaviour. 
Trompenaars (1994) provided one of the most comprehensive studies 
(respondents were 15,000 managers from 28 countries). Similar to 
Hofstede, Trompenaars (1994) has identified five cultural dimensions 
from extensive data on how people deal with each other. 
" Universalism v Particularism. Trompenaars labelled the cultural 
dimension of universalism as the belief that ideas and practices 
can be applied everywhere without modification. The other end of 
the continuum is particularism, which is the belief that 
circumstances dictate how ideas and practices should be applied. 
For example, highly universalist cultures would emphasise and be 
guided by strict, formal rules (e. g., in business dealings, contracts 
would be adhered to very closely and personnel in the 
organisation would always strive to follow the bureaucratic rules 
and procedures). Highly particularistic cultures, on the other 
hand, would focus more on personal relationships and trust rather 
than on formal rules and legal contracts. 
9 Individualism v Collectivism. Although Trompenaars derived these 
two dimensions differently than Hofstede, they still have the same 
basic meaning, but refinements are being made in terms of theory 
and measurement (Singelis, Triandis, Bhawuk & Gelfond, 1995). 
Personal characteristics and achievements are how individualists 
define themselves, whereas in a collectivist society, people are 
group oriented and define themselves as members of communities 
with concern for the general welfare of the group (Adler, 1991). 
In a group oriented society, the harmony, unity and loyalty to the 
group is emphasised. 
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" Neutral v Affective. Like individualism/collectivism, this 
Trompenaars cultural dimension is essentially self-explanatory. In 
a neutral culture, emotions are held in check and not outwardly 
expressed. However, in affective cultures the opposite is true, 
emotions are openly and naturally expressed. Outsiders should not 
assume that those from neutral cultures are uninterested or 
unmotivated because of their nonexpressive demeanour, and vice 
versa. In other words, in communication and other interpersonal 
interactions, the nonverbal and verbal cues may have to be read 
quite differently in both highly neutral and highly affective 
cultures. 
" Specific v Diffuse. This cultural dimension is more subtle and 
difficult to interpret than the others. By a specific culture, 
Trompenaars means one in which individuals have a large public 
space they readily let others enter and share and a small private 
space they guard closely and share only with close friends and 
associates. A diffuse culture is one in which both public and 
private are similar in size and individuals guard their public space 
carefully, because entry into public space affords entry into 
private space as well. In diffuse cultures, outsiders should respect 
a person's title, age, and background connections and should not 
get impatient when people from the diffuse culture are being 
indirect or circuitous. 
" Achievement v Ascription. An achievement culture is one in which 
people are accorded status based on how well they perform their 
functions. An ascription culture is one in which status is 
attributed based on who or what a person is. Achievement cultures 
give high status to high achievers, such as the company's number- 
one salesperson or the manager of the unit with the highest profit. 
Ascription cultures accord status based on age, gender, or social 
connections. For example, in an ascription culture, a person who 
has been with the company the longest may be listened to more 
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carefully because of the respect that others have for the 
individual's age and longevity with the firm. 
Figure 4.42 shows the position of some countries along each of 
Trompenaars's cultural dimensions. Trompenaars (1994) provided 
result for 28 countries, however, Figure 4.42 only demonstrates the 
result of some countries just to give us some ideas of the similarity 
and differences to the position of the country relevant to this study. 
Thailand. 
Figure 4.42: Trompenaars's cultural dimensions by country 
Universalism Particularism 
USA Ger UK Jpn Tha HK Chi 
I Individualism Collectivism 
USA UK HK Ger Chi Jpn Tha 
Neutral Affective 
Jpn UK HK Tha Ger USA Chi 
Specific Diffuse 
UK USA Ger Jpn Tha HK Chi 
Achievement Ascription 




HK Hong Kong 
Jpn Japan 
Tha Thailand 
UK United Kingdom 
USA United States 
Source: Adapted from Luthans (1998) 
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Consequently, the information found in Trompenaars's (1994) study 
indicates that Thailand tends to be a particularist culture where people 
would be flexible and not let the rules get in the way of what is the 
right thing to do between friends. Addtionally, similar to Hofstede's 
findings, Thai people were found to have very highly collectivist 
cultural values. Thailand is also a diffuse culture where individuals 
often appear to be indirect and introverted, and work and private life 
are often closely linked. Finally, Thailand tends toward an 
achievement culture where high status is given to high achievers. 
4.5 The Context of Thai Culture 
Values are principles that guide our lives (Triandis, 1994). Value 
orientations are conceptions of the desirable. According to Triandis 
(1994), Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) argued that cultures differ 
on five value orientations: 
1. Innate human nature - can be evil, neutral, or good; can be 
mutable or immutable. 
2. Human-nature relationships - can reflect subjugation to, harmony 
with, or mastery over nature. 
3. Time focus - can be focused on the past, present, or future. 
4. Modality of human activities - can emphasise doing, being (the 
experience), or becoming (growing, changing). 
5. Modality of social relationships - can be lineal (do what 
authorities say), collateral (do what peers say), or individualistic 
(do what you think is right). (Triandis, 1994) 
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House and Pinyuchon (1998) provided an article addressing the 
influences of Thai cultural heritage on Thai Americans. However, 
these influencing factors can be seen as the values of Thai culture, and 
can be a useful suggestion in understanding and predicting the 
behaviour and attitude of the Thais. 
Figure 4.5: Values of Thai culture that have influence on behaviour and attitude 
of Thai people 








Relationships to others 
Behaviour and Attitude of Thai 
People 
Religious Influences 
Buddhism dominates the Thai way of life and is considered the key to 
Thai culture House and Pinyuchon (1998). The influences of Buddhist 
beliefs are originated throughout the Thai literature, ethics, language, 
and customs. There are three major Buddhism beliefs integral to Thai 
personality development, which are 1) the doctrine of karma, 2) the 
Four Noble Truths, and 3) the Middle Way. 
The law or doctrine of karma is a religious concept explained in terms 
of cause and effect such as performing good deeds will earn positive 
consequences and presenting bad deeds will result in negative 
consequences in the future. This belief is very strong among Thais and 
greatly influences daily attitudes and behaviours. However, according 
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to the Buddhism teaching, the positive/negative consequences of karma 
do not necessarily return to a person in one lifetime and may emerge at 
any time in birth and death cycles. Most westerners, non-Thais, or 
people who lack Buddhism teaching may observe this as superstitious 
beliefs. 
An example from the author's experience, a young man is having a 
frustrating time handling his fast-food business because some of the 
Thai youngsters have used his services without payment. The young 
man might look back and explain the situation as follows: "I remember 
when I was that age. I sometimes, used to eat at the fast-food services 
centre, run away and didn't pay. And now, I am frustrated and angry 
because of those youngsters. This must be my karma that results from 
what I did when I was younger. " 
Buddhists are taught that suffering comes from desire and the way to 
end the suffering is to eliminate that desire. Buddha's Four Noble 
Truths are 1) all life is suffering, 2) suffering comes from desires, 3) 
the cure for suffering is the elimination of desire, and 4) the 
elimination of desire can be obtained by following a path of right. 
Thais tend to use the Four Noble Truths to help, understand and handle 
difficult situations. 
Another belief that affects attitudes and behaviours is called the 
"Middle Way. " This is the concept of balancing the two extremes of 
any possibility in one's life. Buddhists are encouraged to take a middle 
path, which lies between the two extremes. They are expected, not to 
become too attached to either extreme. For example, according to the 
Middle Way it would be important not to be too rigid or too flexible, 
too serious or too mischievous. 
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These are simply examples of beliefs that affect the way Thais view 
the world. These beliefs cause most Thais to seem relaxed, passive, 
and mellow. It is not surprising to hear many non-Thais refer to their 
Thai friends and associates as being graceful, quiet, moderate, and 
easygoing (House & Pinyuchon, 1998). These adjectives are all 
reflections of the philosophy of life adopted from Buddhist beliefs. 
Family Relationships Influences 
Family relationships in the typical Thais families are based on a 
vertical orientation characterised by a concentration of power given to 
the father. This results in a hierarchical social order featuring a series 
of superior and subordinate individuals within the family (Fieg, 1980). 
Fathers are considered the head of the family, and they make the major 
decisions, earn the most income, and administer discipline to children. 
This factor can be associated with the results from Hofstede (1980)'s 
survey, where the masculinity dimension of the Thai culture was 
ranked high, just above 50% of the 53 cultures. 
Like children from other Asian cultures, Thai children must 
acknowledge a great obligation to their parents "who have brought 
them into the world and have cared for them when they were helpless. 
The debt that is owed can never be truly repaid, and no matter what 
parents may do, the child is still obligated to give respect and 
obedience" (Shon & Ja, 1982). Thai children are expected to express 
gratitude and appreciation to their parents throughout their life. They 
must express this appreciation by making financial contributions to 
their families, by thanking them for setting the stage for their 
accomplishments, and by taking care of their parents during their old 
age (House & Pinyuchon, 1998). Such behaviour of expressing the 
gratitude and appreciation can be best described by the Thai word of 
"boon-khun" `or gratitude and indebtedness' (will be discuss later in 
this chapter). 
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Besides hierarchy in the family relationships, Thais are traditionally 
taught and learned to respect all people in authority. Religion, official 
position, and age are the three most respected sources of social status 
(House & Pinyuchon, 1998). When individuals talk to a person in 
authority, they expect to receive advice or suggestions. For example, 
Buddhist monks are respected as leaders of the community and are 
often asked for assistance in solving problems. Similarly, teachers are 
respected as experienced and educated persons who can answer 
anything from an academic question to queries about a personal 
dilemma. Also, it is assumed that older people, who have gained 
wisdom from their life experiences, will be able to provide advice and 
suggestions in answer to any query (Pinyuchon & House, 1996). 
Independence and Interdependence 
Thai people live in an interdependent cultural context (House & 
Pinyuchon, 1998). The concept of interdependence refers to the 
integration of an individual in a network of family relationships and 
obligations (Mortlock, 1986). When individual family members 
achieve their goals, they also credit their achievement to factors other 
than themselves: family relationships, duty to parents, community 
bonds, status, former lives, or spirit forces. 
There are many situations that cultivate dependence in Thai children 
and youth. For example, it is expected that most Thai college students 
are fully supported by their parents. Some parents finance everything 
from the first day in school until degree level graduation, and in some 
cases, a doctorate degree level. It is common that Thai parents 
frequently provide for their children until they find a suitable job for 
themselves. Moreover, some parents even set up a business or make 
investments for their children. 
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Harmony 
Harmony is a significant social value in Thai society (House & 
Pinyuchon, 1998). Thais make every effort to maintain harmony in 
social interactions. To prevent disagreements or unpleasant 
interchanges, Thais tend to avoid open expression of their feelings and 
thoughts to others (Pratomthong & Baker, 1983). Thais believe that 
well-educated, well-trained, and strong persons should be able to 
easily control their emotions and their verbal and physical 
expressiveness in order to maintain harmony. 
Maintenance of harmony may be best demonstrated by the Thai words 
"Mai Pen Rai". `Mai Pen Rai' can be translated as `never mind', or `it 
is OK', or `take it easy'. `Mai Pen Rai' is often used to convey the 
message that mistakes and inconveniences are not problems. This 
message is intended to make sure the other person does not feel bad or 
guilty about what has happened. 
Politeness is the expected norm in Thai culture that promotes harmony. 
Politeness includes good manners, quiet speech, a pleasant smile, 
gracefulness, and appropriate dress (House & Pinyuchon, 1998). The 
intent of the politeness is to communicate the utmost consideration for 
the comfort of others. To act or dress inappropriately communicates 
disrespect for other people. "Kreng-jai" is a Thai word refers to being 
extremely considerate, thoughtful, and respectful to others. It may 
include giving in to others and not offering one's opinion or 
expressing wishes. To communicate directly what a person wants, 




The maintenance of harmony affects the communication style for most 
Thai people. Their preferred style seems indirect compared with other 
cultures such as American. Thais do not tend to express their feelings 
overtly, regardless of positive or negative feelings. There is a tendency 
to neutralise all emotions. Despite their disinclination to display overt 
anger or disagreement, Thais develop a high degree of sensitivity in 
recognising the feelings and emotions of others (Mortlock, 1989). Thai 
people will attempt to defuse a tense atmosphere by conveying 
humorous comments, changing the topics, or requesting a break. 
Relationships to others 
As mention earlier, Thailand is a hierarchical society. The vertical 
hierarchy also surfaces to others beside the hierarchy in the family 
relationships and people in authority. Each Thai person who is trained 
to be a functioning member of society learns, early in life, what rank 
he/she holds and how he/she is supposed to behave towards others 
according to that rank. The `others' in this sense are reckoned as 
his/her juniors, seniors or peers. In all social groups, people seem to 
need to be able to identify their own status - i. e. their vertical position 
- in relation to others. This is certainly identical for the Thais. 
Thais measure seniority in relation to power, wealth, professional 
rank, age, merit and birth (Holmes & Tangtongtavy, 1997). Merit is the 
combination of one's ability, intellectual or spiritual attainment, and 
accomplishment in various areas of life; it includes one's earned rank 
and position. 
Perhaps the most fundamental value that has emerged out of the 
vertical nature of Thai society is the concept of "boon-khun". Komin 
(1990) defines: 
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"Boon-khun, or indebted goodness, is a psychological bond 
between someone who, out of sheer kindness and sincerity, renders 
another person the needed help and favour, and the latter's 
remembering of the goodness done and his ever-readiness to 
reciprocate the kindness". 
The concept of `boon-khun' can also take place between someone else 
beside the family members. Holmes & Tangtongtavy (1997) provided 
an example: a subordinate makes a mistake that negatively affects a 
customer. The boss covers and protects the subordinate by taking care 
of the problem. The subordinate is grateful and works extra hard on 
another difficult project. On the successful completion of the project, 
the boss praises the subordinate and treats the subordinate and his co- 
workers to an extravagant dinner. It is possible for this `boon-khun' 
relationship to continue until the death of one of the parties. 
In Thailand, the concept of `boon-khun' is performed throughout and 
between all levels in the social hierarchy, creating a behavioural 
pattern by which people of different statuses can interact in a civil 
manner. According to Komin (1990), Thai people consider `boon-khun' 
as one of their most important values, if not the most important. 
These six influencing factors: relationships to others, communication 
style, harmony, independence and interdependence, family 
relationships, and religious influences, are the values of the Thai 
culture that interrelated, and combined to `what makes Thai people, 
Thais', in terms of attitudes and behaviours. 
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4.6 The Three Circles of Thailand 
Holmes and Tangtongtavy (1997) have also examined, not into the 
vertical or hierarchical perspective, but into the horizontal perspective. 
and identified three social circles of Thai people. 
The Family Circle 
A Thai's innermost circle is his immediate family. In this Family 
Circle, the individual is closely intertwined with fortunes of the other 
family members. There are naturally ranks within this circle in 
addition to guidelines concerning mutual rights, duties and respect; 
nevertheless, there is also a degree of informality and a free flow of 
communication. 
The Cautious Circle 
Members of a Thai's Family Circle may forgive him for his 
transgressions and mistakes. However, members of the Cautious Circle 
may not be as forgivable. This second circle comprises of people with 
whom the Thai individual interacts on a frequent but more formal 
basis, such as his work colleagues, his doctor, his children's school 
teacher, or his tailor, etc. It is in this circle where behaviour tends to 
be the appropriate Thai behaviour - courteous, cautious, deferential, 
friendly, but somewhat formal (Holmes & Tangtongtavy, 1997). The 
motive for such high standard of behaviours in the Cautious Circle is 
the fact that the Thai people depend on these associations regularly, 
for day-to-day socialisation. Furthermore, Thai individuals would 
expect to rely on these associations for an extensive period of time. 
Because of the frequency of contact, each side in these relationships 
has a certain continuing sanction or leverage on the other. Each side 
desires to maintain the relationship functioning smoothly for the 
benefit of both. The existence of this personal, face-to-face leverage - 
social control - preserves the standard of behaviour. 
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The Selfish Circle 
The third circle defined by Holmes and Tangtongtavy (1997) as the 
Selfish Circle, is the outside world. As the Thai individual ventures 
outside the long-time regular contacts, which he has developed in the 
Cautious Circle, he perceives a completely different standard of 
behaviour. It is in this Selfish Circle where one's high standing in the 
community does not get any recognition; nobody gives the impression 
to notice, or care. In this circle, behaviour such as littering, spitting, 
loud talking, bumping into another, or other `selfish' behaviour are 
present (Holmes & Tangtongtavy, 1997). 
The features which these Selfish Circle situations share, is that they 
are one-time-only contacts, in which each individual senses little 
capability to influence others. There is no leverage. Each person feels 
a fragment anonymous, which imply that nobody will recognise him as 
anyone extraordinary, and he cannot promptly persuade others to treat 
him courteously. 
It can be assumed that other countries also have circles similar to 
these, where citizens accept to change their roles and behaviour as 
they shift from one circle to another. But the relevant point is that 
Thais behave, to a certain extent, differently in their Selfish Circle 
than other countries. 
To some extent, the explanation for the abrasiveness and other 
problems of social behaviour in the third circle, are caused by the 
immense mobility and population growth in Bangkok over recent years 
(Holmes & Tangtongtavy, 1997). The influx of migrants from up- 
country that understand little about city life and certain appropriate 
social behaviour and the requirements of mass living has caused 
numerous problems. 
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Another reason for the contrast between the behaviour evident in the 
Cautious Circle and the Selfish Circle may be established in the 
collectivist nature of the Thai society. The survival of a person within 
a collectivist society is strongly related to the loyalty and commitment 
that one shows to his/her own group, without dedicating a great deal of 
interest to people outside it. 
4.7 Some Fundamental Thai Values 
In actual fact, there are many various aggravating Thai behaviours in 
the Selfish Circle, then naturally everyone's ambition is to place 
oneself in the Cautious Circle as early or as frequently as possible. For 
in this circle, people usually get treated with dignity that they deserve. 
The Thai accomplishes this through his clothing, his demeanour, an 
appropriate usage of language, or dignified look in order to remind 
others that he is not to be taken lightly. 
Apart from factors such as clothing, there are more prominent Thai 
values, which contribute to establishing and maintaining relationships 
in the work place. These prominent Thai values are of immense 
interest to the research of this study, as some of their concepts 
represent the behaviour of organisational citizenship behaviour and 
impression management (discussed in previous chapter). 
Kreng-jai (mentioned earlier) 
Kreng-jai is one of the most important and intriguing of Thai concepts. 
It is a significant concept not only in the abstract but also in the daily 
behaviour of Thais, practiced by individuals from lower ranks of 
society all the way up to ministerial level. Of particular relevance to 
supervisors and managers is the use of kreng-jai as a motivator. 
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Kreng-jai refers to an attitude whereby an individual tries to restrain 
his own interest or desire, in situations where there is the potential for 
discomfort or conflict, and where there is a need to maintain a pleasant 
and cooperative relationship (Holmes & Tangtongtavy, 1997). The 
following are the typical behaviours of the Thais through the concept 
of value `kreng-jai': 
1. Complying with others' wishes or requests. 
2. Reluctance to disturb or interrupt others. 
3. Restraint of one's show of displeasure or anger so as not to 
cause discomfort to others. 
4. Avoidance of asserting one's opinions or needs. 
5. Reluctance to give instructions or pass orders to a superior, or to 
peers with more age or experience. 
6. Reluctance to evaluate colleagues' or superior's performance. 
7. Avoiding the demand for one's rights. 
8. Reluctance to ask questions when one has not understood 
someone. 
Hai Kiad 
A motivating value that almost every Thai seeks in his/her work is 
known as `kiad' - honour and respect. With the addition of the word 
`hai', the value known as `hai kiad' represents "to give respect or show 
honour". Superficially, this quality might seem no different from its 
western counterpart, but the expression of that respect is different in 
emphasis and style. 
The Wai: Usually, the junior is obligated to show respect to the senior. 
The normal form of displaying this respect is the `wai', the traditional 
Thai greeting where the hands are brought together in a prayer position 
at mouth level, and then slightly bow. 
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Nam jai 
The word `jai' can be translated as `heart'. To give an indication of 
how much Thais are concerned with the symbolic meaning of the word, 
`jai' can be compounded with over one hundred other words. A most 
common compound, and incidentally one of the values most prized by 
Thai people, is `nam jai' or `Water from the Heart'. This value is 
reflected in genuine acts of kindness or a voluntary extension of help, 
to someone you know or even a stranger, without the expectation of 
anything in return (Holmes & Tangtongtavy, 1997). 
A very common form of nam jai in the work place of Thai culture, is 
when someone brings some food into the office and lays it out on the 
table for everyone. Usually, it is something that the person has bought 
back from a vacation or a business trip, to indicate that he/she has 
been thinking about his/her colleagues. Moreover, nam jai is not 
usually planned far in advance, but more on the spur of the moment. 
Sometimes, `nam jai' is confused with `kreng jai'. Simply put, nam jai 
is a value that requires a person to take the initiative in demonstrating 
consideration for another, whereas kreng jai is the opposite; it usually 
requires a person to hold back on taking action or expressing 
him/herself. 
4.8 Summary 
How a culture can have affect on the behaviour of the people within 
that culture has been described in this chapter through the definitions, 
some theoretical background, and past research. For the purpose of this 
study, factors influencing the behaviour of the Thai culture were 
clarified in order to provide a fuller comprehension of the Thais' 
attitudes and behaviours. 
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In addition, some fundamental Thai values give insight to the common 
behaviour displayed at work place and that some of their concepts 
represent or are similar to the behaviour of organisational citizenship 
behaviour and impression management. And significantly, this chapter 
established the suggestion of a need to develop new scales for 
measuring Organisational Citizenship Behaviour and Impression 
Management Behaviour for Thais. 
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Chapter 5: Thesis of Study and Introduction to Research 
Methodology 
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This chapter discusses the methodological considerations to be taken 
into account for the study with respect to human behaviour at work 
related to teamwork effectiveness. This chapter begins with the 
objectives and theoretical concepts underlying this study. In order to 
provide an adequate argument for the method followed, this chapter 
proceeds with comprehensive discussion including the strengths and 
weaknesses of either a qualitative or quantitative approach to the 
study. It is determined that the study required a balance between both 
approaches and thus, the research design has been carefully formulated 
to the appropriateness for measurement of this study. 
This chapter also provides the strengths and weaknesses of various 
data collection methods and justifies the utilization of interview and 
self-complete questionnaire methods in this study. The interviewing 
technique - the construct elicitation based on the repertory grid 
technique - is comprehensively specified and the scale formats in the 
questionnaire is also discussed. Various methods are shown to obtain 
the validity and reliability of the structured questionnaires. However, 
the detailed empirical research methodology and findings conducted in 
this study are presented in Chapter 6. 
5.1 Thesis of the Study 
The broad objective of this study is to further the boundary of 
knowledge and understanding of the two concepts of organisational 
citizenship behaviour and impression management behaviour with 
empirical research that will support the practitioners of management to 
enhance team effectiveness within the Thai culture. 
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Chapters 1 to 3 established the conceptual framework employed to 
explore the focal point of this study: to investigate the impact of 
organisational citizenship behaviour and impression management 
behaviour as individual inputs within the input-process-output 
framework for teamwork effectiveness in Thailand, as shown in Figure 
5. 
Chapter 4 emphasized the importance of how culture has a strong 
effect on people's behaviour and discussed the cultural context of the 
Thai society. The culture issue brings about the appropriateness of 
concepts, theories and frameworks, since management, as an academic 
subject, is essentially North American in origin, and many of its 
assumptions. As Triandis (1983) stated: 
`Its [culture's] influence for organizational behavior is that it 
operates at such a deep level that people are not aware of its 
influences. It results in unexamined patterns of thought that seem so 
natural that most theorists of social behavior fail to take them into 
account. As a result, many aspects of organizational theories produced 
in one culture may be inadequate in other cultures. ' 
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Relating to the focal point of this study, the culture subject matter 
prompted the construct and validity of organisational citizenship 
behaviour and impression management behaviour measurements, in 
addition to the variables within the context of intragroup processes and 
team effectiveness which required being suitable to the Thai 
employees. 
Thus, to investigate the impact of organisational citizenship behaviour 
and impression management behaviour as individual inputs within the 
input-process-output framework for teamwork effectiveness in 
Thailand, the following procedures are employed as the objective bases 
for this study: 
1. To develop a reliable measure of organisational citizenship 
behaviour and impression management behaviour that could be 
applied to the Thai culture. 
2. To develop a reliable measure of intragroup processes and 
teamwork effectiveness that was appropriate to the Thai culture. 
3. To explore the important aspects of behaviour of organisational 
citizenship and impression management, and their significance 
values to developed effective teamwork. 
In order to accomplish the objectives above, the next section discusses 
the philosophy of research to establish a practicable research paradigm 
for this study and to provide the broad parameters for the research 
design and methodology. 
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5.2 Philosophy of Research 
Much of the philosophical orientation of research in the social sciences 
may stem from one of the two main paradigms - positivism and 
naturalism (or interpretivism). The paradigm that is rooted in the 
physical sciences is called the systematic, scientific or positivist 
approach. The opposite paradigm has come to be known as the 
qualitative, ethnographic, ecological or naturalistic approach. The 
advocates of the two opposing sides have developed their own values, 
terminology, methods and techniques to understand social phenomena. 
However, since the mid-1960s there has been a growing recognition 
that both paradigms have their place. 
The term `positive philosophy' was coined by the famous social 
theorist, Auguste Comte. In Comte's view, researchers employed 
metaphysical principles and theological beliefs to explain social 
problems, attempting to relate ailments and social structures to 
supernatural phenomena. He believed that social investigators should 
not seek the explanations of social problems in theological principles 
or metaphysical theories, but rather in society itself and in the 
structure of social relations. 
Comte's theory (positivism), exerted a profound impact on the thinking 
of many social scientists of the time, leading to the introduction and 
development of sociology as a new science of society; positivism 
became the backbone of social sciences in Europe and in other 
countries, revolutionizing the methodological thinking of the time 
(Sarantakos, 1993). The new methodology shifted its domain from 
philosophy to science and from speculation to the gathering of 
empirical data, and became a positivistic methodology, which was to 
study positive phenomena. That is. phenomena that can be perceived 
by the senses. and to employ scientific methods, namely methods 
similar to those employed by physical scientists. As a result, until the 
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1960s social sciences in general and sociology in particular were 
largely positivistic in theory as well as in methodology, with the 
typical sociological research including mainly survey methods and 
experiments, and being directed towards quantification, and the use of 
statistics and computers. 
However, many philosophers and scientists in various fields have 
rejected the principles of positivism. The rejection of positivism by 
philosophers of science dates back to the early 1970s (e. g. Suppe, 
1974) but it has filtered very slowly through to the natural and social 
sciences. 
Many researchers began to express more openly their dissatisfaction 
with positivist thinking and methodology. Many criticized, for 
instance, positivism's perception of reality, the goals it pursued, the 
methods it employed, the moral prescriptions it made, and also its 
perception that the world was `mathematically drafted' and, therefore, 
mathematics was a guarantee of precision. Critics from all sides 
proposed a new methodology that focused on subjective elements and a 
constructed world, on critical thinking, on interpretive attributes and 
on political issues that rejected the notion of taking the world for 
granted. A paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1970) was emerging. 
As a result, the number of alternative methodologies increased and 
positivistic methodology lost, more or less, its privileged position in 
the social sciences, giving way to what some writers coined the 
`postpositivist' era (e. g. Lather, 1992). Sociological methodology is no 
longer a uniform body of theory and research based on positivism only, 
as it was in the past, but a body of diverse methodologies with diverse 
theoretical backgrounds and diverse methods and techniques, all of 
which appear to be considered equally acceptable, equally valid and 
equally legitimate. 
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At the opposite end of an objectivity-subjectivity continuum, the 
interpretivism (or naturalism) is a term given to a contrasting 
epistemology to positivism. The term subsumes the views of writers 
who have been critical of the application of the scientific model to the 
study of the social world. They share a view that the subject matter of 
the social sciences - people and their institutions - is fundamentally 
different from that of the natural sciences. Von Wright (1971) has 
depicted the epistemological clash as being between positivism and 
interpretivism. This clash reflects a division between an emphasis on 
the explanation of human behaviour that is the chief ingredient of the 
positivist approach to the social sciences and the understanding of 
human behaviour. The latter is concerned with Max Weber (1864-1920) 
and his emphasis on Verstehen approach, that is, the empathetic 
understanding of human behaviour rather than with the forces that are 
deemed to act on it. 
Weber (1947) described sociology as a `science which attempts the 
interpretive understanding of social action in order to arrive at a causal 
explanation of its course and effects'. Weber's definition seems to 
embrace both explanation and understanding here, but the crucial point 
is that the task of `causal explanation' is undertaken with reference to 
the `interpretive understanding of social action' rather than to external 
forces that have no meaning for those involved in that social action. 
5.21 Distinction of the Two Traditions 
In term of the perception of human beings, for positivists, human 
beings are rational individuals who are governed by social laws; their 
behaviour is learned through observation and governed by external 
causes that produce the same results (the same causes produce the 
same consequences). There is no free will. The world is, however, not 
deterministic; causes produce effects under certain conditions, and 
predictions can be limited by the occurrence of such conditions. 
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In interpretive social science human beings occupy a central position; 
reality and the social world is created by the actors through assigning 
meaning systems to events. For most theorists of this school of thought 
there are no general laws of a restrictive nature. Despite this, 
subjective meanings, patterns and regularities of behaviour emerge as a 
result of social conventions, established through interaction. 
Interpretive social science has the task of searching for the systems of 
meaning that actors use to make sense of their world. 
The nature of science is perceived differently. For positivists: 1) 
Science is based on strict rules and procedures fundamentally different 
from speculation and common sense, is unsuitable for studying social 
reality because it is biased, unsystematic, and logically inconsistent. 2) 
Science is deductive, proceeding from general/abstract to 
specific/concrete. 3) Science is nomothetic, that is, is based on 
universal causal laws which are used to explain concrete social events 
and relationships. 4) Science relies on knowledge derived from the 
sense; other sources of knowledge are unreliable. 5) Science separates 
facts from values; it is a value-free science. 
Interpretive social scientists perceive the nature of science in a rather 
different way. They argue the following: 1) The basis for explaining 
social life and social events and for understanding people is not 
`science' in the positivist sense of their life. 2) The approach 
employed is inductive, proceeding from the specific to the general and 
from the concrete to the abstract. 3) It is not nomothetic but 
ideographic; it presents reality symbolically in a descriptive form. 4) 
Knowledge is not derived through the senses only; understanding 
meanings and interpretations is more important. 5) Science is not value 
free: value neutrality is neither necessary nor possible. 
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Additionally, positivism perceives social research in an instrumental 
way; research is a tool for studying social events, and learning about 
them and their interconnections so that general causal laws can be 
discovered, explained and documented. Knowledge of events and 
social laws allows society to control events and to predict their 
occurrence. In interpretive science, social research has no direct 
instrumental value. Research helps to interpret and understand the 
actors' reasons for social action, the way they construct their lives and 
the meanings they attach to them as well as to comprehend the social 
context of social action. Important here is not observable social 
actions but rather the subjective meaning of such actions. 
As a result of similarities and differences in the nature and principle of 
the various perspectives, two major methodologies, quantitative 
methodology and qualitative methodology have emerged in the social 
sciences, each of which contains certain theoretical and 
methodological principles which shall be discuss in the later section. 
A positivist paradigm lends itself to both quantitative and qualitative 
research. One can conduct qualitative research within the positivist 
paradigm. However, one should note a distinction between qualitative 
research on the one hand and naturalistic (interpretivism) and 
ethnographic research on the other as they follow different value 
systems and to some extent different methodologies. Generally, the 
naturalist utilizes the qualitative research techniques which consist of 
detailed descriptions and direct quotations from people concerning 
their experience, attitudes, and beliefs, etc. 
While this study aims to explore the important aspects of behaviour of 
organisational citizenship and impression management, and their 
significance values to develop effective teamwork; it does not attempt 
to understand the meanings in great detail. Therefore, this study was 
intended to follow the root of positivism, and hence, to be as scientific 
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as possible. The author believes that the research process of this study 
must follow the paradigm that adheres to certain values regarding the 
control of bias, and the maintenance of objectivity in terms of both the 
research process itself and the conclusions drawn, and have the basis 
which is systematic and replicable. 
5.22 Linking Theory and Research 
Logical empiricism is the current version of positivism (Caldwell, 
1982). Logical empiricists stress the primacy of empirical evidence 
and accept the existence of theoretical statement in scientific theories. 
They do not require that these statements be individually tested. It is 
the theory as a whole that has to be confirmed by physical evidence. 
Logical empiricists hold that only testable hypotheses are considered 
scientific. It is acknowledged that logical empiricism is characterized 
by inductive statistical method. May (2001) simplifies inductive 
reasoning as "where research comes before theory and then seek to 
generate theoretical propositions from the data". The first point of 
consideration in the induction process refers to the relationship 
between theory and data in order to demonstrate that the `facts' can 
speak for themselves and are distinct from the interpretation of 
researchers. However, it cannot be maintained that research is a neutral 
recording instrument, whatever form it might take. Researchers should 
make their theories, hypotheses or guiding influences explicit and not 
hide behind the notion that facts can speak for themselves. An 
alternative to induction is thus to make the theories or hypotheses 
which guide the research explicit. 
Deduction, where theorizing comes before research, rejects the idea 
that one can produce research on the basis of initially rejecting theory 
or, to put it another way, that there is a simple distinction to be made 
between the language of theory and the language of observation. It 
seeks to fuse the empiricist idea that there are a set of rules of method 
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by which one can proceed as researcher, with the ideas of deductive 
reasoning which hold that if the hypothesis or ideas concerning social 
life are `true', then they will be substantiated by the data produced. 
The introduction of the concept of falsification of hypotheses is due to 
Popper (1959). Figure 5.2 shows a falsificationist model of scientific 
method. He points out that instances that confirm a hypothesis are not 
difficult to encounter. However, a theory can never be definitely 
shown to be correct. Instead, if an instance that disproves the theory is 
found, the theory is proven to be incorrect. Therefore, Popper (1959) 
recommends that scientists should carry out tests that seriously seek 
instances which would falsify the theory being tested. According to 
Popper (1959), the falsifiability principle is the demarcation criterion 
that should be adopted in distinguishing between science and non- 
science. Scholarly endeavours that do not produce falsifiable 
hypotheses do not constitute scientific activities. A theory concerning 
social research must not only be based upon empirical evidence, but 
also be capable of being falsified by such evidence: "it must be 
possible for an empirical scientific system to be refuted by experience" 
(Popper, 1959). 
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Source: Anderson (1983) 
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The above acknowledges, unlike inductivism, that data are theory- 
driven, and it proceeds on the same basis as the methods of natural 
scientific inquiry to enable the production of a `science of society'. 
However, there is a pragmatic point to be considered. Until a new 
theory comes along to explain the research findings, one is unlikely to 
abandon existing theories which still assist in understanding or 
explaining social life. Scientists, in general, are likely to hold on to 
core elements in their theoretical armoury that are not open to the 
process of falsification (Lakatos & Musgrave, 1970). Finally, 
deductivism is still, like inductivism, assuming that one can derive 
theories of the social world independent of the preconceptions or value 
due to its adherence to a particularly limited idea of scientific method. 
This idea that one might derive their theories on the social world, 
independent of their preconceptions, is highly problematic. Theorists, 
for instance, take for granted certain aspects of the social world which 
are not subjected to empirical falsification. Kuhn's (1970) work was a 
historical study of scientific progression. Kuhn argued that science 
does not progress according to the criteria of falsifying theories. On 
the contrary, evidence which does not support theories is regarded as 
only a temporary problem to which future research is directed. In this 
way theories are not falsified, but become the subject of continuous 
research. It is this that Kuhn calls `normal science': 
`normal science means research firmly based upon one or more 
past scientific achievements that some particular scientific community 
acknowledges for a time as supplying the foundation for its further 
practice. 
(Kuhn, quoted in Barnes, 1991) 
Given that any deviant data serve as the basis for future research, the 
theory is never falsified because there will always be evidence which 
both supports and refuses it. Kuhn therefore refers to scientific 
paradigms as characterising the practice of science. 
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So far, the author has moved from the problems of inductivism and its 
atheoretical stance, through deductivism with its concentrating on 
rules to which no science can, or arguably should, live up to, to arrive 
at the idea of Kuhn's paradigms which are argued to reflect the actual 
practices of science. However, Kuhn's concept of the practice of 
science raises several questions for social researchers. In particular, 
the attempt to separate what one does, from how one does it, as 
considered by both inductivism and deductivism, is problematic. The 
ways in which one conducts the research is inevitably affected by the 
social context in which it takes place. First, within the disciplines of 
research, there are different ways of viewing how one gains knowledge 
of social phenomena in the first instance. The disciplines, therefore, 
are characterised not by one single paradigm, but by divisions with 
regard to the aims and methods of research. Second, all sciences are 
directly influenced and affected by factors which exist `externally' to 
the discipline: for example, the values and interests of sponsors of 
research or the ways of working within the discipline itself which may 
exclude, for instance, the reception of critical ideas. Third, paradigms 
are not closed systems of thought hermetically sealed off from one 
another and this gives us an advantage. There is a constant process in 
the practice of social science which enables us to compare one 
paradigm with another and to see the strengths and weaknesses of 
each. Social researchers do not then have to content themselves with 
one paradigm, as Kuhn would suggest. 
5.3 Research Design 
`A research design is a plan, structure and strategy of 
investigation so conceived as to obtain answers to research questions 
or problems. The plan is the complete scheme or program of the 
research. It includes an outline of titiwhat the investigator will do from 
tii'riting the hypotheses and their operational implications to the final 
anal Ysi. s of data. ' (Kerlinger, 1986) 
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`A traditional research design is a blueprint or detailed plan for 
how a research study is to be completed - operationalizing variables 
so they can be measured, selecting a sample of interest to stiudy, 
collecting data to be used as a basis for testing hypotheses, and 
analysing the results. ' (Thyer, 1993) 
Bryman (2001) refers to research design as "to provide a framework 
for the collection and analysis of data. A choice of research design 
reflects decisions about the priority being given to a range of 
dimensions of the research process. These include the importance 
attached to: 1) expressing causal connections between variables; 2) 
generalizing to larger groups of individuals than those actually 
forming part of the investigation; 3) understanding behaviour and the 
meaning of that behaviour in its specific social context; and 4) having 
a temporal (i. e. over time) appreciation of social phenomena and their 
interconnections. " 
The above definitions suggest that a research design has two main 
functions. The first relates to the identification and/or development of 
procedures and logistical arrangements required to undertake a study, 
and the second emphasizes the importance of quality in these 
procedures to ensure their validity, objectivity and accuracy. Thus, a 
research design ensures that the study will be relevant to the research 
context and will employ appropriate procedures. 
It should be noted that in Kerlinger's (1986) and Thyer's (1993) 
definitions of research design, the writing and testing of the 
hypotheses are included, since hypotheses bring clarity, specificity, 
and focus to a research problem. However, Kumar (1999) stated that: 
'Hypotheses are not essential for a study. ... Hypotheses 
primarily arise from a set of "hunches" that are tested through a study 
and one can conduct a perfect valid study without having these 
hunches or speculations. ' 
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Although not mandatory, hypotheses are being used very widely in the 
context of quantitative methodology. It is argued that any study needs 
a hypothesis, even descriptive studies can benefit from the formulation 
of a hypothesis. This position has been criticised by other researchers 
who argue that hypotheses make no positive contribution to the 
research process. On the contrary, they may bias the researchers in 
their operation (e. g. data collection, data analysis and interpretation 
etc. ); they may restrict their scope and limit their approach, and may, 
finally, predetermine the outcome of the research study. Additionally, 
Bryman (2001) added that a great deal of quantitative research does 
not entail the specification of a hypothesis and instead theory acts 
loosely as a set of concerns in relation to which the social researcher 
collects data. The specification of hypotheses to be tested is 
particularly likely to be found in experimental research. 
Qualitative researchers, apart from stressing the criticisms mentioned 
above, argue that although hypotheses per se are important tools of 
social research, they must not precede the research but rather result 
from an investigation. 
In addition, Medawar (1974) notes that one of the weaknesses of the 
hypothetico-deductive model rests in not being able to provide any 
explanation of how hypotheses are generated. He defines a hypothesis 
as "an imaginative preconception of what might be true in the form of 
a declaration with verifiable deductive consequences" (Medawar, 
1974). 
Despite these criticisms, many investigators employ hypotheses in 
their research, implicitly or explicitly. It is generally believed that 
hypotheses offer a guide only, and tend to constantly remind the 
researchers of their topic, their aim, and their limits, and help in this 
way to rationalise the research process by concentrating on the 
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important aspects of the research topic by avoiding peripheral and less 
significant issues. 
Thus, the author holds the opinion of Kumar, and subsequently for the 
view point in this study, the formulation of hypotheses were not 
essential, since the author was not speculating what and which, if any, 
dimensions of OCB and IMB were related to teamwork effectiveness, 
but solely investigating OCB and IMB within the teamwork 
effectiveness framework (as the framework and the objectives of this 
study is clearly established in section 5.1). 
In the view point of a research study from the perspective of its 
objectives, broadly, a research endeavour can be classified as: 
descriptive, correlational, explanatory or exploratory (Kumar, 1999). 
After a review of the literature on social science research procedures 
(e. g., Bryman 2001; de Vaus, 2001,2002; Herbert, 1994; Kumar, 
1999), it was decided to integrate exploratory and correlational designs 
as the practicable method for this study. 
The main emphasis in a correlational research study is to discover or 
establish the existence of a relationship / association / interdependence 
between two or more aspects of a situation (Kumar, 1999). Thus, in the 
case of this study it was to investigate the impact of OCB and IMB on 
teamwork effectiveness. Exploratory research study is usually carried 
out when a researcher desires to explore areas concerning which one 
has little or no knowledge. Additionally, exploratory studies are 
conducted to develop, refine and/or test measurement tools and 
procedures. In this study, exploratory research will serve to achieve 
parts of the first two objectives of this study, which is to classify the 
OCB, IMB, and intragroup process of the Thai people: 
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1. To develop a reliable measure of organisational citizenship 
behaviour and impression management behaviour that could be 
applied to the Thai culture. 
2. To develop a reliable measure of intragroup processes and 
teamwork effectiveness that was appropriate to the Thai culture. 
Subsequently, correlational research will serve to achieve parts of the 
main objective of this study, which is: 
3. To explore the important aspects of behaviour of organisational 
citizenship and impression management, and their significance 
values to develop effective teamwork. 
5.31 Cross-sectional Design 
The emphasis of this study seeks to investigate the impact of OCB and 
IMB within the teamwork effectiveness framework in Thailand. A 
review of the research design literature (Bryman, 2001; de Vaus, 2002; 
Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1992; Kumar, 1999; Miller, 1991; 
Rubin, 1983) advocated the author of this study to describe the nature 
in this study as being of cross-sectional design. A cross-sectional 
design entails the collection of data on more than one case (usually 
quite a lot more than one) and at a single point in time in order to 
collect a body of quantitative or quantifiable data in connection with 
two or more variables (usually many more than two), which are then 
examined to detect patterns of association (Bryman, 2001). 
Nevertheless, there existed some contrasts between Bryman's (2001) 
definition of cross-sectional research design and the nature of this 
study, which may derive some critical issues concerning the 
classification of this study as being a cross-sectional design. For 
instance, the samples chosen to obtain data for this study are taken 
from the employees in the same industry in Thailand (due to the 
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necessity of controlling the external variables that may have affects on 
teamwork effectiveness) (see Chapter 6 for details), may provide a 
reason for some readers to argue that this study should be classified as 
a case study design, presumably on the grounds that the fieldwork is 
undertaken in a single location, or an experimental design, on the 
grounds that there is a need for controlling the external variables. 
5.4 Research Methodology 
A review of research methodology literature (Bryman, 2001; de Vaus, 
2002; Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1992; Kumar, 1999; Rubin, 
1983; Sarantakos, 1993) has placed cross-sectional design firmly in the 
context of quantitative method of data collection. However, it should 
also be noted that qualitative method of data collection often entails a 
form of cross-sectional design. 
Bryman (2001) outlines the differences between quantitative and 
qualitative research in terms of principal orientation to the role of 
theory in relation to research as: 
`Quantitative research can be construed as a research strategy 
that emphasises quantification in the collection and analysis of data 
and entails a deductive approach to the relationship between theory 
and research, in which the accent is placed on the testing of theories. 
By contrast, qualitative research can be construed as a research 
strategy that usually emphasises words rather than quantification in 
the collection and analysis of data and predominantly emphasises an 
inductive approach to the relationship between theory and research, in 
it'hich the emphasis is placed on the generation of theories. ' 
May (2001) simplified deductive reasoning as "where theorizing comes 
before research" and inductive reasoning as "where research comes 
before theory and then seek to generate theoretical propositions from 
the data". 
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Quantitative methodology is based on the positivist philosophy. Its 
structure, process and theoretical background constituted the standards 
for the methods of the social sciences for more than a century. 
However, quantitative research has been criticised very strongly by 
many writers of varied origin and background. Such criticisms 
reflected a basic dissatisfaction with a number of elements of 
quantitative research, some being related to theoretical principles and 
others to methodological practices. 
Qualitative methodology is associated with many diverse methods and 
is sometimes considered to include any method that is not quantitative. 
It may additionally be used as a supplement to quantitative research 
and at other times as its alternative. In principle, qualitative 
methodology demonstrates the following characteristic elements 
(Lamnek, 1988): 
" It tries to capture reality in interaction. 
" It studies a small number of respondents. 
" It attempts to present the information gathered verbally, in a 
detailed and complete form not in numbers or formulas (no 
statistical analysis). 
" It uses no quantitative measures or variables. 
" It aims to study reality from the inside not from the outside. 
" It aims to understand people, not to measure them. 
" It employs research procedures that produce descriptive data, 
presenting in the respondents' own words their views and 
experiences. 
The main elements of this approach have also been criticised in many 
ways by several social scientists for their almost exclusive micro- 
sociological interest, their assumed degree of `fluidity' of social 
structures and high degree of subjectivity and relativism, their 
indeterministic perception of the world, and several other 
methodological and theoretical issues. Despite these criticisms, both, 
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quantitative and qualitative methodologies are still, popularly being 
employed by social scientists. 
Qualitative research has both strengths and weaknesses, which relate to 
its nature as an approach concerned with studying people as persons 
and being interested in their everyday life experiences and 
interpretations. Obviously many of the weaknesses of this type of 
research are related to its very nature and reflect the positivist 
prejudice of assessment. Table 5.4 shows the strengths and weaknesses 
of qualitative research. 
Table 5.4: The Strengths and Weaknesses of Qualitative Research 
Strengths: " Researching people in natural settings. 
" Stressing interpretations and meanings. 
" Achieving a deeper understanding of the respondent's world. 
" Humanising research process by raising the role of the researched. 
" Allowing higher flexibility. 
" Presenting a more realistic view of the world. 
Weaknesses: " Problems of reliability caused by extreme subjectivity. 
" Risk of collecting meaningless and useless information. 
" It is very time-consuming. 
" Problems of representativeness and generalisability of findings. 
" Problems of objectivity and detachment. 
" Problems of ethics (entering the personal sphere of subjects). 
Source: Chadwick, Bahr & Albrecht (1984) 
The division between qualitative and quantitative methods is perceived 
by methodologists in diverse ways. Some consider these two 
methodologies as contradictory and fundamentally different, others see 
them as the extreme positions of the same continuum: two ideal types 
that are employed only in exceptional circumstances. Table 5.41 shows 
that the two methodologies have developed quite distinct research 
techniques and modes of operation. Quantitativists employ highly 
structured techniques of data collection that allow quantification, 
hypotheses, measurement and operationalisation, as well as the use of 
quantitative methods of data analysis including statistics and 
computers. Qualitative researchers on the other hand use less 
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structured techniques of data collection and analysis. Their emphasis is 
on discovery and exploration rather than on hypothesis testing. 
Table 5.41: Differences between Quantitative and Qualitative Methodology 
Feature Quantitative methodology Qualitative methodology 
Nature of reality Objective; sample; single; Subjective; problematic: 
tangible sense impressions holistic; a social construct 
Causes and effects Nomological thinking; Non-deterministic; mutual 
cause-effect linkages shaping; no cause-effect 
linkages 
The role of values Value neutral: value-free Normativism; value-bound 
inquiry inquiry 
Natural and social sciences Deductive; model of Natural and social sciences 
natural sciences; are different; inductive; 
nomothetic; deductive; ideographic; no strict 
based on strict rules rules: interpretations 
Methods Quantitative, Qualitative, with less 
mathematical; extensive emphasis on statistics; 
use of statistics verbal and qualitative 
analysis 
Researcher's role Rather passive; is the Active; `knower' and 
`knower'; is separate from `known' are interactive 
subject-the known: and inseparable 
dualism 
Generalisations Inductive generalisations; Analytical or conceptual 
nomothetic statements generalisations; time-and- 
context specific 
Source: Lincoln & Guba (1985) 
Naturally, there were risks attached to a focus which stressed the 
qualitative at the expense of the quantitative. One of these was the risk 
of distortion as a result of researcher bias and the difficulties which 
might therefore be encountered in the credibility of the findings. 
Nevertheless, the risks inherent in a totally quantitative methodology 
were probably greater, also carrying with them the possibility of 
distortion. Undoubtedly, an emphasis on scientific method brought 
with it the virtues of reliability and replicability. However, in the 
context of a philosophy which emphasised the uniqueness of teams, the 
tendency to manipulate and control research settings and to generalise 
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findings at a high level of abstraction inherent in the quantitative 
approach, could result in reductionism and lost opportunities of 
making fine distinction and considerations of behavioural phenomena. 
Kumar (1999) stated that in some studies, there is a need to combine 
both qualitative and quantitative approaches. The idea of triangulation 
entails using more than one method or source of data in the study of 
social phenomena. Denzin (1989) employed the term triangulation 
more broadly as an approach that uses "multiple observers, theorectical 
perspectives, sources of data, and methodologies", but his emphasis 
has tended to be on methods of investigation and sources of data. 
Increasingly, triangulation is also being used to refer to a process of 
cross-checking findings deriving from both quantitative and qualitative 
research (Deacon et al, 1998). Triangulation represents just one way 
which it may be useful to think about the integration of these two 
research strategies (combining both, the quantitative and qualitative 
approaches is discussed in the later section). 
Due to the nature of the research it was thought that the design of this 
study needed to follow an interactive reflexive pattern in that the 
results derived at one stage would suggest the focus for the next. Thus 
in this study, qualitative and quantitative data collections were 
employed in the exploratory phase, and purely quantitative data 
collection was exercised in the correlational phase. Figure 5.4 shows a 
classification of research data of the study. 
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Figure 5.4: A Classification of Research Data 
5.41 Exploratory Study using Qualitative Research Technique 
To maximise the benefits from qualitative research, researchers need to 
ensure that they use variations of appropriate methods to provide 
optimum solutions to specific research (Pawle, 1999). Thus, the 
exploratory research in this study used qualitative data generated by 
semi-structured and unstructured face-to-face interview techniques. As 
this method of data collection can provide in-depth knowledge 
effectively and economically in terms of time and cost. Additionally, 
since a cross-sectional design requires the collection of data from a 
particular respondent or group of respondents at one point in time, this 
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exhibits considerable advantages over longitudinal approaches, 
especially in terms of time and budget constraints. Therefore, semi- 
structured and unstructured face-to-face interview techniques were 
employed with different samples "one time only". 
From a social science research perspective, the interviews are defined 
as "the methods of maintaining and generating conversations with 
people on a specific topic or range of topics and the interpretations 
which social science researchers make of the resultant data, constitute 
the fundamentals of interviews and interviewing" (May, 2001). The 
individual interview involves face-to-face discussion and provides the 
best opportunity for the establishment of close contact between the 
interviewer and the interviewee. 
Thus, the aim of employing face-to-face interviews in this study was to 
allow individuals within the samples to describe and provide rich 
insights of their experience and opinions in terms of people's 
behaviour at work and the processes of teamwork effectiveness (see 
Chapter 6), from their own perspective and in their own language. For 
example, the interviews with employees sample in Thailand reflected 
aspects of the questionnaire respondents to determine the common 
behaviour of organisational citizenship and impression management. 
Thus, the data obtained from the interviews were compared with the 
existing literatures (see Chapter 6). Consequently, the data obtained 
from the interview process will be used in conjunction with 
quantitative data collection technique. 
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5.42 Exploratory Study using Quantitative Research Technique 
In addition to the qualitative research technique, the exploratory 
research also utilized quantitative data in achieving parts of the 
objectives in this study: to develop a reliable measure of 
organisational citizenship behaviour, impression management 
behaviour, intragroup processes and teamwork effectiveness that could 
be applied to the Thai culture. Thus, this stage serves as pilot studies 
to test the validity and reliability of the OCB and IMB measurements. 
The exploratory research in this study used quantitative data generated 
by self-completed questionnaire. Kumar (1999) suggested some 
advantages of employing the self-completion questionnaire method as 
compared to the face-to-face interviewing method. He stated that the 
use of a self-completion questionnaire is comparatively convenient and 
inexpensive - saving time and human and financial resources. 
Additionally, there is no face-to-face interaction between respondents 
and interviewer, this method provides greater anonymity, which in the 
case of this study, when sensitive questions are enquired; it alleviates 
to increase the likelihood of obtaining accurate information. Table 
5.42 shows a comparative evaluation of survey methods. 
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Table 5.42: A Comparative Evaluation of Survey Methods 
Telephone In-office Electronic Traditional In-office 
interviews interviews mail surveys mail surveys surveys 
Flexibility Moderate High Low Low Low 
of data 
collection 
Diversity of Low High Moderate Moderate Moderate 
questions 
Use of physical Low High Moderate to Moderate Moderate 
stimuli high 
Sample control Moderate Moderate Low Low Moderate 
to hih to high 
Control of data Moderate Moderate Low Low Low 
collection to high 
environment 
Control of field Moderate Low High High High 
force 
Quantity of data Low High Moderate Moderate High 
Response rate Moderate High High Low Moderate 
to high 
Perceived Moderate Low High High Moderate 
respondent to high 
anonymity 
Social Low High High Moderate Moderate 
desirability 
Obtaining High Low Moderate High High 
sensitive 
information 
Potential for Moderate High Low Low Low 
interviewer bias 
Potential to Low High Low Low Low 
probe 
respondents 
Potential to Moderate High Low Low Moderate 
build rapport 
Speed High Moderate Moderate to Low Low to 
high moderate 
Cost Moderate High Low Low Low to 
moderate 
Source: Adapted from Malhotra & Birks (2000) 
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The information/data derived will be used in conjunction with 
qualitative data from interviews to obtain "methodological 
triangulation" (Denzin, 1989). Triangulation has been advocated by 
many researchers (e. g., Deacon, Bryman & Fenton, 1998: Hughes, 
MacKintosh, Hastings, Wheeler, Watson & Inglis, 1997; Phelan, 1987). 
It is an approach where both qualitative and quantitative methods of 
investigation are employed to increase the robustness of the findings. 
This should provide a meaningful interpretation of findings. Therefore, 
by combining the two designs, three advantages emerge: 
(1) qualitative research facilitates quantitative research - 
methodological triangulation; 
(2) quantitative research facilitates qualitative research - data 
triangulation; 
(3) qualitative research may facilitate the interpretation of 
relationships between different variables - analytical triangulation. 
Thus the triangulation employed in this study is related to the 
methodological triangulation, where qualitative research facilitates 
quantitative research. There are several ways in which qualitative 
research can be used to guide quantitative research such as providing 
hypotheses and/or aiding the measurement of the study, which the 
latter is the concern in this study. The in-depth knowledge of social 
contexts acquired through qualitative research can be used to inform 
the design of survey questions for structured interviewing and self- 
completion questionnaires. Pope and Mays (1995) point out that semi- 
structured interviewing took place before a British national survey on 
sexual attitudes and lifestyles (Wellings et al 1994), so that the most 
appropriate sexual terms to be used in the survey questions could be 
decided. The interviews revealed considerable misunderstanding about 
many terms. Laurie and Sullivan (1991) report that, prior to the first 
wave of data collection for the British Household Panel Study, 
qualitative research was conducted through `depth interviews' and 
`group discussions'. One of the main purposes of this phase was `to 
clarify terminologies and concepts about intra-household allocative 
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processes in order to aid in the development of questions for the panel 
questionnaire' 
Given this view, whilst the qualitative (semi-structured, unstructured 
face-to-face interviews) and quantitative (self-completed 
questionnaire) methods were used to identify significant variables and 
establish a linkage between those variables, the subsequent 
quantitative phase of the research will confirm which of those 
variables are most significant and study the linkage on how the 
variables operate. The variables identified in the exploratory phase 
were utilized and fed into a structured questionnaire, which will be 
employed in the next stage of the study, the correlational research. 
More essentially, the variables identified in this phase of the study 
will be developed and built the main model of this study: to investigate 
the impact of organisational citizenship behaviour and impression 
management behaviour as individual inputs within the input-process- 
output framework for teamwork effectiveness in Thailand. 
5.43 Correlational Study using Quantitative Research and Analysis 
The variables identified in the exploratory phase using qualitative and 
quantitative research were explored in order to develop and build the 
model framework of this study. The variables were also utilized to 
develop a structured questionnaire, which was employed in this phase 
of the study. Thus correlational research is the main phase of this 
research. 
The questionnaires were coded and the resulting data analysed using 
SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences). A review of the 
research methodology and data analysis literature indicated a variety 
of univariate, bivariate, and multivariate types of data analysis 
(Bryman & Cramer, 1999), wh ich were appropria te for analysing to 
provide explanations accordingl y, for the purposes of this study. Thus, 
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the choices of statistical data analysis techniques were dependent upon 
the investigation aims of the study. The statistical data analysis 
techniques operated in this study are described in detail in Chapter 6. 
5.5 Semi-structured Interviewing Method 
As mentioned in the previous section; the data collection method 
employed during the exploratory stage in this study is the semi- 
structured interviewing method. And thus, for the respondents to 
sufficiently identify organisational citizenship and impression 
management behaviour, each of the interviewing sessions must 
essentially follow the same pattern of interviewing structure. The 
author has chosen construct elicitation based on the repertory grid 
technique as the approach to provide the interviewing structure in this 
study. Thus the following section discusses broadly, the use of Kelly's 
Repertory Grid Technique and the application of the construct 
elicitation as the semi-structured interviewing method in this study. 
5.51 Discussion of Kelly's Repertory Grid Technique 
This study borrowed the use of construct elicitation from the basis of 
the repertory grid technique. However, prior to a discussion of this, the 
repertory grid technique is described. The repertory grid technique 
provides a way of accessing an individual's unique set of personal 
constructs, and therefore enables the researcher to access an 
individual's view of reality (Gammack & Stephens, 1994). The 
repertory grid technique stems from the personal construct psychology 
proposed by George Kelly (1955). Kelly believed that individuals act 
like scientists, continuously striving to make sense of their world and 
their place within it. Within the concept of personal construct 
psychology, Bannister and Fransella (1986) suggested the notion of the 
"inquiring person" implies that the unique principle that governs 
human behaviour is the need for meaning, and the need to make sense 
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of the world. Thus, individuals develop constructions (or theories) of 
themselves and their world. 
The basic beliefs of personal construct psychology provide the 
rationale for the repertory grid technique. Up until the 1960s the great 
majority of repertory grid studies had a clinical focus (Easterby-Smith, 
Thorpe & Holman, 1996); however, since then, repertory grids have 
also been used to measure political attitudes (Fransella & Bannister, 
1967) and customer response in market research such as Riley and 
Palmer's (1975) study of tourists' views of seaside towns. They have 
been used to produce urban planning maps (Stringer, 1974) and in the 
evaluation of residential or other approaches to the rehabilitation of 
deviants (Norris, 1977,1979,1982). Rapid computer analysis has made 
the interactive use of grids possible for clinical and educational 
purposes (Pope & Keen, 1981) and this application may prove 
particularly useful for pilot studies. 
Since the 1980s the technique has been increasingly used in 
organisational psychology. Jankowicz (1990) outlines the numerous 
ways in which personal construct psychology has been applied to 
business practice. He argues that repertory grids have been applied to a 
wide range of areas, for example job analysis, induction training, risk 
analysis, and training evaluation. He suggests that this diversity in 
applications reflects the flexibility of the technique. 
This extensive range of applications has shown the relative advantages 
that repertory grids have over other methods of data collection. It is 
very much more flexible and produces more subjective material than 
any questionnaire. Nuances of meaning, which may escape the research 
worker analysing questionnaire responses are dealt with better by grid 
methods. Because of the multidimensional nature of the grid it can be 
used to obtain a great deal more data in a relatively short space of time 
than a questionnaire. Grids may additionally overcome the drawbacks 
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encountered by the in-depth interviewing technique. A great deal of 
redundant material may be amassed in this way if inexperienced 
interviewers have difficulties in controlling the course of a guided or 
semi-structured interview with a talkative respondent. 
Easterby and colleagues (1996) point out that the value of repertory 
grids includes the following: 
"The Fact that perceptions of nebulous relationships can be 
written down rigorously by someone who is not a trained psychologist, 
is itself significant. The visual representation helps to focus the 
analysis and makes communication about them easier. It also involves 
verbalizing constructs which would otherwise remain hidden ... at a 
personal level it may be a way of generating self-insights. Most 
importantly, the grid provides a representation of the individual's own 
world; it is not a model imposed by an outsider. As such the individual 
can explore the world for him/herself. " 
Hence, it would seem that the use of repertory grids engenders 
reflexivity - the ability to think about one's own thinking (Bourdieu, 
1990). This is an advantage that one would argue has potentially been 
hindered by the over-quantification of grid data (Cassell, et al., 2000). 
Where repertory grids have been used in organisational psychology 
research, quantitative methods of data analysis have traditionally been 
utilised. However, the danger of the developments in statistical 
analysis that accompanies grid data is a move away from the central 
point of concern: understanding how the individual makes sense of the 
world. This emphasis on statistical sophistication poses problems for a 
technique that essentially has a qualitative focus on language and the 
interview (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Holman, 1996). 
Additionally, the author noted that Kelly's Repertory Grid Technique 
has some limitations. By employing construct elicitation based on the 
repertory grid technique as the structure of the semi-structured 
interview, there will be a risk of unnecessary time-consuming research, 
which provides weak responses. For example, some of the constructs 
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derived from the construct elicitation technique may be too evaluative, 
too descriptive and/or irrelevant to the study. Additionally, Fransella 
and Bannister (1977) commented on some of the weakness of the 
repertory grid as follows: 
`The repertory grid has been turned into a technology which 
generates its own problems and then solves these problems. Such 
problems do not necessarily relate to any attempt, to understand the 
meaning which the person attaches to his universe'. 
Considering the advantages of employing the repertory grid method 
over an alternative method such as in-depth interview and its 
limitations, the author maintains that the `part use' of the repertory 
grid as a construct elicitation method was beneficial as the basis of a 
semi-structured interview. It also was able to provide a replication 
structure to the interviews which improved the methodology. In 
addition, it was helpful given the sensitivity of the area under study. In 
the case of this study, Thai employees discussing the behaviour of 
their colleagues can be considered as the topic of sensitivity. 
Gammack and Stephens (1994) suggest that, although there are 
variations to the repertory grid technique, they all contain three basic 
stages (note for this research, repertory grid as an approach is not used 
other than the elicitation of constructs): 
1. The elicitation of elements, identifying the entities in the area of 
construing to be investigated. For example, elements could be the 
names of family or significant others, or situations in which one 
might find oneself. 
2. The elicitation of constructs, identifying the distinctions that can 
be applied amongst these elements. 
3. The construction of a matrix (grid) of elements and constructs. 
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The approach of using construct elicitation based on the repertory grid 
technique in this study fits in with that of Gammack and Stephens 
(1994) who stress that the approach is most meaningfully grounded 
with Kelly's personal construct psychology as a "conversational 
technology". The value of utilizing this approach to this study lies in 
providing significant constructs in respondent's own language about 
the ways in which behaviour is evaluated and assessed within their 
own working world. 
In this study, however, one must bear in mind that the objective of 
employing construct elicitation based on the repertory grid technique 
is to provide each semi-structured interviewing session with an 
appropriate structure that can be replicated and effectively elicit the 
constructs from the respondents. The objective is not to evaluate or 
analyse or make any comparison between the responses. Therefore, the 
semi-structured interviewing sessions involve only eliciting the 
meaningfully constructs of OCB and IMB, and do not involve any 
scaling or rating from the respondents. Hence, this study does not 
contain the third basic stage identified by Gammack and Stephens 
(1994): the construction of a matrix (grid) of elements and constructs; 
the purpose here, is not to examine the relationship between elements 
and constructs. 
5.52 Procedure of Construct Elicitation based on the Repertory Grid 
Technique 
Repertory grids are a type of structured interview in which the 
structure is based on a sorting procedure. As mentioned in the previous 
section, this study approaches only the first and second stages of 
repertory grid technique (identified by Gammack & Stephens, 1994), 
which are the elicitation of elements and the elicitation of constructs. 
Thus, the two basic essentials for grid composition are firstly items to 
be sorted and secondly ideas of a bi-polar kind such as: 
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successful/unsuccessful and shy/confident by which to categorise 
them. The items to be sorted are referred to as `elements' and the bi- 
polar categorisations are `constructs'. 
However, within Kelly's (1955) original version of the grid, literatures 
show that researchers have operated the grids with a number of 
adaptations and modifications. Frequently occurring modifications 
include changing the kinds of constructs used (elicited vs. supplied), 
altering the method of construct elicitation, and changing the nature of 
the element sorts (monadic, dyadic, triadic) (Neimeyer, 2002). 
In this study, the elements elicited by the respondents were individuals 
(their colleagues). Stewart and Stewart's (1981) Business Applications 
of Repertory Grid clarifies that elements can be people, objects, 
events, or activities. Additionally, much of the grid work in this area 
uses individuals as elements for construct elicitation (Dunn, Pavlak & 
Roberts, 1987; Jolly, Reynolds & Slocum, 1988; Levy & Reid, 1997; 
Passini & Norman, 1969; Stewart & Stewart, 1981). Thus, in this 
study, the interviewees were asked to bring to mind their colleagues 
who they have frequent face-to-face interaction with regarding their 
work, and these serve as the elements in this study. 
The main focus of using construct elicitation based on the repertory 
grid technique as a form of semi-structured interviewing method is to 
elicit the constructs of OCB and IMB from the interviewees. There are 
a number of ways of eliciting constructs. A review of different 
approaches of construct elicitation is presented by Epting, Probert and 
Pittman (1993). However, the two most frequent approaches are the 
traditional triadic and dyadic elicitation procedures. 
The dyadic elicitation approach has an individual consider only two 
elements. For example, the person is asked to consider whether the two 
elements are alike in some particular way, or different in some way. 
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The triadic elicitation procedure involves generating bi-polar 
constructs by comparing and contrasting a triad of elements. For 
example, a person is asked to consider in which way two elements are 
similar to each other yet different from the third member of the triad. 
A word or phase may be used to represent this similarity. 
The results of a comparison of triadic and dyadic study by Caput] and 
Reddy (1999) show that the triadic method seems to generate construct 
sets that are cognitively more complex. They suggest that researchers 
need to be aware that the nature and types of constructs generated are 
influenced by the method. If a researcher wishes to employ dyadic 
elicitation because it is simpler, he/she may be eliciting less 
cognitively complex constructs. 
In this study, the constructs were elicited upon the basis of the triadic 
method. The interviewer encouraged the interviewees to describe the 
similarity between two elements and the differential of another 
element (their colleagues), and with their descriptions derived the 
items of organisational citizenship behaviour and impression 
management behaviour. Initially some of the constructs were supplied 
by the interviewer to establish if the interviewees fully comprehended 
the meaning of the constructs, by using the definitions of 
organisational citizenship behaviour and impression management to 
guide the interviewing process. Furthermore, to assist the elicitation - 
laddering technique is also applied. Fransella and Bannister (1977) 
described laddering as a technique to expand the constructs. Thus, in 
this study the interviewer applied laddering by continuously using 
"how" and "why" in order to expand the constructs. As a scientific 
research, a benefit of this is the procedure of the interviewing method 
can be replicated. Appendix I presents the procedure and detail of the 
semi-structured interviews. 
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Thus, the results from this procedure derived the sets of meaningful 
items representing organisational citizenship behaviour and impression 
management behaviour. As mentioned earlier in the previous section, 
the objective in this stage of this study is not to examine the 
relationship between elements and constructs, and therefore, does not 
involve the construction of a matrix (grid) of elements and constructs: 
does not involve any scaling or rating from the subjects. As such with 
respect to this study, future researchers will benefit from construct 
elicitation based upon the repertory grid technique not as a set 
statistical exercise but alternatively as construing it as a way of 
`organising' conversation between the interviewer and the 
interviewees. This allowed the capture of deeper understanding and 
items for the study subject area. 
5.6 Determine the Format for Measurements 
In general, scales made up of items that are scorable on some 
continuum and that are summed to form a scale score are most 
compatible with the theoretical orientation (DeVellis, 1991). This 
section discusses the itemised rating scale techniques that are to be 
considered to employ in this study and some alternative scaling 
techniques that are rejected, and then examines the major issues 
surrounding the use of itemised rating scales. - the Thurstone, the 
Likert, semantic differential, and Stapel scales 
The Thurstone Scale 
This scale was developed in the USA in the 1920s; it consists of a list 
of items constructed with the aid of experts who are very closely 
related to the construction of the scale. It is employed mainly in the 
area of attitude measurement, and is developed through a cumbersome 
and demanding process. Typically, items could be developed that 
correspond to different intensities of the attribute, spaced to represent 
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equal intervals, and could be formatted with agree-disagree response 
options, for example. The researcher could give these items to 
respondents and then inspect their responses to see which items 
triggered agreement. Because the items would have been precalibrated 
with respect to their sensitivity to specific levels of the phenomenon, 
the agreements would pinpoint how much of the attribute the 
respondent possessed. The selection of items to represent equal 
intervals across items would result in highly desirable measurement 
properties because scores would be amenable to mathematical 
procedures based on interval scaling. 
Thurstone scales are criticised for, among other things, their 
demanding and time-consuming manner of construction, and the 
emphasis they place on the views of the judges. As Nunnally (1978) 
points out, developing a true Thurstone scale is considerably harder 
than describing one. The practical problems associated with the 
method often outweigh its advantages. However, they are a valuable 
tool of methodology, and are employed as the sole technique or 
together with other methods of attitude measurement. Thus in this 
study, Thurstone scaling technique is adapted to assist part of 
developing measurements of OCB, IMB, and teamwork effectiveness 
(detail discussion in Chapter 6), but not as a final questionnaire. 
The Likert Scale 
The Likert scale, named after its developer, Rensis Likert, is a widely 
used rating scale that requires the respondents to indicate a degree of 
agreement or disagreement with each of a series of statements about 
the stimulus objects. This scale is based upon the assumption that each 
statement/item on the scale has equal `attitudinal value', `importance' 
or `weight' in terms of reflecting an attitude towards the issue in 
question. This assumption is also the main limitation of this scale as 
statements on a scale seldom have equal attitudinal value. It is 
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important to remember that the Likert scale does not measure attitude 
per se. It does help to place different respondents in relation to each 
other in terms of intensity of their attitude towards an issue: it shows 
the strength of one respondent's view in relation to another. 
Typically in the Likert scale, each scale item has five response 
categories, ranging from `strongly disagree' to `strongly agree', and 
also, each statement is assigned a numerical score, ranging either from 
-2 to +2 or 1 to 5. 
The major disadvantage of the Likert scale is that it takes longer to 
complete than other itemised rating scales because respondents have to 
read and fully reflect upon each statement. However, the Likert scale 
has several advantages. It is easy to construct and administer, and 
respondents readily understand how to use the scale, making it suitable 
for mail, telephone or personal interviews. Because the advantages of 
the Likert scale are consider appropriate for the nature of research in 
this study; the author favours the use of the Likert scale as a part of 
questionnaires development and adapted it into the final questionnaire 
(discussion of scale development in Chapter 6). 
Semantic Differential Sc 
This technique was developed by Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum in 
1957. The semantic differential scaling technique is concerned with 
measurement of the different kinds of meaning, or the different 
semantic dimensions, which can be adopted in the conceptualization of 
any object or stimulus (Osgood et al, 1957; Osgood, May & Miron, 
1975). As mentioned earlier in Section 5.51, Osgood's Semantic 
Differential utilises 7-point rating scale with end points associated 
with bi-polar labels that have semantic meaning and the main 
differential is based on a series of factor analytic studies which 




potency (strong/weak) and activity (inactive/passive) 
Individual items on a semantic differential scale may be scored on 
either a -3 to +3 or a1 to 7 scale. The resulting data are commonly 
analysed through profile analysis, in which the means or median values 
on each rating scale are calculated and compared by plotting or 
statistical analysis to determine the overall differences and similarities 
among the objects. Although the mean is most often used as a summary 
statistic, there is some controversy as to whether the data obtained 
should be treated as an interval scale. However, Gaiton (1980) shows 
that there is little difference in the results based on whether the data 
are ordinal or interval. 
Its versatility makes the semantic differential a popular rating scale in 
marketing research, widely used in company brand, product, and 
company images. Additionally, the semantic differential method offers 
precise information concern the attitudes of people toward others. It 
allows evaluation c 
different types on 
construct. However, 
instance, a long list 
and also inaccurate 
meanings might vary 
and distortions. As 
)f concepts, comparisons, and measurement of 
the same measure, and is relatively easy to 
this scale has to be treated with caution. For 
of points to choose from might cause confusion 
results. Definitions of the concepts and their 
from one respondent to another, causing problems 
Chisnall (1986) suggested that because of its 
versatility, it is tempered to some degree by two factors: 1) the 
subjective interpretation of the adjectives attached to each end of the 
semantic scale, and 2) a `halo effect' that may lead to evaluation along 
one dimension biasing others. Thus, the author considered employing 
the semantic differential scaling technique as a part of questionnaire 
developing and/or in the final questionnaires, but it is rejected in 
favour of other techniques. 
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Stapel Scale 
The Stapel scale, named after its developer, Jan Stapel, is a unipolar 
rating scale with ten categories numbered from -5 to +5, without a 
neutral point (zero). This scale is usually presented vertically and 
respondents are asked to indicate by selecting an appropriate numerical 
response category how accurately or inaccurately each term describes 
the object. The higher the number, the more accurately the term 
describes the object. The data obtained by using a Stapel scale can be 
analysed in the same way as semantic differential data and the produce 
results is also similar to the semantic differential (Hawkins, Albaum & 
Best, 1974; Menezes & Elbert, 1979). The Stapel scale's advantages 
are that it does not require a pre-test of the adjectives or phases to 
ensure true bi-polarity and that it can be administered over the 
telephone. However, this technique is rejected as some researchers 
believe the Stapel scale is confusing and difficult to apply (Upah & 
Cosmas, 1980). 
5.61 Utilizing the Scale Format in this Study 
Section 5.6 explains the Likert scaling technique as the favourable 
method to develop the questionnaires and utilizing in the final 
questionnaires. This section discusses the adaptation of the scale 
formats employed in this study. The full details of questionnaires 
development are discussed in Chapter 6. 
In the Likert scale, normally, each items are assigned to five possible 
responses - strongly agree, agree, indifferent, disagree, strongly 
disagree. This format of measurement is classified into three- 
directional categories (positive, negative and neutral positions in the 
study population) with respect to the respondents' attitude toward the 
issue under study. Due to the concepts under study - OCB and IMB - 
the OCB and IMB items are assigned to a six point scale - strongly 
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disagree, moderately disagree, mildly disagree, mildly agree, 
moderately agree, strongly agree, to ensure that the respondents could 
not choose a central value, and that their responses could only fall into 
one of the two-directional categories (positive or negative). 
However, the results from a pilot study (detail discussion in study 1 of 
Chapter 6) illustrate that most of the respondents seem to respond into 
only one-directional category (positive). The fact that the issues of 
OCB and IMB were commonly carried out at certain levels, other 
response options would not be considered by the respondents. 
Therefore, this scale measuring OCB and IMB is changed to a six point 
scale that fall into one-directional category only (positive) - never, 
very few times, few times, several, often, very often. The author 
retains the six point possible responses because the scale would give 
the respondents wider options, and thus, would effectively capture the 
strength of response. This scale measuring OCB and IMB is used in the 
final questionnaires as shown below. 
Never Very few times Few times Several Often Very often 
As Chapter 6 shows, the pilot study also involves measuring other 
related issues, and therefore, the Likert scale is adapted according to 
the appropriateness of concepts under measure. For instance, 
measuring "perceived organisational support" and "self-monitoring", a 
six point scale response options that fall into two-directional 
categories (positive and negative) is employed - strongly disagree, 
disagree, moderately disagree, moderately agree, agree, strongly agree 
is used. And measuring "careerism", a six point scale response options 
with one-directional category (positive) is used - never, very few 
times, few times, several, often, very often. 
In the pilot study and the final questionnaires (study 2 and 3 in 
Chapter 6), the concepts of items measuring "intra-group processes" 
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and "team viability" are considered to be appropriate to assign to the 
unchanged five points Likert scale - strongly disagree, disagree, 
neutral, agree, strongly agree - which the responses could be classified 
into three-directional categories (positive, negative and neutral). The 
pilot study and the final questionnaires also consist of items measuring 
the overall effectiveness of teamwork in which each items are assigned 
to a five point Likert-type scale. However, it is necessary to change 
the wordings of the response options, in order to collaborate with the 
suitable issue of under study (1 = somewhat below requirements, 5= 
consistently exceeds requirements). 
5.7 Validity and Reliability 
Throughout the exploratory and correlational phases, various tests for 
validity and reliability were performed. Ghiselli, Campbell and Zedeck 
(1981) considered reliability the fundamental issue in psychological 
measurement. Reliability concerns how much a variable influences a 
set of items, and validity concerns whether the variable is the 
underlying cause of item covariation (DeVellis, 1991). 
Reliability in the sense of being able to obtain consistent results over 
time with the same respondents, is an issue which has small relevance 
to naturalistic enquiry in that it explores reality as perceived by 
individuals and by definition, this will be constantly changing, 
especially when they are encouraged to articulate and question their 
own perceptions. When dealing with human behaviour, the variables 
such as attitudes to teamwork will be difficult to control (Rist, 1977). 
Thus, the issue of reliability in terms of replicability was therefore 
less appropriate to this research. 
Kerlinger (1986) stressed the term validity is used in several ways. 
The question of validity draws attention to how far a measure really 
measures the concept that it purports to measure. At the very 
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minimum, a researcher who develops a new measure should establish 
that it has face validity, that is, that the measure apparently reflects 
the content of the concept in question. It is equally important that the 
items and questions cover the full range of the issue or attitude being 
measured. Assessment of the items of an instrument in this respect is 
called content validity (content validity is established when the 
content measures what it claims to measure). Since parts of the 
objective in this study is to develop new measurements of OCB and 
IMB that is suitable for the Thai culture; both face and content 
validation are considered to be relevant to this research. The processes 
for these tests are discussed in Chapter 6. 
Additionally, researcher might seek to test the concurrent validity of 
the concept (seeks to assess validity by comparing it with similar well 
established studies). Here the researcher employs a criterion on which 
people are known to differ and which is relevant to the concept in 
question. For example, in order to establish the concurrent validity of 
a job satisfaction measurement one may see how far people who are 
satisfied with their jobs are less likely than those who are not satisfied 
to be absent from work. Another possible test for validity of a new 
measure is predictive validity, which refers to the ability of the study 
to predict some future criterion measure. With predictive validity, the 
researcher would take later levels of absenteeism as the criterion 
against which the validity of job satisfaction would be examined. 
However, due to the theoretical concepts of this study, the author 
cannot employ a criterion on which people are known to differ that is 
relevant to the concepts, that is, the employees that possess citizenship 
behaviour or impression management behaviour cannot be separated. 
Additionally, even though the concept of absentee is relevant to OCB 
and IMB, the information regarding the level of absentees was 
restricted from the author. Therefore, the test for concurrent and 
predictive validity is considered to be inappropriate for this study. 
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However, construct validity is a more sophisticated technique for 
establishing the validity of an instrument. It is based upon statistical 
procedures. It is determined by ascertaining the contribution of each 
construct to the total variance observed in a phenomenon. Construct 
validity looks at how well the content fits in with the general notion of 
the psychological nature of the variables and the instrument it claims 
to measure. Here, the researcher is encouraged to deduce hypotheses 
from a theory that is relevant to the concept, and thus accordingly, 
investigating this theoretical deduction by examining their 
relationship. Campbell and Fiske (1959) refer to this test as 
convergent validity. However, Campbell and Fiske argued that this 
process usually does not go far enough, in that the researcher should 
really be using different measures of the same concept to see how far 
there is convergence. Campbell and Fiske went even further in 
suggesting that a measure should also exhibit discriminant validity. 
The investigation of discriminant validity implies that one should also 
search for low levels of correspondence between a measure and other 
measures which are supposed to represent other concepts. 
Therefore, to fulfil the construct validity test of the new measure of 
OCB and IMB in this study, the author proposed that the perceived 
organisational support of employees was expected to be related to 
OCB, but unrelated to IMB. Self-monitoring and Careerism were likely 
to be related to impression management, but not to the OCB. Bolino 
and Turnley (1999) also supported these propositions. Additionally, 
Bolino and Turnley (1999) also demonstrated that OCB and IMB were 
generally unrelated to each other. The details of the process and results 
are provided in Chapter 6. 
In summary, concurrent, and predictive validity were less relevant to 
this research. However, the issues of content and construct validity 
were central to the investigation given the importance and usefulness 
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of the practical impact the research could generate. Thus in this study, 
tests were carried out on content validation, internal consistency 
reliability, and construct validity - which included convergent and 
discriminant validity. The specific methods for these tests are 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
5.8 Summary 
This chapter has shaped the method employed in this research. The 
research design of this study comprises two phases: exploratory and 
correlational design phases. The exploratory research design is used to 
develop, refine and/or test measurement tools. The exploratory phase 
employed both, qualitative (by semi-structured and unstructured face- 
to-face interview techniques) and quantitative (by self-completed 
questionnaire) data collection techniques. The importance of balancing 
both, qualitative and quantitative techniques was highlighted by the 
comprehensive discussion of positivism and interpretivism approaches 
to research methods. 
This chapter has also justified the construct elicitation based on the 
repertory grid technique, as the technique employed to assist with 
semi-structured interviewing method. The variables identified in the 
exploratory phase of the study were developed by methodological 
triangulation, where qualitative research facilitates quantitative 
research to build the main model framework of this study. The 
variables were also used to develop structured questionnaires to use in 
the correlational research phase as the main phase of this research. 
Various methods were shown to obtain the validity and reliability of 
the structured questionnaires. 
Following this overview, the detailed empirical research methodology 
and findings conducted in this study are presented in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6: Empirical Research Methodology and Results 
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6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 5 outlined the purpose of the exploratory and correlational 
research phases including research techniques and methods of analysis. 
The objectives of the study and underlying theoretical concepts were 
depicted (see Chapter 5). This chapter presents the details of empirical 
research methodology and results customised for this study, which are 
divided into three distinct studies. 
Study 1 initiated the scale development, aiming to develop a reliable 
measure of organisational citizenship behaviour and impression 
management behaviour that could be applied to the Thai culture. 
In addition to scale development related to team processes and 
teamwork effectiveness, Study 2 also emphasizes identification and 
classification of team processes and teamwork effectiveness in order to 
develop the framework model of the study. 
Study 3 is the focal point of the study of this thesis, which was to 
examine the framework model derived from Study 2. 
Each study provided details of samples, procedures, measurement 
tools, and results of the study. Figure 6.1 presented the overview of 
the research process. 
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the Research Process 
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6.2 Study 1- Scale Development (OCB and IMB) 
The objective of this study was to develop a reliable measure of 
organisational citizenship behaviour and impression management 
behaviour that could be applied to the Thai culture. Any attempts to 
develop a new test require a psychometrically sound measure of 
validity and reliability (DeVellis, 1991; Hinkin, 1995). Thus, this 
study followed an accepted approach to scale development outlined by 
DeVellis (1991) and Hinkin (1995). 
6.21 Step 1: Item Generation 
In item generation, the primary concern is content validity, which may 
be viewed as the minimum psychometric requirement for measurement 
adequacy and is the first step in construct validation of a new measure 
(Schriesheim, et al., 1993). There are two basic approaches to item 
development used in this study. The first is deductive, sometimes 
called "logical partitioning", or "classification from above" (Hinkin, 
1995) where items were generated from the basis of extensive 
literature reviews. The second is inductive, also known as "grouping" 
or "classification from below" (Hinkin, 1995) a process of developing 
items from the actual field work. 
Participants: 
The participants for the inductive approach were drawn from 
employees of a Media company in Bangkok, Thailand. This sample 
contained 45 employees (39 females and 6 males), with 89% between 
the ages of 20-29 and 11% were between 30-39 years. They have 
various educational levels ranging from Bachelor to Master degree, 
with 22% having worked in the organization for 1-5 years, 49% for 6- 
10 years and 29% for 11 -15 years. The jobs held by the participants 
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ranged from sales and services positions to supervisory positions to 
managerial level positions. 
Procedure: 
The inductive approach, "one-on-one" semi-structured interviews were 
conducted with 45 participants. Notably, two pilot interviews were 
conducted, prior to the actual interview, in order to establish the 
capability of the interviewer and the time taken for each interviewing 
session. When interviewing the 45 participants, each interviewing 
session took approximately '/2 to 1 hour and was audio recorded. The 
researcher applied the construct elicitation based on the repertory grid 
technique (see Chapter 5 for a comprehensive discussion), the 
interviewer encouraged the interviewees to describe the similarity and 
differential of the elements (their colleagues), and with their 
descriptions derived the items of organisational citizenship behaviour 
and impression management behaviour. Some of the constructs were 
supplied by the interviewer to establish if the interviewees fully 
comprehended the meaning of the constructs, by using the definitions 
of organisational citizenship behaviour, impression management to 
guide the interviewing process. As a scientific research, the procedure 
of the interviewing method can be replicated, thus Appendix I 
presented the procedure and detail of the semi-structured interviews. 
It should be noted that the researcher encountered some difficulty 
during the interview sessions, which was assumed to be a Thai culture 
value issue. Even though the declaration of confidentiality was given 
in each interview, when discussing positive and negative behaviour of 
their colleagues, some of the interviewees were reluctant to speak out, 
especially concerning the negative behaviour of their colleagues as 
these discussions can be express as gossiping. 
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The deductive approach, additional items (Podsakoff, et al, 1990; 
MacKenzie, Podsakoff & Fetter, 1991; Van Dyne, Graham & Dienesch, 
1994; Turnipseed & Murkison, 1996; Wayne & Ferris, 1990; Bolino & 
Turnley, 1999) were added to the generated items pool. In addition to 
both, the deductive and inductive approach, informal and unstructured 
group interview discussing work related behaviours was carried out 
with 10 Thai individuals with various work experience to further 
enlarge the generated items pool. 
Results: 
As a result from both, the inductive and deductive approaches, 100 
items of OCB and 102 items of IMB were generated. These items 
focused on the altruism, conscientiousness, sportsmanship, courtesy 
and civic virtue dimensions of OCB proposed by Organ (1988), and on 
the ingratiation, self-promotion, intimidation, exemplification, and 
supplication of IMB proposed by Jones and Pittman (1982). The items 
were translated from Thai to English by a professional translation 
company and then back translated into Thai by a different translating 
company. The generated items pool of OCB and IMB can be seen in 
Appendix II and III respectively. 
6.22 Step 2: Content Validation 
It would seem that a necessary prerequisite for new measures would be 
to establish a clear link between items and their theoretical domain 
(Hinkin, 1995), and in this case, OCB and IMB. The objective was to 
discard any items that may lead to social desirability response and to 
ensure that the items retained for empirical analysis were clearly 
reflecting the theory of OCB and IMB. This can be accomplished by 
beginning with a strong theoretical framework and employing a 
thorough sorting process that matches items to construct definitions. 
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Content validation of the generated item was performed in two phases 
independently and was conducted in February 2001. 
Procedures & Samplings: 
Phase One (expert judgemental): 
Two faculties from a university business school in the UK served as 
expert judges for content validation of the items. The generated items 
were distributed together with the definitions of OCB and IMB to the 
expert judges. Selection of items to be retained for inclusion in data 
collection questionnaires was based on the judges and their joint 
agreement that the item belonged to a specific dimension. 
Additionally, they were asked to provide recommendations for each 
statement, such as to drop, to change, to add more statements, to mark 
unclear statements, language and to provide written comments. 
Phase Two (statistical analysis): 
Because sorting is a cognitive task that requires intellectual ability 
rather than work experience, the use of students at this stage of scale 
development is appropriate (Schriesheim & Hinkin, 1990). A sample 
was drawn from postgraduate students with various work experience. 
Questionnaires were self-distributed randomly to ten Thai students, 
and they were all asked to return the questionnaire via the researcher's 
`pigeon hole'. The response rates were 100%. Ten Thai students (5 
males and 5 females) filled out the 100-items of OCB and 102-items of 
IMB. The participants responded to each statement through the 
structured questionnaire with two points scale, ranging at either 
`agree' or `disagree'. Additionally, some items were altered by reverse 
wordings to avoid social desirability biases. The questionnaire for this 
stage is presented in Appendix IV. 
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Results: 
Based on the result of phase two (statistical analysis), items with a 
high degree of consistency (eight or more), were dropped from the 
generated pool. Furthermore, based on written comments from phase 
one (expert judges), more items were dropped. Some incomprehensive 
statements indicated language changes, and some reverse scoring 
statements had to be refined to its original denotation. As the results of 
the content validation from both phases performed independently, 40 
statements of OCB and 40 statements of IMB were retained. These 
statements were again translated into Thai and then translated back 
into English. Subsequently, the results from this stage were utilized to 
develop the structured questionnaire employed in the next stage. 
6.23 Step 3: Construct Validity & Reliability Testing 
6.23a Pilot 1 
The objective of Pilot 1 was to test for the internal reliability of the 
OCB and IMB scales. The reliability of a measure refers to its 
consistency. Internal reliability is particularly important in connection 
with multiple-item scales. It raises the question of whether each scale 
is measuring a single idea, and hence whether the items that makes up 
the scale are internally consistent (Bryman & Cramer, 1999). 
Cronbach's coefficient a is a reasonable indicator of the internal 
consistency of instruments that do not have right-wrong (binary) 
marking schemes, thus can be used for questionnaires using scales such 
as rating or Likert (Oppenheim, 1992). 
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Procedures and Samplings: 
Structured questionnaires were distributed randomly to a total of 100 
Thai postgraduate students from university business schools in 
Thailand and the UK. The methods of distribution varied depending on 
the samples. Self-distributed method was employed with the UK 
sample, whilst for the Thai sample the questionnaires were sent to the 
Head of the Schools immediately after the permission was granted via 
a telephone conversation. Pilot 1 was conducted in March to early 
April 2001. The respondents were 78 (31 males and 47 females). Out 
of 78 respondents, 50 (64%) were between the ages of 20-29 years old, 
and 28 (36%) were between 30-39 years old. Twenty-five (32%) 
respondents had <1 year of work experience, 45 (58%) had 1-5 years, 
and 8 (10%) had 6-10 years of work experience. 
Measures: 
The pilot questionnaires produced from step 2 were assessed to 
measure OCB and IMB. For 40-items of OCB and 40-items of IMB, 
using a 6-point scale, the participants rated whether they agree or 
disagree with each statement according to their behaviour at work (1 = 
strongly disagree, 6= strongly agree). The questionnaire for this stage 
is presented in Appendix V. 
Results: 
Table 6.231 presents the internal consistency in each dimension of 
OCB and IMB. 
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Table 6.231: Internal Consistency of OCB and IMB Dimensions 
OCB 
Altruism Conscientiousness Sportmanship Courtesy Civic Virtue 
a 0.2346 0.7590 0.5581 0.2641 0.7179 
IMB 
Ingratiation Self-Promotion Intimidation Exemplification Supplication 
0.5445 0.4048 0.2201 0.3979 -0.0117 
Bryman and Cramer (1999) suggested that if a concept and its 
associated measure are deemed to comprise underlying dimensions, it 
is normal to calculate reliability estimates for each of the constituent 
dimensions rather than for the measure as a whole. Additionally, 
Bryman and Cramer (1999) mentioned that the Cronbach's alpha 
calculation should be - preferably at 0.7 or above - for the scale to be 
more internally reliable. Hence, the coefficient alphas from the result 
of pilot 1 study imply that the scales are not internally consistent, and 
therefore are not reliable. Consequently, a further pilot study was 
required. 
6.23b Pilot 2 
The intentions were to re-produce the OCB and IMB scales and test for 
internal reliability and construct validity. To achieve evidence of 
construct validity, additional measures were employed to explore 
whether the new measures of OCB and IMB related to the supposed-to- 
be related constructs (convergent validity) and unrelated to the 
supposed-to-be unrelated constructs (discriminant validity). Previous 
research (Bolino & Turnley, 1999) provided evidence of some of the 
constructs that were related and unrelated to OCB and IMB. 
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Hence, in this study, the perceived organisational support was 
expected to be related to OCB, but unrelated to IMB. Self-monitoring 
and Careerism were likely to be related to impression management, but 
not to the OCB. Additionally, Bolino and Turnley (1999) also 
demonstrated that OCB and IMB were generally unrelated to each 
other. 
Procedures and Samplings: 
Questionnaires were distributed randomly to a total of 50 Thai 
postgraduate students from another university business school in 
Thailand. The method of questionnaire distribution was identical to 
Pilot 1. The data collection of this stage was conducted in April to 
May 2001. The respondents were 45 (22 males and 23 females). Out of 
the 45 respondents, 35 (78%) were between the ages of 20-29 years 
old, and 10 (22%) were between 30-39 years old. Two (4%) 
participants had <1 year of work experience, 34 (76%) had 1-5 years, 
and 9 (20%) had 6-10 years of work experience. 
Measures: 
OCB and IMB: 
The pilot questionnaires were enhanced by the author and an expert 
judge from a university business school in the UK to improve the 
internal consistency of the scales for OCB and IMB. Forty-items of 
OCB and 40-items of IMB were revised, with some items being 
rephrased, some being replaced with new items, and some being 
eliminated. For example, some items with defective phrasing may have 
confused the responses such as "I complete my tasks as fast as possible 
so that I can go and do my own things", "I offer to give proof and 
make any necessary correction to my co-workers' work", "I never 
complain to my co-workers about my work being too difficult and 
beyond my capability", "I spend a longer time helping my co-worker 
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with their works to create the image of dedication in helping others", 
"I help my co-workers with their work, but not to the fullest of my 
abilities", "I do not try to take credit for events that I am not solely 
responsible for", etc. were eliminated. 
Some items were rephrased into a more uncomplicated form for easier 
comprehension, such as "I see myself as a diplomat -a negotiator - 
always solving conflicts within the work place" was changed to "I try 
to be a negotiator when conflicts arise at work", "I would sooner 
others help my co-workers to perform their jobs better" was changed to 
"I would sooner others help my co-workers rather than me", "I behave 
inflexibly towards some of my co-workers in order to get my own way" 
was changed to "I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers", 
and etc. Moreover, the orders of items in the questionnaires were re- 
sorted. In the previous version, the items were sorted randomly. 
However, in this revised version questionnaires, the order of the items 
were arranged from `easier to respond' to more `difficult to respond' 
items, as was recommended by Oppenheim (1992). 
As a result of the questionnaire modification, this version contained 
35-items of OCB and 30-items of IMB. Finally, these items were 
provided with the 6-point scale, but with different possible response 
options ranging from (1 = never to 6= very often). According to 
Oppenheim (1992), the scale with these response options is efficient 
and is widely employed. The reason for the changes in the scale arises 
from the quantitative data of the first pilot study. Most of the 
respondents seem to respond only to mildly agree, moderately agree or 
strongly agree options. The fact that the behaviours described in the 
questionnaires were commonly carried out at certain levels, other 
response options would not be considered by the respondents. As 
discussed in Chapter 5, the wording of the response options are 
changed due to the concepts under study - OCB and IMB - in order for 
the responses to fall into one-directional category (positive). And the 
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six points is retained because the scale would give the respondents 
wider options, and thus, would effectively capture the strength of 
response. Therefore, this version of the scale would give the 
respondents wider options. The classification of items and this version 
of questionnaire modification are presented in Appendix VI and VII 
respectively. 
Perceived Organisational Support: 
The 10-item scale, the shortened form from the Survey of Perceived 
Organisational Support (Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchinson & Sowa, 
1986) was used to measure the degree to which the participants feel 
their organisations were committed to them. These were provided with 
the 6-point scale response options ranging from (1 = strongly disagree 
to 6= strongly agree). 
Self-monitoring: 
Thirteen-item scale (Lennox & Wolfe, 1984) was applied to measure 
the degree to which the participants were sensitive to the 
appropriateness of the image they convey and attempted to change 
their behaviours to suit different social situations. These were 
provided with the 6-point scale options ranging from (1 = strongly 
disagree to 6= strongly agree). 
Careerism: 
Eight-item scale (Feldman & Weitz, 1991) was used to measure the 
participants' tendency to pursue career advancement through non- 
performance-based means. These were provided with the 6-point scale 
options ranging from (1 = never to 6= very often). 
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Results: 
Table 6.232: New Internal Consistency of OCB and IMB Dimensions 
OCB 
Altruism Conscientiousness Sportsmanship Courtesy Civic Virtue 
a 0.8107 0.7455 0.7969 0.8974 0.8438 
IMB 
Ingratiation Self-Promotion Intimidation Exemplification Supplication 
a 0.7922 0.7680 0.8574 0.8301 0.8198 
From the results in Table 6.232 above, substantial progress regarding 
internal reliability of the questionnaires had been achieved since the 
first pilot study. This was achieved by means of the coefficient alpha 
in all dimensions of OCB and IMB were proven to be internally 
reliable (a were higher than 0.7, and therefore, sufficient). The 
coefficient alpha for perceived organisational support, self-monitoring, 
and careerism were 0.7485,0.7206, and 0.7003 respectively. 
For the construct validity, statistical data analysis was performed 
through the SPSS software to produce the matrix of correlation 
coefficients. The idea of correlation is one of the most important and 
basic in the elaboration of bivariate relationships, in which measures 
of correlation indicate both the strength and the direction of the 
relationship between a pair of variables (Bryman & Cramer, 1999). 
Thus, the approach to employ correlation coefficients analysis is 
appropriate the reach the objective in this stage of the study. At this 
stage, the reason for employing correlation coefficients analysis is to 
determine the convergent and discriminant validity, in which (as 
discussed earlier) the perceived organisational support was expected to 
be related to OCB, but unrelated to IMB. Self-monitoring and 
Careerism were likely to be related to impression management, but not 
to the OCB. And OCB and IMB were generally unrelated to each other. 
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The type of data from the questionnaires was treated as interval 
variable and was input into the spreadsheet of the SPSS, and thus, 
Pearson correlation analysis was employed. Table 6.233 presents the 
output derived from the SPSS: the matrix of correlation coefficients 
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As expected, the perceived organisational support was positively and 
significantly related to all the dimensions of OCB, and was unrelated 
to all the dimensions of IMB. Conversely, self-monitoring and 
careerism were found to be significantly related to IMB and not to 
OCB. Particularly, self-monitoring was positively and significantly 
related to all the dimensions of IMB, and was not significantly related 
to altruism, conscientiousness, courtesy and civic virtue. Additionally, 
careerism was positively and significantly related to ingratiation, self- 
promotion, intimidation, and exemplification; and was not 
significantly related to altruism, conscientiousness, and civic virtue. 
Lastly, even though some dimensions between OCB and IMB were 
related to each other; it could still be considered that OCB and IMB 
were generally unrelated to each other, since none of the dimensions of 
IMB were correlated to the altruism dimension of OCB, and only one 
out of five dimensions of IMB was related to sportsmanship and civic 
virtue, and so forth. These results provided evidence of the convergent 
and discriminant validity of the new measures of OCB and IMB. 
Table 6.234 Outline the results from the matrix of correlation coefficients 
Correlation Direction of Strength of correlation 
correlation 
OCB - POS Yes to all dimensions + Generally weak to moderate 
OCB - SM No to altruism, 
conscientiousness, 
courtesy, civic virtue 
OCB -C No to altruism, 
conscientiousness, civic 
virtue 
IMB - POS No to all dimensions 
IMB - SM Yes to all dimensions + Generally moderate to strong 
IMB -C Yes to ingratiation, self- + Generally moderate 
promotion, intimidation, 
exemplification 
OCB - IMB Generally no 
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However, the matrix of correlation coefficients produced an interesting 
result. Some of the dimensions of IMB were found to have a weak, but 
negative correlation to one another, for instance, supplication was 
negatively related to exemplification and self-promotion. 
Thus, the overall outcome results from the second pilot study derived 
two objective questionnaires that proved to have construct validity and 
were internally reliable. The final version of the OCB questionnaire 
contains 35-items measuring organisational citizenship behaviour and 
the IMB questionnaire contains 30-items measuring impression 
management behaviour (as seen in Appendix VI and VII). 
6.3 Study 2- Scale Development (Teamwork) 
The purpose of this study was to develop a reliable measure of 
teamwork effectiveness that was appropriate to the Thai culture. The 
procedures of this study were unchanged from the previous study: the 
approach to scale development outlined by DeVellis (1991) and 
Hinkin (1995) was followed and items were generated through the 
literature reviews and the face-to-face in-depth interview with 15 
employees from two hierarchical levels: 10 from managerial level and 
5 from supervisory level of a media company in Bangkok, Thailand. 
However, the interviewing methodology in this study was not of the 
construct elicitation based on the repertory grid technique, but was 
unstructured interviews. This stage of the study was carried out in 
July 2001. 
Each of the interviewees was asked to provide a descriptive account of 
effective teamwork components (the summary of the descriptive 
teamwork derived from the unstructured interviews with 15 employees 
and generated items are presented in Appendix VIII). The results 
confirmed that the components and most items were similar if not 
identical to the existing measure from the literature reviews (O'Reilly 
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& Roberts, 1976; Stokes, 1983; Rahim, 1983; Evans & Jarvis, 1986; 
DeStephen & Hirokawa, 1988; O'Reilly, Caldwell & Barnett, 1989: 
Campion, Medsker & Higgs, 1993; Barrick, Stewart, Neubert & Mount, 
1998) after the process of translation. Consequently, the items used in 
this scale development for measuring the intra-group process were 
obtained mainly from the existing scale developed by earlier 
researchers as they were suitable to apply to the Thai culture. The 
items were translated from English to Thai and then back translated 
into English. However, some of the items derived from the 
interviewing process were translated from Thai to English and then 
back translated into Thai. Then content validation was conducted using 
two faculties from a university business school in Bangkok, Thailand, 
serving as expert judges. Finally, a pilot study was carried out for the 
reliability testing of the teamwork questionnaires. 
6.31 Pilot 
Samplings and Procedures: 
Questionnaires were distributed to 103 individuals working in 15 teams 
within a media company in Bangkok, Thailand. For each team, the 
team members were restricted to between 5 to 10 members only, as 
Katzenbach and Smith (1993) established effective teams to typically 
have fewer than 10 members. Each of the team members were provided 
with one questionnaire objectively assessing the intragroup processes 
and the supervisors of each team were provided with another set of 
questionnaires aiming to measure the effectiveness of the team. The 
respondents were 88 team members and 15 supervisors (34 males and 
69 females). Out of 103 participants, 1 (1%) was in the age range of 
less than 20 years old, 48 (47%) were between the ages of 20-29 years 
old, 47 (46%) were between 30-39 years old, 6 (5%) were between 40- 
49 years old, and 1 (1%) was more than 50 years old. Sixty-five (63%) 
held bachelor degree, 21 (20%) achieved master degree, and 17 (17%) 
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held others qualification. Thirteen (13%) respondents had worked in 
this organisation for less than 1 year, 52 (50%) had worked in the 
range 1-5 years, 25 (24%) had worked in the range 6-10 years, 10 
(10%) had worked in the range 11-15 years, and 3 (3%) had worked in 
this organisation for more than 15 years. 
Measurement: 
Social Cohesiveness 
The social cohesiveness was assessed using the scale developed from 
the interviewing process and the relevant literature reviews (O'Reilly, 
Caldwell & Barnett, 1989; Stokes, 1983). Participants responded to 8 
items using a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5= 
strongly agree). Examples of items included "I would like to work with 
members of my group on another similar project" and "The members of 
this team stuck together well". Higher scores associated with highly 
cohesive responses. 
Trust 
The trust within team members was assessed through a 4-item scale 
derived from the interviewing process. A representative item was 
"There is no doubt that most of my team members always tell the 
truth". Higher scores represented higher trust within the team. 
Team Conflict 
The conflict within each team was measured with a 10-item scale 
derived from the interviewing process and the relevant literature 
review (Rahim, 1983). The scale consisted of items like "There are 
clashes between subgroups within my team". Higher scores represented 
greater team conflicts. 
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Member Flexibility 
The team member flexibility was assessed with a 3-item scale 
developed by Campion, Medsker & Higgs (1993). A representative 
item was "It is easy for the members of this team to fill in for one 
another". Higher scores represented higher team member flexibility. 
Team Communication 
The communication was measured using a 3- item scale developed by 
O'Reilly & Roberts (1976). A representative item from the scale was 
"It is easy to talk openly to all members of this team". Higher scores 
represented more open communication. 
Workload Sharing 
The workload sharing was assessed with a 3-item scale developed by 
Campion, Medsker & Higgs (1993). A representative item was "I feel 
that members on my team contribute equally to the work". Higher 
scores represented a greater balance of inputs. 
Team Viability 
Supervisors rated each team's capability to maintain itself over time 
using a 12-item scale using a 5-point Likert-type scale. Items used to 
assess members' willingness to continue functioning as a team were 
combined from relevant literature reviews (Barrick, Stewart, Neubert 
& Mount, 1998; DeStephen & Hirokawa, 1988; Evans & Jarvis, 1986) 
to measure team viability. Examples of items included "This team 
should not continue to function as a team" and "Members of this team 
see the team itself as equally important with the team's goals". 
Team Performance 
The overall performance of each team was assessed by supervisor 
ratings of team effectiveness on a 5-point scale (1 = somewhat below 
requirements, 5= consistently exceeds requirements). A 7-dimension 
measure of team performance was developed based on the 
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classification by the managerial-level employees of a media company 
in Bangkok, Thailand. The dimensions were as follows: knowledge and 
skills of work, quality of work, quantity of work, initiative, 
interpersonal skills, commitment to team, and overall evaluation of 
team performance. However, these dimensions were similar to the 
eight performance dimensions developed by Barrick, Stewart, Neubert 
and Mount (1998). The difference was that the managerial-level 
employees did not identify planning and allocation dimension as being 
a measurement of team effectiveness. For each dimension, the 
supervisors were also asked to give descriptive reasons to their ratings. 
The overall performance was the sum of the ratings across all 
dimensions. 
Results and Discussions: 

















ac 0.8978 0.8736 
The result of the Coefficient alpha testing the reliability of the 
teamwork effectiveness questionnaire revealed to be insufficient, e. g. 
in some dimensions, coefficient alpha was not near enough to 0.7. 
Therefore, some items were deleted in order to ensure the reliability. 
For workload sharing, after deleting one item, a=0.7120.2-items 
were left measuring workload sharing. 
For trust, after deleting one item, a=0.6803.3-items remained 
measuring trust. For team communication, after deleting one item, a= 
0.6272.2-items were retained measuring team communication. For 
social cohesiveness, after deleting two items, a=0.7360.6-items were 
maintained measuring social cohesiveness. For member flexibility, no 
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deletion was required, coefficient alpha remained the same, a= 
0.8073. Hence 3-items remained measuring member flexibility. For 
team conflict, no deletion was required, coefficient alpha remained the 
same, a=0.7636. Hence 10-items remained measuring team conflict. 
For team viability, no deletion was required, coefficient alpha 
remained the same, a=0.8978. Hence 12-items measuring team 
viability remained. For overall team performance, coefficient alpha 
was a=0.8736. Therefore 7-dimensions remained measuring overall 
team performance. These deleted and retained items are shown in 
Appendix IX. Table 6.32 presented the new internal consistency of 
intra-group process and teamwork effectiveness factors after deleted 
items 
Table 6.32: Internal Consistency of Intra-group Process and Teamwork 
















a 0.8978 0.8736 
6.4 Study 3- The Impact of OCB and IM on Teamwork 
Effectiveness 
From Study 1 and Study 2 derived the essential components to form the 
teamwork framework model. In addition to exploring the model below, 
the objective of this study was to also explore the important behaviour 
of organisational citizenship and impression management, and their 
significance values to developed effective teamwork. 
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Individual-Level Work Team Team Effectiveness 
Criteria 
Organisational Social cohesiveness Citizenship Trust 
Behaviour 
"T fli eam con ct 
" Member flexibility 
Impression Team communication 
Management Workload sharing 
" Performance 
" Team Viability 
There are numerous variables that can reflect the intragroup process, 
which Hackman (1987) defined as "the interaction that takes place 
among members" (Barrick, Stewart, Neubert & Mount, 1998). 
Gladstein (1984) suggested that the potential measures of interaction 
include: communication patterns, conflict levels, weighting of 
individual inputs, and distribution of team assignments, are potentially 
distinct, but also suggested that there is substantial overlap among 
such process measures. 
Hackman (1987), Sundstrom, DeMeuse and Futrell (1990) and Barrick, 
Stewart, Neubert and Mount (1998) proposed that a comprehensive 
assessment of success in ongoing work teams must capture both current 
team effectiveness (i. e., present performance) and future team 
effectiveness (i. e., capability to continue working together). Thus, the 
first measure of team effectiveness was an assessment of the team's 
current performance, which was typically based on either supervisor 
ratings of team productivity or objective indicators of team quantity 
and quality of productivity. The second measure of team effectiveness 
was an assessment of a team's capability to continue functioning as a 
unit (called team viability). Teams without long-term viability 
experience burnout because of unresolved conflict, as well as increased 
divisiveness and decreased willingness to work cooperatively 
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(Hackman, 1987). Therefore, in this study, both the team performance 
and the team viability will be collected from supervisor ratings. 
6.41 Samplings and Procedures: 
The sample consisted of 475 individuals working in 50 teams within 
two media companies in Bangkok, Thailand. Company 1 provided 
"free-TV" service and company 2 supplied "Pay-TV" services. Out of 
475 participants, 50 were at the supervisory level position. For each 
team, the number of team members ranged between 5 to 15 members 
only. The participants were 425 team members and 50 supervisors (217 
males and 258 females). Twelve (3%) were in the age range of less 
than 20 years old, 257 (54%) were between the ages of 20-29 years 
old, 184 (38%) were between 30-39 years old, and 22 (5%) were 
between 40-49 years old. Three hundred and fifty-five (75%) held 
bachelor degree, eighty-three (17%) achieved master degree, and 
thirty-seven (8%) held others qualifications. Twenty-four (5%) 
respondents had worked in this organisation for less than 1 year, two 
hundred and fifty-seven (54%) had worked in the range 1-5 years, one 
hundred and fifty-four (32%) had worked in the range 6-10 years, 
thirty-one (7%) had worked in the range 11-15 years, and nine (2%) 
had worked in this organisation for more than 15 years. 
The questionnaires were provided to the sample during the companies' 
training sessions and were collected at the end of the sessions. Because 
the participants completed the questionnaires in the training session; 
this produced 100% rate of responses. Each questionnaire was coded 
with sequence of series numbers in order to match together the team 
members with their supervisors. The team members completed the 
questionnaire measuring OCB, IMB, and Intragroup Processes 
(combination of questionnaire in Appendix VII and X together), 
whereas the supervisors completed the Team Viability and Team 
Performance questionnaire (Appendix XI). The nature of this was to 
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explore the input - intra-group processes - output of the teamwork 
framework, thus the measurements were taken at the group-level. 
Therefore, one team was measured as one unit sample. 
6.42 Measures: 
OCB was measured with the 35-item scale, described in Studyl, which 
measured five OCB dimensions (Organ, 1988): altruism (a = 0.83), 
conscientiousness (a = 0.83), sportsmanship ((x = 0.82), courtesy ((x = 
0.83), and civic virtue ((x = 0.81). Items were provided with the 6- 
point scale options ranging from (1 = never to 6= very often). 
IMB was measured with the 30-item scale, also derived from Study 1, 
which measured five impression management dimensions (Bolino & 
Turnley, 1999): ingratiation ((x = 0.84), self-promotion (a = 0.86), 
intimidation ((x = 0.84), exemplification ((x = 0.83), and supplication 
(a = 0.84). Items were provided with the 6-point scale options ranging 
from (1 = never to 6= very often). 
Intragroup Processes was measured with the 26-item scale, described 
in Study 2, which measured social cohesiveness (a = 0.62), trust ((x = 
0.65), team conflict (a = 0.65), member flexibility (a = 0.64), team 
communication (a = 0.84), and workload sharing (a = 0.88). Items 
were provided with the 5-point scale options ranging from (1 = 
strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree). 
Team Viability was measured using a 12-item scale (also described in 
Study 2) which was used to assess members' willingness to continue 
functioning as a team ((x = 0.82). Items were provided with the 5-point 
scale options ranging from (1 = strongly disagree to 5= strongly 
agree). 
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Team Performance was measured based on the 7-dimension of team 
performance, described in Study 2, the dimensions were: knowledge & 
skills of work, quality of work, quantity of work, initiative, 
interpersonal skills, commitment to team, and overall evaluation of 
team performance ((x = 0.89). These were provided with the 5-point 
scale (1 = somewhat below requirements, 5= consistently exceeds 
requirements). 
6.43 Data Analysis: 
Data analyses were performed through the SPSS software. There are a 
relatively large number of statistical tests to determine whether a 
difference between two or more groups is significant. This study is 
divided into three phases and after a review of data analysis literature 
(Bryman & Cramer, 1999), the following statistical tests were 
employed. 
Phase 1 
The Independent-Samples T-Test 
In the first phase of this study, this test is appropriate to use to 
determine if the means of two unrelated samples differ (Bryman & 
Cramer, 1999). Thus, the independent-samples t-test was carried out in 
order to explore the mean differences of OCB and IMB between the 
two media companies (free-TV and pay-TV). This was to determine if 
the groups from the two companies were similar enough to be 
combined for the subsequent data analyses. This phase of the data 
analysis was conducted at the individual-level. 
To accomplish the objective of phase 1, test argument has been formed 
as follows: 
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Ho: There were no significant mean differences of OCB and IMB between the 
samples from the two companies. 
Hi: There were significant mean differences of OCB and IMB between the samples 
from the two companies. 
In phase 2 and 3 of the data analysis, the objectives are to explore the 
proposed teamwork framework (the impact of OCB and IMB on 
teamwork effectiveness), hence, to further the boundary of knowledge 
and understanding of the two concepts of OCB and IMB that may 
enhance teamwork effectiveness. This merely represents an exploration 
of causes and effects, and thus, it is not necessary to form the test 
arguments for phase 2 and 3 of the data analysis, as discussed in 
Section 5.3 that Kumar (1999) stated that: "hypotheses are not 
essential for a study. ... 
Hypotheses primarily arise from a set of 
"hunches" that are tested through a study and one can conduct a 
perfect valid study without having these hunches or speculations". 
However, even with no test arguments, the data analyses in this study 
still followed procedures of scientific research, such as the use of 
significant level as the bases for judgements. 
Phase 2 
Paired-Samples T-Test Analysis 
The second phase aimed to examine the proposed teamwork 
framework. This phase of data analysis was conducted at team-level. 
The objective in this phase of the study is to briefly explore the inter- 
correlations among the variables in the framework. The Paired- 
Samples T-Test analysis is normally used to compare the means of the 
same participants in two conditions or at two points in time (Bryman & 
Cramer, 1999), however, the author has chosen to employ this test over 
the correlation analysis, simply for the reason of the preferred layout 
format of the output result from the SPSS. The produced output of this 
test display the mean, standard deviation, and standard error for the 
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two sets of scores as well as for the difference between them, in 
addition, the extent to which pairs of scores are similar or correlated 
(which is the result focus in this phase) is also shown. The output 
result of the paired samples correlations is identical to the output 
result from the correlation test, which importantly shows the 
correlation and significant level. The author noted that any replication 
study can use either the Paired-Samples T-Test or correlation 
coefficient analysis at this stage of the study. Thus, Paired-Samples T- 
Test analysis for dependent correlations was used to compare the 
correlations and to briefly explore the inter-correlations among the 
variables in the framework. 
Multiple Regressions Analyses 
Regression has become one of the most widely used techniques in the 
analysis of the data in the social sciences (Bryman & Cramer, 1999). It 
is closely connected to Pearson's correlation, which indeed it shares 
many of the same assumptions, such as that relationships between 
variables are linear and that variables are interval. Correlation is 
concerned with the degrees of relationship between variables, and 
regression with making predictions, and thus regression can express 
the character of relationships. In general, regression is used to explore 
relationships between pairs of variables and it should become apparent 
that regression is a powerful tool for summarising the nature of the 
relationship between variables and for making predictions of likely 
values of the dependent variable. The idea of regression is to 
summarize the relationship between two variables by producing a line 
which fits the data closely. Regression procedures allow the precise 
line of the best fit to be computed and can be identified in term of 
equation. Once the line of best fit is identified, the predictions about 
likely values of the dependent variable, for particular values of the 
independent variable can be assembled. 
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Bryman and Cramer (1999) suggests that regression, in the form of 
multiple regression, is the most widely used method for conducting 
multivariate analysis, particularly when more than three variables are 
involved. Thus in the second phase, multiple regressions analyses were 
also employed to summarize the unique variance within the framework 
and predictions of likely values in the criterion variables of the 
framework. The output result from the multiple regression analysis 
should provide the comprehensive information regarding the impact of 
OCB and IMB to teamwork effectiveness. 
Phase 3 
Exploratory Factor Analysis 
The objective of the third phase is to explore what actual behaviour of 
OCB and IMB associated with the group interaction lead to teamwork 
effectiveness. Firstly, there is an essential requirement of identifying 
the important behaviour of OCB and IMB, and thus, exploratory factor 
analysis was used to reduce and identify the important items in each of 
the OCB and IMB dimensions. In general, the technique of factor 
analysis is used for three main purposes (Bryman & Cramer, 1999). 
First, they can assess the degree to which items, in this case, OCB and 
IMB, are tapping the same concept. In addition, factor analysis 
assesses the factorial validity of the questions which make up the 
scales by extent to which they seem to be measuring the same concepts 
or variables. Second, factor analysis can determine the degree to which 
a large number of variables can be reduced to a smaller set. The third 
use to which factor analysis has been put is related to the previous one 
in the sense that it is aimed at trying to make sense of the puzzling 
complexity of social behaviour by reducing it to a more limited number 
of factors. In this phase of the study, exploratory factor analysis was 
used to reduce and identify the important items in each of the OCB and 
IMB dimensions. The retained items from the result are used for 
subsequent data analyses. 
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Correlation Analysis 
Correlation analysis is the test for associations between variables. It 
was carried out to achieve the objective of phase 3 in this study, which 
is to explore what actual behaviour of OCB and IMB associated with 
the group interaction lead to teamwork effectiveness. In this phase, 
each items of OCB and IMB that are retained from the factor analysis, 
are utilised as independent variables and each items of the intra-group 
processes are served as dependent variables. Thus, this was measured 
at the individual level. The results from this phase of analysis 
presented the wisdom of which OCB and IM behaviour lead to which 
intra-group process interaction behaviour, and thus the information 
should provided further predictive information for managers/team 
leaders implication to train or encourage team members to perform the 
required behaviour. 
6.44 Results: 
6.441 Phase I 
The Independent-Samples T-Test 
The actual SPSS outputs results of the independent-samples t-test are 
presented in Appendix XII. The results from the independent-samples 
t-test of OCB and IMB were p=0.470 and p=0.227 respectively 
(p>0.05). Therefore, hypothesis (Hi) must be rejected and hypothesis 
(Ho) must be accepted, which suggested that there were no significant 
mean differences of OCB and IMB between the two companies. 
Consequently, the samples from the two groups can be combined for 
the subsequent data analyses. 
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6.442 Phase II 
Paired-Samples T-Test Analysis 
The results of the actual SPSS outputs for this section can be seen in 
Appendix XIII. In the Input-Process-Output framework, OCB and IMB 
were the predictor variables for intra-group processes. Subsequently, 
the intra-group processes became the predictor variables for the output 
(team viability and team performance). Thus, one can expect OCB and 
IMB to have significant correlations with the team viability and team 
performance, in addition to intra-group processes. The results from the 
paired-samples t-test analysis (tested at 5% significant level) 
supported these expectations and showed that the correlations between 
OCB and intra-group processes (0.6), team viability (0.42), and team 
performance (0.64) were significant, and also similar to the 
correlations between IMB and these variables respectively (0.53,0.42, 
and 0.64). Additionally, the correlations between the intra-group 
processes and team viability (0.44) and team performance (0.51) were 
significant and similar to the correlations between OCB and IMB to 
these variables (as above). 
Turning to the Input and the Intra-group processes, the results of the 
actual SPSS outputs for this section can be seen in Appendix XIV, 
significant correlations were obtained between social cohesiveness and 
two OCB measure's subscales (courtesy (0.35) and civic virtue (0.32)) 
and three IMB measure's subscales (ingratiation (0.39), self-promotion 
(0.33), and intimidation (0.37)). Team communication significantly 
correlated with only one OCB subscales (courtesy, 0.3) and did not 
significantly correlate to any of the IMB subscales. Team conflicts 
were significantly correlated to courtesy (0.46), civic virtue (0.3), 
ingratiation (0.38), and intimidation (0.31). Workload sharing was 
found significantly correlated to altruism (0.4) and exemplification 
(0.38). Member flexibility was found significantly correlated to 
altruism (0.5) and self-promotion (0.3) only. Lastly. Trust was 
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significantly correlated to ingratiation (0.42), courtesy (0.33), and 
civic virtue (0.36). 
Approaching the Intra-group process and the Output process. team 
viability was found to be significantly correlated to social 
cohesiveness (0.63) and member flexibility (0.39), and similarly, team 
performance was also significantly correlated to these variables 
respectively (0.52 and 0.29) in addition to team conflict (0.46). These 
findings served only as a summary of the inter-correlations between 
the variables within the input-process-output framework for team 
effectiveness. The entire results from the actual SPSS outputs of the 
paired-samples t-test are presented in Appendix XIV. Further findings 
of the framework were obtained using the multiple regressions 
analysis. 
Multiple Regressions Analyses 
Following the variables from the input-process-output framework 
model of this study (as seen earlier in section 6.4), multiple 
regressions analyses were employed, with the criterion variables as the 
factors in the intra-group process (social cohesiveness, team 
communication, team conflicts, trust, member flexibility, and trust), 
and the predictor variables were factors in the input process (OCB's 
and IMB's subscales). Subsequently, the factors in the intra-group 
process served as the predictor variables for the criterion variables 
(factors in the output process, which were team viability and team 
performance). Noted in the SPSS software, multiple regressions 
analyses were operated by the stepwise procedure, which implied that 
any of the variables that failed to conform to the package's statistical 
criteria were not included in the equation. If the failed variables had 
been forced into the equation, the impact would have been almost zero 
(Bryman & Cramer, 1999). 
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The entire results from the actual SPSS outputs of the multiple 
regressions analysis are presented in Appendix XV. The regression 
coefficient expresses the amount of change in the dependent variable 
with the effect of all other independent variables in the equation 
partialled out (control). For instance, considered an equation with four 
independent variables, each of the four regression coefficients would 
express the unique contribution of the relevant variable to the 
dependent variable (with the effect in each case of the three other 
variables removed). This characteristic is of considerable importance, 
given that the independent variables in a multiple regression equation 
are practically always related to each other (Bryman & Cramer, 1999). 
Additionally, the result of the multiple regression equations in this 
study, computed through SPSS, is presented in the form of 
standardized regression coefficients equation or beta weight (see 
Appendix XV). Thus, standardized regression coefficients in a 
regression equation employ the same standard of measurement and 
therefore, can be compared to determine which of two or more 
independent variables is the more important in relation to the 
dependent variable. They essentially inform of how many standard 
deviation units the dependent variable will change for a one standard 
deviation that have changed in the independent variable (Bryman & 
Cramer, 1999). 
The results of the multiple regressions analyses (all tested at 5% 
significant level) showed that social cohesiveness accounted for 
significant amounts of unique variance in the regressions involving 
ingratiation, sportsmanship, self-promotion and intimidation, with the 
coefficient of determination, r'=0.43, which implied that 43% of the 
variance in social cohesiveness was explained by ingratiation, 
sportsmanship, self-promotion and intimidation, and with the 
standardized regression coefficients equation: 
cohes = 0.47ingra + 0.3spman + 0.26intim + 0.23sp 
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Team communication accounted for small significant variance in 
courtesy, with the coefficient of determination, r2=0.09, and with the 
standardized regression coefficients equation: 
tc = 0.3cour. 
Team conflicts also accounted for significant amounts of unique 
variance in courtesy, ingratiation, and civic virtue, with the coefficient 
of determination, r2=0.38, and with the equation: 
confc = 0.41cour + 0.28ingra + 0.26cv. 
Workload sharing accounted for small significant variance in altruism, 
with the coefficient of determination, rz=0.16, and with the 
standardized regression coefficients equation: 
wlshar = 0.4altru. 
Member flexibility also accounted for significant variance in altruism 
only, with the coefficient of determination r2=0.25, and with the 
standardized regression coefficients equation: 
memf = 0.5altru. 
Lastly, trust accounted for significant variance in courtesy, 
ingratiation and civic virtue, with the coefficient of determination, 
r2=0.34, and with the standardized regression coefficients equation: 
trust = 0.34ingra + 0.31cv + 0.28cour. 
Moving on to the factors in the output process as the criterion 
variables, team viability accounted for significant amounts of unique 
variance in the regressions involving only social cohesiveness, with 
the coefficient of determination, r-=0.4, and with the standardized 
regression coefficients equation: 
tv = 0.63cohes. 
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Team performance accounted for significant variance in team conflicts 
and social cohesiveness, with the coefficient of determination, r2=0.36, 
and with the standardized regression coefficients equation: 
tp = 0.43cohes + 0.31confc. 
Further analysis was conducted using output factors as the criterion 
variables and input factors as the predictor variables. Team viability 
accounted for significant variance in altruism and courtesy, with the 
coefficient of determination, r2=0.28, and with the standardized 
regression coefficients equation: tv = 0.44cour + 0.32altru. 
In addition Team performance accounted for significant variance in 
self-promotion, courtesy, altruism, ingratiation, and intimidation, with 
the coefficient of determination, r2=0.53, and with the standardized 
regression coefficients equation: 
tp = 0.34sp + 0.26cour + 0.26altru + 0.23ingra + 0.23intim. 
From these equations derived a path diagram (Figure 6.42) 
demonstrating the causal connections and the regression coefficient 
value of each variables of the framework. Path analysis is an extension 
of the multiple regression procedures, which entails the use of multiple 
regression in relation to explicitly formulated causal models. However, 
Bryman and Cramer (1999) commented that path analysis cannot 
establish causality; it cannot be used as a substitute for the 
researcher's views regarding the likely causal linkages among groups 
of variables. All it can do, is to examine the pattern of relationships 
between three or more variables, but can neither confirm nor reject the 
hypothetical causal imagery. Thus, the aim of path analysis is to 
provide quantitative estimates of the causal connections between sets 
of variables. Therefore, in order to compute the path coefficients to 
construct the path diagram, it is necessary to utilized the equations 
from results of multiple regression outputs (above) and the resulting 
standardized regression coefficients to provide the path coefficients. 
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In addition to the findings, SPSS also provided information about 
multicollinearity via the tolerance statistic. When the tolerance 
statistic is low, the multiple correlation is high and there is the 
possibility of multicollinearity. Multicollinearity is usually regarded 
as a problem, thus it means that the regression coefficients may be 
unstable. This implies that they are likely to be subject to considerable 
variability from sample to sample (Bryman & Cramer, 1999). However, 
the tolerance statistics from all of the results from the multiple 
regression analysis above were high, suggesting that multicollinearity 
was improbable. As mentioned earlier, the entire results from the 
actual SPSS outputs of the multiple regressions analysis are presented 
in Appendix XV. 
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6.443 Phase III 
Exploratory Factor Analysis 
And in the interest of exploring what actual behaviour associated with 
the group interaction lead to teamwork effectiveness, exploratory 
factor analysis was utilized to reduce and identify the important items 
in each of the OCB and IMB dimensions and correlation analysis were 
carried out to test their associations. This was measured at the 
individual level. 
Pallant (2002) suggests two statistical measures (generated by SPSS), 
which help in determining whether this particular data set is suitable 
for factor analysis: Bartlett's test of sphericity (Bartlett, 1954) and the 
Kaiser-Meryer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy (Kaiser, 
1974). The Bartlett's test of spericity should be significant (p>0.05) 
for the factor analysis to be considered appropriate. The KMO index 
ranges from 0 to 1, with 0.6 suggested as the minimum value for a 
good factor analysis (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). 
Table 6.41 and Table 6.42 show the result of principal component 
factor analysis with oblique rotation factor loading of OCB and IMB 
respectively. The matrix is made up of weights which reflect the 
unique variance each factor contributes to a variable. The items with 
factor loading of 0.7 or more are considered as highly important items, 
which were retained for subsequent correlation analysis. 
Correlation Analysis 
Table 6.43 and Table 6.44 presented the overall correlation statistics 
of the associations between the input behaviour (OCB and IMB) with 
the intragroup process behaviour within the input-process-output 
framework respectively. The shaded cells were the location where the 
items were found to have a significant association at 1% level 
(P<0.01). The top number in each cells were the r-value (represent the 
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strength and direction of linear relationship) and the bottom were the 
p-value (represent the level of significant association). 
However, Bryman and Cramer (1999) stated that the way in which the 
significance of r-value is calculated by SPSS is strongly affected by 
the number of cases. In the case of this study, there are 425 cases, and 
thus r only needs to be approximately 0.096 or 0.126 to be significant 
at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels respectively. What statistical significance 
provides is the likelihood that a relationship of at least this size could 
have arisen by chance. For example, in this study, a correlation of 
0.126 in connection with a sample of 425 individuals would be 
significant at the 0.01 level, and would indicate that this weak 
relationship is unlikely to have arisen by chance and that it can be 
confident that a relationship of at least this size holds in the 
population. 
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Table 6.41: Structure Matrix of Factor Analysis 
Component 
1 2 3 4 5 
altruism2 . 774 -. 069 . 115 -. 096 -. 198 
altruism3 . 758 . 016 . 022 -. 138 -. 198 
altruism7 . 708 -. 086 -. 097 . 019 -. 067 
altruism5 . 708 -. 073 -. 038 -. 055 -. 124 
altruism1 . 695 -. 131 -. 006 -. 071 -. 046 
altruism4 . 664 -. 076 . 083 -. 006 -. 081 
altruism6 . 561 -. 092 . 009 -. 038 -. 171 
sportsmanship5 -. 057 . 784 . 012 . 010 -. 122 
sportsmanship6 -. 020 . 742 -. 020 . 091 -. 040 
sportsmanship4 -. 150 . 726 . 013 . 031 -. 062 
sportsmanship2 -. 077 . 687 -. 025 -. 057 -. 113 
sportsmanship3 -. 019 . 683 . 083 -. 005 -. 116 
sportsmanship? -. 049 . 641 -. 031 . 093 -. 082 
sportsmanshipl -. 159 . 534 . 085 -. 094 -. 082 
courtesy2 . 032 -. 020 . 797 -. 204 -. 014 
courtesy5 -. 021 -. 024 . 734 -. 082 -. 121 
courtesy3 -. 006 -. 032 . 714 . 033 -. 083 
courtesy4 . 066 . 046 . 700 -. 008 -. 101 
courtesy7 . 055 . 059 . 698 -. 133 -. 082 
courtesyl -. 008 . 010 . 685 -. 208 . 010 
courtesy6 -. 037 . 068 . 579 -. 078 . 020 
conscientiousness2 . 060 . 044 . 063 -. 792 -. 173 
conscientiousness3 . 054 . 036 . 128 -. 733 -. 080 
conscientiousness5 . 000 -. 040 . 127 -. 730 -. 
091 
conscientiousness4 . 065 -. 017 . 109 -. 
689 -. 171 
conscientiousness? . 072 -. 087 . 
029 -. 665 -. 063 
conscientiousness1 -. 012 -. 061 . 049 -. 660 -. 052 
conscientiousness6 . 151 . 078 . 168 -. 
626 -. 042 
civic virtue2 -. 115 -. 182 . 034 . 002 . 743 
civic virtues -. 124 -. 004 -. 089 . 068 . 717 
civic virtue5 -. 151 -. 046 -. 074 . 144 . 713 
civic virtue7 -. 174 -. 138 -. 042 . 136 . 712 
civic virtue4 -. 080 -. 103 -. 017 . 012 . 690 
civic virtue3 -. 157 -. 124 -. 007 . 121 . 
614 
civic virtue6 -. 066 -. 040 -. 153 . 151 . 593 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization. 
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Table 6.42: Structure Matrix of Factor Analysis 
Component 
1 2 3 4 5 
supplication3 . 803 . 025 -. 045 . 157 -. 151 
supplication6 . 802 . 001 -. 089 . 173 -. 158 
supplications . 780 . 031 -. 054 . 180 -. 100 
supplicationl . 702 . 027 -. 112 -. 018 -. 151 
supplication2 . 694 -. 053 -. 120 -. 032 -. 155 
supplication4 . 689 . 048 -. 030 . 009 -. 163 
selfpromotion4 -. 046 . 830 . 076 -. 048 . 051 
selfpromotion5 -. 085 . 813 . 082 -. 121 . 039 
selfpromotion3 . 093 . 787 -. 076 . 083 -. 009 
selfpromotionl . 156 . 769 -. 012 . 139 . 041 
selfpromotion2 . 015 . 687 -. 016 . 022 . 065 
selfpromotion6 -. 037 . 685 -. 053 . 039 . 015 
ingratiation2 -. 026 -. 072 . 810 -. 030 -. 032 
ingratiation3 -. 038 . 025 . 771 . 002 -. 058 
ingratiationl -. 001 -. 003 . 768 . 009 -. 036 
ingratiation6 -. 205 -. 028 . 732 -. 151 -. 015 
ingratiation4 -. 117 -. 044 . 704 -. 158 -. 021 
ingratiation5 -. 074 . 078 . 
674 -. 033 . 034 
intimidation4 
. 117 . 073 -. 
072 . 801 -. 097 
intimidationl -. 021 -. 021 -. 076 . 760 -. 003 
intimidation6 
. 062 . 028 -. 
038 . 755 -. 066 
intimidation2 -. 037 -. 122 -. 075 . 749 -. 062 
intimidations . 166 . 086 -. 058 . 
686 -. 013 
intimidation3 . 149 . 072 -. 
030 . 681 -. 018 
exemplification4 -. 187 . 035 -. 020 -. 
019 . 832 
exemplification2 -. 198 -. 083 -. 017 -. 166 . 752 
exemplifications -. 230 . 003 -. 003 -. 151 . 
722 
exemplification 1 -. 003 . 151 -. 010 . 
118 . 718 
exemplification6 -. 211 -. 049 -. 063 -. 025 . 707 
exemplification3 -. 058 . 092 -. 006 -. 
037 . 677 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization. 
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Table 6.43: The correlation analysis of the association between 




altru2 allru3 altru5 altru7 s man4 spman5 5 man6 cou2 cour3 cour4 cour5 cons2 cons3 cons5 cvt cv2 cv5 cv7 
cohesi 0.187 0.185 0.204 0.148 0 06 0 103 0113 0.271 0.229 0.211 0-198 0 084 0.151 0 049 -0 117 -0.061 -0088 -0069 
0 0 0 0002 0 219 0034 0 02 0 0 0 0 0 083 0.002 0 318 0 016 0.209 0.071 0 154 
cohes2 0.203 0.1 17 0.108 0.121 -0 08 0 026 -0 059 0 06 0 091 0 106 0.024 -0.06 -0 108 -0 07 -0.03 0.014 -0.026 -0.067 
0 0 016 0 026 0 013 0.122 0 599 0 229 0 218 006 0 029 0.626 0 221 0 026 0 148 0.538 0.768 0.593 0.167 
cohes3 0181 0.154 0128 0.147 0.055 0.206 0.156 0.174 0.227 0.261 0129 0025 0037 -0 01 1 -0109 -0121 -0041 -0.091 
0 0.001 0.008 0002 0 257 0 0.001 0 0 0 0.008 0602 0 446 0 815 0.025 0.013 0.402 0.06 
cohes4 0.142 0.149 0.163 0 117 0 03 0 012 0 029 0 087 0.153 0.138 0 077 0 115 0.16 0 07 012 0 0007 -0 074 
0.003 0 002 0.001 0 016 0 537 0.811 0 554 0.074 0.002 0.004 0 113 0018 0.001 0.148 0 013 0 998 0 882 0 126 
cohes5 0.194 0.161 0.167 0.196 -0 113 -0 089 -0 102 0.2 0159 0.194 0.138 -0 034 -0063 -0.06 0 056 0.091 0041 0001 
0 0001 0.001 0 0 02 0067 0 035 0 0.001 0 0005 0479 0 195 0.22 0247 0.062 0 402 0 981 
cohes6 0 122 0088 0.079 0073 0057 0.18 0078 0103 0 061 0.134 0042 0 028 0 07 0116 -0011 0015 0048 009 
0.012 0.07 0.102 0.134 0.245 0 0.108 0.034 0 21 0.006 0.383 0.559 0.153 0 017 0.814 0762 0322 0 065 
tc2 0.135 0.18 0.188 0.2 0.019 0021 -0 048 0.224 0 122 0.083 0.12 0078 0.186 0 114 -0.034 -0.045 -0067 -0.153 
0.005 0.001 0.001 0 0.703 0.671 0325 0 0 012 0.086 0.013 0.108 0 0 019 0.48 0359 0 17 0.002 
tc3 0116 0 102 0.109 0.142 -0.02 0.036 -0.031 0.203 0 125 0.077 0.172 0 04 0.134 0 065 -0.048 -0029 -0.129 -0 105 
0.017 0.036 0.025 0.003 0.652 0.457 0.526 0 0 01 0.115 0 0 409 0.006 0 179 0.321 0 555 0.008 003 
confcl 0.036 0026 0.083 0079 0028 -0027 -0056 0.152 0 119 0 056 0051 0 121 0.185 0 024 0.036 0008 0061 0 025 
0463 0.591 0.088 0104 057 0572 0247 0.002 0014 0 253 0.294 0 012 0 0 617 0.457 0866 0209 
. 
0604 
confc2 -0.012 -005 -0.068 -0.1 0.139 0.128 0057 0.192 0.13 0.1 18 0.138 0 05 004 0 102 -0 027 -0.005 -0037 -0035 
0.806 0.305 0164 0.039 0.004 0.008 0 239 0 0.007 0 015 0.004 0 308 0409 0 036 0584 0 916 0.444 0468 
confc3 0103 0108 0.128 012 0.14 0.216 0142 0062 0115 0.153 0.118 0044 -0012 -0.039 -0.139 -0.127 -0111 -0046 
0.034 0 026 0.008 0.013 0.004 0 0.003 0 199 0018 0.002 0 015 0 363 0803 0 428 0.004 0.009 0 022 0343 
confc4 0.036 0.016 -0036 -0 02 0259 0244 0.186 01 0.184 0 117 0 124 0.173 0.148 0 084 -0097 -0 055 -0 028 -0124 
0.459 0339 0.458 0.738 0 0 0 0.038 0 0.016 0011 0 0.002 0 084 0.045 0.26 0.571 0011 
confc5 -0.018 -0.072 -0108 -0.05 0261 0.338 0.245 0123 0213 0.201 0.188 -0 044 -0034 -0 092 0.004 -0105 -0.018 -0053 
0.714 0.138 0.026 0.287 0 0 0 0011 0 0 0 0 363 0 48 0 059 0.941 003 0 712 0.277 
confc6 0.128 0.09 0.045 0.077 0.115 0069 0.186 0048 0017 -0017 0012 0.161 0052 0.099 -0074 -0059 -0.034 -005 
0.008 0.065 0.351 0112 0018 0 155 0 0.321 0 725 0 729 0.813 0.001 0283 0.042 0128 0.224 0486 0.302 
confc7 -0.016 -0.03 -0.05 -0.05 0.307 0.231 0.237 0094 0.144 011 0 105 -0018 0.008 -0.077 -0012 -0009 0 012 0.118 
0349 0.508 0.359 0.323 0 0 0 0 054 0.003 0023 0031 0709 0874 0113 0813 0855 0 81 0.015 
confc8 -0.062 -0.005 -0.03 -0.03 0 101 0 092 0085 0.181 0.212 0.218 0.13 0 021 0.154 -0 018 0 067 0.145 0034 0026 
0.203 0.915 0.52 0569 0.037 0.057 0.082 0 0 0 0.007 0 673 0.001 0 711 0.165 0.003 0 487 0.595 
contc9 0114 0.075 0.096 0.124 0.023 0.018 -0.028 0.141 0.105 0 121 0092 0.1 0 12 0 038 0.05 0.06 -0031 -0 074 
0.018 0123 0.048 0.01 0.638 0.707 0.565 0.004 0031 0012 0.057 004 0013 0.439 0301 0219 0521 0.129 
confcl0 0 097 0.134 0124 0 087 0029 0,094 0 0134 0183 0 059 0093 -0 006 -0001 -0043 0.297 0272 0.172 0217 
0.045 0.006 0 01 0 075 0.55 0.053 0 997 0.005 0 0.225 0.054 0.895 0.991 0379 0 0 0 0 
memfl 0.21 0,17 0,166 0.168 0.029 0.004 -0061 0102 0087 0.174 0.021 0.026 -0.016 0.021 -01 -0.003 -0.097 -0063 
0 0 0001 0 0551 0.935 0207 
. 
0036 0 073 0 0.663 0.588 0.742 0.673 0039 0955 0046 0.194 
memf2 0.176 0065 0.153 0.137 0.077 0.162 0.159 -0.081 -0.067 0.013 -0.016 0.043 0.061 -0 . 
005 -0.041 -0.085 -0.079 -0.093 
0 0 181 0.002 0.005 0.115 0-001 0.001 0 095 0 166 0.783 0.748 0 379 0.209 0.921 0 399 0 081 0 105 0 055 
memf3 0.126 0.078 0.068 0.048 0.016 0.106 0 054 0.166 0.164 0.171 0.182 0 014 -0.008 -0.016 -0199 -0.128 -0 102 -0 . 
155 
0.01 0108 0.159 0.323 0.749 0.029 0264 0.001 0001 0 0 0.775 0.872 074 0 0.008 0035 0.001 
trustt -0.027 -0.084 -0.09 0.025 -0.023 -0.013 -0.064 0.092 0.015 0027 0052 0 034 0.106 0.015 0 075 0175 0.155 0052 
0.582 0.083 0.059 0.608 0.642 0.786 0.187 0.058 0764 0 581 0.287 0.482 0.028 0.759 0 125 0 0.001 0 288 
trust2 0.058 0.104 0 095 0.147 -0.091 -0.079 -0.087 0.037 -0.005 -0.097 -0.067 0.021 0.093 0 108 0.244 027-7 0.149 0.169 
0233 0.033 0 051 0.002 0.062 0.103 0.073 0442 0.924 0.047 0.17 0.665 0 056 0 026 0 0 0.002 0 
trust3 0.102 0.086 -0 002 0 096 -0.036 -0.047 -0.059 0.079 4001 -0.041 0.035 0.048 0.165 0 046 0.174 0.248 0.219 0.203 
0.0.5 0.075 0.968 0.049 0.462 0.331 0228 0.102 0992 0.401 0.47 0323 0.001 0346 0 0 0 0 
wlshar2 0.141 0.155 0.134 0.151 -004 0 019 -0.031 0.022 -0.028 0.001 0.048 0.184 0.195 0.173 0.146 0 075 -0069 -0 023 
0.004 0.001 0.006 0.002 0 412 0.703 0.519 0.647 0.561 0.982 0.326 0 0 0 0.003 0.12 0.155 0.638 
wlsha r3 0.177 0.138 0.151 0.256 0007 0.052 -0003 -0.008 -0 011 0 -0.011 0 081 0.144 0 082 0 083 0 07 -0049 0033 
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This chapter presents the details of empirical research methodology 
and results of this study, which were divided into three distinct 
studies. Study 1 followed an accepted approach to scale development 
outlined by DeVellis (1991) and Hinkin (1995) - generating items, 
insuring content validity, construct validity and internal reliability. 
Thus, psychometrically sound validity and reliability of OCB and IMB 
measures with content validity, construct validity (convergent validity, 
discriminant validity), and internal reliability were produced. Various 
data collection techniques were employed such as semi-structured 
interview with the construct elicitation based on the repertory grid 
technique as the guide line, unstructured interview, and structured 
questionnaire survey. 
Similar to Study 1, where the OCB and IMB were produced, Study 2 
produced the teamwork questionnaire via unstructured interviews, 
through the process of content validation, and a pilot study was carried 
out for the internal reliability testing. In addition, this stage of the 
study identified factors within the intragroup processes of the 
framework such as social cohesiveness, team communication, trust, 
team conflict, member flexibility, and workload sharing, which were 
inserted in the input-process-output framework model of teamwork 
effectiveness. 
The focal point of the thesis, the exploration of the input-process- 
output framework model of teamwork effectiveness was performed in 
Study 3. Data was collected through structured questionnaire survey 
and analysed using SPSS, employing the following statistical tests: 
The Independent-Samples T-Test, Paired-Samples T-Test Analysis. 
Multiple Regressions Analyses, Exploratory Factor Analysis, and 
Correlation Analysis. 
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This chapter shows the produced results of the empirical study, thus 
the next chapter provides the discussion of the empirical findings. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of Empirical Findings 
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7.1 Introduction 
The goal of this study was to examine the impact of organisational 
citizenship behaviour and impression management behaviour on the 
intra-group process which lead to teamwork effectiveness within the 
Thai culture. To achieve this objective, 1) scales were developed to 
measure five dimensions of OCB, five dimensions of IMB, six 
components of group process, and two factors of teamwork 
effectiveness, and 2) the effects of OCB and IMB on intra-group 
process and team effectiveness were examined. The details of the 
empirical methodology and results were provided in Chapter 6, thus 
this chapter provides the discussion of the empirical findings. 
7.2 The Measurement of OCB and IMB 
The examination of the psychometric properties of OCB and IMB 
scales indicated good correspondence with high internal consistency 
reliabilities for each dimensions (in Study 1, a's ranging from 0.75 to 
0.9 for OCB and 0.77 to 0.86 for IMB and in Study 3, Ws ranging from 
0.81 to 0.83 for OCB and 0.83 to 0.86 for IMB), and an adequate level 
of convergent and discriminant validity between the dimensions. 
Moreover, the exploratory factor analysis of the OCB and IMB scales 
in Study 3 (Table 6.41 and Table 6.42) indicated good correspondence 
with Organ's (1988) and Bolino and Turnley's (1999) theoretical 
framework. The scales developed in Study 2 designed to measured the 
intra-group process and teamwork effectiveness also indicated good 
correspondence with sufficient internal consistency reliabilities for 
each components (in Study 2 and 3, Ws ranging from 0.62 to 0.9). 
These results indicated that the scales developed in this study 
accomplished the requirement of psychometrically sound validity and 
reliability of measures as recommended by DeVellis (1991) and Hinkin 
(1995). Thus, the developed measurement of OCB and IMB from this 
study (Appendix VII) have proven to be valid and reliable for any 
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researchers, academics, or OCB and IMB advocates to be employed 
specifically within the Thai culture. 
7.3 The Impact of OCB and IMB as the Input variables of the 
Framework 
Based on the input-process-output framework for teamwork 
effectiveness; this study provides evidence that organisational 
citizenship and impression management behaviour, which served as the 
input variables, do have an impact on the intra-group processes, which 
in turn effect the effectiveness of teamwork. Examining the framework 
as a whole, the results in Study 3 confirmed positive correlations 
between each of the factors, whereby it can be assumed that the team 
with a higher level of input of OCB produces a higher degree of intra- 
group process and effective teamwork. 
As Podsakoff and MacKenzie (1994) and Walz and Niehoff (1996) 
showed that citizenship behaviour is being found to relate to unit 
performance and organisational effectiveness, this can then support the 
results of existing relationship between citizenship behaviour and 
teamwork effectiveness, as in this study. Therefore, OCB should be 
considered an essential component of job performance because 
citizenship behaviours are part of the spontaneous and innovative 
behaviours noted by Katz & Kahn (1966) as being instrumental for 
effective organisations, and critical to organisational functioning 
(Organ, 1988). The positive correlation between IMB and the intra- 
group process and teamwork effectiveness also suggested that the team 
with a higher level of input IMB produced a higher degree of intra- 
group process and effective teamwork. However, as the definition of 
impression management `is the process whereby people seek to 
influence the image others have of them' (Rosenfeld, Giacalone & 
Riordan, 1995), it seems that employees exploited the impression of 
self-serving and thereby enhance their images in work settings. 
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Empirically researches had examined impression management 
behaviours in a variety of organisational settings, such as performance 
appraisal (Wayne & Liden, 1995), interviewing (Stevens & Kristoff, 
1995), leadership (Wayne & Green, 1993), and careers (Judge & Bretz, 
1994). Thus, this study provided empirical evidence that IMB also 
have an impact on teamwork effectiveness and should also be 
considered an essential component as being instrumental for effective 
organisations. 
7.4 The Input-Process-Output Framework Model of Teamwork 
Effectiveness 
Examining the framework as separate dimensions, the results in Study 
3 shows that not all dimensions of OCB and IMB were correlated to 
each factor of the intra-group process. Similarly, not all factors of the 
intra-group process were correlated to the two factors of teamwork 
effectiveness. However, when correlations occurred; all were positive, 
which indicated a positive impact of the variables within the 
framework. These results can be served as important tool for the 
implication of effective teamwork. For instance, if a team leader 
needed to increase the level of member flexibility within the team; the 
encouragement for the team members to perform behaviour within the 
dimensions of altruism and self-promotion should increase the level of 
member flexibility. However, the positive correlations of altruism and 
self-promotion dimensions to member flexibility could be seen merely 
as common sense. By looking at the definition of altruism, Organ 
(1988) described the behaviours that have the effect of helping a 
specific other person with an organisationally relevant task or problem, 
and self-promotion, Rosenfeld, Giacalone and Riordan (1995) refers to 
the behaviour of trying to make others think he/she is competent on 
either general ability dimensions (e. g.. intelligence) or specific skills. 
Thus, employees helping other team members with their jobs, or trying 
to display their intellectual ability and skills, would lead to the 
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knowledge and comprehension of their colleagues' job, and as well as 
making it easy for the team members to fill in for one another, hence 
member flexibility. 
Additionally, by examining the findings in Study 3, other factors 
within the intra-group process can simply be explained by the 
definitions of OCB and IMB dimensions, such as courtesy relating to 
team communication, altruism and exemplification relating to 
workload sharing, and ingratiation, courtesy, and civic virtue relating 
to trust. However, other factors within the framework may not be as 
obvious just by examining the definitions of its predictors, such as 
courtesy, civic virtue, ingratiation, self-promotion, and intimidation 
relating to social cohesiveness. Thus, the findings from the multiple 
regressions analyses and the causal paths model (figure 6.42) provided 
enhanced predictions for summarising the nature of the relationship 
between variables within the framework. 
The causal paths model (Figure 6.42) is derived from the equations as 
the results of multiple regressions analyses. Before examining the 
paths model, this author suggests that one should note the coefficient 
of determination (r2) for each equation. The coefficient of 
determination, r2, provided the explanation of variance (by percentage) 
in the dependent variables that was explained by the criterion 
variables. For instance, for team viability, the coefficient of 
determination is r2=0.28 coming from OCB and IMB, and r2=0.4 
coming from intra-group processes mean that the model explained 28% 
of the variance of team viability via the direct relationship of OCB and 
IMB and 40% via the indirect relationship (through intra-group 
processes). For team performance, the coefficient of determination is 
r2=0.53 coming from OCB and IMB, and r2=0.36 coming from intra- 
group processes suggest that 56% of the variance for team performance 
is via the direct relationship and 36% via the indirect. 
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These findings suggest that, both, OCB and IMB have an essential 
impact on teamwork effectiveness, when it is defined as team viability 
and team performance. According to the theories and definitions of 
OCB and IMB, these behaviours are just typical social behaviours 
between team members within the working environment, and do not 
include components that organisations would normally look for in their 
employees such as individual's knowledge, skills and ability; and yet, 
56% of the variance of team performance and almost 30% of team 
viability are explained by these behaviours. This indicates 
correspondence to the OCB literature, regarding the potential and 
important affect of OCB on organisational effectiveness and its goals 
as a whole (at the macro-level). These findings suggest that OCB does 
also have an impact at the micro-level of the organisational 
effectiveness, hence sub-units or teams. 
7.41 Interpretation of the Causal Paths Model 
By examining the causal paths model (Figure 6.42), this author 
identifies various themes that emerge from the findings. These themes 
can be divided into three categories: OCB focus, IMB focus, and Intra- 
group processes focus. 
OCB focus 
There exists a tentative link between the altruism dimension of OCB 
and factors within the intra-group processes, namely workload sharing 
and member flexibility. This author has identified this theme as 
relating to workflow factors (Figure 7.41). This emerged theme fits in 
accordance with the definitions and concepts employed in this study. 
The definition of the altruism dimension describes individual's helping 
behaviours toward their colleagues, which tend to overlap with the 
commonly defined factor as: member flexibility, whereby team 
members were willing to help or fill in for one another. This tentative 
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link is expected to occur as Thai culture seems to be a highly 
collectivist culture (Hofstede, 1980), and thus one expects to find a 
high level of helping behaviours. It should be noted that effectiveness 
of workload sharing should prevent social loafing within a team. Social 
loafing occurred when 1) the task was perceived to be unimportant, 
simple or not interesting (George, 1992), 2) group members thought 
their individual output was not identifiable (Williams, Harkins & 
Latane, 1981), and 3) group members expected their co-workers to loaf 
(Jackson & Harkins, 1985). This theme of workflow factors suggests 
that with respect to implications for practical management it is 
beneficial to encourage the behaviours within the altruism dimension, 
since individuals engaging in such helping behaviours can indicate a 
high level of being proactive within each team. This tends to lead to 
effective workload sharing and prevents social loafing. 





Whilst altruism has a tentative link to factors that can create work flow 
within a team; courtesy tends to have a tentative link to factors that 
affect the interaction between team members: team communication, 
team conflict, and trust. This second theme (Figure 7.42) fits with the 
definition and concept of courtesy dimension. The concept describes 
courtesy as behaviour on the part of an individual aimed at preventing 
work-related problems with their colleagues from occurring, and thus, 
courtesy decreases conflicts within a team. Additionally, this author 
attempts to explain the tentative link in Theme Two by relating 
courtesy to the human relation principle. The concept of courtesy 
(preventing work-related problems) seems to be in accordance with the 
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human relations principle. For example, Carnegie (1981) and 
Rosenfeld, et al. (1995) recommended various human relations 
strategies such as do not criticize, condemn or complain to others, and 
always sincerely show your appreciation when interacting with others. 
These strategies are equivalent to courtesy behaviour. Thus this author 
suggests that employees engaging in effective courtesy behaviour can 
result in better human relation interaction between team members. 
Consequently, this can increase the level of communication and trust, 
and lower the level of conflict within a team (as seen in Theme Two 
below). It seems logical to perceive that effective human relations 
behaviour involves individuals to adjust their personality to a socially 
acceptance standard. Conceivably, this may explain why there is a high 
volume of empirical studies, which attempt to explain personality as 
the antecedent of OCB. 
Figure 7.42: Theme Two: OCB and Interaction Factors 
Interaction factors 
Team communication 
Courtesy i No Team conflict 
Trust 
The findings in this study suggest that both altruism and courtesy can 
be seen as two of the most important dimensions of OCB regarding the 
impact on teamwork effectiveness. The third theme (Figure 7.43) 
indicates a tentative link from both altruism and courtesy that has a 
direct impact on teamwork effectiveness factors. According to 
Williams and Anderson (1991) and Coleman and Borman (2000) OCB 
dimensions can be divided into two distinct subgroups: behaviour that 
is directed mainly at individuals in the organisation (OCBI), and 
behaviour that is concerned more with helping the organisation as a 
whole (OCBO). Courtesy and altruism are viewed as mainly benefiting 
co-workers, whereas conscientiousness, sportsmanship and civic virtue 
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are directed at the organisation (Van Dyne, Cummings & Parks, 1995: 
Williams & Anderson, 1991). Following on from these authors, the 
findings in this study suggest that the behaviours within the OCBI 
(helping behaviours and avoiding problems with others) have a direct 
affect on team members' capability to continue functioning as a team 
and their performance. This tentative link can also be explained with 
reference to the Thai culture. This author stressed in Chapter 4 that 
`harmony' is one of the essential values in Thai culture. Thus, helping 
behaviours and avoiding problems with other team members create 
harmony within a team, and hence, team members tend to be satisfied 
with their colleagues and continue functioning as a team. 
Figure 7.43: Theme Three: OCB and Teamwork Effectiveness 
Teamwork effectiveness 
Altruism II Team viability 
Courtesy II Team performance 
Other OCB dimensions, as identified by Williams and Anderson (1991) 
and Coleman and Borman (2000) as OCBO, have an indirect effect on 
teamwork effectiveness. Moreover, through team conflict, courtesy 
also has an indirect effect on team performance as Podsakoff and 
MacKenzie (1997) stated that an individual exhibiting courtesy by 
"touching base" with other team members reduces the likelihood of the 
occurrence of problems that would otherwise take time and effort to 
resolve. While focusing on organisational citizenship behaviour, 
however, there is an unexpected finding regarding the 
conscientiousness dimension. Empirical research had found 
conscientiousness to be predictive of successful teamwork performance 
(Neuman & Wright, 1999). In addition, Barrick, Stewart, Neubert and 
Mount (1998) found a negative relationship between variance in 
conscientiousness and team performance, and suggested that a mix of 
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both conscientious and not-so-conscientious members tends to lower 
team performance. In this study, the finding shows that 
conscientiousness has no unique variance within the teamwork 
effectiveness framework. This may be why the early OCB researchers 
perpetually debated `what is extra-role and what is in-role? ', given that 
conscientiousness describes the behaviours that follow organisational 
rules and regulations. This author provides an alternative explanation 
that lies in Thai culture. In line with one of the five cultural 
dimensions identified by Trompenaar (1994): `Universalism v 
Particularism'; highly universalist cultures would emphasise and be 
guided by strict and formal rules. As discussed in Chapter 4, Thailand 
was identified as being a highly particularistic culture, which would 
focus more on personal relationships and trust rather than on formal 
rules and legal contracts. Thus, Thai people tend to be more flexible 
and subsequently following strict rules and regulations will not have a 
significant impact on teamwork effectiveness. 
IMB focus 
Regarding some IMB dimensions, a theme emerges with a tentative 
link between ingratiation and factors such as team conflict, trust and 
social cohesiveness (Figure 7.44). Many literatures stress the 
importance of these factors within the intra-group processes and 
relating to team effectiveness. Kreitner, Kinicki and Buelens (1999) 
suggested that components of teamwork such as trust and cohesiveness 
are receiving the greatest attention since these components are, 
arguably, essential to the effectiveness of a team. Locke and his 
colleagues (1994) found that conflict has at least some negative impact 
on performance. Their findings would support a major management 
effort devoted to building compatibility, and reducing conflict between 
team members. Thus, this author labels these intra-group processes as 
compatibility effectiveness' within a team. 
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Figure 7.44: Theme Four: IMB and Compatibility Effectiveness Factors 
Compatibility effectiveness factors 
Team conflict 
Ingratiation i Trust 
Social cohesiveness 
From the OCB literature one would expect the concept of altruism as a 
dimension to have some impact on the compatibility factors; however, 
the findings in this study suggest that helping behaviours (altruism) do 
have impact on workflow factors, but not compatibility factors. 
Instead, behaviours that an individual engages in to make others like 
him/her have some impact on the compatibility within a team. If team 
members like each other, then this will reduce the level of conflict; 
create more trust, and more sense of `we-ness'. 
Comparing the compatibility effectiveness factors in Theme four to the 
interaction factors in Theme two; it can be identified that factors such 
as team conflict and trust are involved in both themes. Integrating 
these two themes, team conflict and trust are explained by courtesy and 
ingratiation. Thus, this author suggests that such behaviours as making 
others like him/her and preventing work-related problems with their 
colleagues from occurring, overlapped in the sense that is relating to 
some fundamental Thai values (discussed in section 4.7). Phrases or 
words such as "kreng-jai", "hai kiad" and "nam jai" can explain the 
overlap of these two behavioural dimensions and, in turn, create trust 
and reduces the level of conflict within a team. 
The next theme (Figure 7.45) suggests that some dimensions of IMB 
have some direct impact on team performance. This is in-line with the 
IMB literatures which suggest that each distinctive dimension of IMB 
strategies focuses on specific behaviours and have different 
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motivational aspects in engaging in such behaviour. As mentioned in 
Section 2.41, impression management theorists suggest that a primary 
human motive, both inside and outside of organisations, is to be 
viewed by others in a favourable light so as to avoid being viewed 
negatively (Rosenfeld, Giacalone & Riordan, 1995). Although there is 
some disagreement among impression management researchers 
regarding the authenticity of the impressions that people convey, Leary 
and Kowalski (1990) emphasize that impression management theory 
does not imply that the impressions created by individuals are 
necessarily false. In other words, individuals who seek to be viewed as 
dedicated to their companies may, indeed, truly be committed to their 
organisations. Thus, regardless of the motivational aspects behind the 
behaviour, some IMB dimensions should have some impact on team 
performance (Theme five). 
Figure 7.45: Theme Five: IMB and Teamwork Effectiveness 
Ingratiation Teamwork effectiveness 
Intimidation i0ý Team performance 
Self-promotion 
Additionally, the findings suggest that the three IMB dimensions in 
Theme five also have some indirect impact through team conflict and 
social cohesiveness, on both, team viability and team performance. 
However, the findings also show that exemplification and supplication 
dimensions have no significant unique variance within the framework. 
This can also be explained by Thai culture issues. As mentioned 
earlier, Thai people tend to be more flexible, therefore if flexibility is 
a part of the norm of Thai people, then exemplification behaviours 
such as arriving to work early and leaving late will not have 
significant impact within the framework of teamwork effectiveness. 
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Attempting to explain the reasons why the `supplication' dimension 
has no significant impact within the framework may be a debatable 
issue. The concept of `supplication' indicates that an individual uses 
this strategy to promote their weaknesses in order to receive assistance 
from others. Additionally, the findings by Hofstede (1980) and 
Trompenaars (1994), both suggest that Thai culture is highly 
collectivist, in which people are interested in the `well-being' of a 
wider group with a more extended network of support and loyalty. 
Therefore, within Thai culture, one would expect team members to 
support any individual whose engages in supplication behaviours; 
whereby this should have some significant impact within the 
framework. 
However, this author attempts to explain the findings, which show 
insignificant contribution of supplication by relating to the 
`achievement v ascription' cultural dimension (Trompenaars, 1994). As 
stated by Trompenaars (1994), Thai culture is an achievement culture 
in which people are accorded status based on how well they perform 
their functions. Being in this culture, individuals are unlikely to 
engage in supplication behaviours. 
Intra-group processes focus 
The results of this study provide unexpected findings such that only 
two out of six intra-group processes: team conflict and social 
cohesiveness, have a direct relationship to the output: team viability 
and team performance. This implies that teams possessing high or low 
components such as workflow factors or some interaction factors such 
as team communication and trust do not have significant effect on team 
performance and team viability. Thus, there are less indirect 
relationships from OCB and IMB to the output than expected. 
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In part, the findings in this study support many writers and researchers 
who suggested social cohesiveness as an important factor of group 
characteristics that has an impact on team/group performance (Guzzo 
& Dickson, 1996; Ivancevich & Matteson, 1999; Keller, 1986; 
Littlepage, Robison & Reddington, 1997; Mullen & Copper, 1994). 
However, in the focus on the intra-group processes, there emerges a 
theme (Figure 7.46) suggesting a tentative link from various OCB and 
IMB dimensions to social cohesiveness. By examining the concepts of 
each behavioural dimension, this author identifies a common notion 
which leads to the labeling of team image. 






Ingratiation behaviours such as showing generosity and kindness can 
be associated to the concept of `liking'. Sportsmanship behaviours 
such as avoid complaining and petty grievances can be seen as the 
concepts of `give-face to others', `harmony' and `respect others'. 
Intimidation can demonstrate the use of power. This can be supported 
by the work of Hofstede (1980) who suggested that Thailand is a high 
power-culture. Lastly, self-promotion can be seen as presentation of 
competency. Deriving from this author's experience by observing the 
behaviour of Thai people socially and from the work place, it is well 
known that image is an important factor to Thai people. Thus, it is in 
this author's perception that each of these dimension are aimed to 
create the images (status, power and competency) that can be attributed 
to the outsiders (other teams/organisations) as a `perfect team'. 
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Corresponding to Piper and colleagues (1983), cohesive team members 
stick together for one or both of the following reasons: 1) because they 
enjoy each others' company or 2) because they need each other to 
accomplish a common goal. Therefore, if each team members has a 
common goal of creating an attribution of image for their team, then 
this should be related to "a sense of `we-ness"' and enhance the level 
of social cohesiveness within a team. 
In summary, various themes emerge from the causal paths model 
suggesting that different OCB and IMB dimensions have an impact on 
different aspects within a team that enhance teamwork effectiveness. 
Both OCB and IMB dimensions lead to important themes such as 
workflow, interaction, compatibility, team image and teamwork 
effectiveness. Thus, the findings suggest that for practical managerial 
implications it is beneficial to encourage team members to engage in 
these behaviours. Both, team members and organisations will benefit 
from these behaviours. For example, team members working in an 
environment which is harmonious where colleagues are always helping 
one another and prevent disagreements or unpleasant interchanges, will 
be more contented and satisfied with their job, and in turn, willing to 
continue to work in their team. The longer that team members in a 
team continue to work and stay together as a team, the more effective a 
team will be. Thus, from the managerial point of view, this should 
enhance team performance and should decrease the level of employee 
turnover. 
Furthermore, for the specifics of Thai culture, to create a working 
environment which is harmonious, the Thais believe that well- 
educated, well-trained, and strong individuals should be able to easily 
control their emotions and their verbal and physical expressiveness in 
order to maintain harmony (as discussed in Chapter 4). Additionally, 
increases in the level of team viability and decreases in the level of 
employee turnover can be achieved by management creating a more 
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prestigious working environment in order to fulfill the employee 
motivational aspect of image. There are various approaches that Thai 
management can apply regarding building a more prestigious working 
environment. Building a more prestigious working environment can be 
as simple as using a high standard of office decoration. However, 
alternative approaches such as additional focusing on employees' 
social class within the employment recruitment and selection 
processes, and then by assigning higher social class individuals to a 
team with members who have a similar background can improve the 
team image, and thus achieve the prestigious working environment. 
This is supported by this author's perception from his experience 
within the Thai culture that some organisations in Thailand have been 
utilizing the focus on social class within the recruitment and selection 
processes. 
The next section discusses how Table 6.43 and Table 6.44 provided 
further predictive information for managers/team leaders and indicates 
the. implication of the need to train or encourage team members to 
perform the required behaviour. 
7.5 Associating the Behaviours 
The findings of the correlation analysis in Table 6.43 and Table 6.44 
provided further predictive information for managers/team leaders 
implication to train or encourage team members to perform the require 
behaviour. One could clearly comprehend which OCB and IM 
behaviour lead to which intra-group process interaction behaviour and 
perceptions. However, as mentioned in the previous chapter, the 
strength of correlation was shown to be moderately weak, but one can 
be confident that a relationship of at least this size holds in this 
population and that this weak relationship is unlikely to have arisen by 
chance. For example, if the managers/team leaders need to enhance the 
team members' feeling that members in their team contribute equally 
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to the work (wlshar3), they could encourage their team members to 
perform the following behaviours: 
Team members: 
Should be ready to lend a helping hand to those around them. (altru2) 
Should try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
Should encourage and drive their co-workers to perform their job to their fullest 
abilities. (altru3) 
Should offer to help their co-workers when they seem to need help, without having 
them to ask first. (altru5) 
Should try to help their co-workers with the work even if their own work is not 
complete. (altru7) 
Should try to complete their work earlier than the expected time. (exem2) 
Should volunteer for extra work whenever there is the opportunity. (exem4) 
Should show that they can work and complete their work successfully without stress. 
(sp5) 
Another example, if the managers/team leaders need to decrease the 
team members' feeling bias within the team (confc3), they could 
suggest the following: 
Team members: 
Should encourage their co-workers to participate with the organisation's extra 
activities. (cv1) 
Should try to defend the organisation when others criticise it. (cv2) 
Should try not to criticise, condemn or complain to the co-workers if their behaviour 
affects them. (spman4) 
Should not criticise and evaluate their co-workers' work. (cour4) 
Should offer to help their co-workers when they seem to need help, without having 
them to ask first. (altru5) 
Should not fight for their own rights, when their co-workers start a conflict. (spman5) 
Should not complain to the co-workers if they are treated unfairly at work. (spman6) 
Should try to show generosity and kindness by buying small things for co-workers. 
(ingral) 
Should not show a negative facial expression when they are in a bad mood. (intim! ) 
Should try to release all vital information to others. (intim2) 
Should try to do personal favours for their co-workers. (ingra3) 
Should not embarrass their co-workers in front of others. (intim4) 
Should try to continue working during the `break time' or `lunch hour'. (exem6) 
Should not have to penalise people with silence. (intim6) 
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Thus using information from Appendix VI and Appendix IX, the 
classification of items, and Table 6.43 and Table 6.44, associating the 
items; one can clearly comprehend and predict which OCB and IM 
behaviour lead to which intra-group process interaction behaviour and 
perceptions. By extracting the information from Table 6.43 and Table 
6.44, the following diagrams provided all of the associating behaviour 
(* indicates reverse scoring and (-) indicates negative relationship) 
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Figure 7.51: Predictors of cohesl, 2 
IMB 
I tend to show my co-workers that I can work and 
complete my work successfully without stress. (sp5) OCB 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around I show my generosity and kindness by buying small me. (altru2) 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) perform their job to their fullest abilities. (altru3) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra4) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra6) 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intim 1) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
(intim6) 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(cour2) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
Sometimes, I tend to be harsh with my co-workers. * 
(cour5) 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
The members of this team got along well with each 
other. (cohes 1) 
Team members always help each other on the job. 
(cohes2) 
OCB IMB 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around I show my generosity and kindness by buying small me. (altru2) things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra4) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra6) 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intim! ) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
I tend to leave work later than the expected time. 
(exem5) (-) 
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Figure 7.52: Predictors of cohes3 
OCB 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around 
me. (altru2) 
I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will 
perform their job to their fullest abilities. (altru3) 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
When my co-workers start a conflict, I tend to fight 
for my own rights. * (spman5) 
I complain to my co-workers if I am treated unfairly 
at work. * (spman6) 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(cour2) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
Sometimes, I tend to be harsh with my co-workers. * 
(cour5) 
I like the members of my team. (cohes3) 
IMB 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra6) 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intim! ) 
I tend to let people know that I perform my job to the 
fullest of my ability. (exeml) 
I tend to complete my work much earlier than the 
expected time. (exem2) 
I tend to volunteer for extra work whenever there is 
the opportunity. (exem4) 
I tend to leave work later than expected time. 
(exem5) 
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Figure 7.53: Predictors of cohes4,5,6 
OCB IMB 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around I tend to try to answer ant questions even if I do not 
me. (altru2) have full knowledge. (sp3) 
I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will 
perform their job to their fullest abilities. (altru3) 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
I feel that I am included in the group's activities. 
(cohes4) 
The members of this team stuck together well. 
(cohes5) 
I like it that my co-workers come to me for advice. 
(sp4) 
I tend to show my co-workers that I can work and 
complete my work successfully without stress. (sp5) 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra4) 
I tend to offer help to others whenever the 
opportunity arises. (ingra6) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
OCB 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around 
me. (altru2) 
IMB 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra4) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra6) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
IMB 
I advertise my weaknesses to influence others to help 
me. (supp3) 
I ask my co-workers for help even though I can easily 
do it myself. (supp5) 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intim! ) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will 
perform their job to their fullest abilities. (altru3) 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(cour2) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
Sometimes, I tend to be harsh with my co-workers. * 
(cour5) 
OCB 
When my co-workers start a conflict, I tend to fight 
for my own rights. * (spman5) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
Some members of this team tend to be disloyal to 
each other. * (cohes6) 
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Figure 7.54: Predictors of tc2,3 
OCB IMB 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around I like to stay quiet when others are talking about their 
me. (altru2) achievements and accomplishments. (suppl) 
I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will 
perform their job to their fullest abilities. (altru3) 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(court) 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
Sometimes, I think that the way I behave outside the 
organisation do not affect the images of the 
organisation. * (cv7) (-) 
I advertise my weaknesses to influence others to help 
me. (supp3) 
I tend to try to answer any questions even if I do not 
have full knowledge. (sp3) 
Sometimes, the information I receive from my team 
members is often inaccurate. * (tc2) 
IMB 
It is easy to ask for advice from any members of this 
team. (tc3) 
OCB 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(cour2) 
Sometimes, I tend to be harsh with my co-workers. * 
(cour5) 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
I tend to go out of my way to protect organisational 
property. (cv5) 
I like to stay quiet when others are talking about their 
achievements and accomplishments. (supp1) 
I advertise my weaknesses to influence others to help 
me. (supp3) 
I tend to try to answer any questions even if I do not 
have full knowledge. (sp3) 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra6) 
I do not work during the 'break time ' or 'lunch hour'. * 
(exem6) (-) 
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Figure 7.55: Predictors of confcl, 2,3 
OCB 
1 tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(cour2) The members of my team are supportive of each 
other's ideas. * (confcl) 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
IMB 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I tend to offer help to others whenever the 
opportunity arises. (ingra6) 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intiml) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
(intim6) 
There is harmony within my team. * (confc2) 
OCB 
Sometimes, I criticise, condemn or complain to my 
co-workers if their behaviour affects me. * (spman4) 
When my co-workers start a conflict, I tend to fight 
for my own rights. * (spman5) 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(court) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
Sometimes, I tend to be harsh with my co-workers. * 
(cour5) 
There is no biasness within this team. * (confc3) 
OCB IMB 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
things for my co-workers. (ingraI) 
Sometimes, I criticise, condemn or complain to my 
co-workers if their behaviour affects me. * (spman4) 
When my co-workers start a conflict, I tend to fight 
for my own rights. * (spman5) 
I complain to my co-workers if I am treated unfairly 
at work. * (spman6) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
I tend to encourage my co-workers to participate with 
the organisation's extra activities. (cvl) (-) 
I tend to defend my organisation when others criticise 
it. (cv2) (-) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intiml) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
(intim6) 
I do not work during the 'break time' or 'lunch hour'. * 
(exem6) (-) 
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Figure 7.56: Predictors of confc4,5,6 
OCB IMB 
Sometimes, I criticise, condemn or complain to my I tend to talk to my co-workers about my 
co-workers if their behaviour affects me. * (spman4) accomplishments and achievements. (spl) 
When my co-workers start a conflict, I tend to fight 
for my own rights. * (spman5) 
I complain to my co-workers if I am treated unfairly 
at work. * (spman6) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
Sometimes, I have to conduct my personal affairs 
during work. * (cons2) 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
There is difference of opinion among the members of 
my team. (confc4) 
I tend to try to answer any questions even if I do not 
have full knowledge. (sp3) 
I tend to show my co-workers that I can work and 
complete my work successfully without stress. (sp5) 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingraI) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I tend to offer help to others whenever the 
opportunity arises. (ingra6) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
(intim6) 
OCB 
Sometimes, I criticise, condemn or complain to my 
co-workers if their behaviour affects me. * (spman4) 
When my co-workers start a conflict, I tend to fight 
for my own rights. * (spman5) 
I complain to my co-workers if I am treated unfairly 
at work. * (spman6) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
Sometimes, I tend to be harsh with my co-workers. * 
(cour5) 
OCB 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around 
me. (altru2) 
There are clashes between subgroups within my team. 
(confc5) 
IMB 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intiml) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
(intim6) 
I complain to my co-workers if I am treated unfairly 
at work. * (spman6) 
Sometimes, I have to conduct my personal affairs 
during work. * (cons2) 
IMB 
I advertise my weaknesses to influence others to help 
me. (supp3) 
In our team, we have lots of bickering over who 
should do what job. (confc6) 
I ask my co-workers for help even though I can easily 
do it myself. (supp5) 
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Figure 7.57: Predictors of confc7,8 
OCB 1MB 
Sometimes, I criticise, condemn or complain to my I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
co-workers if their behaviour affects me. * (spman4) in a bad mood. (intim]) 
When my co-workers start a conflict, I tend to fight 
for my own rights. * (spman5) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
I complain to my co-workers if I am treated unfairly 
at work. * (spman6) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
(intim6) 
There is dissension in my team. (confc7) 
IMB 
No members in this team tend to hold grudge against 
other team members. * (confc8) 
OCB 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(cour2) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
Sometimes, I tend to be harsh with my co-workers. * 
(cour5) 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
I tend to defend my organisation when others criticise 
it. (cv2) 
I tend to talk to my co-workers about my 
accomplishments and achievements. (spl) 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingra1) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra4) 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intiml) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
(intim6) 
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Figure 7.58: Predictors of confc9,10 
IMB 
I tend to talk to my co-workers about my 
accomplishments and achievements. (spl) 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra4) 
I tend to offer help to others whenever the 
opportunity arises. (ingra6) 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intim l) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
(intim6) 
There is friendliness among the members of my 
team. * (confc9) 
OCB 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(cour2) 
IMB 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
There is a "we" feeling among the members of my 
team. * (confcl0) 
OCB 
I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will 
perform their job to their fullest abilities. (altru3) 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(cour2) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
I tend to encourage my co-workers to participate with 
the organisation's extra activities. (cvl) 
I tend to defend my organisation when others criticise 
it. (cv2) 
I tend to go out of my way to protect organisational 
property. (cv'5) 
Sometimes, I think that the way I behave outside the 
organisation do not affect the images of the 
organisation. * (cv7) 
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Figure 7.59: Predictors of memfl, 2,3 
IMB 
I tend to talk to my co-workers about my 
accomplishments and achievements. (spI) Most members of my team know each other's jobs. 
(memf 1) 
I tend to try to answer any questions even if I do not 
have full knowledge. (sp3) 
I like it that my co-workers come to me for advice 
(sp4) 
I tend to show my co-workers that I can work and 
complete my work successfully without stress. (sp5) 
I tend to let people know that I perform my job to the 
fullest of my ability. (exeml) 
I tend to complete my work much earlier than the 
expected time. (exem2) 
I tend to volunteer for extra work whenever there is 
the opportunity. (exem4) 
V OCB 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around 
me. (altru2) 
I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will 
perform their job to their fullest abilities. (altru3) 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
OCB 
It is easy for the members of this team to fill in for 
one another. (memf2) 
IMB 
I tend to let people know that I perform my job to the 
fullest of my ability. (exeml) 
I tend to complete my work much earlier than the 
expected time. (exem2) 
I tend to volunteer for extra work whenever there is 
the opportunity. (exem4) 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around 
me. (altru2) 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
When my co-workers start a conflict, I tend to fight 
for my own rights. * (spman5) 
I complain to my co-workers if I am treated unfairly 
at work. * (spman6) 
OCB 
This team is very flexible in terms of changes in 
membership. (memf3) 
IMB 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingraI) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I tend to be cheerful to my co-workers at work.. 
(cour2) 
I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
(cour3) 
I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work 
without knowing I am doing it. * (cour4) 
Sometimes, I tend to be harsh with my co-workers. * 
(cour5) 
I tend to encourage my co-workers to participate with 
the organisation's extra activities. (cv I) (-) 
I tend to defend my organisation v hen others criticise 
it. (cv2) (-) 
Sometimes, I think that the way I behave outside the 
organisation do not affect the images of the 
organisation. * (cv7) (-) 
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Figure 7.60: Predictors of trustl, 2,3 
OCB 
I tend to defend my organisation when others criticise There is no doubt that most of my team members it. (cv2) always tell the truth. (trusti) 
I tend to go out of my way to protect organisational 
property. (cv5) 
IMB 
I tend to talk to my co-workers about my 
accomplishments and achievements. (sp1) 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra6) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
OCB 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
I tend to encourage my co-workers to participate with 
the organisation's extra activities. (cv1) 
I tend to defend my organisation when others criticise 
it. (cv2) 
I tend to go out of my way to protect organisational 
property. (cv5) 
I IMB 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am 
in a bad mood. (intiml ) 
I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
(intim2) 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of 
others. (intim4) 
Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
The members in this team seem to be sincere to each 
other. (trust2) 
IMB 
I show my generosity and kindness by buying small 
things for my co-workers. (ingral) 
I always try to agree with my boss. (ingra2) 
I do personal favours for my co-workers. (ingra3) 
I try to present myself to my co-workers as being a 
polite person. (ingra4) 
Sometimes, I think that the way I behave outside the 
organisation do not affect the images of the 
organisation. * (cv7) All my team members are trustworthy. (trust3) 
OCB 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
I tend to encourage my co-workers to participate with the organisation's extra 
activities. (cv1) 
I tend to defend my organisation when others criticise it. (cv2) 
I tend to go out of my way to protect organisational property. (cv5) 
Sometimes, I think that the way I behave outside the organisation do not affect 
the images 
of the organisation. * (cv7) 
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Figure 7.61: Predictors of wlshar2,3 
OCB 
IMB 
I tend to show my co-workers that I can work and 
complete my work successfully without stress. (sp5) 
I tend to let people know that I perform my job to the 
fullest of my ability. (exeml) 
I tend to complete my work much earlier than the 
expected time. (exem2) 
I tend to volunteer for extra work whenever there is 
the opportunity. (exem4) 
I tend to leave work later than expected time. 
(exem5) 
I do not work during the 'break time' or 'lunch hour'. * 
(exem6) 
I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around 
me. (altru2) 
I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will 
perform their job to their fullest abilities. (altru3) 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
Sometimes, I have to conduct my personal affairs 
during work. * (cons2) 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
I tend to obey company rules and regulations even 
when no one is watching. (cons5) 
I tend to encourage my co-workers to participate with 
the organisation's extra activities. (cvl) 
I feel that everyone in this team does their fair share 
of the work. (wlshar2) 
I feel that members on my team contribute equally to 
the work. (wlshar3) 
IMB OCB 
I tend to show my co-workers that I can work and I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around 
complete my work successfully without stress. (sp5) me. (altru2) 
I tend to complete my work much earlier than the 
expected time. (exem2) 
I tend to volunteer for extra work whenever there is 
the opportunity. (exem4) 
I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will 
perform their job to their fullest abilities. (altru3) 
I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need 
help, without having them to ask first. (altru5) 
I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if 
my work is not complete. (altru7) 
I try to be a model employee. (cons3) 
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Recognising the related OC and IM behaviours may be used to design 
or encourage more effective work groups, this study may make 
practical contributions. However, managers and team leaders should 
realise that individual input (OCB and IMB) are more difficult to 
control than other inputs which were not included in this study (i. e., 
context, composition, job design) and may be only indirectly affected 
by management through encouragement, modeling, and reinforcement. 
Nevertheless, identifying the related behaviour is an advanced first 
step in enhancing effective teamwork. Here, the results could be 
combined with a new concept of `Management Citizenship Behaviour', 
conceptualized by Hodson (2002) so that managers can develop more 
effective policies - policies that are consistent with good citizenship. 
Hodson (2002) suggests that a variety of themes such as reciprocity, 
trust, legitimacy, and organisational justice, have been used to 
characterize the organisational underpinnings of contemporary 
management practices oriented toward encouraging employee 
citizenship behaviour. 
7.6 Conclusion of the Thesis 
In conclusion, the results of this study have shown that OCB and IMB 
variables should be considered within the individual input when 
investigating teamwork effectiveness. Only two components in the 
intra-group process: team conflict and social cohesiveness were found 
to have a direct relationship to the teamwork output, and therefore 
further investigation is needed on intra-group process composition. 
Moreover, this study produced findings which can be practical for 
management implications to enhance the effective teamwork by 
identifying the related behaviours. Furthermore, by grouping various 
OCB and IMB dimensions, various themes such as workflow, 
interaction, compatibility, team image and teamwork effectiveness 
emerged from the findings and that managers should take these themes 
into consideration in building effective teamwork. Finally, this study 
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developed the scales measuring five dimensions of OCB and five 
dimensions of IMB with psychometric validity, which can suitably be 
employed within the Thai culture. 
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Chapter 8: Reflecting on the Research Journey 
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8.1 Introduction 
It has been a long research journey from the author's initial perception 
of how human behaviour has had an impact on teamwork, and 
reviewing the relevant existing literatures. It is worth noting how, 
from the very beginning of the research journey, certain key themes 
were identified, notably organisational citizenship behaviour and 
impression management and how these can be related to the major 
theme of teamwork effectiveness. 
At this stage it is worth reiterating the point concerning the research 
direction. It would have been possible to undertake a comparative 
study between different types of teams, however, the author decided to 
focus particularly on the human behaviour element of teamwork. This 
arose out of the author experience while undertaking Dale Carnegie 
Training", the world leader in professional and business skills 
development, and while participating with the Toastmasters 
international, an organisation dedicated to helping individuals 
accomplish effective public presentations. These courses recommended 
and portrayed to the employees the useful tactics and strategies that 
are, on the surface, identical to organisational citizenship behaviour 
and impression management theory. 
It was clear that there were generic issues which might provide a more 
fruitful way forward for the research. There would be undoubted value 
in a comparative approach, however, the author was concerned that 
such a way forward might lead the author to be misdirected and 
concentrate on particular or specific types of team issues at the 
expense of a clear research direction. Context was clearly important 
and an excessive concentration on the particularities risked a loss of 
ultimate usefulness to human behaviour in general. 
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8.2 Reflecting on the Methodology 
The literature review confirmed, extended and refined the author's 
early working assumptions, particularly those relating to the interested 
themes of organisational citizenship behaviour, impression 
management behaviour, and input-process-output framework of 
teamwork effectiveness. As reiterating from Chapter 5, to investigate 
the impact of organisational citizenship behaviour and impression 
management behaviour as individual inputs within the input-process- 
output framework for teamwork effectiveness in Thailand, the 
following procedures were employed as the objective basis for this 
study: 
1. To develop a reliable measure of organisational citizenship 
behaviour and impression management behaviour that could be 
applied to the Thai culture. 
2. To develop a reliable measure of intragroup processes and 
teamwork effectiveness that was appropriate to the Thai culture. 
3. To explore the important behaviour of organisational citizenship 
and impression management, and their significance values to 
develop effective teamwork. 
To achieve these, the author's main approach had been in both, a 
qualitative and quantitative paradigm in order to suit the nature of the 
research and to provide those insights into human behaviour and 
teamwork which, the author believed, a pure quantitative approach 
would not have achieved. Thus, semi-structured face-to-face interviews 
had proved vital in identifying the human behaviour aspects of 
organisational citizenship behaviour and impression management 
behaviour. The purpose of the interviews was to build on the solid 
foundation of the questionnaires by exploring in depth the areas the 
author had identified initially which had been developed through the 
views of the respondents. The construct elicitation based on the 
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repertory grid technique also proved to be the most appropriate 
approach during the interviews for obtaining a clearer identification of 
those issues. 
The information from the interviewing process was confirmed, 
extended and refined via the content (experts judgmental) and 
construct validation, which at this stage, the author shifted into a 
quantitative paradigm. Pilot studies were conducted via a structured 
questionnaire survey technique in order to test the reliability of the 
questionnaire. Thus, a reliable measure of organisational citizenship 
behaviour and impression management behaviour that could be applied 
to the Thai culture was developed. 
The next stage, a second set of interviews was carried out using an 
unstructured interviewing technique to develop and identify the 
foundation component of the themes intra-group process and teamwork 
effectiveness. The information obtained from this set of interviews 
pinpointed specific factors relating to the intra-group process and 
criteria for teamwork effectiveness, some of which were in line with 
literatures and past researches. Again following the procedures from 
the first set of information from the first interviews, the information 
was confirmed and refined via the content (experts judgmental), and 
subsequently, the questionnaire was piloted to test the internal 
reliability. Thus, a reliable measure of intra-group process and 
teamwork effectiveness that could be applied within the Thai culture 
was developed. 
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At this stage, the information gained from both sets of the interviews 
enabled the author to produce the input-process-output framework 
model of this study. To examine the model, the author decided that the 
use of a purely quantitative paradigm was the most appropriate given 
the essential requirement for a large amount of data. Thus, the 
structured questionnaire measuring organisational citizenship 
behaviour, impression management behaviour, and intra-group process 
was distributed to 425 team members, and 50 supervisors/team leaders 
were presented with the questionnaire measuring the effectiveness of 
the team. 
The data obtained were statistically analysed by SPSS using The 
Independent-Samples T-Test, Paired-Samples T-Test Analysis, 
Multiple Regressions Analyses, Exploratory Factor Analysis, and 
Correlation Analysis. Examining the framework model as a whole, the 
results confirmed positive correlations between each factor, and it can 
be assumed that the team with a higher level of input OCB and IMB 
produced a higher degree of intra-group process and effective 
teamwork. This study provided empirical evidence that OCB and IMB 
also have an impact on teamwork effectiveness and should also be 
considered an essential component as being instrumental for effective 
organisations. 
Additionally, the findings from the multiple regressions analyses and 
the causal paths model (figure 6.42) provided enhanced predictions for 
summarising the nature of the relationship between variables within 
the framework. By grouping various OCB and IMB dimensions, various 
themes such as workflow, interaction, compatibility, team image and 
teamwork effectiveness emerged from the findings and that managers 
should take these themes into consideration in building effective 
teamwork. 
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The results of correlation analysis provided the associating behaviour, 
and thus one can clearly comprehend and predict which OCB and IM 
behaviour lead to which intra-group process interaction behaviour and 
perceptions. Furthermore, the findings provided predictive information 
for managers/team leaders implication to train or encourage team 
members to perform the required behaviour. Thus, recognising the 
related OC and IM behaviours that may be used to design or encourage 
more effective work groups. 
8.3 Reflecting on Limitations and Future Potential 
There are a few limitations in this study that should be taken into 
account. First, the inputs of the framework were grouped into three 
categories by Hackman (1987): individual-level factors (e. g., team- 
member attributes), group-level factors (e. g., structure and size) and 
environmental-level factors (e. g., task characteristics and reward 
structures). However, this study focused only on individual inputs, 
specifically team-members' citizenship behaviours and their 
impression management behaviours and did not account for several 
contextual variables that may affect relationships of OCB and IMB to 
teamwork output. Examples of important variables to use in future 
studies include organisational strategy, structure, culture, reward 
system, and administrative support (Sundstrom, DeMeuse & Futrell, 
1990). This may also explain why some coefficient of determination, 
r2, were low as the variance of the dependent variables must also be 
explained by these other input variables. 
Secondly, this study focuses only on human behaviour: OCB and IMB 
as the input of the teamwork effectiveness model, and therefore, it did 
not consider other input factors that may have an affect on the level of 
OCB and IMB. For instance, various types of leadership should have 
some impact on OCB and IMB. Future research should consider other 
inputs that may be related to OCB and IMB. For example, it would 
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benefit the advocates of OCB and IMB to examine the relationship 
between the degree of Leader-Member-Exchange (LMX) and the level 
of OCB and IMB. 
The third limitation concerns the output of the model, which was only 
measured at the individual- and team-level, e. g. team viability and 
team performance: knowledge and skills of work, quality of work, 
quantity of work, initiative, interpersonal skills, commitment to team, 
and overall evaluation of team performance. Future research should 
also consider other outputs at different levels such as business unit, 
and organisational levels. 
Cohen and Bailey (1997) provided examples of effectiveness of team 
outputs. They classified the effectiveness into three major dimensions: 
(1) performance effectiveness assessed in terms of quantity and quality 
of outputs such as efficiency, productivity, response times, quality, 
customer satisfaction, and innovation; (2) member attitudes, such as 
employee satisfaction, commitment, and trust in management; and (3) 
behavioural outcomes, such as absenteeism, turnover, and safety. 
However, effectiveness at one level of analysis can interfere with 
effectiveness at another level. Thus, it is important to be clear about 
the dimensions of effectiveness that are being considered and the level 
at which they are being considered. 
Fourthly, this study collected data sample from two different 
organisations. Although the organisations seem to be similar (same 
industry); internal validity may be compromised if critical factors 
within the organisations differ. Fortunately, analysis showed that the 
sample from the two companies were similar enough to be combined 
for the data analyses and suggested that there were no significant mean 
differences of OCB and IMB between the two companies. 
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Fifthly, the nature of this study directs certain control over the data 
samples, such that the sample must be made up of a team member of a 
small to medium size working team within a similar size organisation, 
within the same industry and culture (Thai). Thus, the sample taken in 
this study is what Sapsford and Jupp (1996) described as "opportunity" 
sampling. This is selection by whoever happens to be available from 
the population of interest. Yet the sample was recruited from 
companies offering a similar working environment and with similar 
work processes. The information from data sampling in study 3 
(discussed in Chapter 6) indicated that the majority of the samples are 
of a particular sample type: young and well educated. As this study is 
grounded in Thailand, the value of culture (such as family expectation, 
see Chapter 4) may explain the existence of the particular sample type. 
Thus, the limitation concerning the particular sample type in this study 
addresses the concern that the findings and conclusions are relevant to 
this particular sample type within Thai culture. The findings and 
conclusions derived from this study may not be generalisable with 
other industries and culture. However, the approach could be replicable 
in other culture types. 
The sixth limitation regards the sample size at group-level. The data 
were collected from over 400 employees, however, at group-level, the 
relevant sample is only 50 teams, suggesting that statistical findings 
can be relatively weak. This may explain why there were some 
unexpected findings. However, the tolerance statistics from all of the 
results from the multiple regression analysis were high, suggesting that 
multicollinearity was improbable. However, for the reason of time and 
financial constraint this research was only a miniature study, and thus 
larger scale research or diverse research direction such as comparative 
study, would be of further benefit to both the academic and 
management fields. 
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For the seventh limitation, this study has gathered little information on 
the characteristics of the teams themselves, focusing on overall input- 
process-output of team effectiveness as opposed to the structure, 
composition, or duties of specific teams. Additionally, this study 
neither, systematically acquired information on the types of teams 
found in organisational settings. 
Finally, understanding human behaviour is an extremely complex 
undertaking, and although this study identified and associated such 
behaviour, the issue of motives - why such behaviour was conducted? 
- was ignored. Potential future research of human behaviour should 
also consider this issue of motive. 
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An appointment was made by the researcher to visit the Managing Director and Human Resources Director of a Media company in Bangkok, Thailand, in order to explain the 
objective and requirement for this study in early November 2000. Their permission was 
granted and subsequently, the Human Resources Manager provided the interviewer 
with the interviewing time schedules completed with the name of 45 employees 
randomly. The semi-structured face-to-face interviews were conducted during mid- December 2000 until the end of January 2001. 
The interviews always were initiated with the interviewer introducing himself, briefing 
the interviewee with the objectives of the interview, assuring confidentiality, and 
explaining the nature of the interview. Local language (Thai) was utilized in each 
interview for the purpose of clear understanding between the interviewer and the 
interviewee as this is the first language for both individuals. Thus some of the 
translation of dialogues provided here as the examples, will be in the straightforward 
and uncomplicated form for clear comprehension. 
The construct elicitation based on the repertory grid technique as the basis of the 
interviews. The interviewer encouraged the interviewees to describe the similarity and 
differential of the elements (their colleagues) and with their descriptions derive the 
desired items. 
In each interview, the interviewer always begins with an example question to illustrate 
the nature of the interview. This example was recommended by Fransella and Bannister 
(1977), hence the example of dialogue questions are as follow: 
Interviewer: If I am to ask you, if you can tell me the differences between a horse and 
a train, can you tell me the differences? 
In most cases, the interviewee seems stunned and speechless or ask "What do you 
mean? " The interviewer will then have to provide further explanation. 
Interviewer: It is just a case of observation. If I put these two items in front of you, and 
from what you can see, can you see the differences between them? 
In most cases, the interviewee would finally perceive the idea of the nature of the 
interview, and provided responses such as "one has life and the other one has no life" or 
"one is a machine and the other one is a living animal". Naturally, the interviewer then 
encouraged further responses. Thus, at this stage, in most cases, the interviewee seems 
to be comfortable with the nature of the interview and provided various responses such 
as: "one has legs, one has wheels", "one eats foods and drinks, one consumed petrol or 
electricity", etc. 
Interviewer: Now, can you tell me the similarity between a horse and a train? 
Various responses such as "they both can be used as transport", or "they both can travel 
fast", etc. 
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Interviewer: Now, can I please ask you to think of two of your colleagues (the one you 
work closely the most with) ... what is the similarity between them? 
Again, various irrelevant prompts to the objective responses were used, such as "they 
both are females" or "both smoke", etc., were provided. 
Interviewer: Now think of another colleague (different from the first two) ... can you tell me how she/he is different to the first two colleagues that you thought of before? 
Thus, the nature of the interview was that the interviewees were asked to compare how 
two of his/her colleagues are similar to each other and different to the third colleague. 
At this stage, the interviewer guided the interviewees into producing constructs that 
relate to the required areas. 
Interviewer: What about the way they work or their work behaviour? What are the 
similarities and the differences? 
To expand the constructs, the interviewer asked questions such as: 
"How do you feel about them? ", "The way they work? ", "The way they behave? ", 
"How they affected other people? ", "How they work better than others? ", etc. 
When the topic during the interviews aligned to the concept of behaviour at work, the 
interviewer shifted the questioning structure by asking questions such as: "the 
difference/similarity of the work behaviour you have just described; do you consider 
that behaviour to be beyond the duty of the work? " Then the interviewer supplied some 
of the constructs, using the definitions of organisational citizenship behaviour and 
impression management behaviour in order to establish if the interviewees fully 
comprehend the meaning of the constructs to guide the interviewing process. In 
addition, the laddering technique (Fransella & Bannister, 1977) was applied - 
continuously using "how" and "why" in order to expand the constructs. 
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Organisational Citizenship Behaviour Items 
Altruism 
I I help my co-workers who have been absent with their work. 
2 I help orient new people even though it is not required. 
3 I am always ready to lend a helping hand to those around me. 
4 I offer to help my co-workers when they have loaded work without them having to ask 
first. 
5 I show generosity to mco-workers offering to help them with anything. 
6 I always give useful information and knowledge to my co-workers. 
7 I train or help my co-workers to perform their jobs better. 
8 I encourage and drive my co-workers when they have to deal with difficult works. 
9 I frequently make creative suggestions to my co-workers. 
10 I encourage my co-workers to speak up at meetings. 
11 I help my co-workers to think for themselves. 
12 My co-workers always come to me to consult either regarding work or personal. 
13 I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will perform their job to their fullest 
abilities. 
14 I agree and always support my co-workers' innovative and creative ideas regarding the 
organisation. 
15 I offer to see, proof and make any necessary correction to mco-workers' work. 
16 I am a `middle-man' between my co-workers and my boss regarding relevant task. 
17 I help my co-workers with their works when they are having personal problems. 
18 I complete my works as quick as possible so that I can help others. 
19 I am willing to help my co-workers with their works even though my works are not 
com lete. 
20 I go out of my way helping my co-workers even when no one is around to see. 
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Conscientiousness 
21 I obey company rules and regulations even when no one is watching. 
22 1 produce as much as capable of at all times. 
23 My works always meet all deadlines set by organisation. 
24 I follow work rules and instructions with extreme care. 
25 I keep my work area clean and neat. 
26 I am disciplined at work always obeying company rules and Policy. 
27 I try to be a model employee. 
28 I take pride and respect my organisation by dressing well at work place. 
29 I remind my co-workers when they disobey the company rules and regulations. 
30 I am known as being `on time' regarding "taking breaks". 
31 1 make sure that I understand all of the company rules and policy. 
32 I always directly follow the instruction given by my boss carefully. 
33 I do not let my personal problems affect my perception of obeying rules and policy at 
work. 
34 I keep my work area in an orderly system for easier access to any information when 
required. 
35 I do not use personal relationships, or group politics connections at work; I strictly follow 
company rules and regulations. 
36 I do not conduct any personal affairs during work. 
37 I do not get distracted while I am working. 
38 I focus my work behaviour towards reaching the company mission statement. 
39 I arrive at work earlier than expected time. 
40 1 leave work later than expected time. 
Sportsmanship 
41 I always focus on the positive side of my works, co-workers, and organisation. 
42 I do not avoid extra duties and responsibilities at work. 
43 I offer to fix any broken (miscellaneous) things at work. 
44 I am a giver - buying things (miscellaneous) and giving in the work place. 
45 I anticipate and solve problems before required. 
46 I share my works with my co-workers so that others will also get achievement and credits. 
47 I share ideas for new projects or improvements widely. 
48 I sincerely help my co-workers to the fullest of my ability. 
49 I work in a system that my co-workers want to follow. 
50 I have a joyful disposition and able to complete my works without stress. 
51 I do not complain and criticise my co-workers if they take credits for mworks. 
52 I do not criticise, condemn or complain about my co-workers if their behaviour affects my 
work. 
53 I do not complain when my work is too much or too difficult beyond my capability. 
54 I do not argue back at my co-workers if they criticise and condemn my works or me. 
55 I do not make any judgements and speak loudly regarding work-related problems. 
56 I sincerely welcome extra works without any complaint. 
57 I do not panic, but stay calm if problems arise within work place. 
58 I take responsibility for any work-related problems that I have caused and I never blame 
my co-workers or others. 
59 When my co-workers try to start a conflict, I try to "put myself in their shoes" in order to 
try to understand them. 




61 I am mindful of how my behaviour affects my co-workers' jobs. 
62 I do not abuse the rights of my co-workers. 
63 I try to avoid creating problems for my co-workers. 
64 I consider the impact of my actions on co-workers. 
65 I avoid gossiping about my co-workers. 
66 I always prevent and avoid problem with my co-workers. 
67 I always take interest in my co-workers at work. 
68 I always greet my co-workers sincerely. 
69 I am polite and always give respect to mco-workers. 
70 I consciously take noted of my co-workers. 
71 I see myself as a diplomat -a negotiator - always solving conflicts within work place. 
72 I try to always be in a joyfully disposition at work. 
73 I avoid criticising and evaluating my co-workers' works. 
74 I encourage good relationship among co-workers. 
75 I am flexible towards each of my co-workers in order to avoid any conflicts. 
76 I do not make any bias assumption among my co-workers. 
77 I do not insult my co-workers if their performances are worse than mine. 
78 I try to avoid getting involved with my co-workers' business, especially personal ones. 
79 I socialise with my co-workers equally. 
80 I encourage my co-workers to work as a team and understand the importance of 
teamwork. 
Civic Virtue 
81 I attend functions that are not required, but help the company image. 
82 I read and keep up with organisation announcements, memos, and so on. 
83 I am always active - volunteering for extra works and responsibility. 
84 I am determined to work even when my co-workers are not around. 
85 I co-operate well with those around me. 
86 I encourage my co-workers to participate with most of the organisation's extra activities. 
87 I am a person of good principle and always behave how my co-workers expect at work. 
88 I go out of my way to protect other employees. 
89 1 go out of my way to protect organisational property. 
90 I express my opinions honestly even if my co-workers differ. 
91 I tell outsiders this is a good place to work. 
92 I defend organisation when my co-workers criticise it. 
93 I think that the way I work reflect the images of the organisation. 
94 I always first think about the organisation's interest or benefit before I do anything at 
work. 
95 I work to the fullest of my capability to achieve the organisation's goal. 
96 I participate in almost if not all of the organisation's extra activities. 
97 I encourage co-workers to be part of the organisation. 
98 I pursue additional training to improve my performance so that I can perform better for 
the organisation. 
99 I take into consideration, before I take actions, all my behaviour that might have affect on 
the image of the organisation. 




Impression Management Behaviour Items 
Intratiation 
I I praise my co-workers for their accomplishments. 
2 I do personal favours for my co-workers. 
3 I compliment my co-workers on their dress or appearance. 
4 I agree with a person's major ideas or beliefs. 
5 1 take an interest in my co-worker or boss' s personal life. 
6 I spend time listening to my co-workers' personal problems even if I have little interest in 
them. 
7 I behave in the ways that my boss likes. 
8 I behave in the ways that my clients like. 
9 I am always pleasing my co-workers so that they will like me. 
10 I praise my co-workers in order to get help from them. 
11 I resent myself to mco-workers as being a friendly person. 
12 I resent myself to mco-workers as being a polite person. 
13 I let my co-workers know that I am a person with connections. 
14 I am always acting in a joyful disposition when I interact with my co-workers. 
15 I always invite my co-workers to lunch. 
16 I always greet my co-workers every time I arrive at work. 
17 I am flexible towards each of my co-worker. 
18 I show generosity and kindness by buying things for mco-workers 
19 I "give face" to mco-workers. 
20 I show concern toward my co-workers when they are not healthy 
21 1 offer to help my co-workers with their works. 
Self-Promotion 
22 I try to take responsibility for positive events, even when I am not solely responsible. 
23 I dis la my diplomas and/or awards that I have received. 
24 I let my co-workers know that I have a reputation for being competent in a particular area. 
25 I talk about important people that I know. 
26 I make my co-workers aware of my accomplishments. 
27 I often talk about myself to mco-workers so that they will know about my achievement. 
28 I often talk about my personal achievement and promote myself to mco-workers. 
29 I like showing off my work to my co-workers. 
30 I praise myself when I have successfully completed difficult work in front of my co- 
workers. 
31 I offer any work related advice and expertise to mco-workers. 
32 I like to work in front of my co-workers. 
33 I ask my co-workers about their accomplishment, so that they will also ask about mine. 
34 I always make creative suggestions about how to improve works or organisation in order 
to show my intellectual ability. 
35 I am always answering questions that I hear even if I am not involved in the conversation. 
36 I invite my co-workers to join or take part with my extra activities and hobbies. 
37 I act like I have knowledge in certain area even though I do not have. 
38 I talk about my prospective future with my co-workers. 
39 I offer to help my co-workers with their problems through my political connections. 
40 1 Give impression that my works are too easy for me. 
41 I show my co-workers that I can work and complete my works successfully without stress. 
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Intimidation 
42 I yell at people. 
43 I use group politics to et m own way. 
44 I threaten a co-worker. 
45 I make people aware that I can control things that matter to them. 
46 I punish people when they do not behave, as I would like. 
47 1 insult or put down my co-workers. 
48 1 try to embarrass people in front of their peers or supervisors. 
49 I hel my co-workers with their work, but they have to ask me for help first. 
50 I ive impression that I am busy with my work to avoid helping my co-workers. 
51 I retain important information when instructing others. 
52 I do not let people know my thoughts in order to get them to worry. 
53 I punish people with silence. 
54 I use my political connections to get my way. 
55 I kee good personal relationship with the boss so that my co-worker will be afraid of me. 
56 I work faster than others. 
57 I make my co-workers know that I am more competent than they are. 
58 I make sure that I have more people taking my side during any conflict. 
59 I make aggressive facial expression to others. 
60 I make sure that my boss trusts me more than my co-workers. 
61 I make sure that my creative ideas are better than my co-workers. 
62 1 tell my co-workers that my way of working is better than theirs. 
Exemplification 
63 I try to act like a model employee. 
64 I volunteer to help whenever there is the opportunity. 
65 I pretend to be busy even if I might not be. 
66 I make sure I am never seen wasting time at work. 
67 I always ask my boss questions regarding work to shows interest in the work. 
68 I do things differently than my co-workers to make myself look special. 
69 I show determination to work only in front of my co-workers and my boss. 
70 I always express my creative and innovative ideas regarding the company to my co- 
workers. 
71 I always defend my organisation whenever someone criticises it. 
72 I make sure that my co-workers know that I am a kind of person who does not give up to 
difficult works. 
73 I try to complete my work as quickly as possible, then I offer to help my co-workers. 
74 I help my co-workers with their works to the fullest of my abilities. 
75 I spend longer time helping my co-workers with their works to create the image of 
dedication in helping others. 
76 I work during "break time" or "lunch hour". 
77 I make sure that I am seen reading organisation announcements, memos, etc. 
78 I promote my organisation to others in front of my co-workers. 
79 1 pretend to be a "workaholic" person. 
80 I try to complete my work with more quantity and in less time taken than my co-workers. 
81 When my work is assigned to me, I never complain, but always act enthusiastically. 
82 1 always get my work done before the deadline. 
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SUD lication 
83 I pretend to not understand something that I do understand. 
84 I ask for help or assistance that I really do not need. 
85 I ask a lot of questions. 
86 I let my co-workers win arguments. 
87 I try to agree with people even when I might disagree. 
88 I pretend to have lack of knowledge to receive help. 
89 I use my facial expression to look sad when I have loads of work, in order to receive help. 
90 In the meetings, normally I do not share my ideas with others; but instead, I let my co- 
workers share their ideas. 
91 I put myself down in front of my co-workers to let them know of my weaknesses. 
92 I pretend to have health illness to receive help with my works. 
93 I bargain from a basis of seeming weak. 
94 I do not answer questions even if I know the answers. 
95 I complain to my co-workers about my work being too difficult and beyond my 
capability. 
96 I pretend to work slowly to receive help. 
97 I pretend to have personal problems, which have affect on my work motivation. 
98 I pretend to work to the fullest of my abilities, but still cannot complete my works to the 
required standard. 
99 I pretend to have lack of experience and let my more senior co-workers help me with my 
works. 
100 I compliment my co-workers so that I can ask them to give advice on mine. 
101 I influence my co-workers on the basis of my weaknesses. 




Re: Survey on human behaviour at work 
I am a student undertaking a research degree in Organisational Behaviour at 
University of Surrey. This survey is a part of my research degree on human behaviour 
at work. 
I would be grateful if you could complete the attached questionnaire. The 
contents of this form are absolutely confidential. Therefore, I assure you that all 
information will be kept strictly for academic purpose only. 
Thank you for your kind co-operation. 
Yours Sincerely, 
Punnarat Chinnapha 
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PART A: For each of the following statement, please tick  on the line below 
whether you agree or disagree with the statements according to your behaviours at 
work. 
1. I do things differently than my co-workers to make myself look special. 
Agree Disagree 
2. I bargain from a basis of my strong point such as experience and expertise. 
Agree Disagree 
3. I do not ask my boss questions regarding work to shows interest in the work. 
Agree Disagree 
4. I show concern toward my co-workers when they are unhealthy. 
Agree Disagree 
5. I let my co-workers know of my qualifications, achievement, and 
accomplishment. 
Agree Disagree 
6. I do not try to act like a model employee. 
Agree Disagree 
7.1 speak calmly and never yell at people. 
Agree Disagree 
8. I praise myself when I have successfully completed difficult work in front of my 
co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
9. I spend time listening to my co-workers' personal problems even if I have little 
interest in them. 
Agree Disagree 
10. I give impression that my works are too difficult for me. 
Agree Disagree 
11. I do not ask my co-workers for help or assistance with my work. 
Agree Disagree 
12. I make aggressive facial expression to others. 
Agree Disagree 
13. I often talk about my personal achievement and promote myself to my co- 
workers. 
Agree Disagree 
14. I do not praise my co-workers in order to get help from them. 
Agree Disagree 
15. I offer to help my co-workers with their problems through my political 
connections. 
Agree Disagree 
16. I do not ask my co-workers a lot of questions regarding work. 
Agree Disagree 
17. I rarely read organisation announcements, memos, etc. 
Agree Disagree 
18. I try to embarrass people in front of their peers or supervisors. 
Agree Disagree 




20.1 hardly talk about or promote my organisation to others in front of my co- 
workers. 
Agree Disagree 
21. I rarely offer to help my co-workers with their works. 
Agree Disagree 
22.1 compliment my co-workers expertise, but I hardly ask them for advice. 
Agree Disagree 
23. I present myself to my co-workers as being a friendly person. 
Agree Disagree 
24. I conceal my diplomas and/or awards that I have received. 
Agree Disagree 
25. I try to complete my work as quickly as possible, then I offer to help my co- 
workers. 
Agree Disagree 
26. I do personal favours for my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
27. I make sure I am never seen wasting time at work. 
Agree Disagree 
28. In the meetings, normally I do not share my ideas with others; but instead, I let my 
co-workers share their ideas. 
Agree Disagree 
29. I help my co-workers with their work, without having them to ask first. 
Agree Disagree 
30. I show determination to work only in front of my co-workers and my boss. 
Agree Disagree 
31. I use my facial expression to look sad when I have loads of work, in order to 
receive help. 
Agree Disagree 
32. I make sure that I have more people taking my side during any conflict. 
Agree Disagree 
33. I do not use my political connections to get my way. 
Agree Disagree 
34. I do not talk about my achievement and myself to my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
35. I make sure that my creative ideas are better than my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
36. I stay quiet so that my co-workers will not know that I have a reputation for being 
competent in a particular area. 
Agree 
37. I behave in the ways that my clients like. 
Agree 
38. I influence my co-workers on the basis of 
Agree 







40.1 release important information when instructing others. 
Agree Disagree 
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41. I always speak out my ideas even though my co-workers might disagree. 
Agree Disagree 
42. I pretend to have lack of knowledge to receive help. 
Agree Disagree 
43. I behave in the ways that my boss likes. 
Agree Disagree 
44. I use group politics to get my own way. 
Agree Disagree 
45.1 let my co-workers think that their way of working is better than mine. 
Agree Disagree 
46. I spend longer time helping my co-workers with their works to create the image of 
dedication in helping others. 
Agree Disagree 
47. I do not let my co-workers win arguments. 
Agree Disagree 
48.1 pretend to have personal problems, which have affect on my work motivation. 
Agree Disagree 
49. I do not invite my co-workers to join or take part with my extra activities and 
hobbies. 
Agree Disagree 
50. I pretend to be busy even if I might not be. 
Agree Disagree 
51. I pretend to not understand something that I do understand. 
Agree Disagree 
52.1 always answer questions only when I know the answers. 
Agree Disagree 
53. I pretend to have lack of experience and let my more senior co-workers help me 
with my works. 
Agree Disagree 
54. I always express my creative and innovative ideas regarding the company to my 
co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
55. I make sure that my co-workers know that I am a kind of person who does not 
give up to difficult works. 
Agree Disagree 
56. I praise and never put down my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
57. I never invite my co-workers to lunch. 
Agree Disagree 
58. I am inflexible towards each of my co-worker. 
Agree Disagree 
59. I protect my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
60. I stay quiet whenever someone criticises my organisation. 
Agree Disagree 
61. I let my co-workers know that I am a person with connections. 
Agree Disagree 
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62. I try to complete my work without comparing the quantity and time taken. to m' 
co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
63. I keep good personal relationship with the boss so that my co-worker will be 
afraid of me. 
Agree Disagree 
64. I criticise my co-workers for their accomplishments. 
Agree Disagree 
65. I do not like to work in front of my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
66. I act like I have knowledge in certain area even though I do not have. 
Agree Disagree 
67. I do not work during "break time" or "lunch hour". 
Agree Disagree 
68. I do not like showing off my work to my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
69. I help my co-workers with their works, but not to the fullest of my abilities. 
Agree Disagree 
70. I do not talk or share ideas about my prospective future with my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
71. I present myself to my co-workers as being a polite person. 
Agree Disagree 
72. I criticise my co-workers on their dress or appearance. 
Agree Disagree 
73. I offer any work related advice and expertise to my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
74. I make my co-workers know that I am more competent than they are. 
Agree Disagree 
75. I pretend to work to the fullest of my abilities, but still cannot complete my works 
to the required standard. 
Agree Disagree 
76. I do not take an interest in my co-workers' or boss' s personal life. 
Agree Disagree 
77.1 always get my work done before the deadline. 
Agree Disagree 
78. I make people aware that I can control things that matter to them. 
Agree Disagree 
79. I sometime complain when my work is assigned to me. 
Agree Disagree 
80.1 show generosity and kindness by buying things for my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
81.1 do not try to take responsibility for positive events that I am not solely 
responsible for. 
Agree Disagree 
82. I do not let people know my thoughts in order to get them to worry. 
Agree Disagree 
83. I work slower than my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
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84.1 hardly volunteer to help my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
85. I pretend to be a "workaholic" person. 
Agree Disagree 
86. I do not punish people with silence. 
Agree Disagree 
87.1 make my co-workers aware of my accomplishments. 
Agree Disagree 
88. I pretend to have health illness to receive help with my works. 
Agree Disagree 
89. I ask my co-workers about their accomplishment, so that they will also ask about 
mine. 
Agree Disagree 
90. I am mostly disagreeing with a person's major ideas or beliefs. 
Agree Disagree 
91. I always stay silent and let my co-workers make creative suggestions about how to 
improve works or organisation to show my intellectual ability. 
Agree Disagree 
92. I punish people when they do not behave, as I would like. 
Agree Disagree 
93. I make sure that my boss trusts me more than my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
94. I do not give impression that I am busy with my work to avoid helping my co- 
workers. 
Agree Disagree 
95. I never please my co-workers so that they will like me. 
Agree Disagree 
96. I show my co-workers that I can work and complete my works successfully 
without stress. 
Agree Disagree 
97. I "give face" to my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
98. I always greet my co-workers every time I arrive at work. 
Agree Disagree 
99.1 pretend to work slowly to receive help. 
Agree Disagree 
100.1 do not let my co-workers know my weaknesses. 
Agree Disagree 
101. I am always answering questions that I hear even if I am not involved in the 
conversation to show my expertise. 
Agree Disagree 




PART B: Please look back and read each of the statement in `PART A' carefully. 
Write down any recommendations you may suggest such as change wordings to any 
unclear statements, appropriate English language, drop or add more statements, etc. in 
the space below. Note, please do not forget to write down the statement number. 
Recommendations: 
Appendix IV 
PART C: For each of the following statement, please tick  on the line below 
whether you agree or disagree with the statement according to your behaviours at work. 
1. I rarely read and keep up with organisation announcements, memos, and so on. 
Agree Disagree 
2. I work to the fullest of my capability to achieve the organisation's goal. 
Agree Disagree 
3. I cannot be bothered to understand all of the company rules and policy. 
Agree Disagree 
4. I do not sincerely welcome extra works without a complaint. 
Agree Disagree 
5. I rarely make any creative suggestions to my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
6. I take pride and respect my organisation by dressing well at work place. 
Agree Disagree 
7. I always focus on the positive side of my works, co-workers, and organisation. 
Agree Disagree 
8. When my co-workers try to start a conflict, I must fight for my rights. 
Agree Disagree 
9. I argue back at my co-workers if they criticise and condemn my works or me. 
Agree Disagree 
10. I help my co-workers with their works when they are having personal problems. 
Agree Disagree 
11. I always greet my co-workers sincerely. 
Agree Disagree 
12. I encourage my co-workers not to speak up at meetings so that I can speak up my 
ideas. 
Agree Disagree 
13. I am willing to help my co-workers with their works even though my works are 
not complete. 
Agree Disagree 
14. I enjoy criticising my organisation with my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
15.1 focus my work behaviour towards reaching the company mission statement. 
Agree Disagree 
16. I make bias assumption among my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
17. I do not attend functions that are not required. 
Agree Disagree 
Appendix IV 
18. I conduct personal affairs during work such as making personal telephone calls. 
Agree Disagree 
19.1 leave work earlier than the expected time. 
Agree Disagree 
20. I think that the way I work do not reflect the images of the organisation at all. 
Agree Disagree 
21. I do not panic, but stay calm if problems arise within work place. 
Agree Disagree- 
22. I encourage good relationship among co-workers. 
Agree Disagree_ 
23. I do all the thinking for my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
24. I consciously take noted of my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
25. I encourage my co-workers to participate with most of the organisation's extra 
activities. 
Agree Disagree 
26. Sometime, my problems either work-related or personal have affect on my work 
motivation. 
Agree Disagree 
27. I do not express my opinions honestly when my co-workers differ. 
Agree Disagree- 
28.1 am always active - volunteering for extra works and responsibility. 
Agree. Disagree 
29. I always prevent and avoid problem with my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
30. I help orient new people only if I am required to do so. 
Agree Disagree 
31. I see myself as a diplomat -a negotiator - always solving conflicts within work 
place. 
Agree Disagree 
32. I try to avoid creating problems for my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
33. I help my co-workers who have been absent with their work. 
Agree Disagree 
34. I let others train or help my co-workers to perform their jobs better. 
Agree Disagree 




36. I am a person of good principle and always behave how my co-workers 
expect at work. 
Agree Disagree 
37.1 arrive at work earlier than the expected time. 
Agree Disagree 
38. I complete my works as quick as possible so that I can go and do my own things. 
Agree Disagree 
things. 
39. I keep my work area in an orderly system for easier access to any information 
when required. 
Agree Disagree 
40. I share ideas for new projects or improvements widely. 
Agree Disagree 
41. I offer to fix any broken (miscellaneous) things at work. 
Agree Disagree 
42. I never go out of my way to protect organisational property. 
Agree Disagree 
43. I criticise and evaluate my co-workers' works. 
Agree Disagree 
44. I sincerely help my co-workers to the fullest of my ability. 
Agree Disagree 
45. I never go out of my way to protect other employees. 
Agree Disagree 
46. I encourage co-workers to be part of the organisation. 
Agree Disagree 
47. I have used personal relationships or group politics connections at work to gain 
my advantage at work. 
Agree Disagree 
48. I am neglectful of how my behaviour affects my co-workers' jobs. 
Agree Disagree 
49. I gossip about my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
50. I pursue additional training to improve my performance so that I can perform 
better for the organisation. 
Agree Disagree 
51. I am always to busy offer any help to my co-workers with anything. 
Agree Disagree 
52. Sometime, I have to be impolite and disrespect my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
53. I have difficulty co-operating well with those around me. 
Agree Disagree 
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54. I go out of my way helping my co-workers only when someone is around to see. Agree Disagree 
55. I try to avoid getting involved with my co-workers' business, especially personal 
ones. 
Agree Disagree 
56. I sometime am quite cheerless at work. 
Agree Disagree 
57. I rarely participate with the organisation's extra activities. 
Agree Disagree 
58. I produce as much as capable of at all times. 
Agree Disagree 
59. Sometime, I can complete my works, but with lots of stress. 
Agree Disagree 
60. I do not take much interest in my co-workers at work. 
Agree Disagree 
61. I never buy (miscellaneous) things into the work place. 
Agree Disagree 
62. I only socialise with the co-workers that I like. 
Agree Disagree 
63. I do not criticise, condemn or complain about my co-workers if their behaviour 
affects my work. 
Agree Disagree 
64. I tell outsiders this is a good place to work. 
Agree Disagree 
65. I must complain and criticise my co-workers if they take credits for my works. 
Agree Disagree 
66. I follow the instruction given by my boss only partially. 
Agree Disagree 
67. I work in a system that my co-workers want to follow. 
Agree Disagree 
68. I get distracted quite easily while I am working. 
Agree Disagree 
69. I obey company rules and regulations even when no one is watching. 
Agree Disagree 
70. I do not abuse the rights of my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 
71.1 am a `middle-man' between my co-workers and my boss regarding relevant task. 
Agree Disagree 
7?. I follow work rules and instructions with extreme care. 
Agree Disagree 
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73.1 am known as being `on time' regarding "taking breaks". 
Agree Disagree 
74. I take responsibility for any work-related problems that I have caused and I never 
blame my co-workers or others. 
Agree Disagree 
75. I take into consideration, before I take actions, all my behaviour that might have 
affect on the image of the organisation. 
Agree Disagree 
76. I do not make any judgements and loudly speak regarding work-related problems. 
Agree Disagree 
77. I anticipate and solve problems only when problems already occur. 
Agree Disagree 
78. Sometime, I my personal problems affect my perception of obeying rules and 
policy at work. 
Agree Disagree 
79. I often create a good atmosphere at work place so that my co-workers can 
work with no stress. 
Agree Disagree 
80. I encourage and drive my co-workers when they have to deal with difficult works. 
Agree Disagree 
81. I am disciplined at work always obeying company rules and policy. 
Agree Disagree 
82. I am always ready to lend a helping hand to those around me. 
Agree Disagree 
83. I do not first think about the organisation's interest or benefit before I take any 
action at work. 
Agree. Disagree 
84. I offer to help my co-workers when they have loaded work without them having 
to ask first. 
Agree Disagree 
85. I am inflexible towards some of my co-workers in order to get what I want. 
Agree Disagree 
86. I never agree with my co-workers about their innovative and creative ideas 
regarding the organisation. 
Agree Disagree 
87. I try to be a model employee. 
Agree Disagree 
88. I am determined to work even when my co-workers are not around. 
Agree Disagree 
89. Sometime, I have to complain when my work is too much or too difficult. 
Agree Disagree 
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90. I offer to see, proof and make any necessary correction to my co-workers' work. 
Agree Disagree 
91. I do not care and take no action if my co-workers disobey the company rules and 
regulations. 
Agree Disagree 
92. I share my works with my co-workers so that others will also get achievement and 
credits. 
Agree Disagree 
93. My co-workers always come to me to consult either regarding work or personal. 
Agree Disagree 
94. My work area is quite untidy because I have lots of paper works. 
Agree Disagree 
95. I try to avoid extra duties and responsibilities at work. 
Agree Disagree 
96. I do not insult my co-workers if their performances are worse than mine. 
Agree Disagree 
97. Sometimes my works do not meet all deadlines set by organisation. 
Agree Disagree 
98. I encourage my co-workers to work as a team and understand the importance of 
teamwork. 
Agree Disagree 
99. I do not share information and knowledge with my co-workers. 
Agree Disagree 




PART D: Please look back and read each of the statement in `PART C' carefull\. Write 
down any recommendations you may suggest such as change wordings to any unclear 
statements, appropriate English language, drop or add more statements, etc. in the space 
below. Note, please do not forget to write down the statement number. 
Recommendations: 
Appendix IV 
Part E- Demographic 
Please tick the appropriate box or comment when appropriate. 
1. Are you ... 
2. Your age is ... 
3. What nationality are you? 
4. What is your level of education? 
If others: 
Q Female 
Q 20-29 years 
Q 40-49 years 
Q Undergraduate Degree 
Q Masters Degree 
Q Doctoral Degree 
Q Professional Qualification 
Q Others, please write 
your level of education below 
5. How many years of work experience do you have? 
Q Male 
Q< 20 years 
Q 30-39 years 
Q> 49 years 
Q <1 year Q 1-5 years 
Q 6-10 years Q 11-15 years 
Q 16-20 years Q > 20 years 
6. What is your current job and position? 




Re: Survey on human behaviour at work 
I am a student undertaking a research degree in Organisational Behaviour at The 
University of Surrey. This survey is a part of my doctoral research degree on human 
behaviour at work. 
I would be grateful if you could complete the attached questionnaire as honestly 
as possible. The contents of this form are absolutely confidential. Therefore, I assure 
you that all information will be kept strictly for academic purpose only. 




PART A: For each of the following statements, please circle one number, ranging from 
strongly disagree to strongly agree according to the behaviour you display at work. 
1. I use my expertise to get what I want. 
23 4 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
2. I let my co-workers know of my quali fications, achievement, and 
accomplishments. 
I23 4 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
3. I find it difficult to ask for help. 
123 4 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
4. I speak calmly and never raise my voi ce to people. 
23 4 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
5. I give the impression that my work is too difficult for me. 
23 4 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
6. I praise my co-workers in order to get help from them. 
I23456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
7.1 offer to help my co-workers with their problems using my networks/connections. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
8. I do not ask my co-workers a lot of questions regarding work. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
9. I rarely read organisation announcements, memos, etc. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 




Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
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mildly mildly moderately strongly 
disagree agree agree agree 
12. I rarely offer to help my co-workers with their work. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
13. I make sure I am never seen wasting time at work. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
14. My facial expression changes when I need help. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
15. I tend to make sure that I have more people taking my side during any conflict. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
16. I do not talk about my achievements to my co-workers. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
17. I make sure that my creative ideas are better than my co-workers. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
18. I stay quiet so that my co-workers will not know that I have a reputation for being 
competent in a particular area. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
19. I behave in the ways that my clients/customers like. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
20.1 talk about important people that I know. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
agree Disagree disagree disagree agree agree 
21. I release all vital information when instructing others. 
123 `l 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
22.1 always agree with my boss. 
123 `1 5 
6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
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23. I spend a longer time helping my co-workers with their work to create the image 
of dedication in helping others. 
12345G 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
24. I tend to answer questions only when I know the answers. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
25. I stay quiet whenever someone criticises my organisation. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
26. I let my co-workers know that I am a person with connections. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
27. I keep a good personal relationship with the boss so that my co-workers will be 
afraid of me. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
28. I do not work during the "break time" or "lunch hour". 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
29. I help my co-workers with their works but not to the fullest of my abilities. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
30. I present myself to my co-workers as being a polite person. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
31. I sometimes complain when my work is assigned to me. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
32. I show generosity and kindness by buying things for my co-workers. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
33. I do not try to take credit for events that I am not solely responsible for. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
34. I do not let people know my thoughts in order to get them to worry. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
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35. I do not punish people with silence. 
12345 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree 
36. I make my co-workers aware of my accomplishments. 
12345 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately 







37. Sometime, I give the impression that I am busy with my work to avoid helping my 
co-workers. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
38. I please my co-workers so that they will like me. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
39. I tend to show my co-workers that I can work and complete my work successfully 
without stress. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
40. I do not let my co-workers know my weaknesses. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
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PART B: For each of the following statements, please circle one number, ranging from 
strongly disagree to strongly agree according to the behaviour you display at work. 
I rarely read and keep up with organisation announcements, memos, and so on. 123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
2. I cannot be bothered to understand all of the company rules and policies. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
3. I welcome extra work without a complaint. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
4. When my co-workers start a conflict, I feel I must fight for my rights. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
5. I defend myself if my co-workers criticise my work. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
6. I am willing to help my co-workers with their work even if my work is not 
complete. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
7. Sometime, I make a wrong assumption about my co-workers. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
8. I do all the thinking regarding work for my co-workers. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
9. I tend to encourage my co-workers to participate with the organisation's extra 
activities. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
10.1 sometime do not express my opinions honestly when my co-workers differ. 
II456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongIN 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
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11. I am always active - volunteering for extra work and responsibility. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strong) 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree 
y 
agree 
12. I help new employees settle into work only if I am required to do so. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderater strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
13. I see myself as a diplomat -a negotiator - always solving conflicts within the 
work place. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
14. I would sooner others help my co-workers to perform their jobs better. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
15.1 am a person of good principle, always behaving in a way expected of me at 
work. 
1234 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree 




1234 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
17. I complete my tasks as fast as possible so tha tI can go and do my own things. 
1234 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
18. I offer to fix various problems at work. 
234 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
19. I never go out of my way to protect organisational property. 
234 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
20. I often criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work. 
234 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
1. I never go out of my way to protect other employees. 
234 5 6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disa,, ree disagree disagree agree agree 
agree 
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22. Sometime, I have to be harsh with my co-workers. 
1234i6 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
23. I tend to avoid getting involved with my co-workers' personal life. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
24. I sometime am quite miserable at work. 
23456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
25. I rarely participate with the organisation's extra activities. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
26. I do not take much interest in my co-workers at work. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
27. I do not criticise, condemn or complain about my co-workers if their behaviour 
affects my work. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
28. I feel I must complain and criticise my co-workers if they take credit for my work. 
23456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
29. I do not always follow the instructions given by my boss. 
23456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
30. I tend to obey company rules and regulations even when no one is watching. 
23456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
31. I am disciplined at work, always obeying company rules and policy. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
32. I tend to offer to help my co-workers when they have lots of work without 
having 
them to ask first. 
23456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
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33. I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers in order to get my o%% n way. 123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately stronoh 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
34. I try to be a model employee. 
123 
Strongly moderately mildly 
Disagree disagree disagree 
456 
mildly moderately strongly 
agree agree agree 
35. Sometime, I complain when my work is too much or too difficult. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
36. I offer to give proof and make any necessary correction to my co-workers' work. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
37. I do not care and take no action if my co-workers disobey the company rules and 
regulations. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
38. My co-workers always come to me for advice regarding work. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
39. I try to avoid extra duties and responsibilities at work. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
40. Sometimes I do not meet all deadlines set by the organisation. 
123456 
Strongly moderately mildly mildly moderately strongly 
Disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree 
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Part C- Demographic 
Please tick the appropriate box or comment when appropriate. 
1. Are you ... 
... 2. Your age is 
3. What nationality are you? 
Q Male 
Q< 20 years 
Q 30-39 years 
Q> 49 years 
Q Female 
Q 20-29 years 
Q 40-49 years 
4. What is your level of education? 
If others: 
Q Undergraduate Degree 
Q Masters Degree 
Q Doctoral Degree 
Q Professional Qualification 
Q Others, please write 
your level of education below 
5. How many years of work experience do you have? 
Q <I year Q 1-5 years 
Q 6-10 years Q 11-15 years 
Q 16-20 years Q > 20 years 
6. What is your current job and position? 




Altruisml My co-workers tend to come to me for advice regarding work. 
Civic Virtuel I tend to encourage my co-workers to participate with the organisation's 
extra activities. 
ConscientiousnessI I follow directly, the instructions given by my boss. 
Altruism2 I am ready to lend a helping hand to those around me. 
Conscientiousness2 Sometimes, I have to conduct my personal affairs during work. * 
Sportmanshipl I tend to defend myself if my co-worker criticises my work. * 
Civic Virtue2 I tend to defend my organisation when others criticise it. 
Courtesy! Sometimes, I do not consider the impact of my actions on my co-workers. * 
Civic Virtue3 I tend to talk about, and promote, my organisation to others. 
Sportmanship2 I tend to complain when my work is too much or too difficult. * 
Sportmanship3 I complain and criticise my co-workers if they take credit form work. * 
Courtesy2 I tend to be cheerful to mco-workers at work. 
Conscientiousness3 It to be a model employee. 
Courtesy3 I behave inflexibly towards some of my co-workers. * 
Altruism3 I encourage and drive my co-workers so that they will perform their job to 
their fullest abilities. 
Altruism4 I tend to help new employees to settle into work. 
Civic Virtue4 I tend to participate with the organisation's extra activities. 
Sportmanship4 Sometimes, I criticise, condemn or complain to my co-workers if their 
behaviour affects me. * 
Conscientiousness4 I tend to try to understand all of the company rules and policies. 
Courtesy4 I tend to criticise and evaluate my co-workers' work without knowing I am 
doing it. * 
Civic Virtue5 I tend to go out of my way to protect organisational property. 
Altruism5 I offer to help my co-workers when they seem to need help, without 
having them to ask first. 
Sportmanship5 When my co-workers start a conflict, I tend to fight for mown fights. * 
Courtesy5 Sometimes, I tend to be harsh with my co-workers. * 
Sportmanship6 I complain to mco-workers if I am treated unfairly at work. * 
Civic Virtue6 I do not always behave in a way expected of me at work. * 
Altruism6 I help my co-workers to think for themselves. 
Conscientiousness5 I tend to obey company rules and regulations even when no one is 
watching. 
Civic Virtue? Sometimes, I think that the way I behave outside the organisation do not 
affect the images of the organisation. * 
Conscientiousness6 I tend to arrive to work earlier than the expected time. 
Altruism? I tend to help my co-workers with their work even if my work is not 
complete. 
Sportmanship7 I tend to speak out regarding work-related problems. * 
Courtesy6 I try to be a negotiator when conflicts arise at work. 
Conscientiousness? Sometimes I do not meet deadlines set by the organisation-* 
Courtesy7 I tend to make biased assumptions about some of my co-workers. * 
* indicates reverse scoring. 
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IM 
Self-Promotionl I tend to talk to my co-workers about my accomplishments and 
achievements. 
Exemplificationl I tend to let people know that I perform my job to the fullest of m\ ability. 
Supplicationl I like to stay quiet when others are talking about their achievements and 
accomplishments. 
Ingratiation! I show my generosity and kindness by buying small things for my co- 
workers. 
Intimidationl I tend to make a negative facial expression when I am in a bad mood. 
Exemplification2 I tend to complete my work much earlier than the expected time. 
Supplication2 Sometimes, I find it difficult to ask for help. 
Intimidation2 I tend to release all vital information to others. * 
Ingratiation2 I always try to agree with my boss. 
Exemplification3 Because I am interested in my work, I tend to ask lots of questions regarding 
the work itself. 
Exemplification4 I tend to volunteer for extra work whenever there is the opportunity. 
Self-Promotion2 I like to answer any intellectual questions to show my intellectual ability. 
Supplication3 I advertise my weaknesses to influence others to help me. 
Self-Promotion3 I tend to try to answer any questions even if I do not have full knowledge. 
Ingratiation3 I do personal favours for mco-workers. 
Exemplification5 I tend to leave work later than expected time. 
Intimidation3 I have to raise my voice a little so that people will listen to me. 
Ingratiation4 I try to present myself to mco-workers as being a polite person. 
Supplication4 Sometimes, I let others intimidate me. 
Ingratiation5 I behave in the ways that my clients/customers like. 
Self-Promotion4 I like it that my co-workers come to me for advice. 
Self-Promotion5 I tend to show my co-workers that I can work and complete my work 
successfully without stress. 
Intimidation4 Sometimes, I embarrass my co-workers in front of others. 
Supplication5 I ask my co-workers for help even though I can easily do it myself. 
Intimidation5 I tend to keep a good relationship with the boss so that my co-workers will 
be more anxious of me. 
Exemplification6 I do not work during the `break time' or `lunch hour'. * 
Ingratiation6 I tend to offer help to others whenever the opportunity arises. 
Self-Promotion6 I talk to my co-workers about important people that I know. 
Intimidation6 Sometimes, I have to penalise people with silence. 
Supplication6 It always seems that I need others to help me with my work. 




Re: Research on Human Behaviour at Work 
I am a student undertaking a research degree in Organisational Behaviour at The 
University of Surrey. To complete the Ph. D. degree I am required to write a dissertation 
and this research is part of my doctoral research degree on human behaviour at work. 
The successful completion of my study requires your help and support. I would 
be grateful if you could complete the attached questionnaire as honestly as possible. 
The contents of this form are absolutely confidential. Therefore, I assure you that all 
information will be kept strictly for academic purposes only. 
I would be most happy to answer any questions you might have. My telephone 
number is 01-720-2722. My supervisor is Professor D. Gilbert at the University of 
Surrey. 
Thank you for your kind co-operation. 
Yours Sincerely, 




Behaviour at Work Questionnaire 
PART A: Please read each statement below and then put an X in the appropriate box 
according to the behaviour you display at work. There are no right or wrong answers 
and you should not spend too much time on any one statement. If you do not know the 
answer then place X under DK (don't know). 
Never Very Few Several Often Very DK 
few times often 
times 
My co-workers tend to come to 
me for advice regarding work 
I tend to encourage my co- 
workers to participate with the 
organisation's extra activities 
I follow directly, the 
instructions given by my boss 
I am ready to lend a helping 
hand to those around me 
Sometimes, I have to conduct 
my personal affairs during work 
I tend to defend myself if my 
co-worker criticises my work 
I tend to defend my organisation 
when others criticise it 
Sometimes, I do not consider 
the impact of my actions on my 
co-workers 
I tend to talk about, and 
promote, my organisation to 
others 
I tend to complain when my 
work is too much or too difficult 
I complain and criticise my co- 
workers if they take credit for 
my work 
I tend to be cheerful to my co- 
workers at work 
I try to be a model employee 
I behave inflexibly towards 
some of my co-workers 
I encourage and drive my co- 
workers so that they will 
perform their job to their fullest 
abilities 
I tend to help new employees to 
settle into work 
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Never Very Few Several Often erg DK few times often 
times 
I tend to participate with the 
organisation's extra activities 
Sometimes, I criticise, condemn 
or complain to my co-workers if 
their behaviour affects me 
I tend to try to understand all of 
the company rules and policies 
I tend to criticise and evaluate 
my co-workers' work without 
knowing I am doing it 
I tend to go out of my way to 
protect organisational property 
offer to help my co-workers 
when they seem to need help, 
without having them to ask first 
When my co-workers start a 
conflict, I tend to fight for my 
own rights 
Sometimes, I must be harsh 
with my co-workers 
I complain to my co-workers if I 
am treated unfairly at work 
I do not always behave in a way 
expected of me at work 
I help my co-workers to think 
for themselves 
I tend to obey company rules 
and regulations even when no 
one is watching 
Sometimes, I think that the way 
I behave outside the 
organisation do not affect the 
images of my organisation 
I tend to arrive to work earlier 
than the expected time 
I tend to help my co-workers 
with their work even if my work 
is not complete 
I tend to speak out regarding 
work-related problems 
I try to be a negotiator when 
conflicts arise at work 
Sometimes, I do not meet 
deadlines set by the organisation 
I tend to make biased 
assumptions about some of my 
co-workers ý. __ 
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PART B: Please read each statement below and then put an X in the appropriate box 
according to the behaviour you display at work. There are no right or wrong answers 
and you should not spend too much time on any one statement. If you do not know the 
answer then place X under DK (don't know). 
Never Very Few Several Often Very DK 
few times often 
times 
I tend to talk to my co-workers 
about my accomplishments and 
achievements 
I tend to let people know that I 
perform my job to the fullest of my 
ability 
I like to stay quiet when others are 
talking about their achievements 
and accomplishments 
I show my generosity and kindness 
by buying small things for my co- 
workers 
I tend to make a negative facial 
expression when I am in a bad 
mood 
I tend to complete my work much 
earlier than the expected time 
Sometimes, I find it difficult to ask 
for help 
I tend to release all vital information 
to others 
I try to always agree with my boss 
Because I am interested in my work, 
I tend to ask lots of questions 
regarding the work itself 
I tend to volunteer for extra work 
whenever there is the opportunity 
I like to answer any intellectual 
questions to show my intellectual 
ability 
I advertise my weaknesses to 
influence others to help me 
I tend to try to answer any questions 
even if I do not have full knowledge 
I do personal favours for my co- 
workers 
I tend to leave work later than 
expected time 
I have to raise my voice a little so 
that people will listen to me 
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Never Very Few Several Often Very DK 
few times often 
times 
I try to present myself to my co- 
workers as being a polite person 
Sometimes, I let others intimidate 
me 
I behave in the ways that my 
clients/customers like 
I like it that my co-workers come to 
me for advice 
I tend to show my co-workers that I 
can work and complete my work 
successfully without stress 
Sometimes, I embarrass my co- 
workers in front of others 
I ask my co-workers for help even 
though I can easily do it myself 
I tend to keep a good relationship 
with the boss so that my co-workers 
will be more anxious of me 
I do not work during the `break 
time' or `lunch hour' 
I tend to offer help to others 
whenever the opportunity arises 
I talk to my co-workers about 
important people that I know 
Sometimes, I penalise people with 
silence 
It always seems that I need others to 
help me with my work 
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Part C: Please tick the appropriate box or comment when appropriate. 
1. Please write your full name clearly at the space provided below. 
2. Are you ... 
Q Male Q Female 
3. Your age is ... 
4. What nationality are you? 
Q < 20 years 
Q 30-39 years 
Q > 49 years 
Q 20-29 years 
Q 40-49 years 
5. What is your level of education? 
If others: 
Q Undergraduate Degree 
Q Masters Degree 
Q Doctoral Degree 
Q Professional Qualification 
Q Others, please write 
your level of education below 
6. How many years have you been working in this organisation? 
Q <I year Q 1-5 years Q 6-10 years 
Q 11-15 years Q 16-20 years Q> 20 years 
7. What is the name of your organisation and the department you are working in? 
8. What is your current job and position? 
Thank you for your co-operation 
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The following is a summary of the descriptive teamwork derived from the in-depth 
face-to-face unstructured interviews with 15 employees from two hierarchical levels: 10 
from managerial level and 5 from supervisory level of a media company in Bangkok, 
Thailand during July 2001. 
Teamwork 
The interviewees commonly defined teamwork as employees functioning as a group 
motivating, committing and performing tasks selflessly to successfully achieving the 
objectives of the team or the organisation. In addition, some other terms regarding 
teamwork produced from the interviewing sections are as followed: continuing work 
unit, collection of the employees with balancing and matching skills, share and assume 
responsibilities, manage themselves, assign jobs, plan and schedule work, and share 
decision-making process, similarity of attitudes, norms, and values. 
With reference to intra-group processes which may contribute to the effectiveness of the 
team, the following were identified: 
Social Cohesiveness 
The interviewees commonly defined social cohesiveness in terms such as the 
attractiveness of the team to its members, interpersonal attraction among team 
members, closeness or commonness of attitude and behaviour, and the force that draw 
members to remain in a team. 
Thus in this study, social cohesiveness of a team is defined as "the attractiveness of the 
team to its members, together with their motivation to remain as part of the team and 
resist leaving it" (Richardson & Jones, 1983). 
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Social cohesiveness items 
Some members of this team tend to be disloyal to each other. (-) 
Team members tend to keep all vital information to themselves. (-) 
(Items similar to O'Reilly, Caldwell & Barnett, 1989) 
Team members always help each other on the job. 
The members of this team got along well with each other. 
The members of this team stuck together well. 
(Items similar to items in Stokes, 1983) 
I feel that I am included in the group's activities. 
I like the members of my team. 
I would like to work with members of my group on another similar project. 
(-) indicates reverse wordings 
Communication 
The interviewees commonly defined communication as any forms of information 
exchange between team members such as verbal, non-verbal, group meetings, one-on- 
one conversations, messaging via notes or emails. Communication was also defined in 
terms of learn and sharing ideas and information. However, during the interviewing 
sessions, the interviewer was focusing on the behavioural implications of 
communication. 
Thus in this study, the behavioural implications of communication is defined as `the 
only means by which one person can influence another is by the behaviours he performs 
- that is, the communicative exchanges between people provide the sole method by 
which influence or effects can be achieved' (Fisher, 1974). 
Team Communication Items 
(Items similar to O'Reilly & Roberts, 1976) 
Sometimes, the information I receive from my team members is often inaccurate. (-) 
It is easy to talk openly to all members of this team. 
It is easy to ask for advice from any members of this team. 
(-) indicates reverse wordings 
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Team Member Flexibility 
The interviewees commonly defined team member flexibility in terms of whether the 
team members were willing to help or fill in for one another. It was also noted that team 
members require to obtained knowledge and skills of other members within their team. 
Team Member Flexibility Items 
(Items similar to Campion, Medsker & Higgs, 1993) 
Most members of my team know each other's jobs. 
It is easy for the members of this team to fill in for one another. 
This team is very flexible in terms of changes in membership. 
Workload Sharing 
The interviewees commonly defined workload sharing as fairness, justice and equality 
of the work itself (e. g., their duties). It was also noted that the effectiveness of workload 
sharing should prevented social-loathing within a team. 
Workload Sharing Items 
(Items similar to Campion, Medsker & Higgs, 1993) 
I feel that everyone in this team does their fair share of the work. 
Some members in my team depend on other members to do the work for them. (-) 
I feel that members on my team contribute equally to the work. 
Trust 
The interviewees commonly defined trust as employees having exchange of faith, 
belief, confidence, assurance, sincerity and expectation with other employees. Mayer, 
Davis, and Schoorman (1995) define trust as follows: "The willingness of a party to be 
vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will 
perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor 
or control that other party". 
Trust Items 
There is no doubt that most of my team members always tell the truth. 
Some members of this team would intentionally misrepresent my point of view to 
others. (-) 
All my team members are trustworthy. 
The members in this team seem to be sincere to each other. 
(-) indicates reverse wordings 
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Team Conflict 
The interviewees commonly defined team conflict in a team as disagreement of 
interaction and confrontation concerning social or work-related issues bemcen group 
members that will have negative consequences, such as increasing the level of tension 
and stress, coordination difficult, and competition. It was noted that employees' 
negative perception of their colleagues cause emotional involvement such as anxiet\ 
and tension, and thus conflicts. 
Thus in this study, conflict within a team is defines as `the behaviour of an individual 
which purposely sets out to block or inhibit another individual from achieving its goals' 
(Rollinson, Broadfield & Edwards, 1998). 
Team conflict Items 
No members in this team tend to hold grudge against other team members. (-) 
There is no biasness within this team. (-) 
(Items similar to Rahim, 1983) 
There is harmony within my team (-) 
In our team, we have lots of bickering over who should do what job. 
There is difference of opinion among the members of my team. 
There is dissension in my team. 
The members of my team are supportive of each other's ideas (-) 
There are clashes between subgroups within my team. 
There is friendliness among the members of my team (-). 
There is a "we" feeling among the members of my team (-). 
(-) indicates reverse wordings 
Team effectiveness 
The interviewees stated commonly that the effectiveness of a team is depended on the 
actual team performance itself and whether the team members can maintain and willing 
to continue its function as a, team in the future. Thus, team viability and se' en 
dimensions of team performance were identified as factors of team effectiveness. 
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Seven dimensions of team performance include: 
1. Knowledge & skills of work. 
2. Quality of work. 
3. Quantity of work. 
4. Initiative 
5. Interpersonal skills 
6. Commitment to team. 
7. Overall evaluation of team performance 
These dimensions of team performance were similar to Barrick, Stewart, Neubert & 
Mount (1998) but they have 8 dimensions. 
In this study, team viability is defined as `a team's capability to continue functioning as 
a unit' (Barrick, Stewart, Neubert & Mount, 1998). Teams without long-term viability 
experience burnout because of unresolved conflict, as well as increased divisiveness 
and decreased willingness to work cooperatively (Hackman, 1987). 
Team viability Items 
(From Barrick, Stewart, Neubert & Mount, 1998) 
This team should not continue to function as a team. (-) 
This team is not capable of working together as a unit. (-) 
(From DeStephen & Hirokawa, 1988) 
I believe that this team's decision/solution is inappropriate. (-) 
I believe that this team approached their task in an organised manner. 
I believe that this team used ineffective decision-making techniques. (-) 
This team was a place where people could feel comfortable expressing themselves. 
(From Evans & Jarvis, 1986) 
All members in this team have the desire that the team succeed. 
Members of this team see the team itself as equally important with the team's goals. 
All members participated inactively in team meetings. (-) 
Members of this team value the team's goals. 
Members of this team find release from tension in team's activities. 
All members are willing to accept responsibility in the team. 
(-) indicates reverse wordings 
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Intragroup Processes Items 
Social Cohesivenessl The members of this team get along well with each other. 
Social Cohesiveness2 Team members always help each other on the job. 
Team Communicationl It is easy to talk openly to all members of this team. D 
Team Conflictl The members of my team are supportive of each other's ideas. * 
Team Conflict2 There is harmony within my team. * 
Member Flexibilityl Most members of my team know each other's jobs. 
Workload Sharingl Some members in my team depend on other members to d tthe 
work for them. *D 
Trustl There is no doubt that most of my team members always tell the 
truth. 
Social Cohesiveness3 I like the members of my team. 
Team Conflict3 There is no biasness within this team. * 
Trust2 The members in this team seem to be sincere to each other. 
Team Conflict4 There is difference of opinion among the members of my team. 
Social Cohesiveness4 I feel that I am included in the group's activities. 
Member Flexibility2 It is easy for the members of this team to fill in for one another. 
Member Flexibility3 This team is very flexible in terms of changes in membership. 
Social Cohesiveness5 The members of this team stuck together well. 
Team Conflict5 There are clashes between subgroups within my team. 
Team Communication2 Sometimes, the information I receive from my team members is 
often inaccurate. * 
Trust3 All my team members are trustworthy. 
Trust4 Some members of this team would intentionally misrepresent 
my point of view to others. * D 
Social Cohesiveness6 Some members of this team tend to be disloyal to each other. * 
Social Cohesiveness? Team members tend to keep all vital information to 
themselves. * D 
Team Communication3 It is easy to ask for advice from any members of this team. 
Team Conflict6 In our team, we have lots of bickering over who should do what 
job. 
Team Conflict7 There is dissension in my team. 
Workload Sharing2 I feel that everyone in this team does their fair share of the 
work. 
Workload Sharing3 I feel that members on my team contribute equally to the work. 
Team Conflict8 No members in this team tend to hold grudge against other team 
members. * 
Team Conflict9 There is friendliness among the members of my team. * 
Team ConflictlO There is a "we" feeling among the members of my team. * 
Social Cohesiveness8 I would like to work with members of my group on another 
similar project. D 
* indicates reverse scoring. 
D indicates item deleted. 
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Teamwork Questionnaire For Team Members 
PART C: Please read each statement below and then put an X in the appropriate box 
according to your perceptions with your team at work. There are no right or wvi-ong 
answers and you should not spend too much time on any one statement. If you do not 
know the answer then place X under DK (don't know). 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly DK 
Agree 
The members of this team get along 
well with each other. 
Team members always help each other 
on the job. 
The members of my team are 
supportive of each other's ideas. 
There is harmony within my team. 
Most members of my team know each 
other's jobs. 
There is no doubt that most of my 
team members always tell the truth. 
I like the members of my team. 
There is no biasness within this team. 
The members in this team seem to be 
sincere to each other. 
There is difference of opinion among 
the members of my team. 
I feel that I am included in the group's 
activities. 
It is easy for the members of this team 
to fill in for one another. 
This team is very flexible in terms of 
changes in membership. 
The members of this team stuck 
together well. 
There are clashes between subgroups 
within my team. 
Sometimes, the information I receive 
from my team members is often 
inaccurate. 
All my team members are trustworthy. 
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Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongl. DK 
Agree 
Some members of this team tend to be 
disloyal to each other. 
It is easy to ask for advice from any 
members of this team. 
In our team, we have lots of bickering 
over who should do what job. 
There is dissension in my team. 
I feel that everyone in this team does 
their fair share of the work. 
_ I feel that members on my team 
contribute equally to the work. 
No members in this team tend to hold 
grudges against other team members. 
There is friendliness among the 
members of my team. 
There is a "we" feeling among the 
members of my team. 
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Teamwork Questionnaire For Supervisor 
PART A: Please read each statement below and then put an X in the appropriate box 
according to your perceptions with your team at work. There are no right or wrong 
answers and you should not spend too much time on any one statement. If you do not 
know the answer then place X under DK (don't know). 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly DK 
Agree 
All members are willing to accept 
responsibility in the team. 
All members in this team have the 
desire that the team succeed. 
I believe that this team used 
ineffective decision-making 
techniques. 
I believe that this team's 
decision/solution is inappropriate. 
Members of this team see the team 
itself as equally important with the 
team's goals. 
All members participated 
inactively in team meetings. 
This team is not capable of 
working together as a unit. 
Members of this team value the 
team's goals. 
I believe that this team approached 
their task in an organised manner. 
Members of this team find release 
from tension in team's activities. 
This team was a place where 
people could feel comfortable 
expressing themselves. 
This team should not continue to 
function as a team. 
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PART B: Please read each point below and then circle an appropriate number ranging 
from 1 to 5 according to your rating of the team performance. And for each point, 
please give reasons of your ratings decision with a short paragraph in the space 
provided below. There are no right or wrong answers and you should not spend too 
much time on any one point. If you do not know the answer then circle DK (don't 
know). 
SOMEWHAT CONSISTENTLY 
BELOW EXCEEDS (Don't 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS know) 
1. Knowledge & skills of work 12345 DK 
Reasons: 
2. Quality of work 12345 DK 
Reasons: 







5. Interpersonal skills 
Reasons: 
12345 DK 
6. Commitment to team 12345 DK 
Reasons: 




Part C: Please tick the appropriate box or comment when appropriate. 
1. Please write your full name clearly at the space provided below. 
2. Are you ... 
Q Male Q Female 
3. Your age is ... 
4. What nationality are you? 
Q < 20 years 
Q 30-39 years 
Q > 49 years 
Q 20-29 years 
Q 40-49 years 
5. What is your level of education? 
If others: 
Q Undergraduate Degree 
Q Masters Degree 
Q Doctoral Degree 
Q Professional Qualification 
Q Others, please write 
your level of education below 
6. How many years have you been working in this organisation? 
Q<1 year Q 1-5 years Q 6-10 years 
Q 11-15 years Q 16-20 years Q> 20 years 
7. Please write down the name of all your team members: 
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Paired Samples Statistics 
Mean N Std. Deviation 
Std. Error 
Mean 
Pair 1 citizenship behaviour 140.8462 50 5.55138 . 78508 intragroup process 100.9170 50 3.20694 . 45353 Pair 2 citizenship behaviour 140.8462 50 5.55138 . 78508 team viability 48.5600 50 5.03522 . 71209 Pair 3 citizenship behaviour 140.8462 50 5.55138 
. 78508 
team performance 27.4600 50 4.14143 
. 58569 
Pair 4 impression management 108.8255 50 5.11079 
. 72278 
intragroup process 100.9170 50 3.20694 . 45353 Pair 5 impression management 108.8255 50 5.11079 . 72278 
team viability 48.5600 50 5.03522 . 71209 
Pair 6 impression management 108.8255 50 5.11079 . 72278 
team performance 27.4600 50 4.14143 . 58569 
Pair 7 intragroup process 100.9170 50 3.20694 . 45353 
team viability 48.5600 50 5.03522 . 71209 
Pair 8 intragroup process 100.9170 50 3.20694 . 45353 
team performance 27.4600 50 4.14143 . 58569 
Paired Samples Correlations 
N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 citizenship behaviour & 50 . 601 . 000 intragroup process 
Pair 2 citizenship behaviour & 50 . 416 . 003 team viability 
Pair 3 citizenship behaviour & 50 . 640 . 000 team performance 
Pair 4 impression management 50 . 525 . 000 & intragroup process 
Pair 5 impression management 50 . 415 . 003 & team viability 
Pair 6 impression management 50 . 636 . 
000 
& team performance 
Pair 7 intragroup process & 50 . 443 . 
001 
team viability 
Pair 8 intragroup process & 50 . 513 . 000 team performance 
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Appendix XIV 
Results of the correlations between social cohesiveness and OCB and IMB 
Paired Samples Correlations 
N Correlation Si q. 
Pair 1 altruism & cohesiveness 50 
. 197 . 169 Pair 2 conscientiousness & 
cohesiveness 50 . 187 . 195 
Pair 3 sportsmanship & 
cohesiveness 
50 
. 270 . 058 
Pair 4 courtesy & 
cohesiveness 50 . 350 . 013 
Pair 5 civic virtue & 
cohesiveness 
50 . 322 . 022 
Pair 6 ingratiation & 
cohesiveness 
50 . 390 . 005 
Pair 7 self-promotion & 
cohesiveness 
50 . 334 . 018 
Pair 8 intimidation & 
cohesiveness 
50 . 365 . 009 
Pair 9 exemplification & 
cohesiveness 
50 . 084 . 560 
Pair supplication & 
10 cohesiveness 
50 -. 134 . 355 
Results of the correlations between team communication and OCB and IMB 
Paired Samples Correlations 
N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 altruism & team 50 -. 147 . 308 communication 
Pair 2 conscientiousness & 50 . 113 . 433 team communication 
Pair 3 sportsmanship & team 50 -. 078 . 589 communication 
Pair 4 courtesy & team 50 . 304 . 032 communication 
Pair 5 civic virtue & team 50 -. 039 . 789 communication 
Pair 6 ingratiation & team 50 . 045 . 759 communication 
Pair 7 self-promotion & 50 -. 026 . 859 team communication 
Pair 8 intimidation & team 50 . 074 . 612 communication 
Pair 9 exemplification & 50 -. 091 . 528 team communication 
Pair supplication & team 50 . 193 . 180 10 communication 
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Results of the correlations between team conflict and OCB and IMB 
Paired Samples Correlations 
N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 altruism & team conflict 50 -. 072 . 621 
Pair 2 conscientiousness & 
team conflict 
50 . 194 . 177 
Pair 3 sportsmanship & team 
conflict 
50 . 098 . 498 
Pair 4 courtesy & team 
conflict 
50 . 461 . 001 
Pair 5 civic virtue & team 
conflict 
50 . 304 . 032 
Pair 6 ingratiation & team 
conflict 
50 . 378 . 007 
Pair 7 self-promotion & team 
conflict 
50 . 252 . 078 
Pair 8 intimidation & team 
conflict 
50 . 309 . 029 
Pair 9 exemplification & team 
conflict 
50 . 027 . 855 
Pair supplication & team 
10 conflict 
50 . 100 . 488 
Results of the correlations between workload sharing and OCB and IMB 
Paired Samples Correlations 
N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 altruism & 50 . 400 . 004 workload sharing 
Pair 2 conscientiousness 50 . 015 . 916 & workload sharing 
Pair 3 sportsmanship & 50 . 051 . 726 workload sharing 
Pair 4 courtesy & 50 . 012 . 936 workload sharing 
Pair 5 civic virtue & 50 -. 033 . 823 workload sharing 
Pair 6 ingratiation & 50 -. 140 . 331 workload sharing 
Pair 7 self-promotion & 50 . 143 . 
321 
workload sharing 
Pair 8 intimidation & 50 -. 134 . 352 workload sharing 
Pair 9 exemplification & 50 . 380 . 006 workload sharing 
Pair supplication & 50 -. 196 . 173 10 workload sharing 
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Results of the correlations between member flexibility and OCB and IMB 
Paired Samples Correlations 
N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 altruism & 
member 50 . 500 . 000 flexibility 
Pair 2 conscientiousness 
& member flexibility 
50 -. 112 . 439 
Pair 3 sportsmanship & 
member flexibility 
50 . 149 . 303 
Pair 4 courtesy & 
member flexibility 
50 . 125 . 387 
Pair 5 civic virtue & 
member flexibility 
50 . 088 . 542 
Pair 6 ingratiation & 
member flexibility 
50 . 015 . 918 
Pair 7 self-promotion & 
member 50 . 302 . 033 flexibility 
Pair 8 intimidation & 
member flexibility 
50 -. 099 . 495 
Pair 9 exemplification & 
member flexibility 
50 . 229 . 110 
Pair supplication & 
10 member flexibility 
50 -. 004 . 978 
Results of the correlations between trust and OCB and IMB 
Paired Samples Correlations 
N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 altruism & trust 50 -. 129 . 373 
Pair 2 conscientiousness & trust 50 . 058 . 687 
Pair 3 sportsmanship & trust 50 -. 136 . 345 
Pair 4 courtesy & trust 50 . 334 . 018 
Pair 5 civic virtue & trust 50 . 357 . 011 
Pair 6 ingratiation & trust 50 . 420 . 002 
Pair 7 self-promotion & trust 50 . 114 . 432 
Pair 8 intimidation & trust 50 -. 049 . 735 
Pair 9 exemplification & trust 50 . 096 . 508 
Pair 10 supplication & trust 50 -. 113 . 433 
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Results of the correlations between intra-group processes and team viability 
Paired Samples Correlations 
N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 team viability & 
cohesiveness 
50 . 632 . 000 
Pair 2 team viability & team 
communication 
50 -. 008 . 955 
Pair 3 team viability & 
member flexibility 
50 . 392 . 005 
Pair 4 team viability & 
workload sharing 
50 -. 167 . 245 
Pair 5 team viability & trust 50 . 077 . 595 
Pair 6 team viability & team 
conflict 
50 . 265 . 063 
Results of the correlations between intra-group processes and team performance 
Paired Samples Correlations 
N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 team performance 50 . 524 . 000 & cohesiveness 
Pair 2 team performance & 50 -. 061 . 672 team communication 
Pair 3 team performance 
& member 50 . 285 . 045 
flexibility 
Pair 4 team performance & 50 . 000 . 997 workload sharing 
Pair 5 team performance & 50 . 168 . 
243 
trust 
Pair 6 team performance 50 . 435 . 002 & team conflict 
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Appendix XV 
Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: social cohesiveness 
Independent variables: OCB and IMB dimensions 
Model Summary 
Chan e Statistics 
Adjusted Std. Error of R Square 




. 152 . 135 1.00333 . 
152 8.619 1 48 . 005 
2 
. 564b . 318 . 
289 
. 90910 . 166 11.466 1 47 . 001 
3 
. 618c . 382 . 342 . 87487 . 
064 4.750 1 46 . 034 
4 
. 
6594 . 434 . 384 . 84631 . 052 4.156 1 45 . 
047 
a. Predictors: (Constant), ingratiation 
b. Predictors: (Constant), ingratiation, sportsmanship 
C. Predictors: (Constant), ingratiation, sportsmanship, intimidation 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Si q. Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 17.886 1.783 10.030 . 000 
ingratiation 
. 203 . 069 . 390 2.936 . 005 1.000 1.000 
2 (Constant) 10.319 2.758 3.742 . 000 
ingratiation . 270 . 066 . 520 4.115 . 000 . 908 1.101 
sportsmanship . 214 . 063 . 428 3.386 . 001 . 908 1.101 
3 (Constant) 9.369 2.689 3.484 . 001 
ingratiation . 258 . 063 . 496 4.064 . 000 . 901 1.110 
sportsmanship . 169 . 064 . 337 2.624 . 012 . 813 1.230 
intimidation . 125 . 058 . 267 2.179 . 034 . 895 1.117 
4 (Constant) 8.119 2.673 3.038 . 004 
ingratiation 
. 243 . 062 . 468 3.930 . 000 . 888 1.126 
sportsmanship . 150 . 063 . 300 2.382 . 021 . 795 1.258 
intimidation 
. 120 . 056 . 256 2.154 . 037 . 893 1.120 
self -promotion . 107 . 052 . 233 2.039 . 047 . 963 1.038 
a. Dependent Variable: cohesiveness 
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Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: team communication 
Independent variables: OCB and IMB dimensions 
Model Summary 
Chan e Statistics 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 
R Square 
Chan e F Change dfl df2 Sig. F Change 
1 
. 
304a . 093 . 074 . 76109 . 
093 4.893 1 48 . 032 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Si q. Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 4.778 1.238 3.860 . 000 
courtesy 9.483E-02 . 043 . 304 2.212 . 032 1.000 1.000 
a. Dependent Variable: team communication 
Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: team conflict 
Independent variables: OCB and IMB dimensions 
Model Summary 
Chan e Statistics 
Adjusted Std. Error of R Square 
Model R R Square R Square the Estimate Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change 
1 
. 4615 . 213 . 
196 1.57089 . 213 12.954 1 48 . 001 
2 
. 556b . 309 . 
279 1.48736 . 096 6.542 1 47 . 014 
3 
. 6120 . 
375 . 334 1.42978 . 066 4.862 1 46 . 
032 
a. Predictors: (Constant), courtesy 
b. Predictors: (Constant), courtesy, ingratiation 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 30.030 2.555 11.754 . 000 
courtesy . 318 . 
088 . 461 
3.599 . 001 1.000 1.000 
2 (Constant) 24.171 3.332 7.255 . 000 
courtesy . 
285 . 085 . 
413 3.361 . 002 . 976 1.024 
ingratiation . 265 . 
104 . 314 
2.558 . 
014 . 976 1.024 
3 (Constant) 19.546 3.828 5.106 . 000 
courtesy . 
285 . 082 . 
413 3.499 . 001 . 976 1.024 
ingratiation . 237 . 
101 . 280 2.353 . 023 . 
960 1.042 
civic virtue . 197 . 
089 . 259 2.205 . 032 . 
983 1.017 
a. Dependent Variable: team conflict 
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Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: workload sharing 
Independent variables: OCB and IMB dimensions 
Model Summary 
Change Statistics 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 
R Square 
Chan e F Chan e dfl df2 Si .F Change 1 
. 4005 . 160 . 142 . 56231 . 160 9.140 1 48 . 
004 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Si . Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 4.607 1.090 4.227 . 000 
altruism . 117 . 039 . 400 3.023 . 004 1.000 1.000 
a. Dependent Variable: workload sharing 
Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: member flexibility 
Independent variables: OCB and IMB dimensions 
Model Summary 
Change Statistics 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 
R Square 
Change F Change dfl df2 Sig. F Change 
1 
. 5005 . 
250 . 234 . 71755 . 250 16.007 1 48 . 000 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 5.996 1.391 4.311 . 000 
altruism . 197 . 
049 . 500 4.001 . 000 1.000 1.000 
a. Dependent Variable: member flexibility 
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Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: trust 
Independent variables: OCB and IMB dimensions 
Model Summary 
Chan e Statistics 
Adjusted Std. Error of R Square 
Model R R Square R Square the Estimate Change F Change dfl df2 Sig. F Change 
1 
. 420a . 176 . 159 . 72466 . 176 10.251 1 48 . 002 
2 
. 518b . 269 . 
238 
. 68986 . 093 5.964 1 47 . 018 
3 
. 586c . 343 . 
300 
. 66100 . 074 5.195 1 46 . 027 
a. Predictors: (Constant), ingratiation 
b. Predictors: (Constant), ingratiation, civic virtue 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 7.566 1.288 5.875 . 000 
ingratiation 
. 160 . 050 . 420 
3.202 . 002 1.000 1.000 
2 (Constant) 5.098 1.589 3.208 . 002 
ingratiation 
. 145 . 
048 . 379 3.015 . 004 . 
983 1.017 
civic virtue . 105 . 
043 . 307 2.442 . 
018 . 983 1.017 
3 (Constant) 3.041 1.770 1.719 . 092 
ingratiation 
. 128 . 046 . 
337 2.761 . 008 . 960 1.042 
civic virtue . 105 . 
041 . 308 2.551 . 014 . 983 1.017 
courtesy 8.589E-02 . 038 . 276 
2.279 . 027 . 976 1.024 
a. Dependent Variable: trust 
Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: team viability 
Independent variables: intragroup processes 
Model Summary 
Chan e Statistics 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 
R Square 
Change F Change dfl df2 Sig. F Change 
1 
. 632a . 
399 . 387 
3.94372 . 399 
31.877 1 48 . 
000 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) -19.582 12.082 -1.621 . 112 
cohesiveness 2.949 . 522 . 
632 5.646 . 000 1.000 1.000 
a. Dependent Variable: team viability 
Appendix XV 
Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: team performance 
Independent variables: intragroup processes 
Model Summary 
Chan e Statistics 
Adjusted Std. Error of R Square 
Model R R Square R Square the Estimate Chan e F Change dfl df2 Sig. F Change 
1 . 524a . 275 . 
260 3.56325 . 275 18.192 1 48 . 000 
2 . 602b . 
362 . 335 3.37787 . 087 6.413 1 47 . 015 
a. Predictors: (Constant), cohesiveness 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Si q. Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) -19.051 10.916 -1.745 . 087 
cohesiveness 2.013 . 472 . 524 4.265 . 
000 1.000 1.000 
2 (Constant) -39.650 13.163 -3.012 . 004 
cohesiveness 1.668 . 468 . 434 
3.566 . 001 . 915 1.093 
team conflict . 729 . 288 . 
308 2.532 . 015 . 915 1.093 
a. Dependent Variable: team performance 
Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: team viability 
Independent variables: OCB and IMB dimensions 
Model Summary 
Chan e Statistics 
Adjusted Std. Error of R Square 
Model R R Square R Square the Estimate Change F Change dfl df2 Si q. F Change 
1 
. 429a . 
184 . 167 
4.59558 . 184 10.824 
1 48 . 
002 
2 
. 532b . 
283 . 
253 4.35325 . 099 
6.493 1 47 . 
014 
a. Predictors: (Constant), courtesy 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 24.063 7.474 3.220 . 002 
courtesy . 
852 . 259 . 
429 3.290 . 002 
1.000 1.000 
2 (Constant) 1.972 11.193 . 176 . 
861 
courtesy . 874 . 
245 . 440 3.561 . 
001 . 999 1.001 
altruism . 762 . 
299 . 315 2.548 . 
014 . 999 1.001 
a. Dependent Variable: team viability 
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Multiple Regressions: Dependent variable: team performance 
Independent variables: OCB and IMB dimensions 
Model Summary 
Chan e Statistics 
Adjusted Std. Error of R Square 
Model R R Square R Square the Estimate Change F Chan e dfl df2 Si q. F Change 
1 
. 513a . 263 . 248 3.59155 . 263 17.153 1 48 . 000 
2 
. 594b . 353 . 325 3.40253 . 089 6.481 1 47 . 014 
3 
. 656c . 430 . 393 3.22773 . 077 6.228 1 46 . 016 
4 
. 691d . 477 . 430 3.12556 . 047 4.057 1 45 . 050 
5 
. 727e . 529 . 475 3.00032 . 052 4.835 1 44 . 033 
a. Predictors: (Constant), self-promotion 
b. Predictors: (Constant), self-promotion, courtesy 
c. Predictors: (Constant), self-promotion, courtesy, altruism 
d. Predictors: (Constant), self-promotion, courtesy, altruism, ingratiation 





Coefficients is Collineari Statistics 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Si q. Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 8.369 4.637 1.805 . 077 
self-promotion . 902 . 218 . 513 4.142 . 000 1.000 1.000 
2 (Constant) -3.470 6.397 -. 542 . 590 
self-promotion . 781 . 212 . 444 3.688 . 001 . 949 1.053 
courtesy . 501 . 197 . 
307 2.546 . 014 . 
949 1.053 
3 (Constant) -17.838 8.365 -2.132 . 038 
self-promotion . 
612 . 212 . 
348 2.886 . 006 . 
853 1.173 
courtesy . 553 . 
188 . 339 
2.945 . 005 . 938 1.066 
altruism . 584 . 
234 . 293 
2.496 . 016 . 897 1.115 
4 (Constant) -26.361 9.139 -2.884 . 006 
self-promotion . 607 . 
205 . 345 
2.958 . 005 . 852 1.173 
courtesy . 497 . 
184 . 304 
2.703 . 010 . 916 1.091 
altruism . 544 . 
227 . 274 
2.393 . 021 . 890 1.124 
ingratiation . 441 . 
219 . 221 
2.014 . 050 . 967 1.034 
5 (Constant) -32.265 9.175 -3.517 . 001 
self-promotion . 589 . 
197 . 335 2.987 . 005 . 851 1.175 
courtesy . 423 . 
180 . 259 2.356 . 023 . 884 1.131 
altruism . 523 . 
218 . 263 2.396 . 021 . 888 1.126 
ingratiation . 465 . 
210 . 233 2.209 . 032 . 965 1.037 
intimidation . 420 . 
191 . 233 2.199 . 033 . 955 1.047 
a. Dependent Variable: team performance 
